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1. 제목
개량형 정보표시 설계 명가 기술에 관한 연구

11. 연구개발의 목적과 필요성
원전과 같은 인간 기계 시스템의 성능은 디스플레이 빛 컨트롤로 구성되

어

있는 인터페이스의 설계의 시스템 적합성에 의해 크게 좌우되고 있다.

컴퓨터가 상용화되고 그 기술이 비약적으로 발전하면서 원전 운전원들을 포
함한 컴퓨터 사용자들의 정신모형 (user's mental model) 이 인터페이스의 아

날로그 형태에서
가고 있다.

디지털형태의

따라서

스테레오타입 (stereotype) 으로 점차 바뷔어

일정 부분 디지털 형태의

인터페이스를 수용하고 있는

개량형 원전 제어실 설계시，

컴퓨터 기술을 활용한 CRT 상의 정보표시나 전

산화 절차서와 같은 개량형

정보 디스플레이의

(혹은，

안전성) 명가 현안들을 도출하고，

계 명가를 위하여

인간 기계

시스템

도출된 현안틀의 신뢰성

적합성
있는 설

명가모델의 구축과 운전원의 실험을 통한 모델 검증 빛

분석 기술의 연구가 시급히 필요하다.
본 연구의

최종 목표는 CRT 디스플레이 정보표시나 CRT 상의 전자식 절

차서와 같은 계량형 정보 표시를 설계할 때 그 설계의 인간공학적 명가 기
술을 개발하는 것이다.

목표를 설정하였다.

이러한 목표를 수행하기

위하여 3차년도의

단계멸

1 차년도인 당해년도에는 광범위한 CRT 디스플레이 평가

지침 빛 기술보고서틀을 수집 분석하여 개량형 정보표시 명가 현안을 도출
하고 그 현안들의 기술배경 조사를 목적으로 연구를 수행하였다. 도출된 명

가 현안을 가지고 2차년도에는 현안의
실험 빛 분석을 수행할 예정이며，

적합성 여부를 실제 시스템을 통해

최종 3차년도에는 개량형 정보 설계 평가

지침을 개발하고 이에 다른 명가 지원 시스템이 개발될 것이다.

III.

연구개발의 내용과 범위

본

연구는

display) 의

CRT

디스플레이

상에

나타나는

명가현안들과 그 기술 배경에 대하여

정보표시( information

연구를 수행하였다.

컴퓨

터

기술이

비약적으로 발전하면서

CRT 디스플레이의 정보표시

명가항목도

이에 따라 새롭게 추가되어야 하며 이에 대한 설계 빛 명가 지칩의 연구가
광범위하게

수행되었다.

또한

전자식

절차서 (CBP) 에

대한

명가 현안들도

CRT 정보 표시 현안 연구와 더불어 구별되게 연구를 수행하였다.

IV.

연구개발결과

디지털 형태의 인터페이스를 점차적으로 수용하고 있는 개량형 원전 제
어실의 CRT 정보표시의 인간 기계 시스템 적합성 명가 현안을 도출하기 위
하여 CRT 정보표시와 관련한 다수의

명가지침

빛 기술자료들을 수집하였으

며 수집된 자료들의 중요 지침들을 데이터 베이스화 하였고 명가 현안을 효
율적으로 도출하기 위하여 명가지침 지원시스템 (DBMS) 의 시작품을 제작하

였다.

그러고 제작된 평가지침 지원시스템을 통해 매우 신뢰성

있는 설계

명가 현안들을 도출하였으며 선정된 명가현안틀을 비원전 분야의 CRT 정보
환경에서 사용성 명가 실혐을 수행하였다. 도출된 평가 현안 빛 평가 지침
지원시스템 시작품은 향후 펑가 현안 실험 빛 분석을 위해 매우 효과적으로
활용될 것이다.
전산화절차서 (CBP) 관련

인간공학 설계 지침

및 기술자료들을 수집

및

분석하였으며 중요 자료들을 데이터 베이스화 하여 CRT 펑가 현안과 관련된

CBP 명가 현안 항목들을 도출하였으며 선정된 CBP 평가 현안 항목들과 CRT
평가 현안간의

연관성 분석을 수행하였다.

또한 선정 지침들의 중요도 및

적정성 분석을 KINS 에서 수행한 전산화절차서

기존 연구 결과를 바탕으로

수행하였다.

V.

연구 개발결과의 활용계획

본 연구에서 수행한 CRT 디스플레이

및 CBP의 명가 현안 항목 분류 및

지침에 대한 분석 결과를 바탕으로 명가 항목별로 중요도를 조사하고 중요
도 우선

순위에 따라 명가 현안에 대한 실험 분석에 활용될 것이다. 본 연

구에서 도출된 CRT 디스플레이 명가 항목은 PMAS의 정보표시 현안의 적정성
을 분석하는데

쓰여

질

것이며

CBP 명가 항목은 차세대 원전 (AP1400) 의

sub-system 인 CPS(Computerized Procedure System) 의

합성을 분석하는데 활용될 것이다.

정보 표시

현안의

적

적합성 분석을 통해 본 연구에서 도출된

3047>> 의 명가 항목의 신뢰성을 검증할 컷이다.

-
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또한 본 연구 결과를 바탕으로 CRT 디스플레이의 기술 발전에 따른 새로

운 명가 현안들을 재고함으로서 원전 개량형 정보표시의 형가 지침으로 사
용될 예정 인

NUREG-0700 Rev.2 의 지 침 항목틀을 수정 보완하는데 기 여 할

수 있을 것이다.

또한，

설계 지침으로 사용 중에 있는 HF-OI0 에

CRT 디스

플레이 항목틀을 추가하는데 그 근거 자료로 활용될 수 있을 것이다.

-
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SUMMARY
1. Title

Evaluation of Technical Design of Advanced Information Display

11. Objectives
The performance of human machine system such as nuclear power
plant is highly dependent on the suitability of the interface design of the
system. As the computer technology is highly developed, the mental
model of computer users induding NPP operators has been changed from
analogue display type-based stereotype to digitalized one. Therefore , it is
necessary and confident to consider the issues to evaluate system
suitability of advanced information display on CRT or CBP (Computer
Based Procedure).
This document is intended for providing an updated and expanded set
of user-interface guidelines that meet the needs of designing information
display on CRT by finding the generic guidelines involving information
display design issues as much as possible. The design issues and
resolutions from the finding may provide the cues for the designers and
evaluators of the specific man machine interfaces of digitalized devices.

III. Contents and Scope
This

document

covers

human

machine

system

interface

issues

associated with computer workstation used regularly in any places for
text , data , and simple graphic processing tasks. The guidelines specified
in this document applies to CRT used principally by a single individual
with normal physical , perceptual , and cognitive capabilities.

-
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IV. Results
In order to achieve the research objectives , tremendous guidelines and
technical papers related to evaluation issues of information display on
CRT has been collected , transformed to electric database forms and then
built on database management system to retrieve the appropriate issues
for information display on CRT. From the system, the relevant evaluation
issues and its hierarchy has been finally developed.
As for human factors guidelines of CBP, the items related to the
issues has been assigned to the hierarchy and then analyzed through
comparing the CBP issues with the ones of information display on CRT.

V. Applications
The results of this project may be applied to the experiment for
validation of the collected issues. For examples , the correctiveness of
col1 ection of CBP issues may be validated on CPS

(Computerized

Procedure System) on Korea Next Generation Reactor (AP1400) , and CRT
issues on PMAS.
And another contribution of this research is that it would consider the
new issues of CRT information display which need to update on
Nureg0700 Rev.2 or HFOI0.
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제

1

장 연구개발과제의 개요

제 1 절 연구개발의 필요성
원전과 같은 인간 기계 시스템의 성능은 디스플레이 및 컨트롤로 구성되
어

있는 인터페이스의

설계의

시스템 적합성에 의해 크게 좌우되고 있다.

컴퓨터가 상용화되고 그 기술이 비약적으로 발전하면서 원전 운전원들을 포
함한 컴퓨터 사용자들의 정신모형 (user's mental model) 이 인터페이스의 아
날로그 형태에서

가고 있다.

디지털형태의

따라서

스테레오타입 (stereotype) 으로 점차 바뀌어

일정 부분 디지털 형태의

인터페이스를 수용하고 있는

개량형 원전 제어실 설계시，

컴퓨터 기술을 활용한 CRT 상의 정보표시나 천

산화 절차서와 같은 개량형

정보 디스플레이의

(혹은，

안전성) 명가 현안들을 도출하고，

계 명가를 위하여

인간 기계

시스템

도출된 현안틀의 신뢰성

적합성
있는 설

평가모델의 구축과 운전원의 실험을 통한 모델 검증 빛

분석 기술의 연구가 시급히 필요하다.
또한，

NUREG-0700 Rev.2 가 2002 년에 발간되면서 계량형 정보표시에 대한

인간공학적 명가 현안들이 상당 부분 반영되었다.
CRT 디스플레이

항목(1 2.2.2.2) 에는 지침의

그러나 NUREG-0700 Rev.2

1 장 Information Display의

연

관된 항목을 참조하라고 간단히 언급하고 있다. 모든 정보표시의 펑가 지침
으로 쓰인 NUREG-0700 Rev.2에서 1 장의 내용은 CRT 정보표시를 위한 지침으

로 사용하기에는 그 복잡성을 비추어 볼 때 적용에 무리가 있고 전자식 절
차서의

항목들 (8 장) 또한 NUREG!CR-6634의 내용을 반영한 것이므로 CRT 정

보표시에 대한 보다 광범위한 지침 자료들을 수집하여 CRT 정보표시 명가현
안들에 대한 연구가 필요하다 하겠다.

제

2 절 연구 목적

본 연구의 최종 목표는 CRT 디스플레이 정보표시나 CRT 상의 전자식 절
차서와 같은 계량형 정보 표시를 설계할 때 그 설계의

술을 개발하는 것이다.
목표를 설정하였다.
지침

이러한 목표를 수행하기

인간공학적 평가 기

위하여 3차년도의

단계별

1 차년도인 당해년도에는 광범위한 CRT 디스플레이 평가

빚 기술보고서틀을 수집 분석하여

개량형 정보표시 명가 현안을 도출

하고 그 현안들의 기술배경 조사를 목적으로 연구를 수행하였다. 도출된 명

- 1 -

터

기술이

비약적으로 발전하면서

CRT 디스플레이의

정보표시

평가항목도

이에 따라 새롭게 추가되어야 하며 이에 대한 설계 및 명가 지침의 연구가
광범위하게

수행되었다.

또한

전자식

절차서 (CBP) 에

대한

평가

현안틀도

CRT 정보 표시 현안 연구와 더불어 구멸되게 연구를 수행하였다.

IV.

연구개발결과

디지털 형태의 인터페이스를 점차적으로 수용하고 있는 개량형 원전 제
어실의 CRT 정보표시의

인간 기계 시스템 적합성 평가 현안을 도출하기 위

하여 CRT 정보표시와 관련한 다수의 명가지침

빛 기술자료들을 수집하였으

며 수집된 자료들의 중요 지침들을 데이터 베이스화 하였고 평가 현안을 효

율적으로 도출하기 위하여 명가지침 지원시스템 (DBMS) 의 시작품을 제작하
였다.

그리고 제작된 명가지침 지원시스템을 통해 매우 신뢰성

있는 설계

명가 현안틀을 도출하였으며 선정된 명가현안틀을 비원전 분야의 CRT 정보

환경에서 사용성 명가 실험을 수행하였다. 도출된 명가 현안 및 평가 지침
지원시스템 시작품은 향후 명가 현안 실험 빛 분석을 위해 매우 효과적으로

활용될 것이다.
전산화절차서 (CBP) 관련

인간공학 설계 지침

빛 기술자료들을 수집

빛

분석하였으며 중요 자료들을 데이터 베이스화 하여 CRT 명가 현안과 관련된

CBP 명가 현안 항목들을 도출하였으며 선정된 CBP 평가 현안 항목들과 CRT
명가 현안간의

연관성 분석을 수행하였다.

또한 선정 지침틀의 중요도 및

적정성 분석을 KINS 에서 수행한 전산화절차서

기존 연구 결과를 바탕으로

수행하였다.

V.

연구 개발결과의 활용계획

본 연구에서 수행한 CRT 디스플레이

및 CBP의

명가 현안 항목 분류 빛

지침에 대한 분석 결과를 바탕으로 평가 항목별로 중요도를 조사하고 중요
도 우선

순위에 따라 명가 현안에 대한 실험 분석에 활용될 것이다. 본 연

구에서 도출된 CRT 디스플레이 명가 항목은 PMAS의 정보표시 현안의 적정성

을 분석하는데

쓰여

질

것이며

CBP 명가 항목은 차세대

sub-system 인 CPS(Computerized Procedure System) 의

합성을 분석하는데 활용될 것이다.

원전 (AP1400) 의

정보 표시

현안의

적

적합성 분석을 통해 본 연구에서 도출된

3047>> 의 평가 항목의 신뢰성을 검증할 것이다.
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[그럼 1.1] 연구개발 추진체계

닝

q

제

장 국내 • 외 기술개발 현황

2

개량형 제어실의 Human System Interface에 관한 연구는 국내외에서 지

속적으로 이루어져 왔다. 복잡하고 대형 시스템에서 발생하는 사고들의 50%
이상이

인적

오류( human error) 에 의해 야기되고 있고，

특히

항공 사고의

70% 가량이 인적 인 오류로 인해 지속적으로 발생되고 있다. 특히 컴퓨터 기
술이 발전하고 정보를 전달하는 인터페이스의 기능들이 전자화 되어 가면서

기존 아날로그 인터페이스에 적응된 사용자들의 정신모형과 시스템 이미지
와의 불일치에서 오는 문제점으로 인해 새로운 형태의

인적 오류들이 발생

하고 있는 실정이다. 따라서 개량형 제어실에서의 운전 업무를 수행하는 운
전원들의 인지적 현상과 특성을 이해하려는 연구와 이를 설계에 반영하려는
지침에 대한 연구들이 활발히 진행되고 있다.
국내에서는 원자력의 안전성과 효율성에 미치는 인적요소의 중요성이 널

리 인식되어 있어 매우 활발한 실무가 진행되고 있으나 선진 기술의 도입이

충분한 검증없이
다.

예컨대，

받아틀어서 지침

운전자의

동작

적용에 문제점을 지적하고 있는 실정이

양립성

문제에

있어서도

(예를

들면，

population stereotype) 사용되는 지침틀이 제작된 나라의 운전원의 특성을
반영한 것이므로 국내 운전원의 정신모형이나 특성에 따라 지침화가 되지
않아 지침 적용의 신뢰성에 의문을 제기하고 있는 실정이다. (차우창， 2002)
현재 국내 원자력 분야에서

실질적으로，

혹은 참고로 활용하고 있는 중요

인간공학 지침은 다음과 같은 범위가 있음으로 따악된다.
(이용희，

이정운， 2002)

- NUREG-0700 , 0711 , 0835 등의 미국 NRC 지침
- KINS-G-OOl 18절 동 규제 기관 지침
- IEEE , IEC 기준 중 원자력 관련 지침
- EPRI-3659 , INPO , NSAC 등 원자력 산업 지 침
- HF-OI0 등 국내 산업체의 자체 개발 지침
- IS0 9241 시리즈， ANS1 , HF-I00 등 산업체 기준
- M1L-STD-1472F 등 타 분야 지 침
- Woodson HDBK , Boff HDBK 동 학계의 지 침
- CE SGB 동의 차세대 원전의 참고 지침
위에서 언급된 지침들은 연구，

개발，

설계， 제작，

사업자，

인허가 심사，

학계 등 인간공학 실무 경험자들의 의견을 수집하어 작성 빛 활용하고 있으
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나 실제 이를 활용하는 실무자들은 인간공학 지침을 전탐하는 전문가들이
아니라 계측 제어 계통을 하면서 인간공학의 필요성을 인식하여 지식을 습
득한 경우가 대부분이어서

지침에 대한 세부요소에 대한 적용에는 한계가

있다. 더욱이， CRT 디스플레이와 같이 기술이 급속도로 발전하는 계량형 운

전실을 설계하고 명가하기에는 지침

기술에 대한 보다 체계적이고 신뢰성

있는 사스템적 사고가 필요하다 하겠다.

또한 인간공학 지침에 대한 광범위한 자료가 있음에도 불구하고 개량형
정보표시 설계나 평가를 위한 CRT 디스플레이나 CBP 관련 지침만 따로 작성

된 경우는 매우 드불어서 지침 적용에 한계가 있는 실무자에게 일반적인 지
침에서 관련 지침을 찾아 적용해야 하는데 큰 어려움이
량형

있는 실정이다.

개

정보표시에 관한 사항들만 따로 마련한 IEEE-1289 나 NUREG/CR-6634와

같은 경우에도 적용 지침이

일반적인 사항으로만 되어

있어서

신뢰성있는

지침 적용하는데 한계가 있다. 따라서 계량형 정보 표시에 대한 보다 체계
적이고 신뢰성있는 지침에 대한 연구가 필요하며 그것이 본 연구에 주요 목
적이라 할 수 있다.

-s

제

3

제

장 연구 개발 수행

내용 및 결과

1 절 기술정보 수집 및 전문가 확보

개량형

정보표시 설계 명가 현안을 도출하기 위하여 개량형 정보표시에

대한 여러 지침서， 지침관련 연구보고서，

지침관련 지적사항 빛 디지털 인

터페이스 관련 일반 인간공학 지침 동을 수집하였다. 수집되어 반영된 13종
의 지침서는 다음과 같다 (자세한 내용은 채 6 장 연구 개발과정에서 수집

한 해외 과학기술정보 참조) .

NUREG-0700 Rev.l
I파댈

Human-System Interface Design Review Guideline

Publishing Organization: Division of System Technology Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Da te Pub li shed
Security

June 1996

Classificati 。n:

unlimited

NUREG-0700 Rev.2
I끄댈

Human-System

Interface Design Review Guidelines

Publishing Organization: Division of System Technology Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date PublisheQ: May 2002
Secur、 itv

Classification: unclassi fied

I\JUREG /CR -6634
TITLE: Computer-Based Procedure Systems: Technical Basis and Human
Factors Review Guidance
Publishing Organization~ Department of Advanced Technology Brookhaven
National Laboratory
Date Published: March 2000
ANSI/HFS 100-1988
TITLE: American National Standard for Human Factors Engineering of
Visual Display Terminal Workstations
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Publishing Organization: The Human Factors Society , Inc
Da te Pub 1i sheg: April 1988
IEEE STD 1289-1998
TITLE: IEEE Guide for the Application of Human Factors Engineering in
the Design of Computer-based Monitoring and Control Displays for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations
Publishing Organization: Nuclear Power Engineering Committee of the
IEEE Power Engineering Society
Date Published: March 1998
IEEE STD 845-1988
TITLE: IEEE Guide to Eva1uation of Man-Machine Performance in Nuclear
Power Generating Station

Contr、01

Rooms and Other Peripheries

Date Pub1ished: 1988
MIL-STD-1472F
TITLE: Human Engineering.
Pub1ishing Organization: Dept. of Defense Design Criteria Standard
Date Publisheg: August 1999
Security C1assification: unlimi ted
HF-010
TITLE: Human Factors Engineering Guide1ine Document
Pub1ishing

Organization~

Korean Electric Power Corporation

DOT!FAA/CT-Ol/08
TITLE: Computer-Human Interface Guide1ines: A Revision to Chapter 8 of
the Human Factors Design Guide.
Pub1ishing Organization: Federal Aviation Administration
Dlate Pub1 ished~ Apri1 2001
Security C1assificationunclassi fied
DoD HFE TAG #38
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TITLE: lndex of Non-government Standards on Human Engineering Design
Criteria and Program Requirements/Guidelines.
Publishing

Organization~

Dept. of Defense Human Factors Engineering

Technical Advisory Group
Date

Published~

May 1995
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IS0 9241-Part 1 to 17
I끄LE:

Ergonomic Requirements for Office Work with Visual Display

terminals (VDTs).
Publishing

Organization~

IS0 (The 1nternational Organization for

Standardization)
Date

Published~

second edition-June 1997 , amendment-May 2001

X-Windows & Motif Programming
I끄LE:

X W1NDOWS and Motif

Pr、。gramming

Publishing Organization: David Marshall
Date Published: 1994-97
Motif & Common Desktop Environment 2.1 Style Guide
I파LE:

Motif and CDE 2.1 Style Guide

Publishing

Organizati 。n:

Open Software Foundation , 1nc

Date Published: 1989 , 1990 , 1993 , 1994

제 2 절 CRT 디스플레이 관련 지침 항목 도출
위에서 수집된 지침 자료를 분석한 결과
의 개수는 다음 [표

[표

3. 1]

지침별

3. 1] 과 같다.

CRT

디스플레이 항목

Nu c\ ear Guidelines
Government Guidelines

Non-government Guidelines
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CRT 디스플레이 관련 지침 항목

제

3 절 지침 데이터베이스 시스템

수집된 지침서로부터 평가 현안을 효율적으로 도출하기 위하여 각 지침

별 데이터베이스를 작성을 하고 각 항목별 key를 할당하였다.

데이터베이스

로부터 관련 지침을 효율적으로 추출하기 위하여 지침 정보 추출 DBMS 프로
그램을 개발하였다.

1. DB 기본 구성
Database에 만들어진 Table의 종류는 다음과 같다.

는

각 테이블의 키 필드

key field 혹은 필드명에 underline을 표시하였다.

가.

Document Table

1 ) 가이드라인 문서 명의 표기와 DB 자체의 효율적 운영을 위하여 각 가이
드라인 문서를 대표하는 알파뱃 문자 한 문자를 부여하고 이를 저장하
였다.

2) 접두어 "DOC"를 사용하여 문서 테이블에 관련되어 있음을 나타댄다.
3) 테이블 명은 “ DOCUMENTS “로 하였다.
4) 필드 구성

@ 야다맺: 가이드라인 문서를 대표하는 알파뱃 한 문자 (key field)

19j DOCT ITLE: 가이드라인 문서의 명칭
DOCUMENTS
DOCIDX
A

나.

I
I

|•

테이블 명

DOCTITLE |• 필드
NEUREG 0700 I• 레코드 예

Guideline Table

1) 각 가이드라인 항목의 실제적 내용이 저장되어 있는 테이블이다.

2)

접두어 "GL"을 사용하여 가이드라인 테이블에 관련되어 있음을 나타댐.

3) 테이블 명은 “ GUIDELINES" 로 하였다.

4)

필드 구성

@Q피끄K:

(key field)

- 가이드라인 문서를 대표하는 접두어와 항목의 기록 순서를 나타내
는 일련번호로 구성하였다.

- 일련번호는 가이드라인 문서상에 지정된 변호체계와는 다른 순서적
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인 의미만을 갖는다.

ex) A0001
가이드라인 문서에 부여된 대표 문자

• A:

• 0001: 가이드라인 항목의 첫 번째 내용
@ GLNUMBER

- 가이드라인 항목에 부여된 원래 번호 문자 (ex: A.a.1)
원본 가이드라인 문서의 내용과 대조를 위해 필요

명

드
드코

예

이

Item is ...

블

ltem

1.1.1.1

•
•
•

위한 될드

테필레

@ GLTITLE: 가이드라인 항목에 부여된 실제 제목
@ GLCONTENT: 가이드라인 항목의 내용
@ GLDOC: 가이드라인의 출처로 DOCUMENT Table과 조인(j oin) 을

다. Keyword Table

1) 각 가이드라인 문서에서 정의되었거나 임의로 추가한 키워드와 그 정의
가 저장되어 있는 테이블이다.

2)

접두어 "KW" 를 사용하여 키워드 테이블에 관련되어 있음을 나타낸다.

3) 테이블 명은 “ KEYWORDS" 로 하였다.

4) 필드 구성
@ 앤퍼K:

(key field) 현재 키워드가 정의된 가이드라인 문서를 대표

하는 접두어와 정의 순서를 나타내는 일련번호로 구성

ex) KOOOl

• K:

현재 코드가 키워드임을 표시

• 0001: 키워드의 정의 순서

@ KWKEYWORD:

키워드 문자열 자체

@ KWDEFINITION: 키워드에 대한 정의 내용

Keyword

라.

Definition

KWTOGL Table

1 ) 각 가이드라인 항목과 keyword의 연결사항을 저장하는 테이블이다.
2) 펄드구성
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~

KWIDX: Keyword

테이블의 KWIDX와 동일한 번호로 해당 keyword를 반

환한다.
~

테이블의 각 가이드라인 항목의 고유번호인

GLIDX: Guideline
값으로 해당

마.

GLIDX

Guideline 항목을 반환한다.

Structure Table

1 ) 여러 가이드라인을 통합하기 위하여 새로 만들어진 대표항목을 저장하
는 테이블이다.
필드 구성

2)

@ 일DX: (key field) 현재 structure 에 정의된 대표항목을 대표하는 접
두어와 정의 순서를 나타내는 일련번호로 구성

ex) SOOOI
• S: 현재 코드가 structure 항목임을 표시
• 0001: structure의 정 의 순서
~ SNA뻐:
대표항목의 tit1e
@ SDEF: 대표항목의 정의
@ SREF: 대표항목의 구조를 나타내기위한 필드로 상부의

참조항목으로

구성

@J SLEVEL:

대표항목의 구조를 나타내기위한 필드로 수준을 표시

뺑

SCONTENT: 각 대표항목에 있는 각 가이드라인 항목 수
@ SPRIORITY: 각 대표항목의 우선순위를 나타내는 항목
@ SMGT: 대표항목 관리를 위한 번호

바.

STTOGL Tab1e

1) 대표항목과 가이드라인 항목을 연결시켜놓은 테이블

2) 필드 구성
tB SIDX: structure

테이블의 SIDX와 동일한 항목으로 해당 대표항목

을 반환한다.
~

GLIDX: Guide1ine 테이블의 각 가이드라인 항목의 고유번호인
GLIDX 값으로 해당 Guide1ine 항목을 반환한다.

사. Tab1e들의 관계

앞에서 설명한 테이블은 다음 [그림 3.1] 과 같이 설정하였다.
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[그림 3.1] Table 간의 관계

2. 지침 정보 추출 프로그램
가. 화면 구성

1) 명가항목 인엑스:
다음 [그림 3.2] 에서 보는 바와 같이 대표항목의 구조를 볼 수 있다. 프

로그램을 처음 실행하면 대표항목의 최상위의 항목만 표시되고， 더블클릭하
면 하부 항목을 볼 수 있다
각 대표항목에 연결된 항목의 개수를 대표항목 title 옆에 ()속에 표시하
였다. 또한， 우선순위(혹은 중요도)에 대표항목의 ti tle의 색을 파란색， 노

란색으로 표시하였으며，

현재 선택되어져 가이드라인 내용이 표시되는 항목

은 회색으로 표시하였다.

2) 가이드라인 항목:
명가항목 인텍스에서 선택한 대표항목에 연결된 각 가이드라인 항목이 아
래의 [그럼 3.3] 에서 보이는 바와 같이 목록형태로 나타난다.
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[그림

3.2] 평가항목 인텍스

[그럼

3.3] 가이드라인 항목
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3) 가이드라인의 내용
가이드라인 항목에서 선택한 단 하나의 항목이 출처와 연결된 키워드 빛
평가항목 인텍스가 표시된다.

[그럼

3.4] 가이드라인의 내용

제 4 절 CRT 디스플레이 평가 항목 분류 체계
CRT

디스플레이의

평가

항목은

Display Elements ,

Display Format ,

Windows , Color의 4 가지 물리 적 인 요소와 Information Coding , Interaction
의 2 가지의

인지적인 요소의

총 6종류로 대분류하였다

CRT 디스플레이의

명가 항목은 총 304 개의 세부 항목으로 구성되어 있다.

각 분류별 세부 명

가 항목 내용은 Appendix에 자세히 설명되어 있다.

1. Display Elements
본 연구에서 사용되어지는 Di splay Elements 에 대한 정의는 다음과 같다.

가.

A basic component used to make up display formats , such as
abbreviations , labels , icons , symbols , coding , and highlighting.
(NUREG-0700 Rev.2)
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나.

Display elements are the building blocks of the display formats.

The following display elements are commonly used in computer-based
systems: alphanumeric characters , abbreviations and acronyms , tables ,
icons and symbols , numeric data , scales , axes , and grids , borders ,
lines , and arrows , color , size , shape. (NU
다.

The individual components of a display , such as labels ,

abbreviations , acronyms , icons , symbols , numbers , color , graph
lines , coding , highlighting , and background. (IEEE STD 1289-1998)
※

Display Elements의 세부 펑가 항목 구조는 아래 [그림 3.5] 와 같다.
1. 1. 2. BetweerrWord Spacing
/1 .1. 3. Betweer바ine Spacinq
~(1 ‘ 1 .4 .5pacinq between par~탤hs
[11 1. 5 αlaracter contrast

펀6‘i켄패댈훤끄!딩빽햇t

1.1 .7‘ Time Insensitive chara딱다얀역덴띤n

1/ 1 1.8.Character luminance

l.1. Character lJc:L'?ζ연띔 I?~양It Ch.한acter 앤P.P닫항@맨혼
\.'" 1.1.lO.Distinguishability of Chara따rs

1\1. 1.‘ 11.Character Height
1\ 1 1. 12.Character widφ
11\ 1. 1. 13 .5tr에<e width

‘

~\J.J ，l션:디갱「경E훤〔션원양보딛9二W엔쁘F검한Q
1 1. 15.Character Stroke Width-to-He lght Rati 。

!

1. DISPLAY ELEMENTS1

[그림

1. 2.label닝

3.5] DISPLAY ELEMENTS STRUCTURE
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2. Display Format
본 연구에서 사용되어지는 Di splay Format 에 대한 정의는 다음과 같다.

가.

Display format refers to methods of information presentation

consisting of an organized arrangement of smaller display elements.
They are the most significant "unit of analysis" of the information
system because the selection of format greatly influences the
ability of operators to easily and correctly. (NUREG-0700 Rev.2)
나.

Method of data presentation , such as a trend plot , bar chart ,

graph , table , or cross-plot. (IEEE STD 1289-1998)
※

Display Format의 세부 명가 항목 구조는 [그럼 3.6] 과 같다.

3. Windows
본 연구에서 사용되어지는 Windows 에 대한 정의는 다음과 같다.

가.

A geometric area on a computer screen within which the system

displays information or receives input from the user.
(NUREG-0700 Rev.2)
나.

A window is a geometric(usual1y rectangular) area on a screen

within which the system displays information of receives input from
the use. Typical1y , there can be multiple windows open at one time.
Open windows are both perceptually and functionally available to the
user. Two types of open windows exist: active and inactive. A closed
window is not visible and requires and action to gain access (e.g. ,
by opening an icon that represents the window) (IEEE STD 1289-1998).
※ Windows 의 세부 명가 항목 구조는 아래 [그럼
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3. 7] 과 같다.

2.3. 1.Fields
2.3.2 ‘ Field labels

~.3. Forms~

12.7.5.Radlo buttons
2. 7.Controls~
F'2 .7.6.Check boxes

2. OISPLAY FORMAT

27.8. Special graphical controls
.2.7.9. Cursors
. 7. 1O.General
2.8.1.Menu structure
12.8.2.Menu navigation

2.8.6. 1. General

[그럼

3.6] DISPLAY FORMAT STRUCTURE
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3 ‘ 1 .5， Messa디le bar
3.1 ,6 Status bar
3 , 1, 7 ,Control bar
n3 , 1,8 , Push buttons
\3. 1. 9 , Action icons

3.2 .w indow

3 3, l .Reauest messaae window
{3 , 3, 2.lnformation messaae window

3. WINDOWS

}3.6.Window navigation
3.7.Gεnεral

[그림

3. 7] WINDOWS STRUCTURE
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4. Color
본 연구에서 사용되어지는 Color에 대한 정의는 다음과 같다.
s

”
m

려

S

아

m

야 써따
뻐“
때

[n

I @

빼 써뼈

‘

쐐

s

---

뺑썩

Or

·m

---im

•

l/

R v.

L

s

、

m

’h ‘
--e
?ι

PL

nm

0’ D·1u

따뼈

S

oFi

·핑

/l ‘、

나.

빼뻐

+L

따뼈
뼈 젠

매

가

e

Color can be helpful in differentiating classes of information in

complex , dense , and critical displays.
Users often express preference for color , even when it does not
improve their performance. Although it may improve motivation and
memory , performance advantages associated with the use of color tend
to be highly task dependent , for example , color is helpful in
class-coding tasks. Its high conspicuity value means that less time
is wasted in checking targets that are not in the required class.
(FAA)
※ Color의 세부 형가 항목은 아래 [그림 3.8] 과 같다.

4. 1.Location

l

4 2.1Simul떠n잊냉 colour p연않n때m
42.2 ‘ Visual search for colour image~
color lj
~. 4.2.3.Colour interpretation from memory
.2 .4 .Use of Color
‘

。t

4. COLORF

.r

4 .4.1. Pure Blue

ι 4 .4 .5εlection /_1건츠멘뺑영

년죠 3.R얻:9'::경1
Ref，ξr

to 5. INF

4.6.Contrast
겐 Z:J~Tigh~1ηes닫
14.8.Gεneral

[그럼

3.8] COLOR STRUCTURE
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5. Information Coding
본 연구에서 사용되어지는 Information Coding의 정의는 다음과 같다.

Use of a system of symbols , shapes , colors or other variable sensory
stimuli to represent specific information. Coding may be used
(a) for highlighting (i.e. , to attract a user's attention to part of a
display) ,
(b) as a perceptual indicator of a data group , or
(c) to symbolize a state or attribute of an object (e.g. , to show a
temperature level or for warning purposes). (NUREG 0700 Rev.2)
※ Information Coding 에 대한 세부 명가 항목 구조는 아래 [그림 3.9] 와

같다.
섣꾀캘며앨땐띄효으et
g
g
g
댁3

lanned Patterns from color codin
15.2.Brightnεss

“5.3.Contrast

『굶갈뻐01
1N 5.5 .5 patial

~/ 5.6.Multidimension

‘ 5.7.Size
1/5.S haoe
.5

5. INFORMATION CODINGf;
~':..'~~'손슨
확 5.9.Textu 면
\5.10.Pattern
~\5.1 1.Li ne
:11,

5. 12.Area

U:13·혈t빼 강

5 14 , 1 ‘ Abbrevlations and Acronyms
/5 14 , 2 , Alphanumeric codinq

5. 14.Text coding /'2: 14 ， 3 ，냐)derlininq c얘æ
、;: :;.‘ 14 꺼，I?old (;oding
\5 :J"1., 5 서니띠 er ι띠엔ηg

!!，?15.D띨 pJ킹 Y!"C1 rlg e

\\?16.Flashing
i， 5.17.Genξral

[그럼

3.9] INFORMATION CODING STRUCTURE
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6. Interaction
본 연구에서 사용되어지는 Interaction의 정의는 다음과 같다.

The design of the system shall re f1 ect the interaction requirements
。 f crew served equipment.

(“
(MI
’lI L-응TD-1472F)

※ Interaction의 세부 명가 항목 구조는 아래 [그림 3.10] 과 같다.

6.1.1 .Descriptim
6. 1.않 neraI16.1.2.General recommer때。때

6.3 ‘ l .Descrip겐。n
f6.3.2 ‘ Feedback 며
rec∞α。rπmmen
띠
1피
떠at디ψio
d
αon
。
때
s
1E
6.3. Fe
ξε
려
db
벼
ac
야
kμ{6.‘.3.‘.3 .5일y뾰
s t얻
em not available

6.INTERACTIONI

6.6. 1.Desσiptim

'6.6.2. General
.6.0n-line helol ...
.7.Menu - Refer to 2.DISPLAY FORMAT • 2.8 Menu
,8. Fo rm-filling - Refer to 2.DISPLAY FORMAT • 2.3 Fo rms
6.9. 1. When to Use Direct Manipulation

6. 10. 1.Application
.10.Command dialogues
E.1 1. General

[그림 3.10] INTERACTION STRUCTURE
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위에서 분류된 CRT 디스플레이

평가 항목에 대한 각 주요 지침별 해당

항목 현황은 [표 3.2] 와 같다.

[표 3.2] 명가 항목별 주요지침 현황
STRUCTURE TITLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
DISPLAY FORMAT
WINDOWS
COLOR
INFORMATION CODING
INTERACTION
TOTAL

대표
항목수

Total

34
65
42
13
26
124
304

316
1026
510
66
136
664
2718

# of items in each Guidelines
ISO
ANSI
IEEE NUREG HF 010
9241
FAA
Rev.1
1289
Rev.2
Part3
6
122
6
29
107
14
355
434
8
3
389
110
3
9
11
18
2
32
32
48
133
4
26
386
6
1042
6
99
1103
32

제 5 철 CBP 명가 항목 분석
CBP(Computer Based Procedure) 에

대 한 명 가 항목에

대 한 선정 은 원 전

CBP 지침인 NUREG/CR-6634 의 75개 항목을 본 연구에서 제안된 명가 항목의

분류체계를

기반으로

NUREG-0700

Rev.2의

이에
8장

해당되는

항목으로

Computer-Based

할당하였다.

Procedure

[표

System에

3.3] 은

해당되는

NUREG/CR-6634 가이드라인의 75개 지침 항목을 본 연구에서 제안한 명가 항

목 분류체계에 할당된 결과를 나타낸 것이다.
[표 3.3] NUREG/CR-6634 항목 할당 결과

# of items in NUREG/CR-6634

STRUCTURE TITLE
1. Display Elements
2. Display Format
PHYSICAL
3. Windows
4. Color
5. Information Coding
COGNITIVE
6. Interaction
Total

NUREG/CR-6634 에서는 제안된

지침이

없고，

5
27

.

5
38
75

분류체계

중 Windows 와

Color 에

Display Element 와 Information Coding에는 소수의

해당하는

지침이，

Display Format 과 Interaction 에 지침이 치중되어 있음을 알 수 있다.
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관련있는 지침을 하부 명가 항목에서 자세하게 살펴보면 NUREG/CR-6634

의 지침이 충분하지

않다는 것을 알 수 있다.

CBP(Computer-Based

Procedure} 에

관한

그 이유는 NUREG/CR-6634 가

총체적 인

가이드라인이

아니 라，

NUREG-0700 Rev.2의 한 부분으로서 CRT 디스플레이 상에 나타내는 명가 항

목들은 본 연구에서 제시하고 있는 평가 항목 구조의 관련 항목을 참조할
수 있겠다.

각 명가 항목에 관련된 NUREG/CR-6634 의 해당 내역은 다음과 같

다.
1. Disp1ay Elements 에서의 CBP 관련 항목 분석

1 장의 Display Elements 에 해당하는 5개의 지침들이 4 절의 Numeric Data

에 해당된다.

CBP(Computer-Based Procedure} 의 특성을 고려해야하는 1 절의

Character , 3절의 Icon and Symbols , 5 절 Borders , Lines , and Arrows , 마
지막으로 6 절 Graphs 에 관련되는 지침을 NUREG/CR-6634 에서

없음을 알 수

있다.

[표 3.4] Display Elements 에서의 CBP 관련항목

STRUCTURE TITLE
1. Character
2. Labels
3. Icons and Symb이 S
1. Dìsplay Element
4. Numerìc Data
5. Borders , Lì nes , and Arrows
6. Graphs
Total

# of items in NUREG/CR-6634

.
5

5

2. Display Format 에서의 CBP 관련 항목 분석

2장 Di splay Format 에 해당하는 27개의 지침은 3 절 Forms , 5 절 Li sts , 9 절

Procedure Steps 이라는 하부 structure와 관련이 있다.

평가항목 Structure

에서는 NUREG/CR-6634 에서 Computer-Based Procedure Step에 관련된 지침을

수용할 수 있도록 다른 가이드라인에서 볼 수 없는 9 절 Procedure Steps 항
목을 제시하고 있다. [표

3.5]
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[표 3.5] Display Format 에서의 CBP 관련 항목

STRUCTURE TITLE

# of items in NUREG/CR-6634

1. Data Entry and Editing
2. Text
3. Forms

10

4. Paging
2. Display Format

5. Li sts

5

6. Tables

.

7. Controls

.

8. Menu
9. Procedure Steps

12
27

Total

3장 Windows 와 4 장 Color에는 [표 3.3] 에서와 같이 NUREG/CR-6634 에서

해

당하는 지침이 없었다.

3. Information Coding에서의 CBP 관련 항목 분석

5 장 Information Coding 에서는 14 절 Text Coding에 관한 지침

다.

5개가 있었

NUREG-0700 Rev. 2에서 제시하고 있는 여러 요소의 Coding이 CBP환경에

서의 Coding과 차이가 있다.

하지만 [표 3.6] 을 통해 NUREG/CR-6634 에서는

Text Coding에 대한 지침만 제시하고 있음을 알 수 있다.
[표 3.6] Information Coding에서 의 CBP 명 가항목

STRUCTURE TITLE
1. Color
2. Brightness
3. Contrast
4. Symb이
5. Spatial
6. Multidimension
7. Size
8. Shape
5. Information Coding
9. Texture
10. Pattern
11. Li ne
12. Area
13. Ordered
14. Text Coding
15. Display range
16. Flashing
Total
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# of items in NUREG/CR-6634

5

5

4.

6장

Interaction에서의 CBP 관련 항목 분석

Interaction에서는

1절

General 에

30개의

지침이

속하고，

3절

Feedback , 4 절 Status Information 에는 각각 2 개의 지 침이 관련이 있으며 ,

6 절의

On- Li ne Help에

3개의

지침이

해당되었다 .Interaction부분에서

General 에 많은 지침이 해당하는 것으로 보아，

1절

NUREG / CR - 6634 에서 사용자의

guidance에 해당하는 세부적인 내용보다는 일반적인 지침을 제시하고 있고
본다.

[표 3. 7] Interaction에서의 CBP 평가 항목

# of items in

STRUCTURE TITLE

6. Interaction
(User
Guidances)

NUREG/CR-6634

1. General
(Common Guidance Recommendations)
2. Prompts
3. Feedback
4. Status Information
5. Error Management
6. On.Line Help
7. Menul 8. Form-Filling
9. Direct Manipulation

30

2
2

.

3
Refer to Chapter 2
1

10. Command Dialogues
Total

t

38

제 6 절 NUREG-0700 Rev.2 와 HF-OI0의 평가 항목 비교
본 연구에서 제시한 CRT 디스플레이
Rev.2 와 HF-OI0의 지침 항목들의

항목에

관해서

HF-OI0에만

평가 항목을 기반으로 NUREG-0700

비쿄 분석하였다 [표 3.8].

고유하게

해당되는

지침은

제안된 명가

없었고，

HF-OI0과

NUREG-0700 Rev.2에 공통으로 해당되는 항목은 21 개의 항목이 있었다.

그러

고 그 21 개의 공통항목으로 통합되어 질 수 있는 관련항목들은 HF-OI0에서
32 개，

NUREG-0700 Rev.2 에서

1103 개가 되었다.

서 HF-OI0이 해당하는 항목은 약 7%로 21 개가，

하는 1867R 가 명가항목과 관련이

그래서 평가항목 304 개중에
NUREG-0700은 약 61%에 해당

있는 것을 알 수 있었다.

본 연구에서 제

시하는 명가항목에 대하여 HF-OI0은 약 7% , NUREG-0700은 약 61% 정도를 설
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명한다고 말할 수 있다.

다시 말해서，

본 연구에서 제시된 명가 항목들이

개별적으로 독립된 명가 항목으로서 검증되어 진다면 HF-OI0에는

디스

CRT

플레이의 평가 항목에 관련된 지침의 상당수가 추가 되어야할 필요가 있으
며

NUREG-0700 Rev.2

에 경우도 많은 부분의 명가 항목들이 추가되어져야

함을 암시하고 있다.
[표

3.8] HF-OI0 & NUREG-0700

관련 명가 항목 비교

HF-010 only
STRUCTURE
TITLE

명가
항목

(공통항목

NUREG-0700
Rev.2 only

제외)

(공통항목 제외)

HF-010 , NUREG-0700 Rev.2
공통항목
관련지침수 관련지침수

해당

관련

해당

관련

해당

항목

지침수

항목

지침수

항목

HF010

NUREG

34

20

66

8

14

41

65

41

421

3

8

13

3. WINDOWS

42

12

105

3

3

5

4. COLOR

13

6

7

5. INFORMATION
CODING

26

20

43

2

2

5

6. INTERACTION

124

66

364

4

4

22

TOTAL

304

165

1006

21

32

97

1. DISPLAY
ELEMENTS
2. DISPLAY
FORMAT

0

0

32(0+32)

11

1103(1006+97)
」
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제

4

장 연구개발 목표 달성도 및 관련 분야에의 기여도

본 연구는 개량형 정보표시 설계 기술을 개발하기 위하여 3차년도 중 1
차 년도인 당해연도에는 개량형 정보 표시 명가 현안을 도출하고 그에 따른
기술배경을 조사하는 것을 연구 목표로 하여 연구를 진행하여 왔다.
정보표시의
왔다.

개량형

연구 범위를 CRT 디스플레이로 한정하여 관련 연구를 진행하여

[표 4. 1]과 같이

연구 개발 목표의 달성은 명가 지원 시스템의 시작

품을 제작하는 등 목표를 초과 달성하였다.
[표

4. 1] 연구개발 목표 달성도

1삐향명 쩡보앙빼

명 't 편안도훌빛

'1 ..배명

~^t

{100% 탈생)
- CRT 쩡보표시 명까 지집 16 총휴 빛 다수 '1 슐 자료
- CRT 정보표시 명 't 언얀 항북 도훌 완료
- '1 흔 CBP 평가번얀 '1 슐 결로 완료
- CBP 명가 번안 방북 도훌 란료
- CBP 포맡된 CRT 명까직짐 향록 도홉 완료
- CRT 껑보효시 명까 지집 작료 12총 DB 작생 완료
- CBP 명까 지칩 DB 작생 완료
{100% 초곽 륙표달생 내용)
- 명까지집 지원시스템 (DBMS)

수접

시작훌 저l 작

- 도훌연암 '1 반의 명 't 싫멀 (비원전 표시장지)

본 연구에서 수행한 CRT 디스플레이의

대한

분석

결과는

현재

원전

평가

명가 현안 항목 분류 빛 지침에

지침으로

광범위하게

쓰고

있는

NUREG-0700 Rev.2 의 지침 항목을 비 원전 분야에서 채택하고 있는 펑가 항

목들과 비교함으로서 CRT 디스플레이의 기술 발전에 따른 새로운 평가 현안
들을 수정 보완할 수 있을 것이다. 또한 현재 NUREG-0700 Rev.2 에서 CRT 디
스플레이 명가 항목틀을 동일 지침의 관련항목으로 단순히 참조하는 형식에
서 CRT 디스플레이

항목을 세부 계층별로 구조화함으로서 체계적이고 신뢰

성 있는 평가 현안 도출이 가능하다.
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활용계획

본 연구에서 수행한 CRT 디스플레이

빛 CBP의

명가 현안 항목 분류 빛

지침에 대한 분석 결과를 바탕으로 명가 항목별로 중요도를 조사하고 중요
도 우선

순위에 따라 멍가 현안에 대한 실험 분석에 활용될 것이다. 본 연

구에서 도출된 CRT 디스플레이 명가 항목은 PMAS의 정보표시 현안의 적정성
을 분석하는데

쓰여

질

것이며

CBP 명가 항목은 차세대 원전 (AP1400) 의

sub-system 인 CPS(Computerized Procedure System) 의

합성을 분석하는데 활용될 것이다.

정보 표시

현안의

적

적합성 분석을 통해 본 연구에서 도출된

3047ß 의 명가 항목의 신뢰성을 검증할 것이다.

또한 본 연구 결과를 바탕으로 CRT 디스플레이의 기술 발전에 따른 새로
운 명가 현안틀을 재고함으로서 원전 개량형 정보표시의 명가 지침으로 사
용될 예정인

NUREG-0700 Rev.2 의 지침 항목들을 수정 보완하는데 기여할

수 있을 것이다.

또한，

설계 지침으로 사용 중에 있는 HF-OI0에 CRT 디스

플레이 항목틀을 추가하는데 그 근거 자료로 활용될 수 있을 것이다.
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은 다음과 같다.
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1. 1
1.1. 1

Dl SPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Between-Character Spacing

Spacing between characters should be at least 10% of character height.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.3.5.c]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.1 Spacingbetween characters.

Horizontal character separation should be a rninimum of 2 pixels.
HF010 9.7.1 .4 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

source

For character fonts without serifs , the between-character spacing shall be a rninimum of one stroke width
or one pixe l. If characters have serifs , the between-character spacing shall be a rninimum of one pixel
between the serifs of adjacent character (See Figure 4.)
source

IS09241-Part3

6.10

Between-character spacing

The rninimum space between characters shall be one stroke width.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.5.11 Character spacing.

Spacing requirements for text and numerals are given below.
a. Character Spacing - The spacing between letters within words and between digits in a multi-digit
number shall be the approximate visual equivalent of one stroke width between two straight-sided letters
such as H and 1( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.5.3.1.14.10 Spacing Design Requirements

Horizontal separation between characters or symbols should be between 10 and 65 percent of character or
symbol height.
Additional Information: Separation should not be less than 25 percent of character height when any of the
following degraded conditions exists( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.1-7 lnter-Character Spacing
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1.1
1.1.2

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Between-Word Spacing

Spacing between words shall be at least one character width for equally spaced characters or the width of
capital N for proportionally spaced characters.
[Source: MIL-STD-1472F , 5.5.5 .1 2]
source

FAA

8.2.5. 6. 2

Spacing between words.

A rninimum of one character width (capitqal N for proportional spacing)shall be used between words.
source

IS09241-Part3

6.11

Between-word spacing

Space between words shall be not less than the width of one character.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.5.12 Word spacing.
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1. 1
1.1.3

Dl SPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Between-Li ne Spacing

Spacing between lines shall be at least two stroke widths 01 15% of character height, whichever is greater.
This space is in addition to any space required for accent marks on upper case characters and descenders
on lower case letters.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.3.5.c]
Discussion: The interline spacing recommended for text displayed on terrninals is greater than that
recommended for printed material. Descenders are the paπ of lowercase letters that extend below the base
line on which the letter is positioned.
source FAA 8.2.5.6.3 Spacing between lines.

A rninimum of one pixel shall be used for spacing between lines of text. This area may not contain parts
of characters or diacritics , but may contain underscores(See Figure 5.)
source

IS09241-Part3

6.12

Between-line spacing

The rninimum space between lines shall be one-half character height.
MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.5.13 Line spacing.

source
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1.1
1.1.4

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Spacing Between Paragraphs

Paragraphs shall be separated by a blank line.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.3.5.c; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 10.3.3.5]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.4 Spacing between paragraphs.
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1.1

1.1.5

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Character Contrast

For optimum legibility, character contrast should be between 6:1 and 10:1
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1. 6.13 .1]
Discussion. Legibility may dirninish with contrasts below 3: 1, whereas contrasts above 15: 1 may cause
visual discomfort
source FAA 8.2.5.6.12 Character contrast.

There should be high contrast between the luminance of objects and the lurninance ofthe background on
the displays. The recommended luminance contrast range is 10: 1 to 18: 1.
source lEEE STD 1289-1998 4.2.2.1 Contrast

A-5

1
1.1
1.1.6

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Adjustable Contrast

Contrast should be adjustable to compensate for ambicnt lighting conditions.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1. 6.13.1]
source

FAA

8.2.5.6.13

A예'ustable

contrast
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1

Dl SPLAY ELEMENTS

1. 1

Character
Time Insensitive Character Recognition

1.1. 7

Character height for reading tasks in which identification of individual characters is not time-critical
should be at least 10 rnÎ nutes of arc.
[Source: ANSI , 1988]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.7 Time insensitive character recognition.

A-7

1
1.1
1.1.8

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Character Luminance

In a monochromatic display, the variation of a peak lurninance of character elements (dots or strokes)
should not exceed a ratio of 1.5: 1 within a character.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.6.11.2]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.11 Characterluminance.

A-8

1
1. 1
1.1.9

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
ConsÎstent Character Appearance

The font and size of alphanumeric characters should be consistcnt within a table and between related
tables.
Additional Information: An exception to this guideline is when a word or set of characters is highlighted
by varying the typeface , for example , through the use ofitalics or a bold fon t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 REV-2

12.2-8

CO lI sistent Character Appearallce

A-9
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1. 1
1.1. 10

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Distinguishability of Characters

For a given font , it should be possible to clearly distinguish between the following characters: X and K , T
and Y, 1 and L, 1 and 1, 0 and Q , 0 and 0, S and 5, and U and V.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.1-3 Distinguishability ofCharacters

A- lO
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1. 1
1.1. 11

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Character Height

The character height for maximum legibility and readability should be 20 to 22 minutes of arc.
[Source: ANSI , 1988]
Discussion. To account for both the size of symbols and characters and the viewing distance , visual angle
should be used as the unit of measurement. Visual angles are specified in terms of minutes of arc or
degrees (1 degree = 60 minutes of arc).
source FAA 8.2.5.6.5 Preferred character height.

The minimum character height for tasks in which legibility is important shall be 16 minutes of arc.
[Source: ANSI , 1988]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.6 inimum character height.

Character height for reading tasks in which identification of individual characters is not time-critical
should be at least 10 minutes of arc.
[Source: ANSI , 1988]
source

FAA

8.2.5. ι 7

Time insensitive character recognition.

The maximum character height for non-contextual groups of characters should not exceed 45 minutes of
arc.
[Source: ANSI , 1988]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.8 Maximum character height.

The maximum character height for readability shall be 24 minutes of arc.
[Source:ANSI , 1988]
source

FAA

8. 2. 5. 6. 9

aximum character height for reading.

Character heights of from 20 to 22 minutes of arc are preferred for most tasks.The minimum character
height shall be 16 minutes ofarc. For applications where readability is incidental to the task,smaller
characters may be used( eg ,for footnoted ,superscripts ,subscripts)
source

IS09241-Part3

6.4

Character height

As measured from the greatest anticipated viewing distance , the visual angle subtended by height of
black-and-white characters should be not less than 4.6 mrad (1 6 min) with 5.8 mrad (20 min) preferred;
the visual angle subtended by height of colored characters should be not less than 6.1 mrad (21 min) with
8.7 mrad (30 min) preferred
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.1.6.4.1 Character heigh t.
See Table XIII.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.5.15 Character height and viewing distance.

A-ll

Requirements for character height are presented below.
a. Character Height - Character height depends on viewing distance and luminance leve1. At a viewing
distance of 71 0 mm (28 in) the height of letters and numerals shall be within the range of values given in
Figure 9.5.3. 1.1 4.6- 1. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 .5.3.1.14.6 Character Height Design Requirements

The height of characters in displayed text or labels should be at least 16 minutes of arc and the rnaximum
character height should be 24 minutes of arc. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.1-4 Character Sizefor Text Readability

Character height should subtend a visual angle of 15 minutes (viewing distance multiplied b 0.004) as a
minimum; a visual angle of20 minutes (viewing distance mu 1tiplied by 0.006) is preferred.
Additional Inforrnation: Letter height should be identical for a1l 1abels within the same hierarchicallevel ,
based on the rnaximum viewing distance.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 11.3.1.5-1 Character Height

Characters used on labels should be sized to take into account viewing distances and illumination
conditions.
Additional Information: The character height recommendations in Guideline 11.3.1.5-1 should be
observed. Character heights required for various viewing distances are given in Table 12 .5. Under lessthan-optimal viewing conditions , the preferred values should be used as minimurns. The preferred values
should also be used for critical rnarkings associated with safety-related systerns.6146
source

NUREG0700 RE μ212.2.1.2-3 Character Height

A-12
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1.1
1.1.12

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Character Width

The ratio of character height to width shall be
a. 1:0.7 to 1: 0.9 for equally-spaced characters and lines of80 or fewer characters ,
b. at least 1:0.5 if it is necessary to have more than 80 characters per line , or
c. as much as 1: 1 for characters such as M and W for proportionally spaced characters.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.3.5.d]
source

FAA

8.2.5.6.10

Character width.

Requirements for character width are given below.
a. Letters - The width of letters shall preferably be 0.6 ofthe height, except the letter 1 which sha l1 be one
stroke in width, the letters J and L which shall be 0.5 ofthe height, the letter M , which shal1 be 0.7 ofthe
height , and the letter W , which shal1 be 0.8 ofthe height.
b. Numerals - The width ofnumerals shal1 preferably be 0.6 ofthe height , except for the numeraI4" ,
which shall be one stroke width wider and the numerall ", which shall be one stroke in width.
c. Wide Characters - Where conditions indicate the use ofwider characters , as on a curved surface , the
basic height-to-width ratio rnay be increased to 1: 1.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.14.7 Character Width Design Requirements

Letter width-to-height ratio should be between 1: 1 and 3:5. Numeral width-to-height ratio should be 3:5
except for the numeral "4 ," which should be one stroke width wider, and the numeral "1 ," which should
be one stroke in width.0700
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE ι2 11.3.1.5-4 Character J까dth
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DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Stroke Width

Stroke width should be 10 to 12.5 % of character height.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.3.5.d]
source FAA 8.2.5.6.14 Stroke width.

The stroke width shal1 be within the range of 116 or 1112 of character height.
Note: In general , the wider stroke widths are preferred for a positive image polarity,and the narrower
stroke widths for a negative image polarity.
source IS09241-Part3 6.5 Stroke width

Requirements are listed below.
a. Height-to-Stroke Ratio - Marking letlers and numerals shall have a height-to-stroke ratio of 5: 1 to 8: 1,
depending on the application.
b. Transilluminated Background - Opaque markings on a transilluminated lighted background shall have
a height-to-stroke ratio of 5: 1 to 6: 1.
c. Transilluminated Markings - Transilluminated markings on a dark background or markings used on
integrally lighted instruments shall have a height-to-stroke ratio o f7: 1 to 8: 1.
d. General Purpose Illumination - Characters used on display panels and equipment when viewed under
general purpose flood lighting or norrnal daylight conditions shall have a height-to-stroke ratio of 6: 1 to
7: 1.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.14.8 Stroke Width Design Requirements

A minimum of two stroke widths or 15 percent of character height, whichever is greater, should be used
for spacing between lines oftext.
Additional Inforrnation: The specified spacing is in addition to the space used for uppercase accent marks
or for lower case descenders of characters.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.1-16 l l1 ter-LilleSpacillg
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DISPLA Y ELEMENTS
Character
Character Height-to-Width Ratio

Width to height ratio for lettering should be between 3:5 (60%) and 1: 1.
source HFOJO 9.7.1.2 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

A width-to-height ratio offrom 0.7: 1 to 0.9: 1 is recommended for optimum legibility and readability.
However ,for other considerations( eg ,line length,proportional spacing) the ratio shall be within the range
from 0.5: 1 to 1: 1
source lS09241-Part3 6.6 Character width-to-height ratio

For fixed (as opposed to proportionally spaced) presentations , the height-to-width ratio should be between
1:0.7 to 1:0.9.
Additional Information: For proportiona l1y spaced presentations , a height-to-width ratio closer to 1: 1
should be permitted for some characters , for example , the capitalletters M and W. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.1-5 Character Height-to-Width Ratio

Large matrices 0 f similar components should have the coordinate axes labeled for identification of any
single component within the grid.0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

11.4.3-7 Coordinate Axes for Matrices
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DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Character Stroke Width-to-Height Ratio

Stroke width to character height ratio should be between 1:5 and 1: 10.
HF010 9.7.1.3 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

source

Assuming that the character height conforrns to 5.2.1.6 .4 .1 , stroke width shal1 be not less than 1112 nor
greater than 1/6 the number of pixels used for character height.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.1.6.4.2 Character stroke width.

A minimum of two stroke widths or 15 percent of character height, whichever is greater, should be used
for spacing between lines of text.
Additional Information: The specified spacing is in addition to the space used for uppercase accent rnarks
or for lower case descenders of characters.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.1-16 lnter-Line Spacing
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1
1. 1
1.1. 16

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Character
Font

When an application cannot satisfy the range of viewing requirements with a single text font , thc
application should provide text font size as a user-selectable option.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8 .4 .1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.5.7.1
User-selectable font siz e.

Multiple fonts should be used to indicate categories of information or for moderate emphasis.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.11.11. 2]
source FAA 8.2.5.7.2 Fonts to d，떼erentiate 때òrmatioll.

There shall be a limit of two different fonts displayed on any one screen.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1. 1 1.11. 3]
source FAA 8.2.5.7.3 Number of differellt fOllts.

Variations in the size and style within a font should be used to categorize the information into different
levels.
[Source National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.11.11 .4]
source FAA 8.2.5.7.4 Text size alld style.

For maximum readability, seriffonts should be used for continuous body text as long as the typeface is
large or the resolution is high enough not to distort the serifs.
[Source: Neilson 2000 , p.126]
Discussion. A serif is the sma l1 cross stroke at the end of the main stroke of the letter.
source FAA 8.2.5.7.5 Seriftypeface.

Sans seriftypeface should be used for small text and low resolution displays.
[Source: Neilson 2000, p.126]
source FAA 8.2.5.7.6 Salls seriftypeface‘,

Font style shal1 allow discrimination of similar characters , e.g. , letter l/number 1, letter Z/number 2. A
common, standard font should be used. Where users must read quickly under adverse conditions (e.g. ,
poor lighting) , a sans serif style should be used. Text should contain a conventional mix of uppercase and
lowercase letters. The use of all capitalletters should be limited to abbreviations and acronyms.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.1.6.4.3 Font characteristics.

Within a text file or table , the use of a different font style should be preferred ovεr the use of a different
size for highlighting information. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.1-21 Font Coding
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The principal factors affecting the readability of displays are: display heightlorientation relative to the
operators line of sight when directly in front ofthe display , display distance and orientation relative to the
operators straight ahead line of sight when the operator must read a display from an offside position, and
the size of the display rnarkings relative to the distance at which the display must be read. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.4.2.2

μ'sual Display

Design Considerations

Requirements for the selection of font style are provided below.
a. Dark-Color Characters - Futura font shall be preferred. Commercial font styles for dark-color opaque
alphanumerics on light-color opaque or trans il1 uminated backgrounds and for hardware labels are
indicated below in descending order ofpreference. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.14.1 Font Style Design Requirements

A clearly legible font should be utilized. Fonts should have true ascenders and descenders , uniform stroke
width, and uniform aspect ratio
Additional Information: Preference should be given to simple styles. Script and other highly stylized fonts
(e.g. , shadow, cal1igraphy) should be avoided. Avoid typefaces that: have extended serifs , intemal
pattems , or stripes; are italicized, stenciled, shadowed or 3-dimensional; appear like handwritten script or
like Old English script; or are distorted to look tall and thin or wide and fa t. The basic evaluation criterion
for font selection should be legibility.5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.1-2

Font Style

The user should have the ability to change the physical characteristics of text.
Additional Information: The physical characteristics under the user’s control might include font type , size ,
and capitalization; the ability to change the font style (e.g. , by underlining, italicizing , anψor bolding
characters or strings of characters); anψor to alter tab position in any part of a text file.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.6.1-8

Changing Physical Characteristics ofText
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1
1. 1
1.1.17

DISPLAY ELEMENT
Character
Miscellaneous

Requirements for detcrmining character dimensions are presented below.
a. Measurement - Allletters and numeral measurement shall be made from the outside edges of the stroke
lines for other than machine engraving on opaque surfaces. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.14.9 Character Measurement Design Requirements

The organization of all aspects of the display system should be based on user requirements and should
reflect the general principles of organization by importance , frequency , and order ofuse. Critical safety
function information should be available to the entire operating crew in dedicated locations. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.1.4 Explicit organization and structure of display elements.

Character size specifications are traditionally given in terms ofvisual angles or visual arcs measured in
minutes of arc. Character size is the measure of the vertical angle , as measured at the viewer ’ s eye ,
between the top and bottom of the character at a given distance. ( ... )
source IEEE STD 1289-1998 4.2.2.4 Character size

The principal factors affecting the readabi Jity of displays are: display height!orientation relative to the
operators line of sight when directly in front ofthe display , display distance and orientation relative to the
operators straight ahead Jine of sight when the operator must read a display from an offside position, and
the size ofthe display markings relative to the distance at which the display must be read. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.4.2.2 Visual Display Design C0 1l siderations

Requirements for determining character dimensions are presented below.
a. Measurement - Allletters and numeral measurement shall be made from the outside edges of the stroke
lines for other than machine engraving on opaque surfaces. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.14.9 Character Measurement Design Requirements

The height of characters in displayed text or labels should be at least 16 minutes of arc and the maximum
character height should be 24 minutes of arc. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1. 3.1-4 Character Size for Text Readability

A 4x5 (width-to-height) character matrix should be the minimum matrix used for superscripts and for
numerators and denominators of fractions that are to bε displayed in a single character position. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3./-6 VDU Character Format

The height of letters and numerals should not subtend less than 15 minutes of visual angle as measured at
the maximum viewing distance.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.6.2-2 Size ofCharacters
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1
1.2

DISPLA Y ELEMENTS
Labels

Each data group , message , or display should contain a distinct, unique , descriptive , and consistent1y
worded ti t1 e or labe 1.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3. 1. 4.a, 5.3.1 .4 .d, 5.3. 1. 5. l. a]
source FAA 8.2.5.5.1 Distinct, unique, descriptive labels.

The labels of screens should be alphanumeric. When they are not complete words , labels should be
abbreviations that are short enough (three to seven characters) or meaningful enough to be leamed and
remembered easily.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3. 1.4.b]
source FAA 8.2.5.5.2 Aψhanumeric labels.

Labellocations and formats should be consistent.
[Source: κlI L-HDBK-761A ， 5.3. 1.4.e]
source FAA 8.2.5.5.3 Consistent location.

At least one blank line should separate a title from the body of a display.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3. 1.5. l.b]
source FAA 8.2.5.5.4 Spacing.

When a system allows users to select and manipulate displays , each display shall have an identifying label
and other identifying information to support display control and data access.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .3 .2.3.a]
source FAA 8.2.5.5.5 Display ident，따cation.

Labels , legends , placards , signs , markings , or a combination of these shall be provided whenever
personnel must identify items (except where it is obvious to the observer what an item is and what he or
she is to do with it) , interpret or follow procedures or avoid hazards.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.1.1 Application.

Lab e1 characteristics shall be consistent with required accuracy of identification, time available for
recognition or other responses , distance at which the labels must be read, illulllÍnant lev e1 and color,
criticality of the function labeled , and label design practices within and between systems.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.1.2 Label characteristics.

Labels and information thereon should be oriented horizontally so that they may be read from left to right.
Vertical orientation may be used only when labels are not critical for personnel safety or performance and
where space is limited. When used , verticallabels shall read from top to bottom
source M1L-STD-1472F 5.5.2.1 Orientation.
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Labe1s shall be p1aced on or very near the items which they identify, so as to eliminate confusion with
other items and 1abe1s. Labe1s shou1d not be 10cated where a contro1 or an operator's norma1 hand, arm
position, or portab1e repair equipment will obscure the 1abel. Labe1s shall be 10cated so as not to obscure
any other information needed by the operato r. Contro1s shou1d not obscure 1abe1s.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.2.2

Location.

Redundant 1abeling shou1d be used for installations such as pipes that take severa1 runs and are viewed
from severa1 p1anes , or motors that can be viewed from two sides.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.2.2.1

Redundant labeling.

Curved 1abe1s (e.g. , a 1abe1 that is wrapped around a pipe or cab1e) shou1d be avoided.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.2.2.2

Curved surface labeling.

Labe1s shall be 10cated consistently throughout the system.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.2.3

Standardizatioll.

Labe1s shou1d primari1y describe the functions of equipment iterns. Engineering characteristics or
nomenclature may be described as a secondary consideration.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.3.1

Equψmellt functiolls.

Labe1s shall be unambiguous and as concise as possib1e without distorting the intended meaning or
information. Redundancy shall be minimized. Where a genera1 function is obvious , on1y the specific
function shall be identified (e.g. , “ rpm" rather than “ engine rpm' ’).
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.4.1

Brevity.

Labe1s and p1acards shall be easy to read accurate1y from the operationa1 reading distances and in the
anticipated vibration, motion, and illumination environments.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.4.3

Visibility alld legibility.

Item 1abe1s shall not be covered or obscured by other items.
source 까fIL-STD-1472F 5.5.4.4 Access.

Labe1s that are not part ofthe equipment or unit shall be secure1y attached to prevent its 10ss, darnage ,
slippage , or accidenta1 or unauthorized remova l. They shall be attached to a structura1 member that is not
removed during equipment servicing or routine maintenance. Labe1s shall be mounted so as to minimize
wear or obscuration by grease , grime , or dirt , and shall remain 1egib1e for the overhau1 interva1 ofthe
1abe1ed equipmen t. An altemative wou1d be etching directly on the equipmen t.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.4.5

Label mounting.
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Label color shall contrast with the equipment background specified in 5.7.8. Other label backgrounds rnay
be used only as approved by the procuring activity.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.5.4.6

Contrast and background.

For transillurninated characters , the stroke width shall be
source MIL-STD-1472F

1/ 10 ofthe height.
5.5.5.10 Stroke width , transilluminated characters.

If a label contains pairs of characters that rnight beconfused (e.g. , 0 and 0, 1 and 1) , the characters should
be rnade distinguishably different.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.5./6

Confusion between characters.

Labels shall be printed in a l1 capitals , except where lower case letters or punctuation marks are indigenous
to the item being identified.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.5.4./

Labels.

Instructional placards may use capitals and lower case (sentence case) when the message exceeds two
lines; however, for short, instructional material , all-capitals are preferred. All-capital material (consisting
of a larger cap for the initialletter in a paragraph, line of instruction, orprocedural step) rnay be used.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.5.5.4.3

Placards.

Signs shall consist of al1-capitals , except when the sign is instructional and involves severallines of
extended sentences, in which case sentence case may be used.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.5.5.4.4 Signs.

Alphanumeric characters should have a width of 3/5 to 4/5 of the height except for single stroke
characters (e.g. , 1, 1) which should be between 1110 and 115 ofthe height
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.5.5.5

Letter width.

The width ofnumerals shal1 preferably be 3/5 ofthe height, except for "4" , which shal1 be 4/5 ofthe
height, and "1" which shall be 115 of the height.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.5.5.6

Numeral width.

Where wide characters are required, e.g. , for curved surfaces or for column alignment ofnumbers , the
basic height-to-width ratio rnay be increased to as much as 1: 1.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.5.5.7

Wide characters.

For black characters on a white (or light) background, the stroke width sha l1 be 1/6 to 1/7 ofthe height.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.5.5.8 Stroke width, lI ormal.
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Where dark adaptation is required or legibility at night is a critical factor, and white characters are
specified on a dark background, the stroke width of the characters shall be from 1/7 to 1/8 of the height.
The stroke width shall be the same for allletters and numerals of equal height.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.5.9 Stroke width, dark adaptlαtion.

Warning labels shall be provided where inadvertent contact with electrical potentials are hazardous to
crewmembers. Warning labels shall comply with the requirements in Section 9.5 .3 Labeling and Coding
Requirements.
source NASA-STD-3000 6.4.3.5 Warning Lαbels

Labeling and coding standards for workstations are presented in this section. The labeling portion
describes the design and placement of alphanumerics and markings. The coding section describes types of
coding, general coding requirements, and symbology. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-30θo 9.5.1 Introduction

Factors that should be considered when designing and implementing labeling and coding are presented
below.
a. General Applications - Labels, legends, markings , codes, or a combination of these, should be provided
whenever it is necessary for crewmembεrs to identify, interpret, follow procedures, or avoid hazards,
except where the message to be conveyed is already obvious to the observer. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.2 Labeling and Coding Design ConsideratiOlls

Requirements for standardizing labeling are listed below.
a. Standardization - To the extent practical, labeling shall be standardized between and within systems.
b. Categories - Different labeling categories shall be distinct from one another (e.g. , it shall be obvious
with a quick gla표ce that a label with operating instructions is not an emergεncy procedure or a stowage
label).
source NASA-STD-3θ00 9.5.3.1. 1 Lαbeling Standardization Design Requirements

Requirements for the labe1ing of failedlexpended items are provided below.
a. Failed Items - A method shall be provided for visually marking failed and expended items (e.g. ,
equipment controls , displays, connectors, etc.) to indicaíe their unusable status. Color-coded labels with
appropriate nomenclature (e.g. , DO NOT
are preferred‘ ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.10 Faileψ~xpendable Item Design Requirements

Requirements for contíngency labels and marking devices are provided below.
a. Blank Labels - Blank labels shall be provided to allow contingence labe1ing.
b. Marking Devices - Marking devices shall be supplied for marking blank labels and revising quantities
noted on stowage labels.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.11 Contingen ζy Labels and Marking Devices Design Requirements
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Requirements for labeling of grouped controls and displays are provided below.
a. Group Identification - Functional groups of controls shall be clear1y identified (e.g. , by common color,
by boundary lines.) ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3. 1.12 Grouped Controls and Displays Design Requirements

Caution and waming labels are required for indicating potentially undesirable conditions. Requirements
are provided below. (Refer to 9.5.3.2i, Color Coding, and 9 .4.4, Caution and Waming Displays, for
related information.)
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.13 Caution and Warning Labels Design Requirements

Ther，εadability

of labels and markings shall be maximized.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.2 Readabüity Design Requirements

Requirements for display label placement are given b라ow.
a. Labels should normally be placed above the controls, displays, etc. , they describe. When the panel is
above eye level, labels may be located below if label visibility wil1 be better and if it is clear that the
label is for one particular control, display or connector. (‘ .. )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.3 Display Lαbel Placement Design Requirements

Requirements for stowage container labeling are providεd below.
a. Purpose - Stowage containers shall be labeled so that items are easy to fmd and retum to place.
b. Transparent Where practical, containers shall be transparent, thus allowing identification of contents
at a glance. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.9 Stowage Container Labeling Design Requirements

Clear visual defmition of data fields should be provided so that the data are distinct from labels and other
display features.
Additional Information: Special characters (such as underlining) or grapl피cs (such as ’boxing’) should bε
used to delineate data fields. A broken underscore , for example, could be used to indicate the number of
characters available for an entry.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 1.2.3-5 Visua떠J' Distinct Labels and Data Entry Areas

A field group heading should be centered above the labels to which it applies ‘ 5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1. 2.3-16 ιabeling Groups 01Data Fields
When headings are located on the line above related screen fields , the labels should be indented a
minimum of five spaces from the start of the heading ‘
Additional Information: Scanning an inquiry screen will be aided if logical groupings of fields are
identified by headings (seε Figure 1. 1). This permits scanning ofheadings until the correct one is located,
at which point the visual search steps down one level to the itξms within the grouping itself. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REμ2 1.2.3-18 Headillgs alld Label Indentatioll
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Each individual aspect of‘ a display (e.g. , data group , field , or message) should contain a distinct,
unique ,and descriptive labe1.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.3-1

Group Labels

Labels should be meaningful words or accepted t，εchnical terms.
Additional Information: Labels should describe the contents of the display accurately and concisely,
wi삼lout unnecessary words or characters. Whenever space permits, the label should consist of the entire
word or sequence of words that describes the displays. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1. 3.3-2 Meaning[ulness ofLαbels

Label formats should be consistent across and within displays.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ.] 1.3.3-3 Label Formats

Labels should be worded consistently, so that the same item is given the same label whenever it appears.
Additional Information: Consistent grammatical fonnat for different labels should also be employed; i.e. ,
single words or phrases for some labels and short sεntences for others, or verbs for some and nouns for
others should not be used.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.3‘ 4

Consistent Jfψrding ofLabels

should be 뻐iquely and consistently highlightiε d， capitalized, or other짜ìÎse emphasized to
differentiate them from other screen structures and data.
Addìtional Informatìon: The technique used should be easìly distinguished from that used to highlight or
codeemεrgency or critical messages, such as by bolding, under1ining, and use of capitals.5908 , 0700
LabεIs

source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.3-5 Distinctive Labels

Labels should be separated from one another by at least two standard character spaces.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ.] 1. 3.3-6

Lαbel Separation

The annotation of graphic displays , including labels for the axes of graphs, should be displayed ìn a
normal orientation for reading text. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.3-7

NormalOrienliαtion for

Labels

When presenting a list of user options , labels should reflect the
user .5 908 , 0700
source

NUREG070θ RE μ2

1. 3.3-8

quεstion

Label Content for User Options
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or decision being posed to the

The label for a specific graphical object (e.g. , an icon) should be placed in close proximity to the object.
Additional Information: When possible, the label should be on the corrψonent if it does not obscure the
component. If multiple conψonent parts ofthe graphic object are close to the label, a line should point
from the label to the associated part.5908
source NUREG0700 REμ.] 1.3.3-9 Labels for

GraphiclαIObjects

Generallabels and row/column labels should remain along the top (or bottom) and left (or right) edges of
the display.
Additional Information: Display formats such as tables , lists , forms , and graphs may bε scro l1able. When
this capabi1ity is available, a1l 1abeling information should be preservedo5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1. 5-15 Labeling Scrollable and Multψ'age Displays

Labels should be consistent within and across panels in their use of words, acronyms, abbreviations , and
p art/system numbers.0700
source NUREG0700 REV-2 11.3.1.3-5 Consistency
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1
1.3

DISPLAYELEMENTS
Icons and Symbols

Symbol coding may be used to enhance information assimilation from data displays. Symbols shall be
analogs of the event or system element they represent or be in general use and wel1 known to the expected
users. Where size difference between symbols is employed, the major dimεnsions of the larger shall be
not less than 150% ofthe major dimension ofthe smaller. Not more than three size levels shall be used.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6 Symbol and size.

When special symbols are used to signal critical conditions , they shall be usεd for oo1y that purpose.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6.1 Special SJ’mbols.

An element is a distinguishable part of the user interface that mayor may not contain subelements. The
elements in a user interface are: Data, Graphic , Object, Icon, Control, Choice, Composite, Workspace ,
Window. The following sections describe each ofthese elements.
source Motij2.1&CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1StyleGuide 1.2 Elements ofthe User Inteηace

An icon is an object represented as a graphic, often with an associated label‘
source Mot딸'.1 & CommonDesktopEnvironment2.IStyleGuide 1.2.4 Icon

The primary use oficons in graphic displays should be to represent actual objects or actions.
Additional Information: Icons may be used to graphically represent operations , processes , and data
structures, and may be used as means of exercising control (e.g. , by selecting an icon and commanding
operations) over system functions , conψonents， and data structures.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1. 3.4-1 Appropriate Use oflcons

An icon or symbol should be highlighted when the user has selected it‘ 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-10 Highlighting

Icons should be accompanied by a text label ‘

Additional Information: To the extent that it does not c1utter or cause distortion of the icon, the label
should be incorporated into the icon itself. When icons are designed such that the label is inside the icon,
the number of perceptual objects is reduced, resulting in εnhanced processing of the label and the icon.
( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-11

Labeling Icons

If icons are used to represent control action options , a label indicating the action should be associated
WÎth the icon.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.4‘ 12 Lαbels for Con t1’01 Option Icolls
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Icons should be designed to look like the objects, processes, or operations they represent, by use of 1iteral,
:functional, or operational representations.
Additional Information: Some pictorial symbols have conventional meanings within a user population,
which must be followed to ensure their correct interpretation. Examples of representations: literal, a
figure of a pump; functional, a figure of a file cabinet; and operational, a hand 011 a switch.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-2 lconic Representation

Icons should be sirrψle， closed figures when possible.
Additional Information: When icons are too visually complex, they are not quickly recognized. This
eliminates the primary advantage ofusing icons , i.e. , quick recognition‘ Simple, closed figures (i.e. , ones
with a continuous outside border) are processed more efficiently than are open figures.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 1.3.4-3 Simple Design

Abstract symbols should conform to user conventions or to common electrical and mechanical symbol
conventions when user conventions do not exist.
Additional Information: Symbols used on displays should not be inconsistent with those of other
information sources used in the work area, such as P&IDs and logic diagrams.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-4 Use 01 Abstract Symbolo，없Y

Each icon and symbol should represent a single object or action, and should be easily discriminable from
all other icons and symbols.
Additional Information: The distinguishing feature between icons should be the extemal geometric
configuration of the icon.5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ:2 1.3.4-5 Distinguishability

Special symbols to signal critical conditions should be used exclusive1y for that purpose.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.4-6 Consistent Use 01Special Symbols

If a user wishes to defer entry of a required data item, the user should be required to enter a special
symbol in the data fi e1d to indicate that the item has been temporarily orr피tted rather than ignored.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.7.4-11 D짜rral 01Required Data Entry

Icons and symbols should always be oriented ’upright.’ 5908
source NUREG0700 REμ:2 1.3.4-7 Upright OrientlαtÎon

W ords and symbols should not be used altemately.
Additional Information: Alternate use of symbols and words could cause confusion and irrψair task
performance‘ 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-8 No Alternating Words and Symbols
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Icons and symbols should be large enough for thε user to perceive the representation and discriminate it
from other icons and symbols.
Additional Information: When a displayed symbol of complex shape is to be distinguished from another
symbol shape that is also complex, the symbol should subtend not less than 20 minutes of arc at the
required viewing distance. VDU-displayed symbols that must be distinguished from other complex
shapes should have a minimUln of 10 resolution elements for the longest dimension ofthe symbo1. 5908 ,
0700
source NUREG0700 RE J-ι2 1.3.4-9 Size

CDE 1.0 includes a set of applications that enable users to become productive immediately. Many of
these are available directly from the front pane1, others from the dεsktop or personal application managers.
Common and productive desktop tools include: ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Progriαmming 5.3.5 Other CDE desktop tools
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1
1.4

DISPLAYELEMENTS
Numeric Data

Data flow shall mimic normal plant flow relations (such as on a P-T plot - pressure goes up on the MCB
indicators as it increases; it should do the same on the CRT screens) ‘
source HFOI0 9.8.3 GUIDELINES

Units should be included in column or row headings, not after every data entry (for tabular data).
source HFOI0 9.8.5 GUIDELINES

Data is an element whose visual representation denotes its value. For example, text is data that is denoted
by readable numbers and letters; a binary file is denoted by 08 and 1s.
source Motifl.l & CommoltDesktopEltvironment2.IS’P’leGuide 1.2.1 Data

Numbers should be specified at the appropriate precision.6634
source NUREG/CR-6634 10.1.2-10 Numerical Precision

Ranges of numbers should bε speci표ed， rather than error bands.6634
source NUREG/CR-6634 1 ι 1.2-11 Number Ranges

Arabic numerals should be used.6634

source NUREG/CR-6634

1ι 1.2-12

Use Arabic Numel1αls

Numbers that are spel1ed out should be consistently spel1ed under the same conditions.6634
source NUREG/CR-6634 1 ι 1. 2-13 빼elled Numbers

Numerical information should include units of measure.6634
source NUREG/CR-6634 10.1.2-9 Units of Measures
Leading zeros in numeric entries for whole numbers should be suppressed.
Additional Information: For example, 28 should be displayed rather than 0028. A leading zero should be
provided if thε number is a decimal with no preceding integer (i. e. , 0 .43 rather than .43).5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.5-2 Leadiltg Zeros

A number should be displayed at the number of significant digits required by users to perform theír tasks.
Additional Information: Arbitrary conventions should not require that displays present more (or fewer)
significant digits than necessary. The number of significant digits must be supported by the accuracy of
the underlying sensors , instruments, and electronics.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.5-3 Maint，α iningSign퍼'cant Digits
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Numeric displays should accommodate the variable’s ful1 range.
Additional Information: The full range ofthe variable means highest and lowest values that the variable is
expected to take on, under any conditions (normal or emergency operations) for the tasks the display is
designed to support. 5908
Sθurce NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.5-4 Display Range

Digital displays should change slowly enough to be readable.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.5-5 Rate 01Display Change

If users must rapidly discem directional change , digital displays should be provided with arrows to
indicate the direction of change.
Additional Information: Rapid1y changing digital values are difficult to read, and directional indicators
wil1 help the user interpret the direction oftrend.5908
source NUREG0700 REJζ2 1.3.5-6 Direction 01 Change in Digital DispÚly

Ifusers must evaluate the difference between two sets of data, the difference should be presented on the
display.
Additional Information: If it is important for the user to be aware of a discrepancy between two sets of
data, the difference should be highlighted on the display.5 908
source NUREG07íθo REV-2 1.3.5-7 Direct Display 01Differences

A l1 numbers should be oriented upright. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.5-8 Orientation 01 Numbers
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1
1.4
1.4.1

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
N umeric Data
Numeric and Datel1’imeFormat

Numeric data should be displayed in the decimal rather than binary, octal, hexadecimal, or other number
system
[Source: Nuclear Re gu1atory Commission, 1996 - 1.3.5-1]
source FAA 8.2.7.1 Numher system.

Leading zeros in numeric entries for whole numbers should be suppressed.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.3.5-2]
source FAA 8.2.7.2 Leading zeros.

Integers should be right justified.
[Source:National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1. 1 1. 17 .4]
source FAA 8.2.7.3 Just따cation.

The system should not require the entry of the decimal point‘ at the end of an integer.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 4.2.3 .4].
source FAA 8.2.7.4 Decimals.

A displayed value should contain the number of significant digits required for users to perform their tasks.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 -1. 3.5-3]
source FAA 8.2.7.5 Maintaining significant digits.

Numeric displays should accommodate the full range ofthe variable.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 3.5-4]
source FAA 8.2. 7. 6 Display range.

All numbers should be oriεnted upright.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 3.5-8]
source FAA 8.2.7.7 Orientation ofnumhers.

Requirements for the design of clocks and timers are provided below.
a. Digital Clocks and Timers - Time measurement indìcators shall be of the digitaI readout type. Where
applications require thε display of qualitative information (e.g. , relative approximate time) other types of
indicators (e.g. , analog clocks and/or clocks of lesser accuracies) may be used, subject to the approval of
the procuring activity. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.4.2.3.3.5 αock and Timer Design Requirements
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Requirements for the design of digital displays are provided below.
a. Mounting - Counters shal1 be mounted as c10se as possible to the panel surface so as to minimize
paral1ax and shadows and maximize the viewing angle. ( ... )
source

NASA~STD-3000

9.4.2.3.3.7 Digital Displlαy Design Requirements

Columns of numeric data should be justified with respect to a fixed decimal point; if there is no decimal
point, then numbers should be right넨lstified.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.2-10

‘Tusti파cation

of Numeric Data

Numeric values should ordinarily be displayed in the decimal number system.
Additional Information: Maintenance, troubleshooting , or configuration tasks may use other systems (e.g. ,
binary, octal, or hexadecimal).5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1. 3.5-1

Number System

When users must compare aggregate quantities within a display, or within a series of displays , scaling of
numeric data should begin with zero.
Additional Information: Numerical scales generally should have zero at the bottom as the first number on
a vertical scale or at the left as the first number on a horizontal scale. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.6-11

Numeric Scales Start at Zero
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1
1.5

DISPLAYELEMENTS
Borders, Lines, and Ar rows

Reticle lines shall be thin enough 80 as not to obscure targets, but thick enough to be easily seen. Reticle
lines should subtend not less than 600 microradians (2 min) at the eye.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.11.3.10.1

Line thickness.

The thickness ofreticle lines for illuminated sights should be not less than 150 microradians (0.5 min)
visual angle. They shall be thin enough so as not to obscure targets , but thick enough to be εas i1y seen. In
any case, their thickness should not exceed 600 miocroradians (2 min).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.11.3.11.5 Reticle lines.

Each .item in a list shall start on a new line.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5. 6. 1 List lines.

When 1ine drawing is required, users shall be provided with aids for drawing straight líne segments.

When line segments must join or intersect, computer aids shall be provided to aid in such connection.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.6.17 Drawing lines.

When trend lines are to be compared, multiple lines should be used on a single graph.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.6.5 Trend lines.

For circular scales , the alignment ofpointer or fixed reference line shall be in the 120’clock position for
right-left directional information and in the 9 0녕ock position for up-down information. For purely
quantitative information, either position may be used.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.3.3.3 Alignment ofpointer orπxed r，‘iference lin e.

For head-up raster displays, alphanumeric characters should not used less than 16 raster lines/symbol
height. Non-alphanumeric characters should use not less than 20 raster lines/symbol height.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.6.12.8.3 Raster lineι따ymbol height.

맘le

line width of symbols used in head-up displays shall be not less than 0‘ 5nu ad (1. 7 min). For most
applications, symbolline width should be 1.0 土 0 .2 mrad (3 .4 土 0.7min) ‘
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.6.12.8.5 Symbolline width.
‘

The minimum space between lines shall be one-half character height.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.5.5.13 Linespacing.
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Meaningful differences between lines appearing in graphic displays, such as flow paths, should be
depicted by using various line 양pes， e.g. , solid, dashed, dotted, and widths.
Additional Information: Three or four line types may be readily distinguished, and two or three line
widths may be readily distinguished. A line displayed on a VDU will appear continuous if the separation
between resolution elements is less than one minute of arc. To provide the illusion of continuity, graphic
lines should contain a minimum of 50 resolution elements per inch.5908 , 0700
%μrce NUREG0700 RE μ2
1. 3.7-1 Line Types
‘

In flow charts and other graphics displays , arrowheads should be used in a conventional fashion to
indicate directional relations in the sequentiallinks between various elements.5908
source NUREG0700 REμ2 1. 3.7-2 Conventional Use ofArrows

Unnecessary borders should not be used in the display.
Additional Information: Borders can add visual clutter to a display and add to information processing
time. Borders should only be used for functional purposes , such as to facilitate grouping.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.7-3 Restricted Use of Borders

A border should be used to improve the readabi1ity of a single block of numbers or letters.5908
sourCiε NUREG070θ RE μ2 1.3.7-4 Bordering Single Blocks

If several1abels or messages are clustered in the same area, distinctive borders should be placεd around
the critical ones only.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.7-5 Distinctive Borders Around Criticallnformation
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1.6
1.6.1

DISPLAYELEMENTS
Graphs
Scales, Labels, and Coding

Scales shall conform to the following conventions:
a ‘ Values shall increase with distance from an origin.
b. Independent variables shall be plotted along the horizontal axis.
C‘ Dependent variables shall be plotted along the vertical axis.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9 .3.1]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.1 Standard conventions.。

When a single graph includes multiple curves , each curve should be clear1y identified.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1. 8 .2 .3 .2]
Discussion. Curves can be identified by an adjacent label or by using color or line coding.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1. 8.2 .3 .2]
source FAA

8.3.3.1.10 Labeling multiple curves.

In general, linear scales should be used rather than other types , such as logarithmic.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.3.9 , 9 .3 .10]
Discussion. Logarithmic scales may be appropriate for comparing rates of change.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9.3.9 , 9.3.10]
source FAA

8.3.3.1.11

Linear scales.

For one-revolution circular scales , zero should be at 7 0 ’ clock, and the maximum value should be at 5
o ’ clock, with a 60-degree break in the arc.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.3.6-4]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.12 Circular scales.

An axis should represent only a single scale.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 ,9.3.11]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.13 Single scale per axis.

Each axis shall have a label that describes the axis and its units of measurement
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.3.12]
source FAA

8.3.3.1. 14 Labeling axes.

Each axis shall have numbered or labeled tick marks corresponding to major scale divisions.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.3.12]
source FAA

8.3.3.1. 15

Tick marks.
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Scales shou1d not have more than 12 major scale divisions, and each major division shou1d not be
subdivided into more than 10 parts.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.3.13]
source FAA 8.3.3. 1. 16 Sc，αle divisions.

Numeric scales shall begin with zero , cover the entire range ofthe data, and, when applicable , the major
divisions labeled with decimal multiples of whole numbers.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9 .3 .14]
Discussion. This rule prevents the distortion or misinterpretation of data that can result when the origin is
omitted or if the scale does not continuously span the data range. ( ... )
source FAA 8.3.3. 1. 17 Numeric scales.

Labels rather than legends or keys shou1d be used to identify plotted data elements.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9.3.16]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.18 Labeling data elements.

Labels should use upper and lowercase sans serif fonts.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9 .3 .15]
source FAA 8.3.3.1. 19 Labelformat.

Symbols, when used, shall be assigned unique meanings and used consistently throughout an application
and related applications.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS ,V2.0, 9 .3.2]
source FAA 8.3.3. 1. 2 Consistent use ofsymbols.

They should be located a띠 acent to the elements they identify, and be oriented to permit normallefttoright reading.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9 .3 .16] ( ... )
source FAA 8.3.3.1.20 Labellocation.
’

When a graph requires a legend or key, the legend or key shall be located inside the rectangular bounds of
the graph unless such a location wou1d interfere with interpretation of the displayed data.
[Source: DOEHFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.3.17]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.21 Location oflegends and k장7S.

When colors or pattems are used to fill enclosed areas, the following rules apply:
a. Color-coding should be redundant with another form of coding.
b. When the graphic is not likely to be printed, color should be used rather than patterning.
c. When the graphic is likely to be printed, patteming should be used rather than color.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0,9.3.3]
source FAA 8.3.3.1. 3 Colorandp，αttern coding.
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When patterns are used, they should be simple hatching and shading, not complex pattems that produce
visual i1lusions ofvibration or motion. Exhibit 8 .3 .3. 1.4 illustrates acceptable and unacceptable pattems.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9.3 .4]
Exhibit 8.3.3. 1.4 Examples ofacceptable and unacceptable pattems.
source FAA 8.3.3. 1. 4 Patt，ε'f1Zs.

When data are concentrated in a way that makes it desirable to show only a portion of an axis of a graph,
the axis shall include the origin and be drawn with a break in it as i1lustrated in Exhibit 8.3.3.1. 5.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9 .3 .5] Exhibit 8 .3.3‘ 1.5 Exarrψle ofaxes with breaks.
source FAA 8.3.3.1‘ 5 Breaks in axes.

Graphs should use on1y one scale on each axis as opposed to separate scales for separate curves of the
graph.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1. 8.2 .4.1. 1]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.6 One scale per αxÎs.

When graphs with multiple scales must be used, an interactive display should be provided 80 that when a
user selects a curve, the corresponding scale is highlighted.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 1. 8.2 .4.1.2 , 1.8.2 .4.1. 3]
source FAA 8.3.3.1. 7 Mult，ψ'le scales on gr，αrphs.

When necessary to make a graph more readable, one or both of the horizontal and vertical axes should be
repeated at the top or right of the graph, as appropriate.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9.3.6]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.8 Duplicate axes.

When separate graphs are to be compared or when different 8ets of data are to be plotted on the same
graph, the formats and scales shall be identica1.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS, V2.0, 9.3.8]
source FAA 8.3.3.1.9 Consistentformats.

Scales and Units - Graphs on corr껴~uter generated displays should use the samε scales and units that
operators are familiar with fr‘om MCR instrumentation and plant procedures.
source HFOI0 9.2.1 USE OF GRAPHS

The dependent variable should be on a consistent graph axÍs.
source HF010 9.2. 1.1 USE OF GRAPHS
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Requirements for the design of scales and pointers are provided below.
a. Moving Pointer Circular Scales - Clockwise movement of a rotary control or movement of a linear
control forward , up , or to the right shall produce a clockwise movement of circular scale pointers and an
increase in the magnitude of the setting. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.4.2.3.3.4 Scales and Pointers Design Requirements

Requirements for the design of scale markings are provided below:
a. Accuracy:
1. Display range and readout accuracy shall not exceed the needs of the crew to manage the equipment
for which the displays are provided. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.4 Scale Marking Design Requirements

Graphs should convey enough information to allow thε user to interpret the data without referring to
additional sources.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.2.5-1

Interpreting Graphs

When multiple curves are included in a single graph, each curve should be identified directly by an
adjacent label, rather than by a separate legend.
Additional Information: As an exception, where displayed curves are too close for direct labeling, an
acceptable altemative might be to distinguish the various curves in some way, perhaps by color coding or
line coding, and identify their codes in a separate legend.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-2 Labeling Curves

Numbers on a scale should increase clockwise, left to right, or bottom to top.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.6-1

Orientation ofScales

Nine should be the maximum number of tick marks between numbers~
Additional Information: Maj or and minor graduations should be used if there are up to four graduations
between numerals. Major, intermediate, and minor graduations should be used ifthere are five or more
graduations between numerals. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.6-2 Scale Intervals

Scales should have tick marks at a standard interval of 1, 2, 5, or 10 (or multiples of 10) for labeled
divisions; intervening tick marks to aid visual interpolation should be consistent with the labeled scale
interval. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.6-3 Scaling in Standard Intervals

Scales should have tick marks at a standard interval of 1, 2 , 5, or 10 (or mu1tiples of 10) for labeled
divisions; intervening tick marks to aid visual interpolation should be consistent with the labeled scale
interva1. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.6-4

Circular Scales
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Onlya single scale should be shoWll .on each axis, rather than including different scales for 떠fferent
curves in the graph。
Additional Information: Single-scale graphs will generally permit more accurate reading than graphs
displaying several scales.( ... )
source NUREG070 f1 RE μ2 1.3.6-13 SingleScale On E，αchAxis

If interpolation must be made or where accuracy of reading graphic data is required, computer aids should
be províded for exact interpolation.
Additional Information: It might suffice, for example, to al10w users to request a fine grid as an optional
display feature. It might be better to display vertical and horizontal rules that a user could move to
intersect the axes of a chart.( ... )
source UREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.6-18 AidsforScalelnterpolation
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1.6
1.6.2

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Grid Lines

Grid lines shculd be used only when they are necessary to help users achieve a dcsired level of precision.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.5.2]
source FAA 8.3.3.2.1 When to use.

Grid lines should be easily distinguishable from data without obscuring data.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.5.1]
source FAA 8.3.3.2.2 Grid lines vs. data.

When grid lines are provided, they should be provided in a way that gives users the option of displaying
them or no t.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.5.3]
source FAA 8.3.3.2.3 User choice.

When grid lines are displayed , they should be unobtrusive and not obscure data elements (e.g. , curves and
plotted points).
Additional Information: Grid lines should be thinner than data curves , and should be invisible behind
depicted objects and areas.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.6-19 Unobtrusive Grids

Graphs should be constructed so that the numbered grids are bolder than unnumbered grids.
Additional Information: If 10-grid intervals are used , the fifth intermediate grid should be less bold than
the numbered grid, but bolder than the unnumbered grids.5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.6-20 Numbering Grids

Transparent grids that are used as display overlays should conform to the sÏze ofthe display. Grids that
are displaced from the display should approximate the display size and should be mounted below the
display in an orientation to preserve directional relationships to the maximum extent.
Additional Information: For example , a vertical plane passing through the nortlνsouth axis on the grid
should pass through or be parallel to the north/south axis on the display.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.4-15 Graphic Tablet Size and Orientation
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1.6
1.6.3

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Li nes and Curves

Straight lincs between data points or smoothed curves through the points should be used to show
relationships between two variables.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1.1]
source

FAA

8.3.33.1

Use oflines and curves.

Trend rates should not vary as a result of minor fluctuations in data or oscillatory behavior that rnay be
superimposed on a well-defined trend.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-9]
source

FAA

8.3.3.3.10 Stability oftrend data.

It should be indicated to the user when the rate value , in a simple quantitative rate of change value , does

not accurately represent the trend because of minor fluctuations or oscillations.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-10]
source

FAA

8.3.3.3.11

Indication ofnon-representative trend data.

When a graph contains more than one line or curve , each one should have an identifying labe l.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1. 2 , 9.6. 1.3]
source

F AA

8.3.3.3.2

Labeling multiple lines and curves.

When a legend is used to identi한 the lines in a graph, then, to the extent possible , the lines should appear
in the legend in the same order they appear in the graph.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1.2, 9.6. 1.3] ( ... )
source FAA 8.3.3.3.3 Order oflegend.

When one curve or line in a graph is critical , that one should be highlighted.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1. 2, 9.6. 1.3]

source

FAA

8.3.3.3.4

Highlighting criticallines and curves.

When lines and curves are coded to distinguish among multiple curves on the same graph, the coding
shall be used consistently throughout an application and related applications for the same types of data.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1.4]
source

FAA

8.3.3.3.5 Coding lines and curves.

Curves representing values projected beyond the actual data set should be coded distinctly from curves
representing actual data.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1.5; Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-11]
source

FAA

8.3.3.3.6

Displayofprojectedvalues.
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When cyclic data are displayed, at least one full cycle should be presented.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.1.6]
source FAA 8.3.3.3.7 Cyclic data.

Trend displays should be capable of showing data collected during time intervals of different lengths.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.5-7]
source FAA 8.3.3.3.8 Trelldillg time illtervals.

When the user must compare data represented by separate curves , the curves should be displayed in one
combined graph.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 -1. 2.5-8]
source

F AA

8.3.3.3.9

Multiple trelld lilles.

Wherever operationally feasible , small fluctuations shall be removed from 1imit lines and values for
graphs and the limit lines made linear (straight).
source HF010 9.2.3 USE OF GRAPHS

Graphic lines should have a minimum density of 40 pixels per inch.
HF010 9.7.1.1 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

source

Line graphs are parameter vs. parameter graphs in which the values are connected by a line. Line graphs
are used where many successive values need to be displayed to review pattems and predict trends ‘
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.2.3 Linegraph

Where curves represent cyclic data, the graph should be extended to repeat uncompleted poπions ofthe
displayed cycle.
Additional Information: This will allow users to scan any critical portion of the displayed cycle without
having to return visually to the beginning of the plo t. How much extension is desirable will depend on the
particular app1ication.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-13 Repeatillg Display ofCyclic Data

When multiple curves are included in a single graph , each curve should be identified directly by an
adjacent label , rather than by a separate legend. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-2 Labelillg Curves

Coding should be used when multiple functions are displayed in a single graph.
Additionallnformation: Coding should be provided particular1 y if curves approach andJor intersect one
another. Coding is required to distinguish one curve from another. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-4 Codillg 10 Dislillguish Curves
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Line coding should be used consistently across graphs.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-5 Consistent Line Coding

source

When the user must compare data represented by separate curves, the curves should be displayed in one
combined graph.
Additional Information: Combined plots should be related , so the user can correlate changes in one
variable with changes in other key variables.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-8 Multψle Trend Lilles

All f1 0w path line Ofigin points should be labeled or begin at labeled components.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.8-3 Line Points ofOrigin

All f1 0w path line destination or terrninal points should be labeled or end at labeled components.5908 ,
0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.8-4 Line Termination Points

Meaningful differences between lines appearing in graphic displays , such as f1 0w paths , should be
depicted by using various line types , e.g. , solid , dashed , dotted, and widths.
Additional Information: Three or four line types may be readily distinguished, and two or three line
widths rnay be readily distinguished. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.7-1 Line Types
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1.6.4

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Areas

When emphasis is on the area between two curves , that area shoüld be filled with color or a pattem.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6 .2 .1]
source FAA 8.3.3.4.1 Area between curves.

When cumulative data are represented by stacked curves , the curves should be ordered with
variable at the bottom and the most variable at the top.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.2.2]
source FAA 8.3.3.4.2 Stacked curves.

he least

Areas in graphs should be labeled within the areas, to the extent possible.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.2.3]
source FAA 8.3.3.4.3 Labelillg areas.

Surface graphs are similar to line graphs , except that the area between the base line and the data line is
filled in with shading , cross hatching , or color. This graph is usually chosen over the line graph to
emphasize the magnitude of the series.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.2.5 Surfacegraph

The area below the profile line should be shaded to provide a more distinguishable profile.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-17 Codillg Lillear Profile Charts
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DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Scatter Plots

Scatter plots should be used to show the spatial distribution of pcints within a coordination system.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6 .4]
Discussion. Scatter plots are sometimes used to show dispersal intended to indicate non-correlation of
variables. ( ... )
source FAA 8.3.3.5.1 When to use.

When scatter plots are being examined to determine relationships among several variables , the scatter
plots should be displayed as an ordered group (matrix) with each indicating the relation betweenjust two
variables.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.5-27]
source FAA 8.3.3.5.3 Grouping scatter plots to show multiple relations.

Wh en scatter plots are grouped in a single display to show relations among several variables , an
interactive aid should be provided for analysis so that if a user selects a set of data in one plot then, the
corresponding data points in other plots will be highlighted.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.5-28]
source FAA 8.3.3.5.4 lnteractive analysis ofgrouped scatter plots.

This type ofplot is a special case ofthe line graph in which one ofthe variables is time. Time is usually
plotted on the horizontal or X axis , with the most recent value on the right. Trending usually provides

only approximate values , but is beneficial in providing inforrnation that allows for the prediction of future
parameter valve and provides a means for observing the rate of change.
In case in which time is plotted on the Y scale , the most recent value should be plotted at the top.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.2.4 Trendplot

Ifsome plotted points represent data ofparticular significance , they should be highlighted to make them
visually distinctive from others.
Additional Information: Significant data points might be highlighted by bolding , color , blinking, shape
coding , or other means , or might be designated by supplementary display annotation.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.5-23 Highlighting Sca.πerplots

When relations among several variables must be examined, an ordered group (matrix) of scatterplots
should be displayed, each showing the relation betweenjust two variables. Additional Inforrnation: The
ordering of several scatterplots in a single display might help a user discem relations among interacting
variables.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-24 Groupillg Scatterplots to Show Multiple Relatiolls
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When scatterplots are grouped in a single display to show relations among several variables , an
interactive aid should be provided for analysis so that if a user selects a set of data in one plot then the
corresponding data points in other plots will be highlighted. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.5-25 11I teractive AII띠ysis
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01 Grouped Scatterplots

1
1.6
1.6.6

DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Bar Charts and Histograms

When bars are displayed in pairs , they should be labeled as a unit , with individual
for each bar.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 -1.2 .4 -2]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.1

distinguishing labels

Labeling paired bars.

When data must be compared, bars should be adjacent to one another and spaced such that a direct visual
comparison can be made without eye movement.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2 .4 -3]
source FAA 8.3.3.6.2 Bar spacing.

In a related series ofbar charts , a consistent orientation ofthe bars (vertical or horizontal) should be
adopted.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 -1 .2.4 -4]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.3

Consistent orientation 0/ bars.

When one bar represents data of a particular significance, then that bar should be highlighted.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2 .4 -5]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.4

Highlighting.

The zero reference should be the center of the deviation bar chart.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2 .4 -6]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.5

Zero

rξ(erellce

on deviatioll bar charts.

On a deviation bar chart, the range of normal conditions for positive or negative deviations should
represent no more than 10% ofthe total range.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2 .4-7]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.6

Normal range 011 deviatioll bar charts.

The magnitude of each variable should be displayed when a deviation bar display is used as a primary
display format for safety condition parameters.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory omrnission, 1996 -1.2 .4 -8]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.7 Indication

0/ magnitude 011

deviation bar charts.

Segmented bars in which differently coded segments are shown cumulatively within a bar should be used
when both the total measures and the portions represented by the segments are of interes t.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1.2 .4 -9]
source

FAA

8.3.3.6.8

Coding segmellted bar charts.
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The data categories should bε ordered within each bar in the same sequence , with the least variable
categories displayed at the bottom and the most variable at the top.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2 .4 -10]
source FAA 8.3.3.6.9 Ordering data in segmented bars.

Bar charts should be used only when the opεrator can clearly and rapidly interpret the m. All bars should
be a rninimum of 10 pixels wide to facilitate this. Color coding on bar chaπs should be used as delineated
in the color section.
source HFOI0 9.2.2 USE OF GRAPHS

A bar graph uses bars of different lengths to indicate values. The length of the bar indicates the size of the
value. Bar graphs may either be horizontal, where values typically increase form left to right, or vertical
(sometimes referred to as a column graph) , where values typically increase from bottom to top. The most
common use for bar graphs is for comparing related values
source lEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.2.1 Bar graph

Bar graphs should be used for comparing a single measure across a set of several entities or for a variable
sampled at discrete intervals.
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.3.6.31 Bar graphs.

The data categories should be ordered within each bar in the same sequence , with the least variable
categories displayed at the bottom and the most variable at the top.
Additional Inforrnation: Sometimes there are independent logical grounds for the ordering of data
categories.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.4-10 Ordering Data in Segmented Bars

When data must be compared, bars should be adjacent to one another and spaced such that a direct visual
comparison can be made without eye movement.
Additional Information: A horizontal bar chart is illustrated in Figure 1. 3. The spacing between bars
should be less than the bar width.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.4-3 Bar Spacing

In a related series ofbar charts , a consistent orientation ofthe bars (vertical or horizontal) should be
adopted
Additional Information: Ifbar length is used to represent time duration, then it might be more appropriate
to orient the bars horizontally , in accord with the genεral convention ofplotting time on the horizontal
axis of a graph. Vertical bars can be used to display frequency counts or a large variety of other measured
attributes. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.4-4 CO lI sistellt Orientation 01 Bars
The zero reference should be the center of the deviation bar chart
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Additional Infonnation: An example of a deviation bar chart appears in Figure 1.4 .0800
NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.4-6 Zero Reference on Deviation Bar Charts

source

On a deviation bar chart, the range of norrnal conditions for positive or negative deviations should
represent no more than 10 percent ofthe total range.
Additional Information: An example of a deviation bar chart appears in Figure 1.4.0800
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.4-7 Normal Range 011 Deviation Bar Charts

The magnitude of each variable should be displayed when a deviation bar display is used as a main
display format for safety function parameters.
Additional Information: The actual values of critical parameters should appear on the deviation bar
display in addition to percent deviation.0800
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.4-8 lndicatiψn of Magnitude on Deviation Bar Charts

Segmented bars , in which differently coded segments are shown cumulatively within a bar, should be
used when both the total measures and the portions represented by the segments are of interes t.
Additional Information: An example of a segmented bar chart appears in Figure 1. 5.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.4-9 Coding Segmented Bar Charts
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1.6
1.6.7

Dl SPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Pie Charts

Pie charts should be usεd to show the proportional distribution of categories with respect to the sum ofthe
categones.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6. 1.1]
source F AA 8.3.3.7.1 When to use.

When accurate judgments of magnitudes are required, bar charts should be used rather than pie charts.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.5]
source F AA 8.3.3.7.2 When not to use.

Chart segments should be labeled inside the segments , ifpossible.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9.6.5.1]
source FAA 8.3.3.7.3 Labelillg pie chart segmellts.

Segment labels should be oriented for normalleft-to-right reading.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.5.1]
source

FAA

8.3.3. 7. 4

La belorientatioll.

Segment labels should include a number stating either the percentage ofthe whole number represented by
the segment or the absolute number the segment represents (or both).
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.5.1]
source FAA 8.3.3. 7. 5 Label content.

Segments requiring emphasis should be highlighted or displaced slightly from the rest ofthe pie
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.6.5.2]
source FAA 8.3.3.7.6 Highlightillg segmellts.

chaπ.

Partitioning should be lirnited to five segments or less.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.6-1 Partitiollillg.

Pie chart segments should be labeled directly rather than by a separate legend. If a segment is too small to
contain the label, the label should be placed outside the segment with a line from it to the segment.
Additional Information: The label should be in a normal orientation for reading text. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.6-2 Labelillg Pie Charts
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If the task requires precise values , numbers should be added to pie chart segment labels tod indicate the
percentage andJor absolute values.
Additional Information: Altemative display formats are preferred when users require precise data.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.6-3

Numeric Annotation 0/ Labels

If a particular segment of a pie chart requires emphasis , it should be highlighted by special hatching or
displaced slightly from the remainder ofthe pie.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.6-4 Highlighting
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1
1.6
1.6.8

Dl SPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Li near Profile Charts

The graph should form recognizable geometric pattems for specific abnormal conditions.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-16]
source FAA 8.3.3.8.1 Lillear profile patterll recogllitioll.

The area below the profile 1ine should be shaded to provide a more distinguishable profile.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission , 1996 - 1.2.5-17]
source FAA 8.3.3.8.2 Codillg linear profile charts.

Labels should be provided along the bottom of linear profile charts to identify each parameter.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-18]
source FAA 8.3.3.8.3 Labeling linear profile charts.

Parameter vs. parameter graphs have two axes. The vertical axis indicates values that are a function ofthe
horizontal axis. These graphs are best used for displaying deviations from normal, if a target can be
defined. By plotting a brief time history, one may be able to predict where values are headed. Care should
be taken to distinguish the current value from the past values.
source 1EEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.2.2 Parameter vs. parameter α. Y plot) graph

The graph should form recognizable geometric pattems for specific abnormal conditions.
Additional Information: An example of a linear profile graph appears in Figure 1.6. The irregular profile
is indicative of abnormal operating conditions.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-16 Linear Profile Pattern Recogllitioll
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1.6
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DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Circular Profile Chart

The circular profile chart should form a recognizable geometric pattem for specific abnormal conditions.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 -1.2 .5-19]
source FAA 8.3.3.9.1 Circular profile chart recognition.

Labels should be provided to identify each radialline
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.5-20]
source FAA 8.3.3.9.2 Labeling circular profile displays.

The profile should be shaded to enhance the operator ’ s perception of system status.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.5-21]
source

FAA

8.3.3.9.3

Coding circular profile displays.

The graph should form recognizable geometric pattems for specific abnormal conditions
Additional Information: An example of a linear profile graph appears in Figure 1.6. The irregular profile
is indicative of abnormal operating conditions.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.5-16 Linear Profile Pattern Recognition
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DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Segmented Curve Graphs

All segments in a segmented curve graph should be related to the total value
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-22]
source

FAA

8.3.3.10.1

Depicting bands in segmented curve graphs.

The data categories in a segmented curve graph should be ordered so that the least variable curves are
displayed at the bottom and the most variable at the top.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-23]
source

FAA

8.3.3.10.2

Ordering data

Î11 segmented curve graphs.

The different bands of segmented curve graphs should be labeled directly within the textured or shaded
bands.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-24]
source

F AA

8.3.3.10.3

Coding segmented cllrve graphs.

Where space permits , the different bands of segmented curve graphs should be labeled directly within the
textured or shaded bands.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.5-25]
sOllrce

F AA

8.3.3.1 ι 4

Labelillg segmented curve graphs.

All segments in a segmented curve graph shou1d be related to the total value.
Additional Inforrnation: A segmented curve graph contains a series ofbands depicting the components of
a total series (see Figure 1. 7).( ... )
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-19 Depicting Bands in Segmellted Curve Graphs

The data categories in a segmented curve graph should be ordered so that the least variable curves are
displayed at the bottom and the most variable at the top.
Additional Inforrnation: Sometimes there are independent logical grounds for the ordering of data
categories.( ... )
sOllrce

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.5-20

Orderillg Data ill Segmellted Cllrve Graphs

The different bands of segmented curve graphs should be made visually distinctive by coding , such as by
the texturing or shading ofbands.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.5-21 Codillg Segm e1l ted Cllrve Graphs

Where space permits , the different bands of segmented curve graphs should be labeled directly within the
texturεd or shaded bands.5908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.5-22 Labeling Segm e1l ted Cllrve Graphs
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DISPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Flowcharts

Flowchart design should follow either
a. logical or sequential order, or
b. llÙnimum path length.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8.2.1]
source

FAA

8.3.3.11.1

Flowchart design.

There should be a standard set of f1 0wchart symbols.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory COmllÙssion, 1996 -1. 2.7-6]
source F AA

8.3.3.1 1. 2

F/owchart symbol set.

W ords and phrases used for the same purpose shall be consistent throughout a f1 owchart, an application,
and related applications.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8.2.7]
source

FAA

8.3.3.11.3

Consistency.

Paths or portions of a f1 0wchart that deserve particular attention should be highlighted.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8.2.5]
source

FAA

8.3.3.11.4

Highlighting.

Flowcharts used as decision aids should require only one decision at each step.
source FAA

8.3.3.11.5

Flowcharts as decision aids.

Flowcharts used as decision aids should provide a logically ordered list of available options.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8.2.6]
source FAA

8.3.3.11.6

Logically ordered options.

When possible , f1 0wcharts should be oriented so that paths conform
a. left-to-right,
b. top-to-bottom, or
c. clockwise.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8 .2 .2]
source

FAA

8.3.3.11.7 Flowchart orientation.
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Flowcharts are diagrams that illustrate sequential relationships between their elements. A flowchart may
depict elecπical circuits , process control, scheduling decisions , computer program events , etc. Flowcharts
provide a quick overview of the process by showing how data or actions move through the system and
how input affects output
source IEEE STD 1289-1998 6.3.2.1 Flowcharts

When a flowchart is designed so that a user must make decisions at various steps , the available options
should be displayed in some consistent order from step to step
Additional Information: For example , ’yes’ rnight always be on the left and ’no’ on the right. Another
scheme is always to have the desirable path lead downward and the ’problem'’ paths lead out to the side.
Consistent ordering w i11 perrnit a user to review a flowchart more quickly.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.7-3 COllsistellt Orderillg of Decisioll Optiolls

While flowcharts should display only the data immediately required by the user, more detailed data
should be available by means of a simple action.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.7-4 Availability ofSupplem e1l tallllformatioll

Flowcharts should be designed so that the path ofthe logical sequence is consistent with farniliar
onentatlO n conventlO ns.
Additional Information: For example , from left to right and from top to bottom.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.7-5 COllvelltiollal Path Orielltatioll
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DlSPLAY ELEMENTS
Graphs
Diagrams

Diagrams are appropriate ifusers require information about spatial relationships among objects but not
the level of detail provided by pictures.
source FAA 8.3.3.12 Diagrams

When a diagram is too large to view all at once , it should
a. be presented in separate sections , with an overview that indicates the separate sections.
b. have consistent notation throughout the diagram.
c. provide an easy means for users to move among the sections.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8. 1.1]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.1 Large diagrams.

When portions of a diagram require special attention, those portions should be high1ighted.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8. 1.2]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.10 Highlighting portions of diagrams.

When users may need to view a diagram from different perspectives , the app 1ication should provide the
capability of rotating the diagram.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8. 1.3]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.11 Rotation ofdiagrams.

The labels of a rotated diagram should be displayed "right-side up" and be legible from the user’s
perspectlve.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.8. 1.3]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.12 Rotated diagram labels.

Mimics and diagrams should contain the minimum amount of detail required to yield a meaningful
pictorial representation.
[Source: Nu c1 ear Regulatory Commission, 1996 -1.2.8-1]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.2 Levelofdetail.

System components represented on mimic 1ines should be identified.
[Source: Nuc1 ear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.8-2]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.3 Component ident따'cation.

All f1 0w path origin points should be labeled or end at labeled components.
[Source: Nu c1 ear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1. 2.8-3]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.4 Line points of origin.
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A l1 flow path line destination or tenninal points should be labeled or end at labeled components.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2.8-4]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.5 Line termination points.

Flow directions should be clearly indicated by distinctive arrowheads.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2.8-5]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.6 Directional arrowheads.

Flow lines should be coded (e.g. , by color and/or width) to indicate important information
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2.8-6]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.7 Line coding.

Overlapping of flow path lines should be avoided
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 -1. 2.8-7]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.8 Overlapping lines.

Where symbols are usεd to represent equipment components and process flow or signal paths , numerical
data should be presented reflecting inputs and outputs associated with equipment.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2.8-8]
source FAA 8.3.3.12.9 Symbol-data integration.

Block diagrams are similar in function to flowcharts. Blocks identify the main components of a systern,
and lines show the relationships between these components.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.3.2.2 Block diagrams

Process-control systems frequently use highly complex control system with numerous feed-forward or
feedback loops , integrators , and similar components. Such systems have systems logic diagrams that use
standardized coding to show logic relationships. Such diagrams may be reproduced on graphic displays
with provisions for inputting commands into active portions ofthe displayed diagram in order to
manipulate parameters such as setpoint and constants. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 7.2.2 Interactive control system logic displays

Mirnics and diagrams should contain the rninimum amount of detail required to yield a meaningful
pictorial representation
Additional Information: An example of a rnimic display is shown in Figure 1. 8. Unnecessary graphic
detail (such as shadowed symbols or very detailed icons) should be avoided.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.8-1 Level of Detail
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DISPLAY ELEMENT
Graphs
Miscellaneous

General Principle - Graphs , when used, shall have clear inforrnation in format farniliar to operators.
source HFOI0 9.2 USE OF GRAPHS

Scales and Units - Graphs on computer generated displays should use the same scales and units that
operators are farniliar with from MCR instrumentation and plant procedures.
source HFOI0 9.2.1 USE OF GRAPHS

The dependent variable should be on a consistent graph axis.
source HFOI0 9.2.1.1 USE OF GRAPHS

Graphic symbols should be readily understood, commonly used and should be consistent with or based
upon standard P&ID symbols as much as is practical.
source HFOI0 9.2.4 USE OF GRAPHS

Graphs , or charts , are visual presentations of correlated data.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6. 1. 1 Description ofgraphs

Graphs are best suited for providing approxirnate values , such as an indication of deviation from the
norrnal, a comparison of an operating parameter to operating lirnits , a snapshot of present conditions , or
an indication of the rate of change of a variable.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.2 Suggested applicatiollsfor graphs

As with any visual display, the use of graphs requires the definition and understanding ofthe user ’ s task
in order to provide the proper display for presenting the inforrnation necessary to enable the user to
successfully complete the task. In addition, care must be taken to ensure that the data available for display
is rele、rant to the task at hand and that the chart chosen for presenting the data does so in the manner that
is most beneficial to the user, considering the task to be completed. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.3 Desigll cO lI sideratiollsfor graphs

Graphs are an effective means for presenting information about relationships , rate of change , and
deviations from norrnal in an easy-to-understand manner that would be very difficult or impossible to
reproduce using alphanumeric displays.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6. 1. 4 Advalltages ofgraphs
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Graphs only display approximate values , tend to take up display space , and require the heavy use of
computer memory.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.1.5 Disadvantages ofgraphs

A graphical display provides a pictorial representation of an object or a set of data.
Graphical displays include 1ines , so1id objects , and perspective drawings; bar , pie , and line charts and
graphs; scatterplots; displayed meters; flowcharts and schematic diagrams; icons; and rnaps.
The pictorial representation can be an analogue of the represented 0비 ect or data or can be symbolic
In addition, certain graphical displays combine analogue and symbolic representations. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.5.1 Design Considerationsfor Graphics

a. Use - Types of graphical displays include icons , schernatics , data graphs , rnaps , flow charts , and
pictures. Graphical displays shal1 be used when they will convey inforrnation to the user more clearly,
effectively, or quickly than other forrnats. For example , graphics may be used as follows:
1. A statistical data graph is appropriate when users need to monitor changing data, to scan a data set or
sets quickly, to compare multiple sets of data, or to see trends in data. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.5.2 Design Requirementsfor Graphics

Large matrices of similar components should have the coordinate axes labeled for identification of any
single component within the grid.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 11.4.3-7 Coordinate Axes for Matrices

Scales, axes , and grids should be used for spatial representations (such as maps) that exceed a display
page.
Additional Information: A scale is a graduated series of demarcations indicating the divisions of an axis.
Axes are the graphical representation of orthogonal dimensions in the form of lines (e.g. , horizontal and
vertical axes). A grid is a network ofunifo rrn1y spaced horizontal and verticallines for locating points by
means of coordinates.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.1.1-7 Scales, axes, andgrids

Grid and stylus devices may be used for picking data from a display and entering points on a display.
Additional Information: Displacement of the stylus from the reference position should cause a
proportional displacement ofthe followe r. The grid may be on a transparent medium allowing stylus
placement directly over corresponding points on the display, or it may be displaced from the display in a
convenient position for stylus manipulation. In either case, a follower should be presented on the display
at the coordinate values selected by the stylus.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.4-3 Appropriate Use of a Graphics Tablet

Graphs , or charts , are visual presentations of correlated data.
source IEE닫 STD 1289-1998 6.1.1 Descrψtion of graphs
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Graphs are best suited for providing approxirnate values , such as an indication of deviation from the
normal , a comparison of an operating parameter to operating limits , a snapshot of present conditions , or
an indication of the rate of change of a variable.
source

IEEE_STD 1289-1998

6.1.2 Suggested applicationsfor graphs

Line graphs are parameter vs. parameter graphs in which the values are connected by a line. Line graphs
are used where many successive values need to be displayed to review patterns and predict trends.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998

6.1.2.3

Line graph

As with any visual display, the use of graphs requires the definition and understanding ofthe user's task
in order to provide the proper display for presenting the information necessary to enable the user to
successfully complete the task. ( ... )
Source

IEEE_STD 1289-1998

1.3

Design considerations for graphs

Graphs are an effective means for presenting information about relationships , rate of change , and
deviations from normal in an easy-to-understand manner that would be very difficult or impossible to
reproduce using alphanumeric displays.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998

6.1.4

Advantages ofgraphs

Graphs only display approximate values, tend to take up display space , and require the heavy use of
computer memory.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998

6.1.5

Disadvantages ofgraphs

Requirements for the design of scales and pointers are provided below.
a. Moving Pointer Circular Scales - Clockwise movement of a rotary control or movement of a linear
control forward, up , or to the right shall produce a c1 0ckwise movement of circular scale pointers and an
increase in the magnitude of the setting. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.4.2.3.3.4 Scales and Pointers Design Requirements

A graphical display provides a pictorial representation of an object or a set of data. Graphical displays
inc1 ude lines , solid objects , and perspective drawings; bar, pie, and line charts and graphs; scatterplots;
displayed meters; flowcharts and schematic diagrarns; icons; and maps. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.2.5.1

Desigll Consideratiollsfor Graphics

a. Use - Types of graphical displays inc1ude icons , schernatics , data graphs , rnaps , flow charts , and
pictures. Graphical displays shall be used when they will convey information to the user more c1 ear1 y,
effectively, or quickly than other forrnats. For example , graphics may be used as follows:
1. A statistical data graph is appropriate when users need to monitor changing data , to scan a data set or
sets quickly, to compare multiple sets of data, or to see trends in data. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.2.5.2

Design Requirementsfor Graphics
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2
2.1

Dl SPLAY FORMAT
Data Entry and Editing

When an application requires that all text be in one case , for example upper case , the application should
accept typcd uppercase and lowercase letters as equivalent and automatically convert the improper case to
the proper one
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.4 .5]
source FAA 8.2.3.1 Case conversion.

When an application provides a character string-search capability, it should include the following wild
card characters:
a. @ should represent any single upper- or lower-case alphabetic character. For example , abc@d would
retrieve abcad, abcEd, and abczd; it would not retrieve abc7 d or abcd. ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.3.2 Wild card search characters.

Users shall not have to move a space at a time over unfilled spaces in variable length fields.
[Source: M1LHDBK-761A, 5.2 .4 .3.e]
source FAA 8.2.3.3 Unfilled spaces.

For fixed length fields , a user shall not have to enter leading or trailing zeros to fill a field.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.1]
Example. 1n a fixed length field that requires four digits , if a three-digit number such as 813 is entered
into that fi e1 d, do not require the user to precede the number with a leading zero (e.g. , 0813). ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.3.4 Leading and trailing zeros.

When a user rnakes an entry that does not fill a variable length field , the entry shall be autornatically
justified when the cursor leaves the fi e1 d. Unless otherwise required by processing or display
requirements , justification shall be as follows:
a. Alphanumeric input shall be left justified. ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.3.5 Just따cation 0/ entries.

The user , not the system, shall set the pace.
[Source: Department ofDefense, 1996 - 5.15.2. 1.1]
source FAA 8.2.3.6 User pacing.

Users shall have the ability to use Backup , Cancel , and Restart actions to edit a form at any time prior to
the final completion action.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 3. 1.2]
source FAA 8.2.3.7 Interrupt capabilities.
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Users shall be able to move the cursor to any unprotected field and change any entry prior to taking a
final completion action.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2 .4.3 .b]
source

F AA

8.2.3.8 Editing entries.

A form shall not be removed from display until the user takes an explicit completion action such as
pressing the Enter key.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3. 1. 3; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4 .3.b]
source

FAA

8.2.3.9 Explicit completion action.

Data entry functions shall be designed to establish consistency of data entry transactions , minimize input
actions and memory load on the user, ensure compatibility of data entry with data display , and provide
f1 exibility of user control of data entry.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1 GeneraL

Data entry shall be paced by the user, rather than by the system.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.1 User pacing.

Data deletion or cancellation shall require an explicit action, such as depressing a DELETE key.
Permanent deletion (in absence of an "undo" function) of more than one character shall not be allowed
without an affrrrnative response to an "are you sure?" type of query.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.10 Explicit delete action.

Where a user requests change (or deletion) of a data item that is not currently being displayed , the option
of displaying the old value before confirming the change should be presented.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.11 Change of data.

Data entry methods and data displays should not require the user to shift between entry methods.
5.14.2.1.12 Single method of data entry.

source MIL-STD-1472F

Where data entry on an electronic display is permitted only in prescribed areas , a clear visual definition of
the entry fields shall be provided.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.13 Data e"try display.

The system shall provide a positive feedback to the user of the acceptance or rejection of a data entry.
Feedback response times shall conform to 5.14.9.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.2 Positivefeedback.
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Where system overload or other system conditions will result in a processing delay, the system shall
acknowledge the data enπy and provide an indication of the delay to the use r. If possible , the system shall
advise the user of the time remaining for the process or of the fraction of the process completed.
source M /L -STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.3 Processing delay.

Data entry shal1 require an explicit completion action, such as pressing an ENTER key.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.4 Explicit action.

Data entries should be validated by the system for correct format , legal value , or range ofvalues. Where
repetitive entry of data sets is required, data validation for each set should be completed before another
transaction can begin. See also 5.14.8.1 1.
source M /L -STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.5 Validation.

The user should not be required to enter data already availab1e to the software.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5. 14. 2. 1. 6

Software-available data.

Data should be entered in units that are farniliar to the user.
M /L -STD-1472F 5.14.2. 1. 7 Input units.

source

A movable cursor within the display shall have a distinctive visual attribute that does not obscure other
displayed entities. When fine positioning accuracy is required, as in some forrns of graphic and image
processing app1ications , the displayed cursor shall include an appropriate point designation feature (such
as crosshairs). The cursor shall not move beyond the display boundaries and disappear from sight. Ifthe
cursor is moved by depressing a key, releasing the key shall cause the cursor to stop moving.
sOllrce M /L -STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.8.2 Display.

The home position for the cursor should be consistent across sirnilar types of displays
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.8.3 Home position.

A separate , explicit action, distinct from cursor position, shall be required for thë actual entry (e.g. ,
enabling , actuation) of a designated position.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.8.4 Explicit actuation.

Where cursor positioning is incremental by discrete steps , the step size of cursor movement shall be
consistent horizontally (I. e. , in both right and left directions) , and vertically (in both up and down
directions ).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.8.5 Incremental cursor positiollillg.
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When position designation is required in a task emphasizing keyed data entry, cursor control should be by
some device integral to the keyboard. If cursor movement is accomplished by depressing keys , the keys
shall be located on the main keyboard.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5. 14. 2.1.8.6 K，ξ}’board cursor control.

The response of a cursor to control movements shall be consistent, predictable, and compatible with the
user's expectations. For cursor control by key action a key labeled with a left- pointing arrow should
move the cursor leftward; for cursor control by joystick, leftward movement of the control should resu 1t
in leftward movement of the cursor. Cursor responses to movements of other controls shall conform to
5 .4.l. 2.1 or to the movement-related provisions ofthe applicable control specified in subsection 5 .4.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.8.7 Movement relationships‘

When abbreviations , rnnemonics , or codes are used to shorten data entry, they shall be distinctive and
have an intuitive relationship or association to normallanguage or specific job-related terrninology. An
abbreviation should be no longer than is necessary to ensure a clear and unambiguous meaning.
source MIL -STD-1472F 5.14.2.1.9 Abbreviations, mnemonics, and codes.

Keyboards shall conform to the provisions below; however, where a keyboard is part of a visual display
terrninal used for text processing , data entry, or data inquiry applications in an office environment or
equivalent, see 5.15
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2 Keyboard.

A keyboard should be used to enter alphabetic , numeric and other special characters into the system.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2.1 Us e.

Keyboard characteristics shall conform to ANS I!HFS-I00.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2.2 Characteristics.

Except for extended text, the length of individual data items should be rninimized.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2.3 Length.

When entering tabular data, the user shall not be required to right- or left-justify tabular data entries. The
system shall automatically justify colurnnar data with respect to decirnal point, left margin or right margin,
depending on the type of data.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2.4 Justijication.

Keyboards used in systems that require substantial numeric input shall be equipped with a numeric
keypad.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2.5 Numeric keypads.
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The amount of keying required should be minimized.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.2.6 Minimization ofkeying.

The use of key shifting functions should be minimized during data entry transactions.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.2.7 Minimization ofshift keying.

In keyed data enπy， means shall be provided to allow users to change previous entries , if necessary, by
DELETE and INSERT actions.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.2.8

Data change.

Fixed function keys (e.g. , ENTER) should bε used for time-critical , errorcritical , or frequen t1 y used
control inputs.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.3.1

Use.

Prolonged depression of function keys shall not result in a repeat of the function except for the DELETE
key.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.3.10

Prolongedfunction key depression.

Fixed function keys should be comrnon throughout the system.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.3.2

Standardization.

Once a key has been assigned a given function , it should not be reassigned to a different function for a
glV en use r.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.3.3

Functional consistency.

Fixed function keys should be selected to control functions that are continuously available; l. e. , lockout of
fixed function keys shall be minimized. At any step in a transaction sequence , however , function keys ,
not used for current inputs , should be temporarily disabled under computer contro l. Mechanical over1 ays
should not be used for this purpose.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.3.4 Availability.

Non-active fixed function keys should be replaced by a blank key.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.3.5 Non-active keys.

Fixed function keys shall be logically grouped and shall be placed in distinctive locations on the keyboard.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.3.6

Grouping.
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Except when used to toggle between two opposing states , a fixed function key should require only a
single actuation to accomplish its function.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.3.7 Actuation.

When fixed function key activation does not resu It in an imrnediately observable natural response , the
user shaIl be given an indication of system acknowledgment
source

M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.2.3.8

Feedbac k.

Key assignments shaIl be displayed at alI times , preferably by direct marking. Where abbreviations are
necessary, standard abbreviations should be used.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.3.9

Function labels.

Variable function keys rnay be used for programrnable menu selection and entry of control functions.
They should not be used for initiating critical functions.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.2.4./

Use.

When the effect of a function key varies , the status of the key shaII be displayed.
source

M/L-STD-1472F 5.14.1.4.1

Status display.

When keys with labeled default functions are reprogramrned or turned off, a visual warning sha Il alert the
user that the standard function is not current1 y accessible via that key.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.2.4.3

Reprogrammable or inactive default까mctions.

Provision sha Il be rnade for easily relabeling variable function keys. Labels for variable function keys ,
located along the perimeter of a display, rnay be generated on the display face.
source

M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.2.4.4 Relabeling.

Shift keys should not be required to operate variable function keys.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.2.4.5 Shifted characters.

Where the functions assigned to a set offunction keys change as a resuIt ofuser selection, the user should
be given an easy means to return to the initial , base-Ievel functions. For example , in cockpit design, where
multifunction keys may be used for various purposes such as navigation or weapons control , the aircrew
should be able to take a single action to restore those keys quickly to their basic flight control functions.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.2.4.6 Easy retum to base-levelfunctions.

A lightpen may be used when non-critical, imprecise input functions are required. Such direct-pointing
controls should be used when item selection is the primary type of data entry.
source

M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.2.5.1

Use.
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Lightpens shall be equipped with a discrete actuating/deactuating mechanism. Push-tip switch actuation
force should be O.5N - 1.4N (2-5 oz).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.5.3 Actuation.

Two forms of feedback shall be provided to the user:
a. Position ofthe lighφen， preferably in the form of displayed cursor (e.g. , circ1 e, crosshair) or
highlighting which also informs the user that the system is recognizing the presence ofthe lightpen. The
feedback shall be large enough to be seen under the point of the lightpen.
b. Actuation ofthe lightpen and receipt ofthe input by the system.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.5.4 Feedback.

A joystick, trackball or similar device may be used when precise input functions are required. Joystick,
trackballs, grid-and-stylus devices and x-y contro l1ers shall conform to 5 .4 .3.2.2 , 5 .4 .3.2.3 , 5.4 .3 .2.4,
5.4 .3.2.5 , and 5 .4 .3.2.6.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.6.1 Us e.

A discrete mechanism shall be provided to al10w the user to actuate/deactuate the device
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.6.2 Actuatio n/deactuation.

See paragraph 5 .4 .6 for information on touch screens.
5.14.2.7 Touch screen.

source MIL-STD-1472F

a. Learning - The requirements to learn mnemonics , codes , or acro따ms are used to shorten data entry,
they shall be distinctive and have a relationship or association to normal1anguage or specific job related
terminology. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.4.3 Design Requirements for Data Entry Design

When lists or tables are ofvariable length and may extend beyond the limits of one display page , the user
should be informed when data are continued on another page and when data are conc1uded on the present
page.
Additional Information: For example , incomplete lists might be marked ’continued on next page ,’
’continued ,’ or ’more. ’ Conc1uding 1ists might display a note such as ’end of list' or ’end ’ As an exception,
short lists whose conc1usion is evident from the display format need not be annotated in this way.5908
source

NUREG0700 REV-2

1.2.2-20 AllflO tating Display ofContinued Data

The current field to be entered should be highlighted.
Additional Information: Irrelevant objects slow perceptual processing by competing for resources. Use of
highlighting makes the current data field discriminable from other data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.3-11 Highlight Active Data Entry Field
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If appropriate , labels should be used to help cue the user as to the expected data entry.
Additional Information: For example , "DATE (MM띠D/YYYY): ~~_."5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.3-12 Data Entry Cues

A field group heading should be centered above the labels to which it applies .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.3-16 Labeling Groups of Data Fields

A data entry form should have a logical organization.
Additional Information: Data entry forms contain multiple fields in which the user enters information,
usually via typing , to request information from the system.( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2

1.2.3-20 Logical Organization of Data Elltry Forms

When forrns are used for data entry as well as for data display, the formats ofthese forms should be
compatible. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.3-4

Form Compatible for Data Elltry and Display

The label and the data entry area should be separated by at least one character space.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.3-6 Separation of Field Label alld Data Entry Area

Procedures for composing messages should be compatible with general data entry procedures , especially
those for text editing.
Additional Information: A user should not have to leam procedures for entering message data that are
diff농rent from those for general data entry.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

10.3.2-2 Message Composition Compatible with Data Entry

When data entry is a significant part of a user’s task, entered data should appear on the user’s rnain display.

Additional Information: When the main display is basically formatted for other purposes , such as a
graphic display for process control , a separate window or area on the display rnay have to be reserved for
data enπy.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-18 Elltry via Prillcψal Display

Users should be able to perform simple editing during text entry without having to invoke a separate edit
mode.
Additional Information: While entering text, users should have some capability for text selection (by
cursor movement) and deletion (e.g. , by use of destructive backspace ).( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-20 Editing Capabilities During Text Entry’
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The user should not be required to enter data separators or delimiters , such as dashes and slashes.
Additional Information: The enπy of data separators and delimiters can be time consuming and error
prone.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-72

Entry of Data Separators and Delimiters

When data entry requires exact placement of graphic elements , users should be allowed to request
expansion ofthe critical display area ("zooming") to rnake the positioning task easier. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-12

Zoomingfor Precise Positioning

During graphic data entry/editing, the selected attributes that will affect current actions should be
displayed for ready reference by the use r.
Additional Information: Users rnay forget what options have been chosen. Displayed reminders will be
particularly important in situations where the consequences of a mistaken user action are difficult to
reverse , e.g. , where it may be hard to erase an incorrectly drawn 1ine. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-15 Displaying Current Attributes

If text entrY cursor blinking is to be used to direct the user’s attention, the default blink rate should be 3
Hz.
Additional Information: A blinking cursor need not obscure characters. For example , the blinking cursor
may be an underline that does not cover the entire character. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.6-3

Text Elltry Cursor Blillk

Prornpting should be provided for required formats and acceptable values for data entries.5908
sOllrce

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.1-8

Promptillg Data Elltry

Feedback should be displayed for a11 user actions during data entry; keyed entries should be displayed
stroke by stroke.
Additional Information: For reasons of data protection, it rnay not be desirable to display passwords and
other secure entries.5908
source

N l1REG0700 RE ι2

2.4.2-1

Feedback During Data Elltry

The computer should acknowledge completion of a data enπy transaction with a confirmation message if
data entry was successful , or else with an error message.
Additional Information: Successful data enπy should not be signaled merely by autornatic erasure of
entered data from the display , except possibly in the case of repetitive data entries.( ... )
SOllrce

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

2.4.2-2

Feedbackfor Completioll of Data Entry

For a repetitive data entry task that is accomplished as a continuing series oftransactions , successful
entry should be indicated by regenerating the data entry display, automatically removing the just-entered
data in preparation for the next entry. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.2-3

Feedbackfor Repetitive Data Entrie
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Where system overload or other system conditions wiU result in a processing delay, the system should
acknowledge the data entry and provide an indication ofthe delay to the use r.
Additional Information: If possible , the system should advise the user of the time remaining for the
process or ofthe fraction ofthe process completed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.3-5 Processing Delay

For entry/editing ofunformatted text, an automatic line break ("return") should be provided when text
reaches the right margin, with provision for user override
Additional Information: For specially formatted text, such as computer program listings , users may need
to controlline structure themselves and hence need to override any automatic 1ine break. Even when
entering unformatted text, a user will sometimes wish to specify a new 1ine at some particular point, if
only for aesthetic reasons.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.6.1-12 Automatic Line Break

Users should have the abi1ity to search for and move to a specific line number in a file.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.6.1-21 Searchfor Line Numbers

When a data or command entry error is suspected but cannot be determined (in terms of system error
logic) , a cautionary message asking for confumation should be displayed.
Additional Information: The user should be alerted to entries that may be in error.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.3-12 Cautionary Messages

If a user wishes to defer entry of a required data item, the user should be required to enter a special
symbol in the data field to indicate that the item has been temporarily omitted rather than ignored.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.4-11 Dξferral of Required Data Ent.η

If a user has deferred enπy of required data but then requests processing of entries , that ornission should
be signaled to the user, and immediate entry (or perhaps further defeπal) ofmissing items should be
allowed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.4-12 Reminder of Deferred Entry

For the entry ofrelated data items , automatic cross validation should be provided to ensure that the data
set is logically consisten t.
Additional Information: Such cross checking is a significant advantage ofon-1ine data processing,
providing computer aids to help users detect logical errors.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.4-6 Cross Validation of Related Data

Currently operative default values should be displayed for data entry , so that users can review and
confum them for computer processing.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.4-7 Displayillg Dξfault Values
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In situations where unauthorized data changes rnay be possible , users (or a system administrator) should
be able to request a record of data enσy/change transactions.
Additional Information: Transaction records might be rnaintained for purposes ofuser guidance as well as
for data protection.5908
source

NUREG0700

RE ι2

2.7.6-12

Data Entry/Change Transaction Records

Motifpro、rides

many functions that allow the editing of the text (String) stored in the widge t. Text can be
searched , inserted and replaced.
To replace all or parts ofthe text in a Text widget use the XmTextReplaceO function.
It has four arguments:
W idget -- The Text widge t. ( ... )
source

ι Window&MotijProgramming

13.4

Editing Te.xt
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2
2.2
2.2.1

DISPLAY FORMAT
Text
Text Frames

The user should be able to move unselected text frames by cIicking inside the frame and dragging inside
it and selected frames by dragging the outside border of the frame.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.9] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.4.2.1 Textframe.

When a text frame is resized , the text should be rewrapped to fit within the new borders of the frame.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.9]
source FAA 8.2.4.2.2 Resizing a text fram e.

When the pointer is over an unselected text frame it should appear as an arrow. When the frame is
selected, the pointer should change to an I-beam over the text, to an arrow over the border, and to a resize
pointer over a resize handle.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.9]
source FAA 8.2.4.2.3 Text frame pointer.

When a text frame is selected it should have resize handles.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.9]
source FAA 8.2.4.2.4 Resizing textframes.
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2
2.2
2.2.2

D1SPLAY FORMAT

Text
Formatting

The system shüuJd provide a defau1t format for standard text input.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.3.b]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.1 Textformat.

The system should provide automatic page breaks and user-specified page breaks.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.3.d, 5.2.3.3. l. a]
source

FAA

8.2.4.3.10

Page breaks.

U sers should be able to specify a minimum number of lines of a paragraph that wil1 appear at the bottom
or top of a page (widow-orphan protection).
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.3.3.d, 5.2.3.3. l. a]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.11 Widow-orphan protection.

Automatically incremented page numbering should be provided.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.3.c , 5.2.3.3.d]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.12 Page numbering.

Page numbering should begin with one by defau1t, but allow users to override the default by specifying a
beginning page number.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A, 5.2.3.3.c, 5.2.3.3.d]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.13 Default numbering and override.

When a system provides users with the ability to define their own formats , it should inc1ude a means for
them to store those formats for future use.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.b]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.2 Custom textformat

The system should provide users with an easy means for specifying page forrnats , inc1uding margins and
tabs.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.3.a]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.3 Pageformaπing.

The system should provide automatic line breaks and automatic word-wrap when text reaches the right
margm
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.3.b]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.4 Automatic Ulle breaks.
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The system should provide for user-specified line breaks.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.3.b]
source

FAA

8.2.4.3.5

User specified Une breaks.

Unless otherwise specified by a user, text should be left justified with consistent spacing between words
as it is entered.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.3.e]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.6 Defaultjust따cation oftext.

Left, right, center , and full justification should be provided as user options.
[Source: MILHDBK-76IA , 5 .2 .3.3.e]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.7 User d，짜ned text just따cation.

The system should provide automatic hyphenation of words at a user’s reques t.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A, 5.2.3.3.c]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.8 Automatic hyphenation.

The default mode shou1d be no hyphenation.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .3 .3.c]
source FAA 8.2.4.3.9 Dξfault hyphenation.

When critical text merits emphasis to set it apart from other text, that text should be highlighted by
boldinglbrightening or color coding or by some auxiliary annotation.
Additional Information: Use of capitalization as a coding technique should be limited since it reduces
readability. A single word might be capitalized for emphasis , but capitalizing an extended passage should
not be used for coding.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.1-44 Highlighting Text Displays

A standard text display format should be used from one display to another.5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.1-1 Standard Text Format

source

Text should be formatted in a few wide lines rather than in narrow columns ofmany short lines when
space is limited owing to the display of graphics or other data .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.1-18 Combining Text with Other Data

When a line is placed under an item to mark or emphasize it, the line should not impair the legibility of
the item, e.g. , by obscuring the descenders.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.1-20

UnderUning for Emphasìs
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In dense tables with many rows , a blank line , dots , or some other distinctive feature (to aid horizontal
scanning) should be inserted after a group of rows at regular intervals.
Additional Information: For many applications , it will suffice to insert a blank line after every five
rows.5908
source

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-7 Row Separation

At least five spaces should appear between groups of data fields.5908
source

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

1.2.3-17 Data Field Group Separatio 1l

At least three spaces should appear between the longest data field in one column and the rightmost lab e1
in an a이 acent column.
Additional Information: Where space constraints exist, verticallines may be substituted for spaces for
separation of columns of fields.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.3-7 Data Field Separatio 1l

To facilitate reading of meters and prevent misreading , the orientation of scale markings should be
consistent.
Additional Information: The factors that are significant here are the orientation of numerals and of scale
end-points on dials.0700
source

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

1.6.4-8

CO lI sistellcy

Users should have the ability to search for and move to a specific line number in a file.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.6.1-21

Searchfor Lille Numbers
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2
2.2
2.2.3

DISPLAYFORMAT
Text
Text Fields

When a user must be able to type input from the keyboard, a text field shall be provided.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , Vl.2 , 6 .4]
source FAA 8.2.11.3.1 When to /l se.

When a text field will accept more text than can be displayed in the field , a scroll-bar shall be provided to
enable users to see the entire text.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 6 .4]
source FAA 8.2.11.3.2 Scrollingfields.

When the anticipated text is expected to exceed a single line , the text field shall be large enough to view
multiple lines simultaneously.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , V 1.2, 6 .4]
source FAA 8.2.11.3.3 Multiple lines oftext.

Displayed paragraphs oftext should be separated by at least one blank line.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.1-17 lnter-Paragraph Spacing

At least five spaces should appear between groups of data fields.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.3-17 Data Field Group Separation

When label sizes are relatively equal , both labels and data fields should be left justified. One space should
be left between the longest label and the data field column .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.3-8 Justijication: Data Field Labels ofEqual Length

When label sizes vary greatly , labels should be right justified and the data fields should be left justified.
One space should be left between each label and the data field.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1. 2.3-9 ‘lustijication: Data Field Labels of Unequal L eIIgth

The default width for a generic text window should enable 50 to 80 characters to be displayed.
Additional Information: When users read continuously scrolling text (at a rate set by the user) , line
lengths of 52 to 78 characters provide the fastest performance.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-11 Minimum Widthfor Text Windows
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2
2.2
2.2 .4

DISPLAYFORMAT
Text
Text in Windows

When information elements in a window will be numbered , Arabic numerals should be used, not Roman
numerals.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.4.2]
source FAA 8.2.5.2.1 Arabic vs. Roman numerals.

Each type ofnon-editable text (e.g. , titles , labels , and instructions) displayed in windows should have a
consistent gramrnatical structure. For example , all instructions might be complete , imperative sentences.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8 .4.4]
source FAA 8.2.5.2.2 Consistent structure for non-editable text.

Nonnal punctuation rules should be followed. Contractions and hyphenation should be
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.4.4]
source FAA 8.2.5.2.3 Punctuation.

a、roided.

Sequences of events or steps shall be presented in the proper order.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.4.4]
source FAA 8.2.5.2.4 Sequences.

The referents for pronouns such as "it" and "they" shall be easily identifiable.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.4.4]
source FAA 8.2.5.2.5 Referents.

The default width for a generic text window should enable 50 to 80 characters to be displayed.
Additional Information: When users read continuously scrolling text (at a rate set by the user) , 1ine
lengths of 52 to 78 characters provide the fastest performance.5908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-11 Minimllm Widthfor Text Windows

Users should have the ability to search for and move to a specific line number in a file.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.6.1-21 Searchfor Line Numbers
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2
2.2
2.2.5

DISPLAYFORMAT
Text
Text Alignment

Designers should attend to the alignment and labeling to improve user-interface consistency.
a. Align decimal points when listing numbers with decimal values.
b. When decimal values are not used, numbers are flushed right.
c. Alphabetic listings are flushed left.
d. Labels describe the contents of the lists and are flushed left or centered. ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.5.3.1 Orderly format.

The system should provide the capability of aligning objects on an invisible rule or grid structure at a
user's reques t.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6.c , 5.2.6.2.a]
source FAA 8.2.5.3.2 Alignment grid.

Users should be able to specify grid intervals.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6.c , 5.2.6.2.a]
source FAA 8.2.5.3.3 Grid illfervals.

When a user must read continuous text on line , at least four lines of text should be displayed at one time.
Additional Information: Four lines oftext is the minimum that should be displayed when the reading
material is simple in content. If the content is more complex, or if a reader will need to refer frequently to
previous material , then more lines oftext should be displayed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.1-11 Minimum Number ofDisplayed Lines

Continuous text should be displayed in wide colurnns , containing at least 50 characters per line.
Additional Inforrnation: When space for text display is limited, a few long lines oftext rather than many
short lines oftext should be displayed. Line lengths ofless than 50 characters result in slower reading
times , but line lengths from 50 to 80 characters do not produce differences in reading time.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.1-12 Line Length

Displayed paragraphs oftext should be separated by at least one blank line.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.1-17 Inter-Paragraph Spacing

Text should be formatted in a few wide lines rather than in narrow colurnns of many short lines when
space is limited owing to the display of graphics or other data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.1-18 Combining Text with Other Data
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In dense tables with many rows , a blank line , dots , or some other distinctive feature (to aid horizontal
scanning) should be inserted after a group ofrows at regular intervals.
Additional Informationι For many applications , it wiU suffice to insert a blank line after every five
rows.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-7 Row Separation

At least five spaces should appear between groups of data fields.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.3-17 Data Field Group Separatioll

At least three spaces should appear between the longest data field in one column and the rightrnost label
in an adjacent column.
Additional Information: Where space constraÍnts exist, verticallines may be substituted for spaces for
separation of columns of fields.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.3-7 Data Field Separation
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2
2.2
2.2.6

DISPLAYFORMAT
Text
Abbreviations

When a system or application uses abbreviations in its user-computer interface , the abbreviations shall be
unique , distinct, and unambiguous so as not confuse users.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1. 6.e; MIL-STD-12D , 3.1]
Definition. An abbreviation is any shortened form or abridgment of a word , expression, or phrase used to
conserve space or time. Thus , the term abbreviation inc1udes initializations , contractions , and acronyms.
source FAA 8.2.5.4.1 Abbreviations.

All punctuation marks should be ornitted from acronyms and abbreviations unless confusion or
rnisinterpretation would occur as a result oftheir ornission.
[Source: Department ofDefense, 1984]
source

FAA

8.2.5.4.10

Punctuation.

Abbreviations should retain an alphabetic sirnilarity to the longer word or phrase.
[Source: FAA , 2000]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.11 Alphabetic similarity.

W ords of five letters or less should not be abbreviated unless common usage has rendered the word and
its abbreviation completely synonymous in recognition and intelligibility.
[Source: FAA , 2000; Departrnent ofDefense , 1984]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.12 Words not to abbreviate.

Prepositions , conjunctions and arti c1 es.
FAA 8.2.5.4.13 Prepositions, conjunctions and articles.

source

A pronounceable word should be attained , if possible , when creating an acronym.
[Source: FAA , 2000]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.14 Pronounceable acronyms.

The use of abbreviations shall not add to system operation time.

[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 .6.e; MIL-STD-12D , 3.1]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.2 System operatioll time.

When the abbreviation of a word is not c1 ear or may be misinterpreted, the entire word shall be used
[Source: Depaπment ofDefense , 1984]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.3 Use ofabbreviations.
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The use of abbreviations shall be minimized.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 10.3.1.3; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2 , 3.1.c]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.4 Minimal use.

Acronyms should be used only if they will be seen more than once , are significantly shorter than the term
they represent, and the users will conunonly understand them
[Source:DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.4 .2 , 8 .4 .3]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.5 Acronyms.

Acronyms should be displayed in all upper-case letters.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.4 .2 , 8 .4 .3]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.6 Acronymformat.

are used , they shall be used consistently throughout an application or set ofrelated
applications.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 10.3. 1.3; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.3. 1. c]
source F AA 8. 2. 5.4.7 Consistent abbreviatioll use.
Whenabbre、liations

When a word needs to be abbreviated, the abbreviation should be selected fromFAA Order 7340.1 , taken
from conunonly used abbreviations , or constructed according to the rules ofthe U.S. Government
Printing Office Style Manual.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1. 6.a]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.8 Selectillg abbreviatiolls.

When a system or application uses abbreviations in its user-computer interactions , it sha l1 provide an easy
on-line , context-sensitive means for a user to leam the definition of an abbreviatio n, such as an on-line
dictionary or Help screen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2. 1. 5;MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1.1. 6.d; DON UISNCCS, V 1.2, 8.4 .3]
source FAA 8.2.5.4.9 D앙ìnitiolls of abbrel'iatiolls.

The user shall be permitted to enter the full conunand name or an abbre、liation for any conunand of more
than 5 characters.
source
M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.4.5.5 Abbreviatiolls.

Abbreviations should conform to applicable standards. If a new abbreviation is equired, its meaning shall
be obvious to the intended reade r. Periods sha l1 be omitted except when needed to preclude
misinterpretation. The same abbrεviation shall be used for a l1 tenses and for singular and plural forms of a
word.
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.5.3.2 Abbreviatiolls.
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Requirements for the use ofupper and lower case lettering for labeling are provided below.
a. Abbreviations - Lower case letters shall be used in abbreviations or symbols in which their use is the
commonly accepted practice (e.g. , He , pH , Hg, etc.).
b. Operating Instructions - Equipment operating instructions shall use lower case for text and upper case
for the first letter of a sentence , headings , titles of equipment , and references to contro l/display panel
markings.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1.14.3 UpperlLower Case Design Requirements

a. Leaming - The requirements to leam mnemonics , codes , or acronyms are used to shorten data entry,
they shall be distinctive and have a relationship or association to normallanguage or specific job related
terminology. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.4.3 Desigll Requiremelltsfor Data Elltry Design

refer to 5.14.1
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2
2.2
2.2.7

DISPLAY FORMAT
Text
Capitalization

Text should be presented in a combination of uppercase and lowercase letters , following standard
capitalization rules (e.g. , the U. S. Government Printing Office Style Manual).
[Source: DON Ul SNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.4 .2]
source FAA 8.2.5.8.1 Capitalizatioll.

In general, capitalization shall not be used to emphasize phrases or sentences
Discussion : Continuous text is easiest to read and comprehend when it is presented in mixed case letters.
Single words are recognized better when printed in all upper case letters. Thus, ifused sparingly and
wisely, capitalization can be used to indicate to readers that a word has special signigicance.
source FAA 8.2.5.8.2 Capitalizatioll ofphrases for emphasis.

Capitalization should only be used for: headlines , key phrases or acronyms , short items to draw the user ’ s
attention to important text (e.g. , field labels or a window title) , the first 1etter in a sentence , or a sing1e
character in each word in a tit1 e or 1abe1.
[Source: Nationa1 Air Traffic Services , 1999 -1.6.5.2.1]
source FAA 8.2.5.8.3 Useofcapitals.

Mixed case shou1d be used for continuous text, messages , menu descriptions , button descriptions , or
screen identification.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1. 6.5.2.1]
source FAA 8.2.5.8.4 Mixed case.

Text to be read (except labels) should be presented using upper and lower case characters.
Additional Information: Reading text is easier and faster when capitalization is used conventionally to
start sentences and to indicate proper nouns and acronyms.( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.1-1 COllvelltiollal Use of Mixed Case
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2
2.3
2.3.1

DISPLAY FORMAT
Forms
Fields

Fields shall have a distinctive appearance alld distinct limits.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.5 , 3.7.5; MILHDBK-761A , 5 .2.4.1.1 .b]
Example. A series ofunderscores or a rectangle perhaps in inverse video can be used to clearly
distinguish fields from each other and from other objects and information on the screen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.5 , 3.7.5; MILHDBK-761A , 5 .2.4.1.1. b]
source FAA 8.2.11.2.1 Appearance.

Data entry fields should be offixed length, even ifthe entries may be ofvariable length. Ifuseful to the
user, a field should give a cue as to 따 length, for example , by using separated underscores ( _____ ).
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.7]
source FAA 8.2.11.2.2 Field len양h.

Characters that are overwritten as a user enters data shal1 not designate fields.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.8; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1.1 .c]
source FAA 8.2.11.2.3 Entry does not ovem끼

When a field accepts variable length entries , users shal1 not have to remove or fi l1 any unneeded portion.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2.4. 1. l. d]
source FAA 8.2.11.2.4 Unfilledportion offield.

When a form has one or more required field , the user shall have to make an entry in each required field to
be able to complete the form as intended.
[Source: DOEHFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.7.10]
source FAA 8.2.11.2.5 Multiple requiredfields.

When a form has one or more required field , the Save option sha l1 be displayed as unavailable until al1 of
the required fields have been filled.
[Source: DOE HFDGATCCS , V2.0 , 3.7.10] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.2.6 Disahled Save option.

When a form has both optional and required fields , the two types of fields shal1 be easily distinguishable.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.7.8; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1.1 .e; ESD-TR-86-278 , 1.4 .12]
Examples: One way to do this would be to use different label terminators for the two types offields. ( ... )
source FAA 8. 2. 11.2.7 Optionalfields distinctfrom requiredfields.
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When possible , fields provided for data that include separators or some sort of formatting (e.g. ,
slashes separating the month, day, and year in dates or a decimal point separating dollars and cents) shall
include the separators or formatting as part ofthe field.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 ,3.5 .4; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1.1. a; ESD-TR-86-278 , 1.4 .3 ,
1.4 .20] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.2.8 /ntra까eld separato r's，。

A field group heading should be centered above the labels to which it applies.5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 /.2.3-16 Labeling Groups 0/ Data Fields

source
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2
2.3
2.3.2

DISPLAYFORMAT
Forms
Field Labels

Every data field shall have a label that uniquely identifies the field.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.6 ,3.8.1; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1.2 .a]
Discussion. A single label is sufficient for a series of fields of the same type arrayed in a row or column.
[Source:DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.6 , 3.8 .1; MIL-HDBK-761A ,5.2 .4.1.2 .a]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.1 Field labels.

Labels shall be located consistently with respect to their fields.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS ,V2.0 , 3.8.2; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2.4.1.2 .b]
Discussion. The preferred location for a label is to the left of or above its field. When a form contains
both single label-field pairs and arrays (rows or columns) of fields with a single label , the location of
labels for the single label-field pairs may be different from the labels for the aπays offields. ( ... )
source

FAA

8.2.11.4.10

Consistmt location.

When a field entry involves a unit of measurement, the unit shall be included as part of the label
or field.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 3.8.7; MIL-HDBK-761A ,5.2 .4.1.2.1. a; ESD-TR-86-278 , 1.4 .2 1]
Examples.COST: $_ _ ._ LENGTH (상):
souπe
FAA 8.2.11.4.11 Unitofmeasurement

When measurements might be in different units , for example , inches or millimeters , users shall not have
to transforrn them at the time of data entry.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1.2.1. c, 5.2 .4. 1.2. I. d] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.4.12 Alternative units.

Labels shall be displayed in a leftto-right (horizontal) orientation as opposed to verticallY or in any other
off-horizontal orientation.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.8.3]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.13 Displaying labels.

Labels shall be separated from one another by at least two standard character spaces.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.8.5]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.14 Field label spacillg.

Labels shall be distinct from data entries and from other information on the screen including text boxes ,
conσ01 options , and messages.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2 .4.1.2 .a] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.4.2 Labels distinctfrom other illformation.
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Field labels shall not be editable by users , at least not while they are in form-filling mode.
[Source:MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1. 2.d]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.3 Labels not editabl，ι

For legibility, lab e1s should be displayed consistent1 y in either all capitals or in rnixed cases , with the first
letter of the word capitalized.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.8. 1.2]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.4 Caseoptions.

Throughout form filling and database entry, label content shall consistent1 y be relevant to the group of
users.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4.3. 1.1. 3]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.5 Consistent content.

Labels should be constructed using on1 y standard alphabetic characters , avoiding
hyphenations , and abbreviations.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. ,1996 - 4.3. 1.1.3] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.4.6 Standard characters.

contractions ,

A label should specify or suggest the entry that goes into the field. Numbers and other arbitrary codes
should not be used as field labels.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A,5.2 .4.1.2.f] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.4.7 DescIψtive labels.

Labels for data fields should be cornposed of terms that are farniliar to the user, relevant to the topic of the
for m, and easily understood by a ηpical user
[Source:DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.8.5 , 3.8.6]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.8 Terms used in labels.

Field labels shall terrninate with a special symbol that designates the end of the label and the beginning of
the field (a colon “:" is frequently used for this purpose) or , a blank space that follows the terrninator and
separates it from the beginning of the field when the label is to the left of the field.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.8.2; MILHDBK-761A , 5.2 .4.1. 2.e]
source FAA 8.2.11.4.9 Label terminator.

When headings are located on the line above related screen fields , the labels should be indented a
rninimum of five spaces from the start of the heading. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.3-18 Headings and Label Indemation
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Clear visual definition of data fields should be provided so that the data are distinct from labels and other
display features.
Additional Information: Special characters (such as underlining) or graphics (such as ’boxing’) should be
used to delineate data fields. A broken underscore , for example , could be used to indicate the number of
characters available for an entry.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.3-5

Visually Distinct Labels and Data Entry Areas

The label and the data entry area should be separated by at least one character space.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.3-6 Separation of Field Label and Data Entry Area

All f1 0w path line origin points should be labeled or begin at labeled components .5 908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.8-3 Line Points ofOrigin

Generallabels and row/column labels should remain along the top (or bottom) and left (or right) edges of
the display.
Additional Information: Display formats such as tables , lists , forrns , and graphs may be scrollable. When
this capability is available , alllabeling information should be preserved.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.5-15 Labeling Scrollable and Multipage Displays

Labels should be consistent within and across paneIs in their use of words , acronyms , abbreviations , and
part!system numbers.0700
source NUREG0700

RE μ2

11.3.1.3-5

Consistency
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2
2.3
2.3.3

DISPLAYFORMAT
Forms
Layout

When users will transfer data from hard copy documents , the screen 1ayout shall correspond to the hard
copy in the order and grouping of data items. For this case , it is desirab1e that the disp1ayed form 100k as
much like the source document as possib1e.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.6, 3.8.1; MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2 .4.1.2 .a]
source FAA 8.2.11.5.1 Correspondence between screen alld document.

When input is not from source documents or hard copy forms , data fields shall be ordered and grouped
logically using sequence , frequency ofuse , importance , and functional associations as organizing
princip1es.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.7.2 , 3.7.6; MIL-HDBK-761A ,5.2 .4.1. c]
source FAA 8.2.11.5.2 Layout with no source document.

When a form is too large to fit in the available screen area, it shou1d be broken into pages , and each page
shou1d be labeled with its number and the tota1 number (e.g. , Page 1 o f3).
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.7.1]
source FAA 8.2.11.5.3 Multi-pageforms.

Zones indicating operating ranges shou1d be co1or coded by edge lines or wedges for circular sca1es.
Additiona1 Information: Zones can be used to indicate operating ranges , off-norma11evels , and dangerous
1eve1s.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.11-1 Display Range Coding

All flow path line origin points shou1d be 1abe1ed or begin at 1abe1ed components.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.8-3 Line Points ofOrigin

All flow path line destination or termina1 points shou1d be 1abe1ed or end at 1abe1ed components.5908 ,
0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.8-4 Line Termination Points

Overlapping of flow path 1ines shou1d be avoided.
Additiona1 Information: Cross-overs shou1d be clearly indicated so that they do not appear as
connections.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.8-7 Overlapping Lines
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When a form has protected fields , a user shalI not be able to move the cursor into a protected field.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2 .4 .2.e]
Explanation. A field rnight be protected from some users and not from others. Other fields rnight be
reserved for the display of computed values. ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.6.8 Protectedfields.

When the fields in a form will be traversed sequentialIy, a user should be able to move the cursor to the
next field by pressing the Tab key and to the previous field by pressing the Shift and Tab keys
simultaneously.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2.4 .2.c] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.6.9 Moving to next and previousfields.

Navigation support should allow users to freely and easily move between procedure steps , to other parts
of the same procedure , and to other procedures
Additional information: Users should not be forced to access procedures in a fixed sequence ofthe
procedure nor should their access to supporting information be lirnited.(See also the additional
information on Guideline 10.2. 1. -1) ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 α 3.2-1

Flexible Navigation

The CBP should have the ability to access more than one piece of information at once.6634
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 α 3.2-2

Support Parallel Access to Information

Navigationallinks to cross-referenced information and to notes , cautions , wamings , reference rnaterial,
and communication and help facilities should be provided.
Additional Information: Techniques such as hyperI inks can expedite navigation to information material
cross-referenced in a procedure or its supporting materia l. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 3.2-3

Navigational Links to Related Information

Users should be able to easily access appropriate contingency actions.6634
Discussion: See discussion for Guideline 10. 1. 2-1 , Concise Steps.
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.3.2-4

Access to Contingency Actions

Navigationallinks to and from high-leveI and lower-levels ofinformation and to reference and supporting
inforrnation should be provided when needed for operators' tasks.6633
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1. 1-27 Navigational Links to Related Information

Users should have the ability to search for and move to a specific line number in a file.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.6.1-21 SearchforLineNumbers
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Navigationallinks to cross-referenced information and to notes , cautions , warnings , reference rnaterial ,
and communication and help facilities should be provided.
Additional Information: Techniques such as hyper1inks can expedite navigation to information rnaterial
cross-referenced in a procedure or its supporting materia1. 6634
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

8.3.2-3

Navigational Links to Related Information
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2
2.3
2.3.5

DISPLAYFORMAT
Forms
Defaults

When a form is expected to have the same entry in a particular field most of the time , that entry should
appear in that field as a default entrY when the form first appears.
[Source: Smith & Mosier, 1986 ? 1.811]
source FAA 8.2.11.7.1 When to use.

A field that has a defau1t value shall have that value appear in the field automatically when the form
appears.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.2 .1]
source FAA 8.2.11.7.2 Displaying default values.

When an enπy is normally made in a field by typing , a user shall be able to replace that value by moving
the cursor into that field and typing causing the default value to disappear immediately after the first
keystroke.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 3.2.2]
source FAA 8.2.11.7.3 Rξplacing default values in fields.

When a default value is replaced , the default value itself shall not be affected so that the next time the
form appears , the same default value will appear in the field.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.2.2] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.11.7.4 Retaining default valu e.

Users should be provided with some simple means to confrrm acceptance of a displayed default value.
Additional Information: Similar techniques , e.g. , tabbing past the defau1t field , should be used when a
user must review the accuracy ofpreviously entered data .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-57 Easy Confirmation to Enter Dξfault Values

Users should be permitted to define , change , or remove default values for any input field.
Additional Information: Users should be allowed to replace any defau1t value with a different enπy ，
without thereby changing the defau1t definition for subsequent transactions. The direct replacement of a
default value in a data field with a new value should not change the definition ofthe defau 1t value.5908 ,
6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-58 User D짜nition of Default Values

When keyed command or option code entries are used and a default is defined for a null control entry, the
default should be indicated to the use r. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-59 Indicating Control Dξfaults
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If certain information is used frequent1y, then it should be automatically entered into the form as a
defaul t. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-18 Providing Default Information
Appropriate and readily modified default parameters should be displayed in forms used for composing
complex command entries
Additional Information: Default parameters permit users to compose potentially complicated entries by
relatively simple actions.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-2 Defaultsfor Command Entry

The size and shape of the initial presentation of a window should be consistent with its contents (amount
ofinformation, number ofmenus , and data fields).
Additional Information: When a window temporarily obscures other displayed data , the obscured data
should not be permanent1 y erased but should reappear if the overlay is removed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-9 Default Window Size

The defau1t condition should be that additions to the terrψorary editing buffer are not cumulative.
Additional Information: New data placed in the buffer replaces old data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.6.3-3 D따 ult Conditions ofBuffer

Currently operative default values should be displayed for data entry, so that users can review and
confirm them for computer processing.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.4-7 Displaying Default Values

If automatic defaults are provided for control entries , those defaults should protect against data loss, 0 1' at
least not contribute to the risk of data loss.
Additional Information: For example , when printout of filed data is requested, one control option might
be to delete that file after printing. The default value for such a destructive option should automatically be
set to NO whenever the printing options are presented to a user for selection.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.6-5 Safe Defaults
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Each display screen should locate inforrnation and HSI features consistent1y.
Additional Information: When the information and features , such as procedure steps , controls , and
navigation aids are consistent1 y located, users' performance improves because expectations can guide the
search for information, and reduce the time and workload associated with finding it.
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.6-4

Organization ofDisplayScreen

The procedure’s ti t1 e and identification should be continuously presented.
Additional Information: This information he1ps set the context for the overal1 procedure within which its
steps are interpreted. It is especial1 y important when more than one procedure can be open at one time.
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 1.6-5

Continuously Presented Procedure /，겐{ormation

The status ofhigh-level procedure goals should be continuously presented.
Additional Information: This information helps set the overall context in which procedure steps are
interpreted. Continuous presentation ofhigh-level goal status , such as status of critical safety
functions ,wi11 facilitate users' awareness of them, particularly when more than one procedure is open
simultaneously.
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.6-6

Continuously Presented Status of High-Level Goals

Form fi l1ing should be provided as an aid for composing complex command entries.
Additional Information: For example , for a complex data retrieval request, a displayed form might
indicate the various parameters that could be specified. For a print request , a displayed form might help a
user invoke the various format options that are ava i1 able.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.5-1

Form Fillingfor Command Entry

When multiple data items are entered as a single πansaction， as in form fi l1ing, the user should be al10wed
to review, modify, or canc e1 the items before entering the form.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.5-10

Flexible /nterrupt

Whenenσy of inforrnation in a field is deferred or omitted , the system should identify the field by
highlighting or other means. Before the information is filed or accessed , the user should be reminded that
information has not been entered.5908

source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.5-11

Dξ(erring

/nput of /nformation

When sets of data items must be entered sequentially, in a repetitive series , a tabular display format
should be provided where data sets can be keyed row by row. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.5-12

Use ofTabular Displays

Distinctive formats should be provided for column headers and row lab e1s, so that users can distinguish
them from data entries.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.5-13

Di stinctive Label Formats
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For entry oftabular data , when entries are frequently repeated, users should be provided with some easy
means to copy duplicated data.
Additional Information: For example , a DITTO capability will speed data entry, and should prove more
accurate than requiring users to rekey duplicated data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-14 Aiding Entry of Duplicated Data

Where the number of fields is limited , screen traversal distances are short, and when data fields wi l1 be
accessed sequentially, users should be allowed to tab directly from one data field to the next, so that the
cursor can move freely back and forth across rows or columns.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-15 Tabbing to Advance to Subsequent Fields

Direct pointing devices , such as a mouse or light pen, should be available (1) for selecting fields in
comp 1icated forms , or (2) when field entry will be less predictable (as in database update).
Additional Information: When input is not predictably structured , it rnay be pref농rable to move among
fields by direct pointing rather than tabbing.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-16 Direct Pointing Devicesfor Selecting Fields

For long forms , those with many rows , some extra visual cue should be provided to help a user scan a row
accurately across columns.
Additional Information: Visual aids for scanning rows are probably needed more when a user is
reviewing and changing displayed data than for initial data entry. Such aids should be provided
consistently, however, so that display formats for both data entry and review will be compatible. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-17 Row Scanning Cues

If certain inforrnation is used frequently , then it should be autornatically entered into the form as a
defaul t. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-18 Providing Default Information

Appropriate and readily modified defau1t parameters should be displayed in forms used for composing
complex command entries.
Additional Information: Default parameters permit users to compose potentially complicated entries by
relatively simple actions. If defaults have been defined , they should be indicated to users. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-2 Defaultsfor Command Elltry’

Forms for command entry should be consistent in forma t.
Additional Information: The design of such forms should generally conform to guidelines for the design
of information entry forms.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-3 Consistent Formatfor Command Forms
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Form fi l1ing should be used for tasks where some flexibility in information entry is needed, such as the
inclusion of optional as well as required items , and/or where computer response may be slow.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.5-4 Forms for Information Entry

Where no source documents or forms exist to suppoπ information entry, then fields should be logically
grouped, by sequence and frequency of use , importance , and functional associations.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-5 Grouping Data Fields

Just one explicit entry action at the end ofthe transaction sequence should be required, rather than
separate entry of each item.
Additional Information: Depending on form design, this practice might involve entering the entire fo rm,
or entry by page or section of a longer form. Form design should indicate to users just where explicit
entry is required. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-6 Combined Entry of Related Data

For each data field , an associated label should be displayed to heψ users understand what entries can be
made.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-7 Data Field Labels

Whenever possible , entry ofmultiple data items should be allowed without keying special separator or
delimiter characters.
Additional Information: Formatting characters such as hyphens should be provided by the system. This
can be accomplished either by keying into predefined entrY fields or by separating sequentially keyed
items with blank spaces. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-8 Minimal Use of Delimiters

When a field delimiter must be used for data enπy， a standard character should be employed consistently
for that purpose.
Additional Information: A special delimiter character that does not require shift keying should be used. A
character that does not occur as part of any data entry (except possibly for entrY of running text where its
occurrence would not be ambiguous) should be used. For example , a slash (/) may be a good choice.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.5-9 Standard Delimiter Character

The Text widget is a dynamic structure and text may be inserted into the widget at any time. There are

many text editing and insertion functions that will be introduced shortly. The simplest operation is
actua l1 y setting the text that will be used by the Text widge t. The function XmTextSetStringO puts a
specified ordinary (C type) string into a specified widge t. ( ... )
source

X-Willdow&MotijProgramming 13.2. Putting text illto a Text Widget
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2
2 .4

DISPLAY FORMAT
Paging

When a data set contains too much data for presentation in a single display , the data should be partitioned
into separately displayab le: pages
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3. 1. 5.2.a]
source FAA 8.2.8.1 Multi-page displays.

Related data should appear on the same page in an integrated display rather than being partitioned into
separate pages.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A ,5.3. 1. 5 .2 .b]
source FAA 8.2.8.2 Partitioning data among pages.

Each page in a multi-page data set should be labeled to show its relation to the others. For example , the
first page of a three-page set might be labeled Page 1 of 3
[Source:MIL-HDBK-76IA, 5.3. 1.5.2 .c]
source FAA 8.2.8.3 Labeling pages

A consistent orientation for display framing should be used.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 2.5.5-2]
source FAA 8.2.8.4 Consistent orielltation.

A consistent and easy means should be provided for moving through a data set, for example , scrolling ,
pagmg , or pannmg.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3.2 .2 .a; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3 .2 .2.b , 5.3.2 .2 .1]
Definitions. Scrolling is a method used to move through the contents of a window or list in a dialogue box
using the scroll-bar or scroll arrows. ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.8.5 Moving through data.

Scrolling, not panning , should be provided for moving through continuous tex t.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .3 .2.2.b , 5.3 .2.2.1]
source FAA 8.2.8.6 Moving through continuous text.

Paging instead ofpanning or scrolling shall be used for a user search oflogically grouped information
such as data forms ‘
[Source: CTA , 1996 -6. 1.1.3 .2] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.8.7 User search ofgrouped informatìoll.

Each page of a multiple page display shall be labeled to identify the currently displayed page and the total
number of pages , e.g. , Page 2 of 5.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.1.12

Page lI umbering.
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a. User Control- Users shall have control over paging by use of any of several methods (e.g. , dedicated
paging function keys and a display-based paging icon).
b. Paging Increments - Users shall be able to move in increments of one or multiple pages. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.3 Design Requirements for Paging

When requested data exceeds the capacity of a single display frame , users should be given some easy
means to move back and forth over displayed material by paging or panning/scrolling. Additional
Information: Dedicated function keys can provide for paging forward and bac k. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.3-5 Easy Paging

Only one scrolling/paging structure should be used for vertical movement in a display and one for
horizontal movement in a display.
Additional Inforrnation: The placement of the scrolling/paging structures should clearly indicate the
function for vertical or horizontal movement. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.6-10

Olle Structurefor Vertical, Onefor Horizontal Movement

The function ofthe scrolling/paging struCture should be clearly indicated by either a textual or graphic
labe l.
Additional Information: For example , a graphic label for the scroll bar rnight be a scroll icon.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-11 Labeling Scrollillg Function

The direction that users must page (toward the top or bottom, left or right) should be evident to users
before they begin to page.
Additional Information: For example , scroll arrows on a scroll bar rnight point in the direction that
corresponds to the paging direction.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-12 EvidentDirection ofPaging

Users should be able to page in one page or multiple page increments.
Additional Information: For example , the user rnight page multiple pages directly by moving the page
icon on the scroll bar, at which time the display rnight move to the location in the file that corresponds to
the page number on the page icon.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.6-13 Paging ill One or Multiple Page Increments

When moving over multiple pages , the movement should be discrete with no display of intermediate
pages between the starting page and the selected page.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.6-14 Discrete Paging
Scrolling/paging structures should indicate both the absolute and relative positions ofthe user in the data
file. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-15 Indicate Absolute and Relative Positiolls of User
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Structures for horizontal scro lI ing/paging should appear only on displays for which horizontal movement
is appropriate. Similarly, structures for vertical scro lI ing/paging should appear only on displays for which
vertical movement is applicable.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-7 Appropriate ScrollinglPaging Structures

Display structure used for scro lI ing and paging should be common to alI files.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-8 Common Display Structure

Users should have the ability to scro lI or page using several different techniques.
Additional Information: For example , paging should be available by means ofmoving a page icon on the
scro lI bar , or by the use of a dedicated function key for paging forward and a dedicated function key for
paging back through a file. Scro lIing might be performed by a scro lI bar, keyboard arrow keys , and
keystroke commands.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-9 ScrollingιPaging Techniques

When users are required to integrate information across a large display, the HSI should be designed to
rninimize navigation burdens for paging, scrolling , and zooming.
Additional Information: Minimizing the navigation burdens can make available more cognitive resources
for the information integration tas k. Table 2.5 provides means for reducing navigation demands in large
displays that require operations such as zoom, pan, and scrol l. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.1.3-1 Integratillg b따 rmation within Large Display Pages

Paging and windowing should not be used when searching through continuous text data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.6-1 Continuous Text Data

Users should be alIowed to move easily from one page to another for displays that are partitioned into
separately displayable pages.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-5 Paging Controls
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2
2.5

Dl SPLAYFORMAT
Lists

When the items in a numbered list do not all fit on one display, the entire set ofitems shall be numbered
continuous!y and not start anew with each display.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3.2.3. f]
source

FAA

8.1.9.10

Numberillg items 011 multi-display lists.

Arabic numerals (not Roman) shall be used when numbering items on a lis t.
[Source: N ational Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.11.17.3]
source FAA 8.1.9.11 Numberillg items 011 a list.

A series ofrelated items should be displayed as a list to support quick, accurate scanning.
[Source:CTA , 1996 - 3.5]
source FAA 8.1.9.1 Display oflists.

A single colurnn should be used for a list, with each item in the list starting in a new row.
[Source: CTA,1996 - 3.5 .1]
source FAA 8.1.9.3 Numberofcolumlls.

For a more compact display of a long list, designers should use multiple colurnns with items ordered
vertically within each colurnn.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.5 ..1.1]
source FAA 8.1.9.4 Multiple COII‘mlls.

Designers should base the order of items on natural rationale such as frequency of use , related
functionality, or the normal sequence ofuser actions.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.5 .2]
source FAA 8.1.9.5 Order ofitem s.

Designers should rnaintain the same rationale for the order of items for each instance of a particular lis t.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.5.2]
source FAA 8.1.9.6 CO lI sistellt ratiollale.

When there is no apparent logical basis for ordering items , then the items should be listed
alphabetically.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.5.2]
source
FAA
8.1.9.7 Alphabeticalorder.
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Where lists extend over more than one page , the last line of one page should be the first line on the
succeeding page. [Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission , 1996 - 1.2.2-17]
source FAA 8.2.9.8 Verticallist extension b킹lond one page.

For a long list extending more than one displayed page , a hierarchic structure should be used to permit its
logical partitioning into related shorter lists.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.2.2-18]
source FAA 8.2.9.9 Hierarchic structurefor long lists.

Lists should begin with a title or header that briefly describes the contents or purpose ofthe display. The
displayed data should be in a directly usable for m. The user should not be required to make any kind of
transformation. ( ... )
source IEEE STD 1289-1998 6.5.2.1 Lists

Items in lists shall be arranged in a recognizable order, such as chronological , alphabetical , sequential,

functional , or importance.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.5.6

Lists.

Each item in a list shall start on a new line
MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.6.1 Listlines.

source

Where lists extend over more than one display page , the last line of one page should be the frrst line on
the succeeding page.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.6.2 Vertical extmsion.

Where a single item in a list continues for more than one line , such items shall be marked in some way
(e.g. , blank line , indentation) so that the continuation of the item is obvious.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.6.3 Marking multiline items in a list.

When listed items will be numbered , Arabic numerals should be used rather than Roman.
MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.6.4 Arabic numerals.

source

Where iterns in a list are displayed in multiple columns , items shall bε ordered vertically within each
column
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.5. ι 5

Vertical ordering in multiple columns.

Where lists are long and must extend beyond more than one displayed page , a hierarchic structure shall be
used to permit the logical partitioning into related shorter lists
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.6.6 Hierarchic structurefor IOllg lists.
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Groups ofthree or more related items (e.g. , actions , conditions , components , criteria , systems) should be
presented as a lis t. 6634
source

NUREGICR-6634

10.1.4-1

Appropriate Application of Lists

Forrnatting should be used to differentiate items in a list from other procedure elements.6634
source

NUREGICR-6634

1 ι 1.4-2

Distinction from Other Procedure Elements

The presence or absence of precedence among items in lists should be indicated.
Additional Inforrnation: It should be clear to users whether some items take precedence over otherS.6634
source

NUREGICR-6634

1 α 1.4-3

Identijication of Precedence

Overviews should introduce each lis t.
Additional Inforrnation: An example of an overview is "Ensure that all of the following tests were
completed:" .6634
source

NUREGICR-6634

10.1.4-4

List Overviews

The method for assuring that each item in a list has received the users' attention should be consistent.
Additional Inforrnation: For example , an electronic checklist rnay be provided so that operators can check
off items they have attended to. If operators proceed before all items are checked off, the CBP may alert
them to the unchecked items. ( ... )
source NUREGICR-6634 10.1.4-5 Assuring Users ’ Attelltion

When a list ofnumbered items exceeds one display page , the items should be numbered continuously in
relation to the first item on the first page.
Additional Inforrnation: For example , items continued on the next page should be numbered relative to
the last item on the previous page.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-13

COlltinuous Numberillg in Multipage Lists

Complete numbers should be displayed for hierarchic lists with compound numbers , i.e. , repeated
elements should not be omitted. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-14

Repeated Elements in Hierarchic Numbering

Lists should be forrnatted so that each item starts on a new line.
Additional Inforrnation: A list should be displayed as a single colurnn. As an exception, listing in multiple
colurnns may be considered where shortage of display space dictates a compact forma t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-15

Single-Column List Format

When a single item in a list continues for more than one line , items should be marked in some way so that
the continuation of an item is obvious. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-16

Marking Multilille Items in a List
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Where lists extend over more than one display page , the last line of one page should be the first line on
the succeeding page.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.2-17 Vertical List Extensioll B갱JOlld Olle Page

For a long list, extending more than one displayed page , a hierarchic structure should be used to permit its
logical partitioning into related shorter lists.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.2-18 Hierarchic Structurefor LO lI g Lists

If a Iist is displayed in multiple colurnns , the items should be ordered vertically within each colurnn rather
than horizontally within rows and across colurnns.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.2.2-19 Vertical Ordering in Multiple Columlls

When lists or tables are ofvariable length and may extend beyond the Iimits of one display page, the user
should be informed when data are continued on another page and when data are conc1uded on the present
page. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-20

Anllotating Display ofColltillued Data

Groups ofthree or more related items (e.g. , actions , conditions , components , criteria , systems) should be
presented as a lis t. 6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8. 1. 4-1 Appropriate Application of Lists

Formatting should be used to differentiate items in a list from other procedure elements.6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.1.4-2 Distillction from Other Procedure Elemellts

The presence or absence of precedence among items in lists should be indicated
Additional Information: It should be c1 ear to users whether some items take precedence over others.6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.1.4-3 Idetlt따cation of Precedence

Overviews should introduce each lis t.
Additional Information: An example of an overview is "Ensure that aII ofthe following tests were
completed:" .6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.1.4-4 List Overviews

The method for assuring that each item in a list has received the users’ attention should be consistent.
Additional Information: For example , an electronic checklist may be provided so that users can check off
items they have attended to. Ifusers proceed before all items are checked off, the CBP may alert them to
the unchecked items.6634
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 8.1.4-5 Assurillg Users ’ Attelltioll
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2.6

Dl SPLAY FORMAT
Tables

When sets of data must be entered sequentially or when data are keyed row by row, a tabular format
should be used.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5.a]
source

FAA

8.2.10.1

When to use.

When a user scrolls a large table , the row or colurnn labels that rernain relevant shall not scroll but shall
rernain in place.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5.2.b,5.2.5.2.c]
Example. When the rows scroll up or down, the colurnn labels shall rernain in place.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.5.2.b, 5.2.5.2.c]
source

FAA

8.2.10.10

Labels in scrolling tables.

Users shall not have to type leading zeros (before numbers to the left ofthe decimal point) or trailing
zeros (following numbers to the right ofthe decirnal point) when entering numeric data into a table.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.5.d]
source

FAA

8.2.10.11

Leading and trailing zeros.

Data typed into a cell of a table shall be justified automatically when the user moves the cursor to the next
cell withjustification as follows:
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .5.b, 5 .2.5 .c] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.2.1 ι 12

Automatic justification.

The Tab key shall move the cursor to the first position of the next cell to the right of its current position,
or, ifthe current position is in the last cell in a row, to the first position ofthe first cell in the next row.
[Source:MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5.1]
source

FAA

8.2.1 α 13

Navigation with the Tab key.

Pressing Shift and Tab simultaneously shall move the cursor to the first position in the next cell to the left
of the current position, or, if the current position is in the first cell in a row, to the first position in the last
cell in the preceding row.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5.1]
source

FAA

8.2.10.14

Navigation using Shift alld Tab keys.

The user shall be allowed to move through a table using the arrow keys.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1998 -4.6.3]
source

FAA

8.2.1 ι 15

Navigation.
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Ordering of columns in tables should proceed with an index (ifused) on the leftmost edge ofthe display
followed by the most important column, and so on.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1998 - 4.6.2] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.2.10.2

Structure.

When a table is too large to fit in the available display area , as much ofthe top left portion as will fit shall
be initially displayed , and appropriate scroll-bars or similar mechanisms be provided to give the user the
capability to determine the data that show up in the table.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5 .2 .b]
source

FAA

8.2.10.3

Large tables.

Scroll-bars should be provided on the right or left side and on the bottom or top oflarge tables that
require scro l1ing.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5.2.b]
source

FAA

8.2.10.4

Scroll-bars on large tables.

Rows and columns shall be arranged according to some logic , for example , chronologically or
alphabetically.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3 .4 .3]
source

FAA

8.2.10.5

Arrangement in scrolling tables.

Columns that will be comparedoften by the users should be located near one another.
[Source:Ameritech Services Inc. , 1998 - 4.6.2]
source

FAA

8.2.10.6

Compared columns.

Adequate separation shall be provided between columns and between groups ofrows.
[Source: CTA , 1996 -3 .4.4]
Example. To increase readability, insert at least three spaces between columns and a blank line after every
fifth row.
source

FAA

8.2.1 ι 7

Scanning cues.

Each row and column shall be uniquely and informatively labeled , and the labels shall be distinct from
the data cells.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.5.2]
source

FAA

8.2.1 ι 8

Unique labels.

Row and column labels or headings shall reflect information the user had before consulting the table (the
user ’ s perspective , inforrnation, and language).
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3 .4 .2]
source

FAA

8.2.10.9

Row and column headings.
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Tables display data in a row and column forma t.
Informative and distinctive column headers and row labels should always be displayed. Alphabetic entries
should be left justified. Numeric data should be either justified with respect to a decimal point or right
justified for integers. For tables with many rows , a visual cue should be provided to help the user scan
across the columns , such as blank lines across screen. ( ... )
source IEEE STD 1289-1998 6.5.2.2 Tables

Tabular data displays shall be used to present row-column data to aid detailed comparison of ordered sets
of data.
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.1 Use.

Location of recurring data shall be similar among all tabular data displayed and common throughout the
system
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.2 Standardformats.

Tabular data shall be displayed in rows and columns. Ifthe data in the rows has order, the order shall
increase from left to right. Ifthe data in the columns has order, the order shall increase from top to bottom.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.3 Arrangement.

When tabular data are divided into classifications , the classification titles shall be displayed and
ubclassification shall be identified. When tabular data extend over more than one page vertically, the
columns shall be titled identically on each page.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.4
Titles.

Tabular displays should not extend over more than one page horizontally.
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.5 Horizontal extension.

Tables are especially useful for comparing the features of two or more altemative conditions.
b. Titles should be in all capitalletters , because the search time for individual words in capitals is faste r.
c. Labels should be presented in all capitalletters , because the search time for individual words in capitals
is faste r.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.4.1 Design Considerationsfor Tables

a. Titles - All tables shall have a concise , descriptive title. Titles shall have a consistent location on tables
b. labels - Each group of data in a table shall have a concise , descriptive , label that is separated from other
characters and can easily be identified as the labe l. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.4.2 Design Requirementsfor Tables
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A matrix table has a regular rows-by-columns structure in which rows represent elements of a large
category, and similarly , the columns represent elements of another larger category. The data in the cells of
the matrix are the values ofthe condition specified by the row element and the column element. A spread
sheet and a correlation matrix are representative examples of a matrix. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.2.4.3.1

Design Considerationsfor Matrix Tables

a. Use - Matrix tables shall be used to present row-column data.
b. Arrangement - Data in matrix tables shall be displayed in a left-to-right, top-to-bottom array.
Alphanumeric data shall be left justified; numeric data shall be arranged with decimal points aligned
vertically (If a number does not have a visible decimal point , the decimal point shal1 be assumed. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.2.4.3.2

Design Requirementsfor Matrix Tables

A table that consists of functional areas has a less regular structure than a matrix, and in many ways , may
resemble a data for m. Unlike data forms , these tables can contain just data and not require any input.
As a consequence of having less structure , such a table can present more varied types of information.
The user can obtain information from these tables primarily by reading across rows while moving down
columns; the function of the column is principal1 y to align and label the data.
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.2.4.4.1

Design Considerationsfor FUllctional Area Tables

a. Use - A functional area table shall be used to display related data that has a less regular structure than a
matrix. The data are organized into functional groups , similar to a completed data form.
b. Group size - Related data shall be displayed in groups which subtend five degrees ofvisual angle or
less. The groups shall be visua l1 y distinct from one another. (…)
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.2.4.4.2

Design Requiremellts for Functional Area Tables

Information should be organized in some recognizable logical order to facilitate scanning and
assimilation.
Additional Information: Ifthe data in the rows has order, the order should be increasing from left to right.
Ifthe data in the columns has order, the order should be increasing from top to bottom ofthe display. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-1

LogicalOrgallization

A table should be constructed so that row and column labεls represent the information a user has prior to
consulting the table.
Additional Information: The left-most column should contain the labels for the row variables , and the top
row should contain the labels for the column variables. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.2-2

Table Layout by Row and Column

Each row and column should be uniquely and informatively labeled and should be visually distinct from
data entries.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-3

Row alld Column Labels
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Labels should include the unit ofmeasure for the data in the table; units ofmeasurement should be part of
row or colurnn labels.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-4

La beling Units of Measurement

Consistent column and row spacing should be maintained within a table , and from one table to another.
Similarly, spacing between rows should be consistent within a table and between related tables. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-5

Consistent Spacing Within Tables

The spacing between columns should be greater than any intemal spaces that might be disp!ayed within a
tabu!ated data ite m. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-6

Minimum Column Spacing

In dense tables with many rows , a blank line , dots , or some other distinctive feature (to aid horizonta!
scanning) should be inserted after a group ofrows at regular intervals.
Additional Information: For many applications , it will suffice to insert a blank line after every five
rows.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-7

Row Separation

The font and size of alphanumeric characters should be consistent within a table and between related
tables.
Additional Information: An exception to this guideline is when a word or set of characters is ighlighted by
varying the ηpeface ， for example , through the use of italics or a bold font. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.2-8

Consistent Character Appearance

Columns of alphabetic data should be displayed with left justification to permit rapid scanning. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.2-9

Justijication ofAlphabetic Data

When tables anψor graphics are combined with text, each figure should be placed near its first citation in
the text, preferably in the same display frame .. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.1-19 Placing Figures Near Their Citadons

When lists or tables are of variable length and may extend beyond the limits of one display page , the user
should be informed when data are continued on another page and when data are concluded on the present
page. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.2-20 Annotating Display ofContillued Data

Ifthe se!ected text, table , or graphics area extends beyond the bottom ofthe displayed page , the screen
should automatically scroll until the user stops selecting or when the end ofthe display page is
reached.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.6.1-35

Vertical Scrolling When Selecting Text
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2.7
2.7.1

DISPLAYFORMAT
Controls
Display of Control Options

Screen controllocations and control options shal1 be clear1 y and appropriately indicated.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3.2. 1. a]
source FAA 8.14.2.1 Controllocations and options.

When the system prompts a user for a parameter that has a default value assigned , the default value shal1
be displayed.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3.2. 1. b]
source FAA 8.14.2.2 Default values.

When a control for manipulating the display becomes available , inforrnation the user needs for its use
shall also be displayed
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3.2. l. c]
source FAA 8.14.2.3 Control information.

A control is an element whose behavior is predefined and that is generally supported directly by the Motif
toolkit implementation. Types of controls include spring-loaded and tear-off controls.
source Motij2 .1&CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1StyleGuide 1.2.5 Control

EVA controls and displays are sirnilar to those for IV A, but should be designed based on the following
considerations:
a. Space Suit-Controls Interface-EVA control size , clearances, location , type , and actuation force should
be based on the lirnitations imposed by the space suit and glove on the EV A crew member. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 14.4.2.3 EVA Controls and Displays Design Considerations

Multiple controls should be centered on the single display.0700
NUREG0700 RE ι2 11.2.2.1-3 Controls Centered on Display

source

Users should be provided with a list ofthe control options that are specifically appropriate for any
transactìon.
Additional Information: Transaction-specific options rnight be listed in the working display ifthere is
space for the m. Otherwise , they rnight be displayed in an overlay window at user reques t.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-41 Indicating Appropriate Control Options

Only control options that are actually available for the current transaction should be offered to users.
Additional Information: If certain options are not yet implemented, as during system development, or are
not available for any other reason, those should be annotated on the display.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-42 Only Available Optiofls Offered
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Screen controllocations and control options should be clearly and appropriately indicated.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.3-2 Display ofControl Options

Motif provides a variety of functions to control the scrolling of the text within a Text widg~t. Thus, the
application programmer has control over which portions oftext can be displayed at a given time. The
following options are available:
To show a piece oftext in a given position, use XmTextShowPostionO . ( ... )
ource

X-Window&MotifProgramming

13.5.

Scrolling Control

Motif2.0 defines a few new Manager widgets:
ComboBox -- A widget that combines the capabilities of a single line TextField and an XLis t.
Ic onGadget -- A widget that can be used to display Ic ons.
Container -- A widget that manages Ic onGadget children. ( ... )
source

X-Window&MotifProgramming

8.4.1

Motif2.0 Widgets
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2
2.7
2.7.2

DISPLAY FORMAT
Controls
Icons

Icons may be used to rcprεsent operations , processes , and data structures graphically, and they may be
used as a means of exercising control over system functions , components , and data structures.
source FAA 8.14.3 lcofls

Ic ons shou1d not be used ifthey do not c1ear1 y represent actua1 physica1 objects.

[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1 .7 .1]
source

FAA

8.14.3.1

Represeflfative of objects.

When existing icons are not satisfactory, the user shou1d create drawings that are meaningful
representations to users , easi1y recognizable , and visually distinct from each other.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.7. 1. 6] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.14.3.10

Creatiflg icofls.

Abstract icons are like1y to be very difficult to leam and remember and shou1d be avoided.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.7. 1.3]
source FAA 8.14.3.11 Avoid abstract icofls.

Designers shall make the selectable area of an icon large enough to reduce the risk of error and increase
the user’s ease in se1 ecting the icon.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 4 .2 .5.3]
source FAA 8.14.3.12 Selectable area ofafl ico lI.

The selectable area or hotspot outside of the area of the icon sha l1 be at least 4 millimeters.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4 .2 .5.3] ( ... )
source FAA 8.14.3.13 Millimum selectable area.

Ic ons shall be positioned at least 10 millimeters apart from each other, as measured from perimeter to
penme
앙
te
하r.

[Source: Ameritech Services Inc., 1996 - 4 .2 .5.3]
source FAA 8.14.3.14 Ico lI spacillg.

When direct manipulation interaction is used, the system or application should use a pointing device as
the primary means of manipu1ation
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .6.a]
source FAA 8.14.3.15 Mallipulatω11 of ico lI s.
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Icons and symbols should always be oriented “ upright."
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 -1 .3 .4 -7]
source FAA 8.14.3.16 lψright orientation.

Users should have the option of changing the defau1t location of icons.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.5]
source FAA 8.14.3.17 User preferences.

User-selected locations for icons should be retained across sessions.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.5]
source FAA 8.14.3.18 Retaining user preferences.

Users should be able to move icons using similar methods available for moving windows.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.5]
source FAA 8.14.3.19 Moving icons.

Ic onic representation shall not be used if display resolution is low.

[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1. 8.b]
FAA 8.14.3.2 Resolution.

source

Designers should display fewer than 20 icons simultaneously on the same screen.
[Source: CTA , 1996 -3.7.3]
source

FAA

8.14.3.20

Number oficons.

Ic ons should be grouped according to similar shapes and colors that depict a common relationship.

[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.7.5]
FAA 8.14.3.21 Grouping icons.

source

Icons selected by the user should be highlighted.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.7.6]
source FAA 8.14.3.22 Ico lI highlighting.

A glossary shall be provided in on-line help containing a list of standard icons and their associated 0비 ects
and actions.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.7.7]
source FAA 8.14.3.23 Jcon documentation.
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Prior to implementation, icons should be tested for effectiveness and acceptability with a representative
user group.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.7.8]
source FAA 8.14.3.24 Tes lÏlI g icolI s.

Am icon shal1 consist of a graphic image and, where space perrnits , an identifying labe l.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 4.5]
source FAA
8.14.3.3 Descriptioll.

Each icon sha l1 have a text label corresponding to the object or action, which appears adjacent to the icon
shortly after the pointer focus is placed on the icon
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.7 .4]
source FAA 8.14.3.4 Icolllabel.

The icon designer sha l1 not let the label obscure the icon
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.7 .4]
source FAA 8.14.3.5 Obscurillg label.

Ic ons sha l1 be consistent within an application and across related applications.

[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 8.d]
FAA 8.14.3.6 CO lI sistency.

source

To the extent possible , icons should be simple line drawings that suggest the physical object or operation
they represent.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1. 8.e]
source FAA 8.14.3.7 Ico lI desigll.

Humorous representations should be avoided in icons.
[Source: MIL-HDBK- 761A , 5. 1. 8.e]
source FAA 8.14.3.8 Avoid humorous represelltatiolls.

In selecting a new icon, the user should consult standard symbol sets available from the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) and other sources to find established icons that may meet the need.
[Source: CTA , 1996 -3.7. 1.5]
source FAA 8.14.3.9 Selectillg ico lI s.

An element is a distinguishable part ofthe user interface that may or may not contain subelements
The elements in a user interface are: Data, Graphic , Object, Icon, Control , Choice , Composite , Workspace ,
Window. The fo l1owing sections describe each ofthese elements.
source

Motiη.1 & CommollDesktopEllvirollmellt2.IStyleGuide
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1. 2

Elemellts ofthe User I lI terface

The visual features , meanings and specific uses of icons should be consistent within and between
computer system app1ications. Ifusers have to leam different associations between icons and the objects
or actions that they represent for every different application or system, training times and errOfs will
increase.The visual features , meanings and specific uses oficons should be consistent within and between
computer system app 1ications. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.7.3.1 Desigll CO lI sideratiolls for Ico lI s

a. Icon Design :
1. The icon shall pictorially represent the object of action. (An icon is a pictorial, pictographic , or other
symbolic representation of a software object or an action by the system. A user’s direct rnanipulation of
the icon is equivalent to rnanipulating the software object of executing the system action.) ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.7.3.2 Desigll Requiremelltsfor lco lI s

The primary use oficons in graphic displays should be to represent actual objects or actions
Additional Information: Icons may be used to graphically represent operations , processes , and data
structures , and may be used as means of exercising control (e.g. , by selecting an icon and commanding
operations) over system functions , components , and data structures.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-1 Appropriate Use of IcOIl S

An icon or symbol should be highlighted when the user has selected it. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.4-10

High /ightillg

Icons should be accompanied by a text labe l.
Additional Information: To the extent that it does not clutter or cause distortion ofthe icon, the label
should be incorporated into the icon itsel f. When icons are designed such that the label is inside the icon,
the number ofperceptual objects is reduced, resulting in enhanced processing ofthe label and the icon
( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-11 Labe/illg Ico lI s

If icons are used to represent control action options , a label indicating the action should be associated
withthe icon.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.4-12 Labelsfor COlltrol Optioll Ico lI s

Icons should be designed to look like the objects , processes , of operations they represent, by use ofliteral ,
functional , or operational representations.
Additional Information: Some pictorial symbols have conventional meanings within a user population,
which must be followed to ensure their correct interpretation. Examples of representations: literal, a
figure of a pump; functional , a figure of a file cabinet; and operational, a hand on a switch.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-2 Icollic Represelltatioll
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Icons should be simple, closed figures when possible.
Additional Inforrnation: When icons are too visually complex , they are not quickly recognized. This
eliminates the primary advantage ofusing icons , i.e. , quick recognition. Simple, closed figures (i.e. , ones
with a continuous outside border) are processed more efficiently than arε open figures.5908
SOU1W
NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-3 Simple Design

Each icon and symbol should represent a single object or action, and should be easily discriminable from
all other icons and symbols.
Additional Information: The distinguishing feature between icons should be the extemal geometric
configuration of the icon .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.4-5 Distinguishability

Icons and symbols should always be oriented ’upright.’ 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.4-7 Upright Orientation

Icons and symbols should be large enough for the user to perceive the representation and discriminate it
from other icons and symbols.
Additional Inforrnation: When a displayed symbol of complex shape is to be istinguished from another
symbol shape that is also complex, the symbol should subtend not less than 20 minutes of arc at the
required viewing distance.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1. 3.4-9 Size

Items on the screen that are displayed for selection should be a minimum ofO.2 inch (5 millimeters) on a

side and separated by at least 0.1 inch (3 millimeters ).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-10 Size o[ Icons

Representations used as icons should require minimal interpretation.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.6-25 Meaning o[ Ico lI s

Selection of an icon, menu, or application-specific capability from a function area should be
acknowledged by highlighting the selected item.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-3 Highlightillg the Selected Item

If icons are used to represent control actions in menus , a text label should be displayed with each icon to
help assure that its intended meaning will be understood.
Additional Inforrnation: A redundant text label might help make the meaning clear to a user who is
uncertain just what a displayed icon means ‘ 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.6-6 Supplemelltaκv Text Labels
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A user should be able to "open" an icon with a simple , explicit action.
Additional Information: The action or information represented by an icon is invoked or accessed by
"opening" the icon. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.6-9 ’Opening ’ an Icon

From a user’s perspective, one ofthe first distinguishing features ofMotif’s look and feel is the window
frame (Fig. 3.3). Every application window is contained inside such a frame. The fo l1owing items appear
in the window frame: Fig. 3.3 The MotifWindow Frame ( ... )
source X-Window&MotγProgramming 5.4.

Windows and the Window Manager

Motif2.0 defines a few new Manager widgets:
ComboBox -- A widget that combines the capabilities of a single line TextField and an XLis t.
IconGadget -- A widget that can be used to display Icons.
Container -- A widget that manages Ic onGadget children. ( ... )
source X-Window&MotijProgramming 8.4.1

Motif2.0 Widgets
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2
2.7
2.’7.3

DISPLAY FORMAT
Controls
Palettes

Lists and palettes are both effective ways of allowing users to access options. Palettes can be used in
selection operations involving icons , pattems , colors , characters , or drawings. They allow the user to
select an action or attribute from a group of icons fixed in a window. Palettes can be fixed or floating.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1 .7.1]
source

FAA

8.14.4

Palettes

Floating palettes should be used when the attributes on the palette are utilized frequently at specific times
and infrequently at others.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. l.1.1 .7 .2]
source

FAA

8.14.4.1

Use ofj1oating palettes.

Fixed palettes should be perrnanently placed in an application environment when the attributes on the
palette will be accessed frequently.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1. 7]
source

FAA

8.14.4.10

F i.xed palettes.

Fixed palettes should be placed on the left side ofthe application window or along the top ofthe window
under the title bar.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 97]
Discussion. These positions keep the palette from interfering with standard window controls.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 96]
source

FAA

8.14.4.11

F i.xed palette location.

Floating palettes should be available through the application menus
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996- 4. 1.1.1. 7]
source

FAA

8.14.4.2

Floating palettes.

The user should be able to move selected floating palettes to other areas on the screen.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1. 7]
source

FAA

8.14.4.3

Movillg j1oatillg palettes。

Visual feedback for the current palette selection should be provided
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p.95]
source

FAA

8.14.4.4

Visualfeedbac k.
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In a palette that contains tools , the selected tool should be highlighted.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 95]
source FAA 8.14.4.5 Toolpaleπa
In a palette that contains pattems or colors , the currently selected item should be outlined and include a
preview area that shows the effect of the current selection.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 95]
source FAA 8.14.4.6 Pattern or color paleπ'es.

When the user clicks on a new palette ite m, the selection indicator should change to show the new item.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 95]
source FAA 8.14.4.7 Selection indicator.

As a user drags the cursor over the items in a palette , each item should be highlighted or outlined.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 95]
source FAA 8.14.4.8 Trackingfeedback.

On1 y one item in a palette should be active at a time.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 95]
source FAA 8.14.4.9 Active items.
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2
2.7
2. ’7.4

DISPLAYFORMAT
Controls
Push Buttons

This section presents guidelines on push buttons (also rderred to as cornmand buttons) for general use.
For specific information on the use of push buttons in windows , see the Windows section (Section 8.15).
source FAA 8.14.5 Push buttons

All push buttons in a window should have the same size and shape.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 6.1]
source F AA 8.14.5.1 Consistent appearance.

A user shall be able to activate a push button using the keyboard.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 6.1]
source

FAA

8.14.5.10 Activating buttons using the keyboard.

When the user must supply additional infomlation before the system can carry out a push button action,
the esigner should provide ellipses ( ... ) after the push button caption to indicate that a dialog box (or
control window) will be presented.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 3.6.2]
source FAA 8.14.5.11 lnformation prior to push buπ'on action.

Default push buttons sha l1 be clearly distinguishable from the other push buttons.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 6.1.2]
Example. They may have an extra border as illustrated in Exhibit 8.14.5.12 , be highlighted , or appear
hreedimensional.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 6. 1.2]
source FAA 8.14.5.12 Dξfault push buttolls.

The size should accornmodaìe the largest labe l.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 6.1]
source FAA 8.14.5.2 Minimum push button size.

A push button shal1 have either a text or graphic labe l.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 6.1]
source FAA 8.14.5.3 Labels.

Push button labels shal1 be consistent throughout an application and related applications.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 6. 1.1]
source FAA 8.14.5.4 Consistent labels.
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Push button labels should be short and unambiguous.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , V 1. 2, 6. 1.1]
source

FAA

8.14.5.5

Text labellength.

The push button label should describe the results of pressing the button and reflect the action that will be
taken by the apphcation rather than the use r.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 6.1.1]
source

FAA

8.14.5.6 Push button label.

A user shall be able to activate a push button by moving the pointer onto the button and pressing the
appropriate pointer button.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 6.1]
source

F AA

8.14.5.7 Activating a push

buπon.

The push button shall be highlighted while the pointer button is depressed.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 6.1]
source

FAA

8.14.5.8 Activated push buttons.

The control shall be activated when the pointer button is released, and the push button is reverted to its
normal appearance.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2 , 6.1]
source

FAA

8.14.5.9 Activating controls using push

buπ'ons.

A faceplate control display is a graphic replica of a conventional control device , such as a push-button or
switch. Control is achieved by inputting a signal through an active poπion of the display by simulating
the actuation of a control on a conventional pane l. The most frequent and easily used faceplate conπ01
device replicates the action of a push-button device. ( ... )
source

/EEE_STD 1289-1998

7.2.3

Facφ'late

control displays

A choice is a control that is selected by using the SELECT button (or keyboard) to initiate a user action or
to toggle a value. There are three kinds of choices: action choices , modal choices , and toggle choices.
Source

Motif1.1 & CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1 StyleGuide

1.2.6

Choice

Illuminated legend indicators should be readily distinguishable from legend pushbuttons by form, size , or
other factors.
Additional Information: Guidelines for legend pushbuttons are given in Section 3.3.1.3 , Legend
Pushbuttons. 0700
source

NUREG0700 REJι2

1.6.5-9 Distinguishability from Legend Pushbuttons
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Pushbuttons in a row or matrix should be positioned in a logical order , or in an order related to the
procedural sequence.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3.1.1-1 Position

To ensure that the user knows that a pushbutton has been pressed far enough for activation, a positive
indication should be provided.
Additional Information: This indication can be in the form of a snap feel , an audible click, or an integral
light. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 3.3.1.1-2 /ndication o[Activation

The surface of a pushbutton should offer slip resistance or be concave.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3.1.1-3 Pushbutton Sur[ace

Round pushbuttons should conform to the dimensions given in Figure 3.5. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3.1.2-1 Dimensions o[ Round Pushbuttons

Resistance should be 10 to 40 ounces (2.8 to 11.1 N) for fingertip operation and 10 to 80 ounces (2.8 to
22 .2 N) for thumb or palm operation.0700 , 1472
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 3.3.1.2-2 Resistance o[ Round Pushbuttons

Legend pushbuttons should be readily distinguishable from legend lights.
Additional Information: This may be achieved by distinctive shape , labeling , location, or other techniques
(see also Guidelines 1. 6.5-7 and 1. 6.5-9)0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3. 1. 3-1 Discriminability

The legend should be readable under all environmental conditions
Additional Information: The legend should be readable under ambient light conditions , with or without
intemal iIlurnination. The illurninated condition should be c1 early recognizable under the highest redicted
ambient light condition and should be at least 10 percent brighter than the surrounding pane l. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3. 1. 3-2 Legelld

A lamp test or duallamp/dual filament capability should be provided if the mean time between failure is
less than 100,000 hours.0700, 1472
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3.1.3-3 Lamp Reliability

Lamps within the pushbutton should be replaceable from the front ofthe pane l. 0700
NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.3.1.3-4 Easy Replacement o[Covers

source
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2
2.’7
2.7.9
2.7.9.2

DISPLAY FORMAT
Controls
Cursors
Graphics Cursor

The cursor for creating graphics displays should be distinctive , easy to position, and have a point that can
be used to select and manipulate small graphic objects.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6. 1. a, 5.2.6. 1. b]
source FAA 8.14.10.3.1 Graphics cursor.
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2
2.7
2.7.9
2.7‘ 9.3

DISPLAY FORMAT
Controls
Cursors
Cursor as a Status Indicator

Changing the shape of the cursor is one way that an application might indicate the current status when an
operation in progress takes more than 2 or 3 seconds to complete and the user cannot continue working in
that application until the operation finishes.
[Source Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.6. 1.1.3]
source

FAA

8.14.10.4

Cursor as a status illdicator

A cursor used as a status indicator should be distinct from the norrnal cursor.
[Source Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.6. 1.1.3]
source

FAA

8.14.10.4.1

DistÌllctivelless of cursor as status illdicator.

When the user moves the pointer to a second , accessible window, the normal pointer for that window
should appear.
[Source Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 3.6. 1.1.3]
source

FAA

8.14.1 α 4.2

Revertillg to Il ormal cursor ill accessible willdows.

A graphics cursor operation should have a movement (pointing) component that positions the cursor and
an activation component that activates the position to manipulate a display element (e.g. , selecting an
object to move or drawing a line).
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6. 1. c; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2. 1.1 8.3]
source

FAA.14.10.4.3

Graphics cursor operatioll.
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2
2.7
2.7.9
2.7.9 .4

DISPLAYFORMAT
Controls
Cursors
Position or Pointing Cursors

Position or pointing cursors are used to point to controls on a display. They may at times obscure other
screen objects. The pointer cursor is often the left pointing arrow. The pointer is used to make selections
and to click in menus and control buttons; to resize windows; to click, hold, and drag objects , and to click
on a location to move the location cursor in text and field editing.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2.1 , 3.2. 1.1, and 3.2. 1. 2]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 5

Position or pointing cursors

Position or pointing cursors shall maintain their size across all screen locations during movement.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2. 1. 2]
source

FAA

8.14.10.5.1

Size.

Position or pointing cursors shall not blink
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2.1 , 3.2. 1.1, and 3.2. 1.2]
source

FAA

8.14.10.5.2

Blink.

Position or pointing cursors shall move rapidly in response to the pointing device (less than 100 m/sec).
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2. 1. 2]
source

FAA

8.14.10.5.3

Rate ofmovement.

The pointer shou1d disappear when a user begins typing and reappear when the user stops typing or when
he or she moves the pointing device.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 2.3.3.1]
source

FAA

8.14.10.5.4

Pointer visibility.

Position or pointing cursors shall not move without input ofthe use r.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996- 3.2. 1. 2]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 5.5

Movemellt.

A pointer shall have a hotspot, that is , an active point (although this active point may not be readily
apparent to the user) to indicate the precise 10cation where an operation will occur. These points are
specified for a variety ofpointer shapes in Exhibit 8.14.10.5.6
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.1] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.14.10.5.6

Hotspot.
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a. Display Priority The pointing cursor shall be available to the user at all times. The pointing cursor shall
obscure other characters unless this would interfere with user performance.
b. Visual Characteristics:
1. The pointing cursor sha l1 not blink. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.2.1.1

Desigll Requirementsfor Poilltillg Cursor

In a mu1titasking environment with mu1tiple monitors , controllers , or cursors , the location of the active
cursor should be obvious to the use r.
Additional Information: If there are two pointing cursors , one on each of two monitors , the active cursor
should be apparent to the user. If there is a single cursor that moves between two monitors , its path should
be continuously trackable.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.4-2

Multi MOllitor，끼1ufti COlltroller Cursor Cltaracteristics

The pointing cursor should be visible to the user at a l1 times and may obscure characters unless it
interferes with performance within an application.
Additional Information: To maintain pointing cursor quality , the cursor should obscure other characters ,
not vice versa.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-1

Poilltillg Cursor

μsibility

The pointing cursor should not blink.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-2

Poilltillg Cursor Blillk

Pointing cursors should maintain image quality throughout an entire range ofmotion within the display.
The position of the pointing cursor should be clearly visible during movement from one screen position to
another. Flicker should be rninirnized.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3 .5-3

Poilltillg Cursor Image Quality

To the greatest degree possible , pointing cursors should be completely graphic and should not contain a
labe l. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-4

Poilltillg Cursor Desigll

The pointing cursor should maintain its size across al1 screen and display locations.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-5

Poilltillg Cursor Size CO lI stallcy

The movement of the pointing cursor should appear to the user to be smooth and continuous , with smooth
and continuous movement ofthe cursor control device. The pointing cursor should not move in the
absence of any input from the use r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-6

POilltillg Cursor Movemell(
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2
2.7
2.7.9
2.7.9.5

DISPLAY FORMAT
Controls
Cursors
Pointer Shapes

An arrow pointing up and to the left L) shall be the general-purpose pointer.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3 .4.4]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 6.1

General-purpose pointer shape.

An application shall redefine the shape of a pointer only when the pointer is inside an application window
(including the border).
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3 .4.4]
source

FAA

8.14.1 α 6.2

Red，야’ûng pointer

shape.

The designer shall use only those pointer shapes necessary for user understanding ofthe functionality.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2.1]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 6.3

Limit pointer shapes.

The screen location of a hotspot shall not change if the pointer changes from one shape to another.

[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.2]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ιι 4

Hotspot and pointer shape.

When no adequate pointer shape exists , such as those depicted in Exhibit 8.14.10.6.5 , a new pointer
should be created.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.3]
source

FAA

8.14.10.6.5

When to create new pointer shapes.

The new shape should be easy to see , obscure as little inforrnation as possible on the screen, have a
hotspot that is obvious and easy to locate , provide a hint of its purpose , and not be easily confused with
other objects on the screen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.3]
source

FAA

8.14.10.6.6

How to create lI ew poillter shapes.
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2
2.7
2.7.9
2.7.9.6

DISPLAYFORMAT
Controls
Cursors
Location Cursors

Location cursors serve to show the location of an operation on a display. The location pointer is usually
an I-beam cursor in text processing or data entry.
source

FAA

8.14.10.7

Locatioll cursors

Location cursors shall be distinctive against their backgrounds.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2.1.1]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι

7.1

Distillctive agaillst backgroulld.

Location cursors shall not obscure characters.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2 .1.2]
source

FAA

8.14.10.7.2

Obscurillg characters.

The blink rate for location cursors should be somewhere between 2 to 3 Hz.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. ,1996 - 3.2. 1.1]
source

FAA

8.14.10.7.3

Blillk rate.

Location cursors should have a 50% (half on half off) duty cycle.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3.2. 1.1]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 7.4

Duty cyc/e.
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2
2.7
2.7.9
2.7.9.7

DISPLAY FORMAT
Controls
Cursors
Miscellaneous

Multiple cursors sha11 be avoided unless needed for user tasks.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .3. 1. a]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 1.1

Multiple cursors.

When more than one cursor is provided, each shall be easily distinguishable from the other(s) , with the
status of each (active or inactive) being easily distinguishable.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.3. 1. a]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 1.2

Distinguishing cursors.

When entering and editing text, users sha11 be able to move the cursor freely within a displayed page to
specify items for change and to make changes directly in the text.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3. 1. a]
source

FAA

8.14.10.1 .3

Cursormovement.

As applicable , users should be able to move the cursor by units of character, line , and page.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.3.c]
source

FAA

8.14.1 α 1.4

Enhanced cursor movement.

a. Control - Systerns employing cursors sha11 provide cursor control capability consistent with user speed
and accuracy requirements.
b. Locating - A11 cursors sha11 be distinctive against a11 backgrounds and shall be easy to locate at any
position on a display. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.1 Design Requirementsfor Position Designation (Cursor)

a. Non-Interference - The place holding cursor sha11 not interfere with the reading ofthe character that it
marks.
b. Number ofPlace holding Cursors - There shall be one and only one place holding cursor in each
window in which a user is entering alphanumeric characters. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.1.2 Des벤I Requirementsfor Place Holding Cursor

Cursors should have distinctive visual features (shape , blink, or other means ofhighlighting).
Additional Information: A cursor is the most immediate and continuously available form of user guidance ,
since it will generally mark the current focus ofuser attention. Different cursor forrnats may denote
different operational conditions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.1-1 Distinctive Cursor
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The cursor should not move beyond the display boundaries or disappear from sight. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-2

Display ofCursor

The cursor should not be so distracting as to impair the searching ofthe display for information unrelated
to the curso r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-3

NOII-Distractillg Desigll

The displayed cursor should be stable.
Additional Information: The cursor should remain where it is placed until moved by the user (or by the
computer) to another position. The intent ofthe recommendation here is to avoid unwanted "drift." Some
special applications , such as aided tracking , may benefit from computer-controlled cursor
movement. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-4

Stable Cursor

On the initial appearance of a data entry display, the cursor should appear automatically at some
consistent and usefullocation
Additional Information: In a form-filling display, the cursor should be placed in the first entry field. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-5

I lI itial Cursor Placemellt

When there is a predefmed HOME position for the cursor, that position should be consistently defined on
all displays of a given type.
Additional Information: The HOME position ofthe cursor should also be consistent in the different
"windows" or sections of a partitioned display. For example , HOME rnight be in the upper left comer of a
text display, or at the first field in a form-filling display, or at the center of a graphic display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-6

COlIS istellt HOME Positioll

When the user must repeatedly retum the cursor to the origin or other specific screen location, autornatic
retum or repositioning of the cursor sho띠d be provided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.1-7 Automatic Returll ofCursor

The user should be able to adjust the sensitivity of the cursor movement to be compatible with the
required task and user skills.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.2-1

Cursor COlltrol Ge1I eral

Control actions for cursor positioning should be compatible with movements ofthe displayed cursor, in
terrns of control function and labeling.
Additional Information: For cursor control by key action , a key labeled with a left-pointing arrow should
move the cursor le삼ward on the display. For cursor control by joystick, leftward movement ofthe control
(or leftward pressure) should result in leftward movement of the cursor. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.2-2

Compatible COlltrol ofCursor Movem e1l t
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Users should be provided with an easy, accurate means ofpositioning a displayed cursor to point at
different display elements anφor display locations.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning is a frequent user action during graphic data entry. An easy
means for controlling cursor movement is essential for efficient performance.5908
SCU l'ce

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-3

Easy Cursor Positioning

Where cursor positioning is incremental by discrete steps , the step size of cursor movement should be
consistent horizontally and vertically.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-4

Consistent Positioning

At the minimum, keys for cursor control should allow horizontal and vertical cursor movement.
Additional Information: Ideally, keys for cursor control should allow both horizontal and vertical
movement, and movement along the diagonals.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-5

Cursor Control Key Functions

When position designation is required in a task emphasizing keyed data entry, cursor control should be
provided by some device integral to the keyboard (function keys , joystick, and σackball). Additional
Information: Separately manipulated devices (light pen or mouse) will tend to slow the user. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.2-6

Cursor Control at Keyboard

If cursor movement is accomplished by depressing keys , the keys should be located on the main keyboard.
5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-7 Location ofCursor Control Keys

Ifthe cursor is moved by depressing a key, releasing the key should cause the cursor to stop moving.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.3-1

Cursor Movement

For text editing , users should be allowed to move the cursor freely over a displayed page oftext to specify
iterns for change , and to make changes directly to the tex t.
Additional Information: Free cursor movement and changes made directly to the text are characteristics
usually associated with so-called screen-based editors and not associated with line- or command-based
editors. Screen-based editors are preferred by users and are potentially more efficient. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.3-10

Free Cursor Movement

If proportional spacing is used for displayed text, computer logic should make necessary adjustments
automatically when the cursor is being positioned for data entry or data change.
Additional Inforrnation: Without automatic computer aids , a user probably will not handle proportional
spacing accurately.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-11

Proportional Spacing
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Users should be able to move the cursor by specific units oftext, as well as one character at a time.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning will be easier if appropriate function keys can be provided.
A SENTENCE key that allows a user to move directly to the next displayed sentence will be more
convenient than some double-keying logic such as CONTROL-S.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-12

Cursor Movemellt hy Ullits of Text

An ENTER action for multiple data items should result in entry ofall items , regardless ofwhere the
cursor is placed on the display.
Additional Information: A user may choose to move the cursor back to correct earlier data items , and may
not move the cursor forward again. The computer should ignore cursor placement in such cases.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-13

Data Elltry bldepelldellt ofCursor Placemellt

The cursor control should permit both fast movement and accurate placement. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-2

Respo lI sive Cursor COlltrol

When fine accuracy of positioning is required, as in some forms of graphic interaction , the displayed
cursor should include a point designation feature. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-3

Precise Poilltillg

The user should be able to turn rate aiding ofthe cursor movement on or off. AdditionalInformation:
With rate aiding , the speed offollower movement is proportional to the speed of input movement. The
default should be to have rate aiding off. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ-2

2.3.3-4

Selectahle Rate Aidillg

Users should be able to select at least two speeds (normal and fast) for the movement ofthe cursor when
the keys for cursor control are held down.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-5

User Selectahle Speed

When character size is variable , the incremental cursor positioning should vary correspondingly, with a
step size matching the size of currently selected characters.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-6

Variahle Step Size

If a cursor must be positioned sequentially in predefined areas , such as displayed data entry fields , this
should be accomplished by simple user action. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-7 Easy Cursor Movement to Data Fields

Users should be required to take a separate , explicit action, distinct from cursor positioning , for the actual
entry (enabling , activation) of a designated function. Additional Information: This guideline may not
apply to tasks in which rapid , continuous entry is required (e.g. , line drawing or tracking).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-8

Explicit Activatioll
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When there are areas of a display in which data entries cannot be rnade (such as in field labels or in blank
spaces that are part of data forrnatting) , the cursor should ’step over' those areas , and they should be
insensitive to pointing actions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.3-9 Display Format Protection

Multiple cursors on a single display should be used only when it can be demonstrated that they are
required by the task.
Additional Information: Multiple cursors may confuse a user, and so require special consideration ifused
in interface design. Mu1tiple cursors might be useful to mark a user’s place when manipulating data in
multiple display windows. In graphic interaction, one cursor might be used for line drawing and a
different cursor for alphanumeric data entry (labels).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-1

Minimal Use 0/ Multiple Cursors

In a multitasking environment with multiple monitors , contro l1ers , or cursors , the location ofthe active
cursor should be obvious to the user. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.4-2 Multi Monitor.끼.fulti Controller Cursor Characteristics

Ifmultiple cursors are used, they should be visua l1 y distinctive from one another. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.4-3

Distinctive Multiple Cursors

Ifmu1tiple cursors are contro l1ed by different devices , their separate controls should be compatible in
operation.
Additional Information: Assume that one cursor is moved upward on a display by forward motion of a
joystick. Then a second cursor should also be moved upward by forward motion, perhaps by forward
motion of a second joystick or by forward motion of a trackbal1 or other device.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.4-4

Compatible Control 0/ Multiple Cursors

When multiple cursors are contro l1ed by a single device , the cursor currently being contro l1 ed should be
c1 early indicated.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-5 Distinctive Control 0/ Mu/tψle Cursors

When there are multiple cursor controVpointing devices , a unique pointing cursor shape should be
associated with each device.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.4-6

Multψle

Pointillg Cursor Control Devices

Cursors of different shapes should be used for different purposes.
Additional Information: The shape of a cursor should reflect the state of the system or processing mode.
A specific cursor should be uniquely assigned to a specific purpose to provide state or mode inforrnation
to the use r. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700

RE μ2

2.3.4-7

Ullique Shapes
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The pointing cursor should be visible to the user at all times and may obscure characters unless it
interferes with performance within an application.
Additional Information: To maintain pointing cursor quality , the cursor should obscure other characters ,
not vice versa.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-1

Poilltillg Cursor Visibility

The pointing cursor should not blink.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-2

Poilltillg Cursor Blillk

Pointing cursors should maintain image quality throughout an entire range of motion within the display.
The position ofthe pointing cursor should be clear1 y visible during movement from one screen position to
another. Flicker should be minimized.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-3

Poilltillg Cursor Image Quality

To the greatest degree possible , pointing cursors should be completely graphic and should not contain a
labe l. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-4

Poilltillg Cursor Desigll

The pointing cursor should maintain its size across all screen and display locations.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-5

Poilltillg Cursor Size CO lI stallcy

The movement ofthe pointing cursor should appear to the user to be smooth and continuous , with smooth
and continuous movement ofthe cursor control device. The pointing cursor should not move in the
absence of any input from the use r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-6

POilltillg Cursor Movemellt

The text entry cursor should only be visible when text entry is possible.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.6-1

Te.xt Elltry Cursor Visibility

At the initiation of a task, an application, or a new display, the user should be able to immediately
determine the location ofthe text entry cursor. Following the initial placement ofthe text entry cursor , the
position of the cursor should be under the user's contro l. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.6-2

Idellt따catioll

ofTe.xt Elltry Cursor

If text entry cursor blinking is to be used to direct the user's attention, the default blink rate should be 3
Hz.
Additional Informa tÏ on: A blinking cursor need not obscure characters. For example , the blinking cursor
may be an underline that does not cover the entire character. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.6-3

Te.xt Elltry Cursor Blillk
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The place holding cursor should not obscure any other character displayed in the position designated by
the cursor.
Additional Information: As an example , a block cursor might employ brightness inversion ("reverse
video").5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.6-4 Nonohscuring Text Entry Cursor

There should be only one text entry cursor per window.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.6-5 Numher ofText Ent，ηJ Cursors

The text entry cursor should assume the height and/or width ofthe text characters adjacent to it. 5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.6-6 Text Entry Cursor Size

source

When displays are the same size and are located adjacent to each other, the cursor should appear to move
in a smooth, continuous motion from one display device to the next. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.7-1 Cursor Motion Across Contiguous Similar Displays

When display devices are physical1 y separated, have different orientations , or different sizes , techniques
should be employed to help the user keep track ofthe cursor’s position. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.7-2 Cursor Motion Across Physically Separated Dissimilar Displays

Multiple cursors shal1 be avoided unless needed for user tasks.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5 .2.3.1. a]
source

FAA

8.14.1 ι 1. 1

Multiple cursors.

When more than one cursor is provided, each shall be easily distinguishable from the other(s) , with the
status of each (active or inactive) being easily distinguishable.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5 .2 .3. 1. a]
source

FAA

8.14.10.1.2

Distinguishing cursors.

When entering and editing text, users shall be able to move the cursor freely within a displayed page to
specify iterns for change and to rnake changes direc t1 y in the text.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3. l. a]
source

FAA

8.14.10. 1. 3

Cursor movement.

As applicable , users should be able to move the cursor by units of character, line , and page.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.3.c]
source

FAA

8.14.1 α 1.4

Enhanced cursor movement.
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a. Control - Systems employing cursors shall provide cursor control capability consistent with user speed
and accuracy requirements.
b. Locating - All cursors shall be distinctive against all backgrounds and shall be easy to locate at any
position on a display. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.2.1

Design Requirementsfor Position Desigllatioll (Cursor)

a. Non-Interference - The place holding cursor shall not interfere with the reading ofthe character that it
marks.
b. Number ofPlace holding Cursors - There shall be one and only one place holding cursor in each
window in which a user is entering alphanumeric characters. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.2.1.2

Design Requirements for Place Holding Cursor

The cursor should be positioned at the first character location of the first data entry field upon initial
presentation of a data entry form.
Additional Information: Subsequently, the cursor should be positioned at the first character location of
each entry field accessed on the data form.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.3-22

Cursor Positioning

Travel distance for cursors across and between display pages and windows on a display screen should be
minimized.
Additional Information: Unnecessary cursor movement can increase information access cost and divert
mental resources from more important tasks by requiring the user’s attention and time for execution.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-74

Millimize Cursor Travel

Cursors should have distinctive visual features (shape , blink, or other means ofhighlighting). ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.1-1

Distinctive Cursor

The cursor should not move beyond the display boundaries or disappear from sight. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-2

Display ofCursor

The cursor should not be so distracting as to impair the searching ofthe display for information unrelated
to the cursor. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-3

NOII-Distracting Des행!’

The displayed cursor should be stable.
Additional Information: The cursor should remain where it is placed until moved by the user (or by the
computer) to another position. The intent ofthe recommendation here is to a、'oid unwanted "drift." Some
special applications , such as aided tracking , may benefit from computer-controlled cursor
movement. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.1-4

Stable Cursor
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On the initial appearance of a data entry display, the cursor should appear automatically at some
consistent and usefullocation.
Additional Inforrnation: In a form-filling display, the cursor should be placed in the first entry field. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.1-5

lnitial Cursor Placemellt

When there is a predefined HOME position for the cursor , that position should be consistently defined on
all displays of a given type.
Additional Information: The HOME position ofthe cursor should also be consistent in the different
"windows" or sections of a partitioned display. For example , HOME rnight be in the upper left comer of a
tεxt display, or at the first field in a form-filling display, or at the center of a graphic display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.1-6

Consistent HOME Positioll

When the user must repeatedly return the cursor to the origin or other specific screen location, automatic
retum or repositioning ofthe cursor should be provided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.1-7

Automatic Return ofCursor

The user should be able to a이just the sensitivity ofthe cursor movement to be compatible with the
required task and user skills.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-1

Cursor Control General

Control actions for cursor positioning should be compatible with movements of the displayed cursor, in
terms of control function and labeling.
Additional Information: For cursor control by key action, a key labeled with a left-pointing arrow should
move the cursor leftward on the display. For cursor control by joystick, leftward movement ofthe control
(or leftward pressure) should result in leftward movement ofthe cursor. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.2-2

Compatible Control ofCursor Movement

Users should be provided with an easy, accurate means ofpositioning a displayed cursor to point at
different display elements and!or display locations.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning is a frequent user action during graphic data entry. An easy
means for controlling cursor movement is essential for efficient performance.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-3

Easy Cursor Positioning

Where cursor positioning is incremental by discrete steps , the step size of cursor movement should be
consistent horizontally and vertically.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-4

CO lI sistent Positionillg

At the minimum, keys for cursor control should allow horizontal and vertical cursor movement.
Additional Information: Ideally , keys for cursor control should allow both horizontal and vertical
movement , and movement along the diagonals.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-5

Cursor Control Key FUllctiolls
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When position designation is required in a task emphasizing keyed data enπy， cursor control should be
provided by some device integral to the keyboard (function keys , joystick, and σackball).
Additional Information: Separately manipulated devices (light pen or mouse) will tend to sIow the
use r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.2-6

Cursor Control at Keyboard

If cursor movement is accomplished by depressing keys , the keys should be located on the main keyboard.
5908
Source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.2-7

Location ofCursor Control Keys

Ifthe cursor is moved by depressing a key, releasing the key should cause the cursor to stop moving.5908
Source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.3-1

Cursor Movement

When a menu is first displayed, the cursor should be positioned so that it may be readily located and used.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning can reduce unnecessary visual search and cursor movement. If
the cursor appears within the menu , then the cursor should be placed beside the option with the highest
probability of selection. Ifthe options are about equally likely , then the cursor should be placed beside the
first option.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-23 1nitial Cursor Position

Menu items that are available should be highlighted whenever the cursor passes over them.
Additional Information: As soon as the cursor passes outside the boundaries of the menu item the item
should retum to its normal state. Unavailable options should not highlight when the cursor passes over
the m. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.6-7 Highlighting When Cursor Passes Over Item

When there are areas of a display in which data entries cannot be made (such as in field labels or in blank
spaces that are part of data formatting) , the cursor should ’step over' those areas , and they should be
insensitive to pointing actions. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-9

Display Format Protection

For text editing , users should be allowed to move the cursor freely over a displayed page oftext to specify
iterns for change , and to make changes directly to the text.
Additional Information: Free cursor movement and changes made directly to the tεxt are characteristics
usually associated with so-called screen-based editors and not associated with line- or command-based
editors. Screen-based editors are preferred by users and are potentially more efficient. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.3-10

Free Cursor Movement
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If proportional spacing is used for displayed text, computer logic should make necessary adjustments
automatically when the cursor is being positioned for data entry or data change.
Additional Information: Without automatic computer aids , a user probably will not handle proportional
spacing accurately.5908
source NUREG0700 REfι.2 2.3.3-11 Proportional Spacing

Users should be able to move the cursor by specific units oftext, as well as one character at a time.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning will be easier if appropriate function keys can be provided.
A SENTENCE key that allows a user to move directly to the next displayed sentence will be more
convenient than some double-keying logic such as CONTROL-S.5908
Source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.3-12 Cursor Movement by Units ofText

An ENTER action for multiple data items should result in entry of all items , regardless of where the
cursor is placed on the display.
Additional Information: A user may choose to move the cursor back to correct earlier data items , and may
not move the cursor forward again. The computer should ignore cursor placement in such cases.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.3.3-13 Data Entry Independent ofCursor Placement

The cursor control should permit both fast movement and accurate placement.
Additional Information: Ideally, when the user moves a pointing device , the displayed cursor should
appear to move instantly. Rough positioning should take no more than 0.5 seconds for full screen
πaversal.

source

( ... )
NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-2

Responsive Cursor Control

When fme accuracy of positioning is required, as in some forrns of graphic interaction, the displayed
cursor should include a point designation feature. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.3-3 Precise Pointing

The user should be able to tum rate aiding ofthe cursor movement on or off.
Additional Information: With rate aiding , the speed offollower movement is proportional to the speed of
input movement. The default should be to have rate aiding off. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.3-4 Selectable Rate Aiding

Users should be able to select at least two speeds (normal and fast) for the movement ofthe cursor when
the keys for cursor control are held down.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.3-5 User Selectable Speed

When character size is variable , the incremental cursor positioning should vary correspondingly, with a
step size matching the size of currently selected characters.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.3-6 Variable Step Size
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If a cursor must be positioned sequential1 y in predefined areas , such as displayεd data enπy fields , this
should be accomplished by simple user action.
Additional Information: Automatic cursor advance is genera l1 y not desirable. Programmable tab keys are
customarily used for this purpose.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-7

Easy Cursor Movement to Data Fields

Users should be required to take a separate , explicit action , distinct from cursor positioning , for the actual
entry (enabling , activation) of a designated function.
Additional Information: This guideline may not apply to tasks in which rapid, continuous entry is
required (e.g. , line drawing or tracking).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-8

Explicit Activatioll

When there are areas of a display in which data entries cannot be rnade (such as in field labels or in blank
spaces that are part of data formatting) , the cursor should ’step over' those areas , and they should be
insensitive to pointing actions. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.3-9

Display Format Protectioll

Multiple cursors on a single display should be used only when it can be demonstrated that they are
required by the task.
Additional Information: Multiple cursors rnay confuse a user, and so require special consideration ifused
in interface design. Multiple cursors rnight be useful to mark a user’s place when manipulating data in
multiple display windows. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-1

Millimal Use 01Multψle Cursors

In a multitasking environment with multiple monitors , controllers , or cursors , the location ofthe active
cursor should be obvious to the use r.
Additional Information: If there are two pointing cursors , one on each of two monitors , the active cursor
should be apparent to the use r. If there is a single cursor that moves between two monitors , its path should
be continuously trackable. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-2

Multi Monitor.끼.{ulti COlltroller Cursor Characteristics

If multiple cursors are used, they should be visually distinctive from one anothe r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-3

Distinctive Multiple Cursors

If multiple cursors are controlled by different devices , their separate controls should be compatible in
operatlO n
Additional Information: Assume that one cursor is moved upward on a display by forward motion of a
joystick. Then a second cursor should also be moved upward by forward motion, perhaps by forward
motion of a second joystick or by forward motion of a trackball or other device.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-4

Compatible Control 01 Multiple Cursors
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When multiple cursors are controlled by a single device , the cursor currently being controlled should be
clearly indicated.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-5

Distinctive Control 01 Multiple Cursors

When there are multiple cursor contro l/pointing devices , a unique pointing cursor shape should be
associated with each device.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.4-6

Multiple Pointing Cursor Control Devices

Cursors of different shapes should be used for different purposes.
Additional Information: The shape of a cursor should re f1ect the state of the system or processing mode.
A specific cursor should be uniquely assigned to a specific purpose to provide state or mode information
to the use r. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.4-7

Unique Shapes

The pointing cursor should be visible to the user at all times and may obscure characters unless it
interferes with perforrnance within an application.
Additional Inforrnation: To maintain pointing cursor quality , the cursor should obscure other characters,
not vice versa.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-1

Pointing Cursor Visibility

The pointing cursor should not blink: .5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-2

Pointing Cursor Blink

Pointing cursors should maintain irnage quality throughout an entire range of motion within the display.
The position of the pointing cursor should be clearly visible during movement from one screen position to
another. Flicker should be rninirnized.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-3

Pointing Cursor Image Quality

To the greatest degree possible , pointing cursors should be completely graphic and should not contain a
labe l. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-4

Pointing Cursor Design

The pointing cursor should rnaintain its size across all screen and display locations.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.5-5

Pointing Cursor Size Constancy

The movement ofthe pointing cursor should appear to the user to be smooth and continuous , with smooth
and continuous movement ofthe cursor control device. The pointing cursor should not move in the
absence of any input from the use r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.3.5-6

Poilltillg Cursor Movemellt
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The text entry cursor should only be visible when text entry is possible.5908
NUREG0700 REJι2 2.3.6-1
Text Entry Cursor Visibili t}’

source

At the initiation of a task, an application, or a new display, the user should be able to immediately
determine the location ofthe text entry cursor. Following the initial placement ofthe text entry cursor, the
position of the cursor should be under the user’s contro l. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.6-2 Ident파cation ofText Entry Cursor

If text entry cursor blinking is to be used to direct the user’s attention, the defau1t blink rate should be 3
Hz.
Additional Information: A blinking cursor need not obscure characters. For example , the blinking cursor
may be an underline that does not cover the entire character. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.6-3 Text Entry Cursor Blink

The place holding cursor should not obscure any other character displayed in the position designated by
the cursor.
Additional Information: As an exarrψle ， a block cursor might employ brightness inversion ("reverse
video"). 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.6-4 Nonobscuring Text Entry Cursor

There should be only one text entry cursor per window.5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.6-5 Number ofText Entry Cursors

source

The text entry cursor should assume the height and/or width ofthe text characters adjacent to it. 5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.3.6-6 Text Entry Cursor Size

source

When displays are the same size and are located adjacent to each other, the cursor should appear to move
in a smooth, continuous motion from one display device to the next. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.7-1 Cursor Motion Across Contiguous Similar Displays

When display devices are physically separated, have different orientations , or different sizes , techniques
should be employed to help the user keep track ofthe cursor’s position.
Additional Information: When display devices are physically separated or dissimilar the cursor motion
between them may not be perceptually smooth. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.3.7-2 ClI rsor Motion Across Physically Separated D;ss;milar Displays
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2
2.7
2.7.10

DISPLAYFORMAT
Controls
MisceIl aneous

The operation of switches or controls which initiate hazardous operations shall require the prior operation
of a locking control
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.12.3.4 Control 0/ hazardous operations.

Feedback from the display should be apparent for any deliberate movement of a contro l. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 11.2.2.3-7 Feedback
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2
2.8

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu

a. Menus should be used when a user must select from several altemative options. The use of menus is
beneficial for infrequent tasks , complex tasks or novice users. Dep;::nding on task and user requirements ,
menus can be fixed or user requestable(pu11-down; pop-up). ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.1

Design Considerationsfor Menus

a. Menu Item Selection:
1. The user shall be able to select a menu item with minimal activity.
2. When selection is to be accomplished by cursor placement on the to-be-selected ite m, the system sha11
aid the user in cursor placement. For example , for a permanent menu, the cursor would be placed on
the most likely option, usually the first position. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.2

Design Requirementsfor Menus

a. Permanent menus should not be removable by the use r.
b. There should be one standard design for the input prompt that is used for permanent menus across a11
applications , for example , ENTER CHOICE:_. There should be a text prompt delimiter (e.g. , a colon)
as we11 as an underscored area representing the maximum input length. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.3.1

Design Considerationsfor Permanent Menus

Permanent menus sha11 be used when:
a. The user needs to see the menu items throughout a tas k.
b. The user needs to examine every option in detail. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.3.2

Design Requirementsfor Permanent Menus

a. Pull-down menus are generally used in conjunction with a menu bar (a specialized function area that
displays categories ofuser response altematives). A disadvantage ofmost current implementations
(menu bar at the top ofthe display) is the travel time required to move back and forth to the menu bar.
( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.4.1

Design Considerationsfor

User.꺼equested Menus

a. Use - User-requested mεnus sha11 be used when:
1. Display space is limited.
2. Users need to see the menu items only when selecting the m.
3. Information required by the user would not be obscured by the menu. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.4.2

Design Requirementsfor User-Requested Menus

When control entries for any particular transaction will be selected from a small set of options , those
options should be displayed in a menu added to the working display, rather than requiring a user to
remember them or to access a separate menu display.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-1

Explicit Option Display
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2
2.8
2.8.1

DISPLAY FORMAT
까1enu

Menu Structure

Menus should be hierarchical in nature and each option should bε assigned a number.
Multi-page menus and displays should be avoided.
source

HFOJO

9.4.1

MENUS

All displayed information about a menu item shall be on a single page when feasible.
source HFOJO 9.8.4 GUIDELlNES

Subclassifications in hierarchicallists should be indented by three (3) spaces with each new level of
nestmg.
source HFOJO 9.8.7 GUIDELlNES

Broad and shallow menu structures, rather than narrow and deep menu structures should be used.
Additional Information: Examples of a broad, shallow menu structure and narrow, deep menu structure
are provided in Figure 2.1.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.3-12 Use 0/ Broad, Shallow Mellu Structures
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2
2.8
2.8.1
2.8. 1. 1

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Structure
Structuring into Levels and Menus

(over 외 1

structure)

At all levels of the hierarchy a convenient means should be available to retum the user to either the
primary menu or the previous screen.
source

HFOJO

9.4.2

MENUS

Convenient methods supplemented with prompted instructions, should be provided for efficient page
selection.
source HF010 9.4.3 MENUS

Menus should have a limited number of items in breadth and in depth.
Additional Information: Moderate menu breadth (e.g. , number ofmenus in a menu hierarchy, number of
menu categories in a menu bar , or number ofpop-up menus) and depth (e.g. , number ofitems per menu
or, in menu bars , per menu category) should be 삶디 litated by the use of a hierarchical menu structure
whereby the selection of items from one menu (the parent) activates a second menu (the child) with
further options.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-15 Breadth and Depth of Menu Items

Hierarchic menus should be organized and labeled to guide users within the hierarchic structure.
Additional Information: users willleam menus more quickly if a map ofthe menu structure is provided as
HELP.5908c
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.3-4 Labeling in Hierarchic Menus

If meaningful categories cannot be developed for menu options then visual groups should be created for
long menus.Additional Information: Non-categorized menus may be divided into arbitrary visual
groupings through the use of space or lines. The groups should be as equal in size as possible. Each group
should consist off our to seven options. The use ofvisual grouping can facilitate visual search.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-21 Visual Grouping ofMenu Options
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2
2.8
2.8.1
2.8. 1.2

DlSPLAY FORMAT

Menu
Menu Structure
Grouping Options With a Menu

If meaningful categories cannot be developed for menu options then visual groups should be created for
long menus.
Additional Information: Non-categorized menus may be divided into arbitrary visual groupings through
the use of space or lines. The groups should be as equal in size as possible. Each group should consist off
our to seven options. The use ofvisual grouping can facilitate visual search.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.1-21 Visual Grouping 01 Menu Options
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2
2.8
2.8.1
2.8. 1.3

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Structure.
Sequencing of Options within Groups

Where ordering cannot be determined by the above , alphabetic ordering should be used.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.ι2

Default Ordering ofMellu Optiolls

When users must step through a sequence of menus to make a selection, the hierarchic menu structure
should be designed to minimize the number of steps required.
Additional Information: This represents a trade-off against the need for logical grouping in hierarchic
menus. The number ofhierarchic levels should be minimized , but not at the expense of display
crowding.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.3-6 Minimal Steps ill Sequ eIl tial M eIl u Selectioll
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2
2.8
2.8.2

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Navigation

This program uses Waming and Information Dialogs. These Dialogs are based on the MessageBox
widget and so we must include <XmlMessageB.h> header file.
source

X-Window&MotijProgramming

12.5. The dialog1.c program
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2
2.8
2.8.2
2.8.2.1

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Navigation
Navigatiol뻐 I Cues

During navigation , displays should support users ’ comprehension of the relationships between successive
views or destinations.
Additional 1nformation: The central processing demands associated with the move may be greater when
the current and target positions cannot be seen at the same time on the display page. 1n such cases ,
cognitive demands may be imposed for developing a mental representation ofthe display page and for
deterrnining the relationship between the starting and target locations.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.1.2-4 Relatedness of Successive μews
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2
2.8
2.8.2
2.8.2.2

DISPLAYFORMAT
Menu
Menu Navigation
Rapid Navigation

Short navigation paths should be provided between display pages that will be used one after the other.
Additional Information: Minirnizing the navigation distance can reduce the amount of time that
information must be held in working memory, thereby reducing cognitive demands on the user. One
approach rnay be to provide broad , shallow menu structures rather than narrow, deep ones. However, the
former may be impractical if the total number of menu items is large and the display devices have lirnited
space for presenting the m. In such cases , additional navigational mechanisms should be considered such
as direct keyword retrieval. Other features for reducing navigation distance should be used such as
navigation shortcuts (e.g. , buttons for jumping to the top ofthe menu or major branches without accessing
intermediate nodes) and buttons for accessing previous displays.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.1.2-2 Minimal Navigatioll Path Distallce
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2
2.8
2.8.3

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Presentation

A visual representation of the menu structure should be provided.
Additional Information: Where space a11ows , some aspects ofthe menu structure should be presented
visua11y 50 the u5er i5 not required to remember it. That is , inforrnation should be provided in the user
interface to augment or sub5titute for the user’s knowledge ofthe display navigation structure.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ1

2.1.1.1-16

Represelltatioll 0/ Mellu Structure

Menu systems should clear1y indicate which options are selectable.
Additional Information: Two techniques for preventing users from selecting inappropriate options are to
present (1) only relevant options and exclude the others , and (2) a11 options , using a code to designate
those that are rele、lant or available.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.1.1-27 I lI dicatillg Selectable Mellu Items

When multiple menu options are displayed in a list , each option should be displayed on a new line , i.e. ,
format the list as a single colurnn
Additional Information: Displaying options in several colurnns may be used where shortage of display
space dictates a compact forma t. Ifthere are only a few options , those rnight be displayed in a single row.
( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.1.1.2-4 Sillgle-Columll List Format

Users should be able to access a visual representation oftheir paths through a hierarchy ofmenus.
Additional Information: How the user’s path through the menus is visua11y represented will depend on the
type of menu. F or example , if a user progresses through a series of perrnanent menus , an icon showing the
previous menus and current menus , as we11 as menu selections , rnight be displayed.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1.1.3-5

Visual Represelltatioll 0/ Path

These 3 Dialogs are sirnilar to both the Information and Warning Dialogs. They are created and used in
sirnilar fashions. The main difference again being the icon used to depict the Dialog class as i11ustrated in
Figs. 10.2 -- 10 .4
Fig. ErrorDialog Widget
Fig. WorkingDialog Widget
Fig. Questio nD ialog Widget
source

X- Willdow&MotijProgrammillg

12.6

Error, Workillg alld Questioll Dialogs
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2
2.8
2.8 .4

DISPLAYFORMAT
Menu
Option Prganization

With the exception of a menu bar, the options in a menu should be presented in a single 'Iertical colurnn,
aligned and left justified.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.2. 1. 9; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6.2. 1.1, 6.2. 1.9; MIL-HDBK-761A ,
5.l.4.1. b; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2. 1.3 .b]
source FAA 8.8.5.6.1 Alignment of options.

Menu options should not be numbered except when the task sequencing is important in an application
window.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.2. 1. 7; DoD HCISG V2 6.2. 1. 7]
source

FAA

8.8.5.6.10

Numbering menu options.

A solid horizontalline the same color as the option labels should be placed between long, logically
related groups of options.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 5.3.3.5]
source FAA 8.8.5.6.2 S，껴parator lines.

When a group of options or a menu contains a small number of options , the options shall be ordered by
logical sequence or frequency of use.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.2. 1. 5, 5.2. 1. 6; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6.2. 1. 5,
source F AA 8.8.5.6.3 Ordering a small number of options.

When a group of options or a menu contains a very large number of options , the options shall be ordered
alphabe
하tically.

[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.2. 1.5, 5.2. 1. 6; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6.2. 1.5, 6.2. 1. 6]
FAA 8.8.5.6.4 Ordering a large lI umber of optiolls.

source

When options are grouped in a menu, they shall be presented in logical groups
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.2. 1.3; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6.2. 1.3]
source FAA 8.8.5.6.5 Logicalgroupingofoptions.

Groups of options in a menu shall be ordered logically and when there is no apparent logical ordering ,
ordered by their importance or expected frequency ofuse.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.2. 1.4; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6 .2.1. 4]
source FAA 8.8.5.6.6 Orderillgofgroups.
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The most likely selection in a menu list shall be made the default option.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.3.3.1]
source FAA 8.8.5.6.7 Default option.

When menu organization is based on such principles as frequency ofuse , the designer shall place
destructive commands (Delete , Exit) at the boπom of the menu.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.3 .4]
source FAA 8.8.5.6.8 Placing destructive command options.

The designer shall not place options for opposing actions adjacent to each other.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.3.6]
Example. Do not place the Delete option next to the Save option.
source F AA 8.8.5.6.9 Placement of opposing actioll options.

The categories listed across the menu bar should be organized systematically.
Additional Information: Conventions should be established for the organization ofthe menu bar. For
example , the categories on the left side ofthe menu bar rnight be system functions that apply across all
(or most) applications. The categories on the right side of the menu bar rnight be those that are specific to
the currently active application.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.4-1

Systematic Organization of Items on Menu Bar

Ifmenu selection is used in conjunction with or as an altemative to command language , the wording and
syntactic organization of displayed menu options should correspond consistently to defined elements and
structure of the command language.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.6-2

Option Wording Consistellt with Command Language
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2
2.8
2.8.5

DISPLAYFORMAT
Menu
Menu Bars

A menu bar should only be used ifthe display screen size and resolution permit fast and accurate
movement of the cursor onto the options.
[Source: DOE HFDG A TCCS , V2.0 , 5.1.6.1; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6.1.6.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.7.1 When to use.

Primary windows should have menu bars that extend the full width ofthe primary window.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1. 3.2 .1]
Definition. A primary window is a top or high-level window in an application. It is the main location of
user interaction and functions independent of other prirnary windows in the application.
source FAA 8.8.5.7.2 Mellu bars for primary windows.

Menu bar options should rernain visible at all times or until the user rnakes a selection.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3 .4 .7]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.3 Visibility of menu bar options.

Menu bars should contain no more than 10 options plus Help.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 1.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.4 Number of options.

The options should begin at the left margin and extend to the right with Help located consistently , with
enough space between them so that they can be read easily and accommodate the longest options in the
pull-down menus.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8. 1. 2]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.5 Placement ofoptions.

Options in window menu bars should not duplicate options in the system menu bar
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.1.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.6 Duplicate options.

Each menu that appears as an option in a menu bar should have a title that is unique in the application.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8. 1.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.7 Namesofmenubaroptions.

When the same menu occurs in different windows , it should have the same title in each.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 1.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.8 Same menu bar in different windows.
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Each title in a menu bar should have a mnemonic to permit selection from the keyboard.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8. 1. 2]
source FAA 8.8.5.7.9 Mnemonic.

The categories listed across the menu bar should be organized systematically.
Additional Information: Conventions should be established for the organization ofthe menu bar. For
example , the categories on the left side ofthe menu bar might be system functions that apply across all
(or most) applications. The categories on the right side ofthe menu bar might be those that are specific to
the currently active application. Within this general spatiallayout, both the system-wide and specific
categories would be ordered from left (the category containing the most frequently used actions) to right
(the category containing the least frequently used).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.4-1

Systematic Organization olItems on Menu Bar

Category labels on menu bars should be centered in the vertical dimension. Horizontally, category labels
on the menu bar should be separated by enough space to be distinguishable as separate items , i.e. , by at
least two standard character widths
Additional Information: One standard character width would be required to separate adjacent words in a
multiword category. To indicate separate categories , more than one width would be needed.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.4-2

Category Labels on Menu Bar

The height of a menu bar should be sufficient to contain standard text characters that serve as menu
category labels , as well as space above and below the text characters.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.4-3

Height 01 Mellu Bar
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2
2.8
2.8.6
2.8.6.1

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Miscellaneous

General Principle - All LWRP 1&2 computer displays should be menu-driven and should provide paging
cues.
source

HF010

9.4

MENUS

Menu selection interactive conσ01 should be used for tasks that involve little or no entry of arbitrary data
and where users may have relatively little training. It should also be used when a command set is so large
that users are not likely to be able to commit all of the commands to memory.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.1 Use.

Ifmenu selections must be rnade by keyed codes (mnemonics) , the options should be coded by the first
severalletters oftheir displayed labels rather than by more arbitrary numeric codes. In defining the codes ,
however, they should not duplicate any other user function codes.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.10

Keyed codes.

Whenmenu σaversal can be accomplished by clearly defined hierarchical paths , the user should be given
some indication of the displayed menu ’ s current position in the overall or relevant structure , e.g. , an
optional display of ψath" inforrnation or cascading menus. A menu tree showing the menu hierarchy
should be included in the user manual or on-line HELP.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.11 Position in structure.

When using hierarchical menus , the user shall be able to retum to the next higher level by using single
key action until the initial , top-level menu or display is reached.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.12 Back menu.

A function shall be provided to directly recall the initial , top level menu or display without stepping
through the menu or display hierarchy.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.13 RetuTll to top level.

A mouse or other pointing device (including touch technology) should be used for menu selection. (See
also Section 5 .4 .6 Touch Screen Controls for Displays). Where design constraints do not permit pointing
devices , a standard window should be provided for the user to key the selected option code. ( ... )
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.2.1 Devices.

Each page of options (menu) should have a ti t1 e that clarifies the purpose of that menu.
MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.2.2 Titles.

source
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Users should be provided the capability to stack menu selections , I. e. , to make several menu selections
without having each menu displayed.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.2.3

Series entry.

A menu shall not consist of a long list of multi-page options , but shall be logically segmented to allow
several sequential selections among a few altematives.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.2.4

Sequences。

The system shall present only menu selections for actions which are current1 y available.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.3

Active option preselltation.

Menus shall be presented in a consistent format throughout the system and should be readily available at
all times.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.4

Format cO lI sistency.

Menu selections shall be listed in a logical order, or, if no logical order exists , in the order of frequency of
use.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.5

Optioll sequence.

If number of selections can fit on one page in no more than two columns , a simple menu shall be used. If
the selection options exceed two columns , hierarchical menus may be used
source

’1

lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.6

Simple menus.

Selection codes and associated descriptors shall be presented on single lines.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.7

Optioll presentatioll.

If severallevels ofhierarchical menus are provided, a direct function call capability shall be provided
such that the experienced user does not have to step through multiple menu levels.
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.8

Directfunction

caμ

When selections are indicated by coded entry, the code associated with each option shall be included on
the display in some consistent manner
source

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.9

Option codillg.

When control entries for any particular transaction will be selected from a small set of options , those
options should be displayed in a menu added to the working display, rather than requiring a user to
remember them or to access a separate menu display. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-1

Explicit Optioll Display
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An explanatory tit1e should be provided for each menu that reflects the nature ofthe choice to be made.
Additional Information: EXAMPLE: (Good) Organizational Role: r = Responsible , a = Assigned, p =
Performing. (Bad) Se1 ec t: r = Responsible , a = Assigned p = Performing. When instructions to the user
accompanya list of options , the instructions should precede presentation ofthe lis t. 5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-10

Explanatory Titlefor Menu

A menu should be designed to display all options appropriate to any particular transaction.
Additional Information: A familiar set of general control options (i.e. , options that are always implici t1 y
available) may be omitted from individual displays. Such general options might be selected by requesting
a general menu , or perhaps by function key or command entry.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-11 Complete Display of Menu Options

Menus should display as selectable only those options that are actually available in the current context.
Additional Information: If a user selects a displayed option, and is then told that option is not actually
available , an undesirable element ofunpredictability has been introduced into the interface design. Users
may become uncertain and confused about command entry. There should be some indication of which
options are current1y available; see Guideline 2.2.2.5-8.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.1-12 Option Display Dependent on Context

Menus should be designed so that the function ofthe menu is evident to the use r. 5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.1-13 Function 0/ Menu Should Be Evident

source

Ifmenu options are inc1 uded in a display that is intended also for data review anφor data enπy， the menu
options should be distinct from other displayed information. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-14 Menus Distinctfrom Other Displayed 11따rmation

Menus should have a limited number ofitems in breadth and in depth.
Additional Information: Moderate menu breadth (e.g. , number ofmenus in a menu hierarchy, number of
menu categories in a menu bar , or number of pop-up menus) and depth (e.g. , number of iterns per menu
or, in menu bars , per menu category) should be facilitated by the use of a hierarchical menu structure
whereby the selection of items from one menu (the parent) activates a second menu (the child) with
further options. The parent menu should remain visible during the selection of the child menu. The
number oflevels in the hierarchy should be limited (for example , to no more than three).5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.1-15 Breadth and Depth 0/ Menu Items

Each menu option list should have 4 to 8 options.
Additional Inforrnation: Menus with only two options should be avoided. "Menus" with only one item
should not be used.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-16 Number ofOptions
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When equivalent keyboard commands are provided , they should be displayed as part ofthe menu option
labe 1. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-17

Equivalent Keyboard Commands

If continual or frequent reference to menu options is necessary, then the menu should be permanently
presented in an area of the screen where it wi1l not obscure other data.
Additional Information: If only occasional reference to menu options is necessary, the menu may be
presented upon dernand.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-18

Continuous Presentation ofMenu

If one option on a menu is selected more often than the others , then it should be highlighted.
Additional Information: Search and selection is enhanced by highlighting and preselecting the default
option. For example , the cursor rnay be automatically positioned over the default option, or the text string
for the default option may autornatically appear in the input field.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-19

Providing Default Options

When menus are provided in different displays , they should be designed so that option lists are consistent
in wording and ordering. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-2

Consistent Display ofMenu Options

Where discrimination among options may be difficult for users , menus can provide a preview of options.
Additional Information: This will support the user in determining which of the current options should be
selected.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-20

Optioll Previews

If meaningful categories cannot be developed for menu options then visual groups should be created for
long menus. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-21

Visual Grouping ofMenu Options

Options that are critical or frequently chosen should be quickly accessible using as few steps as possible.
Additional Information: Immediate access may be provided through such approaches as dedicated buttons
and placing the option on multiple menus.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-22

Critical or Frequent，ψ Chosen Optiolls

When a menu is first displayed , the cursor should be positioned so that it may be readily located and used.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning can rεduce unnecessary visual search and cursor movement. If
the cursor appears within the menu , then the cursor should be placed beside the option with the highεst
probability ofselection. Ifthe options are about equally likely , then the cursor should be placed beside the
first option.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-23

I lI itial Cursor Positioll
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A menu macro capability should be provided if it produces faster access.
Additional Information: A menu macro capability allows a navigation path to be recorded. The path can
then be executed by the user through a command. This capability can reduce the number ofnavigation
steps , compared to accessing a series ofmenus in sequence. It may provide faster access to information
for experienced users.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-24

Menu Macro Capability

Multiple navigation paths should be provided to items in the display system.
Additional Information: Multiple navigation paths should accommodate a range of user experience in
navigating the display syste m. Highly experienced users should be allowed to use shortcuts , such as
’typeahead’ or ’]ump-ahead’ to reduce the number of interface management actions required to navigate
through the display selection system. 6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-25

Use of Multiple Paths

A visual representation of the menu structure should be provided.
Additional Information: Where space allows , some aspects of the menu structure should be presented
visually so the user is not required to remember it. That is , information should be provided in the user
interface to augment or substitute for the user’s knowledge ofthe display navigation sπucture.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-26

Representation ofMenu Structure

Menu systerns should clearly indicate which options are selectable.
Additional Information: Two techniques for preventing users from selecting inappropriate options are to
present (1) onl y r，εlevant options and exclude the others , and (2) all options , using a code to designate
those that are relevant or available. Three considerations regarding the appropriateness ofthese methods
include the type of options presented (e.g. , actions versus destinations) , the number of options associated
with each node , and the number of options that are applicable to multiple nodes. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-27

lfldicating Selectable Meflu ltems

Menus should be displayed in consistent screen locations for all modes , transactions , and sequences.
Additional Information: This applies to pop-up , pull-down, and windowed menus , and to menu bars.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-3

COflsistent Locationfor Menus

When permanent menus are used , there should be one standard design for the input prompt that is used
across all tasks.
Additional Information: A consistent prompt unambiguously indicates the need for user input. For
example , "ENTER CHOICE: _."5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-4

COflsistent Efltry Prompt

The use of permanent menus should be minimized.
Additional Information: Permanent menus require dedicated display space and more paging activity
(because the application must retum the user to the main menu page at every task change. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-5

Permaflent Meflus Miflimized
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Pull-down and pop-up menus should be activated only by a specific user action that requests the display
ofthe menu.
Additional Information: Menus should not appear simply because the cursor has passed over the menu
title.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-6

Actiration of Pull-Down alld Pop-Up Menus

User requested menus should be used whenever possible.
Additional Information: Among the types ofuser- requested menus , pull-down menus provide two
advantages over pop-up menus: (1) the menu bar serves as a useful mnemonic aid, showing the user the
command categories available in the menu; and (2) gaining visual access to the menu items within a
category, selecting the item, and removing the menu can be accomplished with a rninimal number of
actions. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-7

User Requested Menus: Pull-Downs alld Pop-Ups

When a pull-down or pop-up menu item(s) has /have been selected, the menu should revert to its hidden
state as the selected command is carried out. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-8

Hidillg Menus After a Command is Carried Out

Ifmenu items are selectable via activation ofprogrammable function keys , the arrangement ofthe menu
list should be compatible with the arrangement ofthe keys to the greatest degree possible.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-9

Programmable Keys

When menu selection must be made from a long list, and not all options can be displayed at once , a
hierarchic sequence of menu selections should be provided rather than one long multipage menu.
Additional Information: Where a long list is already structured for other purposes , such as a list of
customers , a parts inventory, or a file dπectOIγ， it rnight be reasonable for the user to be required to scan
multiple display pages to find a particular item.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.3-2

Hierarchic Menus for Sequential Selectioll

When users must step through a sequence of menus to make a selection , the hierarchic menu structure
should be designed to rninirnize the number of steps required.
Additional Information: This represents a trade-off against the need for logical grouping in hierarchic
menus. The number ofhierarchic levels should be rninimized , but not at the expense of display
crowding.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-6 Minimal Steps ill Sequelltial Menu Selectioll

When menu selection is accomplished by code entry, a standard command entry area (window) should be
provided where users enter the selected code. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.5-2

Standard Areafor Code Entry
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Experienced users should be able to bypass a series of menu selections and make an equivalent command
entry directly.
Additional Information: In effect, a command entry might specify an option anywhere in a hierarchic
menu structure , permirting a user to jump down severallevels , or to move directly from one branch to
another.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.5-4 Bypassing Menu Selection witlt Command Entry

When a menu item is chosen, the system should display some acknowledgment ofthat entry.
Additional Information: Acknowledgment that an item has been chosen is often indicated by highlighting
the menu item.5908
source
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.5-6 Acknowledgment of Menu Selection

If menu selection is accomplished by pointing, dual activation should be provided, in which the first
action designates the selected option, fo l1 owed by a separate second action that makes an explicit control
entry.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.5-9 Separate Selection and Activation Actions

The active menu selection should be indicated to the user.
Additional Information: More than one method of indication should be used if possible , such as changes
in font size and color. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.6-9 lndication ofActive Menu Selectioll

The tit1 es of subordinate windows should match the menu selection items of the menus from which they
are selected.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-45 Matclting Selectioll ltems alld Willdow Labels

We should now be familiar with the basic notion of events in X and Moti f. Mouse burton presses , mouse
motion and keyboard presses can be used to action menu , buttons etc .. ( ... )
source X-Window&MotijProgramming 18.6. XEvents

There are many types of events in Xlib. A special XEvent structure is defined to take care of this. (See
reference material [Mar9 6] for fu l1 details) XEvents exist for a l1 kinds of events , including: mouse button
presses , mouse motions , key presses and events concerned with the window management. Most of the
mouse /keyboard events are self explanatory and we have already studied them a little.( ... )
source X-Window&MotijProgrammillg 18.6.1 XEvent Types
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Menu selection interactive control should be used for tasks that involve little or no entry of arbitrary data
and where users may have relatively little training. It should also be used when a command set is so large
that users are not likely to be able to commit all of the commands to memory.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.4.2.1

Us e.

Ifmenu selections must be rnade by keyed codes (mnemonics) , the options should be coded by the first
severalletters oftheir displayed labels rather than by more arbitrary numeric codes. In defining the codes ,
however, they should not duplicate any other user function codes.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.10

Keyed codes.

When menu traversal can be accomplished by c1 early defined hierarchical paths , the user should be given
some indication ofthe displayed menu ’ s current position in the overall or relevant structure , e.g. , an
optional display of “path" inforrnation or cascading menus. A menu tree showing the menu hierarchy
should be inc1uded in the user manual or on-line HELP.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.11

Position in structure.

When using hierarchical menus , the user shall be able to return to the next higher level by using single
key action until the initial, top-level menu or display is reached.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.12 Back menu.

A function shall be provided to directly recall the initial , top level menu or display without stepping
through the menu or display hierarchy.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.13

Return to top level.

A mouse or other pointing device (inc1uding touch technology) should be used for menu selection. (See
also Section 5.4 .6 Touch Screen Controls for Displays). Where design constraints do not perrnit pointing
devices, a standard window should be provided for the user to key the selected option code. If menu
selection is accomp 1ished by pointing , dual actions should be provided. The first action should designate
the selected option. This should be followed by a separate action to enter the selection for processing.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.2.1

Devices.

Each page of options (menu) should have a title that c1 arifies the purpose ofthat menu.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.2.2

Titles.

Users should be provided the capabi 1ity to stack menu selections , I. e. , to make several menu selections
without having each menu displayed.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.2.3

Series ellt，η.
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The capability should be provided for the user to mark points in the menu structure where they might
want to retum and retum to such a point by issuing a command.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5 .3 .9.8.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.16 Marking preferred menu locations。

Designers should use a subset of menu titles in the pull-down menu as the option items in the hierarchical
menu.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4.1.1.1.1.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.2 Menu titles as options.

Hierarchical menus should be organized and labeled to guide the user within the hierarchical structure.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3 .2 .1; DoD HCISG V2 6.3 .2 .1]
Example. When a user selects an option from a hierarchical menu , the menu and the selected option
remain on display with the selected option highlighted. The lower-level menu that results from the
selection is displayed a이 acent to the selected option.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5 .3 .2.1; DoD HCISG V2 6.3 .2 .1]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.3 Organizing and labeling hierarchical menus.

The design and use of hierarchical menus shaIl be consistent across tasks and transactions within an
application.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3.2 .4; DoD HCISG V2 6 .3 .2 .4; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.4 .4 .g]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.4 Consistent design and use.

A hierarchical menu structure should minimize the number of selections required to reach the desired
option. This implies the use ofbroad, shaIl ow structures as opposed to narrow, deep ones.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3 .4 .1 , 5.3 .4 .2; DoD HCISG V2 6.3 .4 .16.3 .4 .2]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.5 Minimum numberoflevels.

Hierarchical menus should perrnit immediate user access to critical or frequently selected options.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3.2.2; DoD HCISG V2 6.3 .2 .2; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.4 .4 .e]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.6 Easy selection ofimportant options.
An indication of the user’s current position in a hierarchical menu structure shall be provided.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3.2.3; DoD HCISG V2 6.3 .2 .3; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.1 .4.4 .h]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.7 Indicating current position in menu structure.

Hierarchical menus designed in a GUI should be as simple as possible avoiding complex graphical
structures.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3 .2 .5; DoD HCISG V2 6.3 .2 .5]
source FAA 8.8.5.11.8 Hierarchical menus in graphical user inteηàces(GUI).
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The top-level menu in a hierarchical menu structure shall serve as a consistent starting point for control
entrles ‘
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.3.3.1; DoD HCISG V2 6.3.3.1; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.1 .4.4 .c;
MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2. 1.3 .q] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.11.9 Control entries.。

Ifmenu options are grouped in logical subunits , each group should have a descriptive label that is
distinctive in format from the option labels themselves.
Additional Information: Although this practice might sometimes seem to waste display space , it wil1 help
provide user guidance. Moreover, careful selection of group labels rnay serve to reduce the number of
words needed for individual option labels.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.3-1 Labeling Grouped Options

The display of hierarchic menus should be forrnatted so that options that actually accomplish control
entries can be distinguished from options , which merely branch to other menu frames. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-10

Control Options Distinctfrom Menu Branchillg

Users should have to take only one simple key action to return to the general menu at the top level in
hierarchic menus.
Additional Information: The user should not have to backtrack to return to the starting level in a
hierarchical menu system. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.3-11 Return to General Menu

Broad and shal10w menu structures , rather than narrow and deep menu structures should be used.
Additional Information: Examples of a broad, shallow menu structure and narrow, deep menu structure
are provided in Figure 2.1.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.3-12 Use of Broad, Shallow Menu Structures

The number of menu choices should be rninirnized on menus located rnidway in a hierarchical menu
structure.
Additional Information: Users are more 1ikely to get lost in the rniddle levels of a menu structure.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι22.2.2.3-13 Minimizillg Mellu Choices In the Mid，띠'e of a Me /l u Structure

Users should be able to select a menu or submenu direc t1 y, without going through intermediate selection
steps. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.3-14 Direct Selection ofSubmenus

When menu selection must be rnade from a long list, and not all options can be displayed at once, a
hierarchic sequence of menu selections should be provided rather than one long multipage menu. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.3-2 Hierarchic Me /l us for Sequential Selection
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The display format and selection logic ofhierarchic menus should be consistent at every leve l. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-3

Consistent Design 0/ Hierarchic Menus

Hierarchic menus should be organized and labeled to guide users within the hierarchic structure.
Additional Information: users willleam menus more quickly if a map of the menu structure is provided as
HELP.5908c
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-4

Labeling in Hierarchic Menus

Users should be able to access a visual representation oftheir paths through a hierarchy ofmenus.
Additional Information: How the user’s path through the menus is visually represented will depend on the
ηpe ofmenu. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-5

Visual Representation 0/ Path

When users must step through a sequence of menus to make a selection, the hierarchic menu structure
should be designed to minimize the number of steps required.
Additional Information: This represents a trade-off against the need for logical grouping in hierarchic
menus. The number ofhierarchic levels should be minimized , but not at the expense of display
crowding.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-6

Minimal Steps in Sequential Menu Selection

Users should have to take only one simple key action to retum to the next higher level in hierarchic
menus.
Additional Information: This action could be considered analogous to the BACK option.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-7

Return to Higher-Level Menus

When hierarchic menus are used, the user should have some indication of current position in the menu
sσuchπe.

Additionallnformation: One possible approach would be to recapitulate prior (higher) menu selections on
the display. If routine display ofpath information seems to c1utter menu formats , then a map ofthe menu
structure might be provided at user request as a HELP display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-8

Indicating Current Position in Menu Structure

Ifhierarchical branching is used , each subordinate menu should be visually distinct from each previous
super ordinate menu.
Additional Information: Examples inc1 ude the display of level numbers and a graphical stacking effec t.
Successful user operations depend on a knowledge of context. The user needs to know the levels from
which the current display menu came and how far down in the hierarchy the current menu iS.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-9

Distinct Subordinate Menus
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2
2.8
2.8.6
2.8.6.5

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Pull-Down Menus

Pu l1-down menus should be used rather than pop-up menus ifthe position ofthe cursor on the screen is
not important for information or option retrieva l.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5. 1.7; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6. 1. 7] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.1

When to use.

The number of options in a pu l1 down menu should not be more than 10 or less than 3.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5. 1.2 .3]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 10

Number of options.

The options in a pull-down menu should be displayed one option per line.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.11

Presentation ofoptions.

To the extent possible , all options should be present to rninirnize scro l1ing.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 5.3 .4 .5]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.12

Minimizescrolling.

The options in a pull-down menu shall be one of five types: commands , names of windows or forms that
will be displayed, names of other menus , sets of exclusive options , or sets of nonexclusive options.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5. 1.2 .1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.13

Types ofpull-down menu options.

Command options should be executed as soon as the user selects them.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5. 1.2 .1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 14

Execution ofcommands.

When names of windows or forms that will be displayed are used as options in pul1 down menus , they
sha l1 be identified by a special symbol , for example , an el1ipsis ( ... ).
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5. 1.2 .1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.15

Names of w;'Idows or forms that will be displayed.

When names of other menus are used as options in a pull-down menu, they shal1 be identified by a special
symbol , for example , an arrow (•) or triangle (>) that points to the location where the menu will appear.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5. 1. 2.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.16

Names ofother menus.
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Sets of exclusive options shall be identified by special symbol , for example , a filled circle (.) for the
selected option and an open circle (0) for the unselected options.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 5. 1.2.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.17

Sets of exclusive options.

Sets of nonexclusive options shall be identified by special symbols , for example , a rnarked square C) for
the selected option(s) , if any, and an open square C) for the unselected option(s) , if any.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 5. 1.2 .1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.18

Sets ofnonexclusive options.

When a pull down menu contains options that are temporarily unavailable , the unavailable options shall
be displayed but clear1 y distinguishable from available options.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5. 1.2.4, MILHDBK-761A, 5. 1.4.c , 5.1 .4 .d] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.19

Distinguishing unavailable options.

Pull-down menus shall always appear immediately below the option whose selection leads to their
appearance.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1.4. l.f]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 ι 2

Consistent location.

A user should be able to select an option on a pull-down menu by moving the pointer onto the desired
item and selecting it.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1. 1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 20

Option selection.

When only one option in a menu can be selected, a selection indicator should move to the chosen item
and rernain until another item is selected with the indicated menu item remaining in effect until another
item is chosen.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.21

Ex clusive option selection.

When menu items on a pull-down menu require additional user inforrnation before the transaction can be
completed, the designer shall follow each such item with ellipses ( ... ).
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1. 3.2.5] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.22

Options requiring more user information.

The menu should be wide enough to accommodate the longest option and its keyboard accelerator , if
present.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 3

Menu width.
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The title of a pull-down menu shall be the option on the menu bar with which the pull-down menu is
associated.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 5.1 , 5. 1.1.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.10.4

Titles.

The title of a pull-down menu shall be unique in the menu bar and , to the extent possible , describe or
identify the options in the pull-down menu.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 5.1 , 5. 1.1.l]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 ι 5

Unique title.

PuIl-down menus should be outlined with a border or drop shadow.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3 .4.4]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 6

Outlining.

Instructions should not be placed in pull down menus.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3 .4 .8]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 ι 7

Instructions.

When a pull-down option leads to a second-level, cascading pull-down, the option label should be
fo Ilowed with a right-pointing arrow.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3 .4 .9]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 8

Cascading pull-down.

Separators shall offset choice groups.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 4. l.1.1.1.1]
Definition. A group on a pull-down menu is any set of menu iterns between two separators or the whole
list ifthere are no separators on the pull-down menu.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.l.1.1]
source

FAA

8.8.5.1 α 9

Separators to divide groups of options.

PuIl-down and pop-up menus should be activated only by a specific user action that requests the display
ofthe menu.
Additional Information: Menus should not appear simply because the cursor has passed over the menu
title.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.1-6 Activation ofPull-Down alld Pop-(ψ Mellus

User requested menus should be used whenever possible.
Additional Information: Among the types ofuser- requested menus , pu l1-down menus provide two
advantages over pop-up menus( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.1-7 User Requested Menus: Pu l/-Downs alld Pop- Ups
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2
2.8
2.8.6
2.8.6.6

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Cascading Menus

Cascaded menus should be considered when the menu bar is crowded and the grouping of options is
obvious to the user.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1.1. 2]
source FAA 8.8.5.12.1 When to use.

Cascading menus should follow the name guidelines as hierarchical menus
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 5.1 컨 (…)
source FAA 8.8.5.12.2 Cascading menus.

Every cascaded menu item that leads to cascading menus shall be rnarked with a cascade indicator after
the menu item name.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.3 .2.6] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.12.3 Cascade indicator.

Because cascaded menus require the user to remember where options are located or buried (the original
menu may be partially hidden by the new cascaded menu) , the number oflevels should be limited to one.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1.1. 2]
source FAA 8.8.5.12.4 Numberoflevels.

This program uses Waming and Information Dialogs. These Dialogs are based on the MessageBox
widget and so we must include <XmlMessageB.h> header file. ( ... )
source X-Window&MotijProgramming 12.5. The dialog1.c program
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2
2.8
2.8.6
2.8.6.7

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Scrolling Menus

Scrolling capability shall be provided for menus used in data entry that are too long to display in their
entirety (e.g. , lists of retrie、rable files or acceptable entries for a filed).
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p.78] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.13.1 When to use.

A spin box should be used only for highly predictable discrete sets of options.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1. 3.2] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.8.5.13.10

Spin box.

The scroll-bar shall be placed at the right ofthe displayed options.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 6.5]
source FAA 8.8.5.13.2 Scroll-bar.

When the menu has a title , it shall appear above the displayed options and be easily distinguishable from
the options.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 6.5]
source FAA 8.8.5.13.3 Menu title.

The displayed options in a scrolling menu shall be arranged vertically with one option per line.
[Source: DON UISNCCS, V 1.2, 6.5]
source FAA 8.8.5.13.4 Option display.

The options in a scrolling menu should be ordered in a way that minimizes user navigation.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 6.5.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.13.5 Order of options.

When ordering by expected frequency ofuse or in chronological or other sequential order is not
appropriate , options should be ordered alphabetically.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , V 1.2 , 6.5.1]
source FAA 8.8.5.13.6 Alphabetical arrangement.

All the options in a scrolling menu shall be available for explicit and complete display through scrolling
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p.78]
source FAA 8.8.5.13.7 Display of all optiolls in a scrollillg menu.
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It shall be obvious to users that there are more options than are visible.

[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p.78]
Discussion. The presence of a scroll-bar may be sufficient to indicate the existence of additional options.
source FAA 8.8.5.13.8 Indication ofadditional options.

When a scrolling menu is large , for example , 50 options or more , the application should provide a search
capability that would allow users to ηpe a few characters of the option and search for those characters.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 6.5 .3]
source FAA 8.8.5.13.9 Search capability.
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2
2.8
2.8.6
2.8.6.8

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Pop-Up Menus

Pop-up menus can be very useful in data entry. They can present to a user the perrnissible entries for a
field thus elirninating the need for the user to remember the entries , preventing invalid entries , and
elirninating potential typing errors. A pop-up menu resembles a pull-down menu, but it is not associated
with the top level menus listed in the menu bar.
[Source: HFDG , 1996 - 8. 1.11. 6, CTA, 1996 - 5.3.5]
source FAA 8.8.5.14 Pop-up menus

Pop-up menus should follow the guidelines for standard pull-down menus , except they do not have a title.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 5. 1. 2] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.14.1 Pop-up menus.

When an option in a pop-up menu leads to a cascading menu , a right pointing triangle (?) should be
placed after the option labe l.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.5 .4]
source

FAA

8.8.5.14.10

Pop-up menus leading to cascading menus.

Selected options that lead to a cascading menu should remain highlighted and serve as the title for the
cascading menu.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 5.3.5 .4]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.11 Options leading to cascading menus.

When a list of likely choices is displayed in a pop-up menu, the user should be able to type in a choice
that was not anticipated
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ?p. 91] ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.14.12 Type-in pop-up menus.

Pop-up menus should not be used for accumulating attribute lists such as text style choices.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? pp. 86]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.2 Aπribute lists.

Pop-up menus should not be used as a means ofproviding more commands; therefore , they should not
contain actions (verbs).
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? pp. 86]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.3 Actions.
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The pop-up menu should be made distinct from the screen background by giving it a contrasting yet
complementary background or by giving it a solid-line border.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.5.5]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.4 Distinguishing the pop-up menu.

A title shall be displayed for each pop-up menu.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.5.3]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.5 Title.

A pop-up menu shall be placed directly below the pointer used to select it and near the object or higherlevel menu that is being manipulated.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.5 .2]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.6 Pop-up menu location.

An indication or cue shall be provided to the existence of a pop-up menu.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , .1. 8.1; DOD HCISG V2.0, 6. 1. 8.1]
Example. Highlight the portion of the display that can be selected to access the hidden menu , provide a
textual message indicating that a hidden menu is available , or change the shape ofthe cursor when it is
located in a se1ectable area.
source FAA 8.8.5.14.7 /ndication ofpop-up menu.

A user shall be able to select an option on a pop-up menu by moving the pointer onto the desired option
and clicking the appropriate button. ( ... )
source FAA 8.8.5.14.8 Selecting an option using a pointing device.

When an option in a pop-up menu remains on display after it has been selected, it should remain
highlighted.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5. 1. 8.3; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 6. 1. 8.3]
source FAA 8.8.5.14.9 Selection highlighting.

An explanatory title should be provided for each menu that reflects the nature ofthe choice to be made.
Additional Information: EXAMPLE: (Good) Organizational Role: r = Responsible , a = Assigned, p =
Performing. (Bad) Selec t: r = Responsible , a = Assigned p = Performing. When instructions to the user
accompany a list of options , the instructions should precede presentation of the lis t. 5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-10 Explanatory Titlefor Menu

Pull-down and pop-up menus should be activated only by a specific user action that requests the display
ofthe menu.
Additional Information: Menus should not appear simply because the cursor has passed over the menu
title.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-6 Activation of Pull-Down and Pop-[ψ Menus
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User requested menus should be used whenever possible.
Additional Information: Among the types ofuser- requested menus , pull-down menus provide two
advantages over pop-up menus: (1) the menu bar serves as a useful mnemonic aid, showing the user the
command categories available in the menu; and (2) gaining visual access to the menu items within a
catcgory, selecting the item, and removing the menu can be accomplished with a minimal number of
actions. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.1-7 User Requested Mellus: Pull-DowlI s alld Pop-[ψs

An object is an element that visually represents items that have behavior and contents not revealed solely
by their visual representation. Objects are often represented as icons , but could be list elements as well.
An object generally has a pop-up menu associated with it through which its contents or behavior are
accessed.
source

Motifl.1&Commo Il DesktopEllvirollmellt2.1StyleGuide 1.2.3
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2.8
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DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
까1enu Selection
Tear-Off Menus

A graphic tear-off menu should be used instead of a fixed palette when it can save display space and
provide greater flexibility.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.8.2]
Definition. A tear-off menu is a menu that can be removed from the menu bar and moved to another
location on the screen where it can remain on display. Tear-off menus are also called “ tacked" or
“ pushpin" menus.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.8]
source FAA 8.8.5.15.1 When to use.

Tear-offmenus should be placed so that the user can make multiple selections before dismissing it.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.8.1]
source FAA 8.8.5.15.2 Location.

The user should have the capability to move and re-size the tear-off menu.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 5.3.8]
source FAA 8.8.5.15.3 Moving and re-sizing.

A control is an element whose behavior is predefined and that is generally supported directly by the Motif
toolkit implementation. Types of controls include spring-loaded and tear-off controls.
source Mot낌'.1 &CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1StyleGuide 1.2.5 Control
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DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Toggled Menus

Toggled menu options shall be used for two and only two opposite commands that are accessed
frequently.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1 .5 .1]
Definition. Toggled menu options are used to issue commands as a binary selection of one of two
opposite commands
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1. 5.1]
source FAA 8.8.5.16.1 Toggled menu options.

Toggled menu options shall begin with verbs that clearly state the outcome of selecting that menu item.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 4. 1.1.1.5.1]
source FAA 8.8.5.16.2 Naming toggled menu options.

A choice is a control that is selected by using the SELECT butlon (or keyboard) to initiate a user action or
to toggle a value. There are three kinds of choices: action choices , modal choices , and toggle choices.
source Motij2.1&CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1StyleGuide 1.2.6 Choice

You can, if you wish, group RadioBoxes or CheckB ox Toggles in RowColumn, or Forms yourself (as has
been done in the above toggle.c program). However, Motifpro、rides a few convenience functions ,
XmCreateSimpleRadioBoxO and XmCreateSimpleChec kB oxO are common examples.
Basically, these are RowColumn Widgets with Toggle children created automatically. Appropriate
resources can be set , e.g. XmNindicatorType or XmNradioBehaviour (in this enhanced RowColumn
Widget) .
source

X-Window&Mot ijP rogramming

17.4.

Grouping Toggles
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DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Graphic Menus

Definition. Graphic menus (palettes) are a set ofunlabeled symbols , typically presented within small
rectangles. Symbols may be icons , pattems , characters , or drawings that represent an operation. Palettes
are used widely in drawing and painting packages but are commonly found in word-processing
applications as well
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 5.3.7]
source FAA 8.8.5.17 Graphic menus

Symbols within graphic palettes sho띠d be labeled unless they are self-explanatory.
[Source:CTA,1996-5.3.7.1]
source FAA 8.8.5.17.1 Symbols.

Upon selection of a symbol or tool , a reminder should be displayed to indicate the mode that has been
activated.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 5.3.7.2]
source FAA 8.8.5.17.2 Modeindicator.

The user should have the capability to move and re-size the palette.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 5.3.7.3]
source FAA 8.8.5.17.3 Movingandre-sizing.
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2
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2.8.6
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DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Arrangement of Menu Options

Menu options should be ordered and grouped logically.
Additional Information: If no logical structure is apparent , then the options should be displayed in order
oftheir expected frequency ofuse , with the most frequent listed firs t. When applicable , a menu should
indicate logically related groups of options , rather than an undifferentiated string of alternatives. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι1

1.1.1.1-1

Logical Ordering of Menu Options

Where ordering cannot be determined by the above , alphabetic ordering should be used.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ1

1.1.1.1-1

Default Ordering of Menu Options

All menu items should be visible to the user without scrolling.
Additional Information: This guideline applies to permanent menus as well as pop-up or pull-down
menus and menu bars. The number of categories listed on the menu bar should not exceed the length of
the bar. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ1

1.1.1.1-3

No Scrolling in Menus or Menu Bars

When mu1tiple menu options are displayed in a list, each option should be displayed on a new line , i.e. ,
format the list as a single colurnn. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ.]

1.1.1.1-4

Single-Column List Format

The order of options on menus should be fixed.
Additional Information: The order of options on a menu should not change automaticallY' such as based
on their frequency ofuse.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ.]

1.1.1.1-5

Fixed Menu Order
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2
2.8
2.8.6
2.8.6.13

DISPLAY FORMAT
Menu
Menu Selection
Wording and Coding Menu Options

Options should be worded as commands to the computer, not questions to the use r.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.5. 1.2; DoD HCISG V2 6.5. 1.2; MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1.4 .2 .b;
MIL-STD-1801 , 4 .2.1.3 .h]
Example. The command Copy instructs the computer to copy selected data.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 - p. 58]
source FAA 8.8.5.5.1 Worded as commands.

The wording of options shall use terminology familiar to the user but shall distinguish each option from
every other option in the menu.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.5. 1.5; DoD HCISG V2 6.5. 1. 5]
source FAA 8.8.5.5.2 Terminology.

When menu selection is used in conjunction with command language interaction , the wording of menu
options shall be consistent with the command language.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2. 0, 5.5.1 .4; DoD HCISG V2 6.5.1 .4]
Definition. A command language is a limited programming language used strictly for executing a series
ofcommands (e.g. , Linux, any DOS shells)
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 5.5. 1.4; DoD HCISG V2 6.5. 1.4]
source FAA 8.8.5.5.3 Consistent with command language.

Options should be tersely worded, preferably a single word.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 - p. 59]
source FAA 8.8.5.5.4 Terse wording.

The attribute option label should be worded to describe the changes that will occur to the selected text or
objec t.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 - p. 59]
source FAA 8.8.5.5.5 Indicate changes.

The wording ofmenu options should consistent1 y represent commands to the computer, rather than
questions to the use r. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.2.6-1 Menu Options Worded as Commands

If menu selection is used in conjunction with or as an altemative to command language , the wording and
syntactic organization of displayed menu options should correspond consistent1 y to defined elements and
structure of the command language. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.2.6-2 Optioll Wordillg CO lI sistellt with Commalld Lallguage
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Ifletter codes are used for menu selection, those letters should be consistent1 y used in designating options
from one transaction to another. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.6-3

Consistent Coding of Menu Options

The code associated with each option should be displayed in a consistent and distinctive manner.
Additional Information: Periods should be placed after item selection designators. Selection designators
should be separated from text descriptors by at least one blank space.5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.6-4

Key Coded Menu Selection

If menu selections are made by keyed codes , each code should be the initialletter or letters of the
displayed option label , rather than assigning arbitrary letter or number codes. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.6-6

Letter Codesfor Menu Selection

Menu items that are available should be highlighted whenever the cursor passes over them.
Additional Information: As soon as the cursor passes outside the boundaries of the menu item the item
should retum to its normal state. Unavailable options should not highlight when the cursor passes over
them. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.6-7

Highlighting When Cursor Passes Over ltem

For menu items that can be in an "On" or "Off ’ state , the "On" state should be indicated by rnaking the
item more prorninent. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.6-8

ON/OFF Menu ltems

The active menu selection should be indicated to the use r.
Additional Information: More than one method ofindication should be used ifpossible , such as changes
in font size and color.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.6-9

lndication of Active Menu Selection
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2
2.8
208.8

DISPLAYFORMAT
Menu
Miscellaneous

Menus should be hierarchical in naturc and each option should be assigned a number. Mu1ti-page menw;
and displays should be avoided.
source

HF010

9.4.1

MENUS

All displayed information about a menu item shall be on a single page when feasible.
source

HFO lO

9.8.4

G UlDELINES

Subclassifications in hierarchicallists should be indented by three (3) spaces with each new level of
nestmg.
source HF010

9.8.7

GUIDELINES

a. Menus should be used when a user must select ftom several altemative options. The use of menus is
beneficial for inftequent tasks , complex tasks or novice users. Depending on task and user requirements ,
menus can be fixed or user requestable (p띠l-down; pop-up). ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.1

Design Considerationsfor Menus

a. Menu Item Selection:
1. The user shall be able to select a menu item with rninimal activity.
2. When selection is to be accomplished by cursor placement on the to-be-selected item, the system shall
aid the user in cursor placement. For example , for a permanent menu , the cursor would be placed on
the most likely option, usually the first position
3. Where design constraints do not permit cursor placement, a standard input area shall be provided for
the user to key the se1 ected option code. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.3.2

Design Requirementsfor Permanent Menus

a. Pull-down menus are generally used in conjunction with a menu bar (a specialized function area that
displays categories ofuser response altematives). A disadvantage ofmost current implementations (menu
bar at the top ofthe display) is the travel time required to move back and forth to the menu bar. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.4.1

Desigll COlIS ideratiollsfor User-Requested Mellus

a. Use - User-requested menus shall be used when:
1. Display space is lirnited.
2. Users need to see the menu items only when selecting them.
3. Information required by the user would not be obscured by the menu. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.6.4.2 Desigll Requiremelltsfor User-Requested Menus
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Menus should be designed so that the function of the menu is evident to the use r. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2. 2.2.1-13

Function of Menu Should Be Evident

If continual or frequent referençc to menu options is necessary, then the menu should be permane r.tly
presented in an area of the screen where it will not obscure other data.
Additional Information: If only occasional reference to menu options is necessary, the menu may be
presented upon demand.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-18

Continuous Presentation ofMenu

If one option on a menu is selected more often than the others , then it should be highlighted.
Additional Information: Search and selection is enhanced by highlighting and preselecting the default
option. For example , the cursor may be automatically positioned over the default option, or the text string
for the default option may automatically appear in the input field.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-19 Providing Default Options

A menu macro capability should be provided if it produces faster access. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.2.1-24

Menu Macro Capability

A visual representation of the menu structure should be provided.
Additional Inforrnation: Where space allows , some aspects of the menu structure should be presented
visually so the user is not required to remember it. That is , information should be provided in the user
interface to augment or substitute for the user’s knowledge ofthe display navigation structure.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-26

Representation ofMenu Structure

The use of permanent menus should be minimized. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-5 Permanent Menus Minimized

When a pull-down or pop-up menu item(s) has/have been selected, the menu should revert to its hidden
state as the selected command is carried out. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-8

Hiding Menus After a Command is Carried Out

When hierarchic menus are used , the user should have some indication of current position in the menu
structure. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.3-8 Indicating Current Positiofl in Menu Structure

Use oftop-down navigation strategies should be supported.
Additional Information: Deterrnining relationships between the top-Ievel display and the target may be
less demanding than determining the relationship between a start and target screen and then identifying a
path through intermediate displays. Therefore , providing features such as the main menu button will aid
navigation.6546
source

NUREG0700

RE ι2

2.5.1.2-9 Supportfor ’Top-DoWII ’ Strategies for Navigatiflg Hierarchies
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2
2.9

DISPLAY FORMAT
Procedure Steps

Each procedure should contain identifying information including title , procedure number, revision
number , date , and organizational approva l. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.1-1

Procedure Title and ldentijication Information

Each procedure should state its high-Ievel goals and applicability, including its procedure category, e.g. ,
emergency or abnormal. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.1-2

High-Level Goals

Procedure steps should be concise. Additional Information: Steps should be designed to communicate
information clearly and unambiguously so that they can be easily understood and interpreted without
error. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.2-1

Concise Steps

Conditional steps should be shown in traditional text formats following the guidance in Appendix B of
NUREG-0899.
Additional information: See additional information in Guideline 10. 1. 2.-1 , Concise Steps. Discussion: See
discussion for Guideline 10. 1.2-1 , Concise Steps.
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 α 1.2-14

Presentation ofConditional Steps

The procedure should specify any conditions that must be met before an action can be undertaken.
Additional Information: Inforrnation about preconditions in the procedure should be located so that users
read the information before acting. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 1.2-15

Specijication of Preconditions for Steps

The procedures should be organized in a hierarchical , logical , consistent manne r.
Additional Information: Organization will make it easier for users to see the relationships among
procedures. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.5-1

Hierarchical, Logical Organization

Each procedure should be organized into sections ofrelated steps. Discussion: See discussion for
Guideline 10 .1. 2-1 , Concise Steps. This guideline is an application of the High-Level Design Review
Principles ofLogicaVExplicit Structure and Consistency. (see Appendix B).
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1.5-2

Organization of Procedure Steps

The number ofVDUs on which CBP information is displayed should be sufficient to provide all the
procedure-related information needed for a procedure step , including cautions and reference material.
( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.4-1

Number ofVDUs
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PBPs should be available in the event of CBP failure.
Discussion: PBPs will enable operators to perform safety-related tasks in situations where the CBP
system is malfunctioning or has failed. This guideline is an application ofthe High-Level Design Review
Principle ofError Tolerance and Contro l. (see Appendix B)
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.5-1

Paper-Based Procedllre Availability

The content and presentation ofprocedure information in PBPs and CBPs should be consistent.
Additional Information: Smooth transfer between CBPs and PBPs and vice versa will be facilitated by the
degree to which their formatting is consistent; this also wiU facilitate training in procedure use.( ... )
sOllrce

NUREG/CR-6634

10.5-2

Consistency of PBPs and CBPs

Upon transfer to PBPs , a means should be provided to support the user’s determination of currently open
procedures , location in the procedures , completed and not completed steps , and currently monitored steps.
Additional information: When the CBP is lost, it may be difficult for operators to reconstruct this
information form memory. Therefore , the operator should be supported in rnaking a safe , easy transition,
for example , a CBP systems rnight automatically print out a status sheet with this information once every
rninute so that if it fails , the operator can retrieve the latest sheet and use it to establish the crew’s tasks for
using PBPs.( ... )
source

1 ι 5-3

NUREG/CR-6634

Supportfor Transfer to PBPs

The detailed CBP design should be fully consistent with the rest ofthe HS I.
Additional information: HSI features for format and functionality (such as labeling , acronyms , dialog
conventions , use of colors , and input devices) should be consistent between the CBP and other HIS
components. Consistency rnay be a special consideration when reviewing "off-the-shelf’ systems.
( ... )
sOllrce

NUREG/CR-6634

10.6-1

Consistency with other HIS Conventions

When there are areas of a display in which data enπies cannot be rnade (such as in field labels or in blank
spaces that are part of data formatting) , the cursor should ’step over' those areas , and they should be
insensitive to pointing actions.
Additional Information: Automatic format protection will generally make cursor positioning easier for a
user , since the cursor will not have to be stepped through blank areas , and much routine cursor control
can be accomplished with only casual reference to the display.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.3.3-9

Display Format Protection

The terrninology , conventions , standards , and codes used in the presentation ofthe ARPs should be
consistent with the rest of the HS I.
Additional Information: The ARPs should use the same conventions , such as terminology for plant
systems and equipments , identification codes for plant components and parameters , and measurement
units , that are used in the main HSI displays and procedures.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

4.5-5

Preselltation Consistency with the HSI
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3
3.1

찌'INDOWS

Window Components

This section contains general guidelines on particular window components. Look to the specific window
types (Section 8.15.3) to find type-specific information on each ofthese components.
source FAA 8.15.2 Window components
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3
3.1
3. 1. 1

WINDOWS
Window Components
Title Bar and Title

A ti t1 e bar shall appear as a rectangular area at the top of a window inside the window border and with the
ti t1 e of the window in the center.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.2. 1. 1 Use.

Window ti t1 e bars should contain a control at the left end that , when activated, produces a menu of
window management options and Minimize , Maximize/Restore , and Close controls at the right end.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2,4. 1.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.2.1.2 Title bar controls.

The ti t1 e shall be the application name followed by the opened file name , separated by a single dash (-).
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 2 .4]
source FAA 8.15.2.1.3 Titles for primary windows.

When the user has the mu1tiple instances ofthe same object or file open simu1taneously, then each
instance should be ti t1 ed with a colon and an instance number appended to the title in the order that it was
opened
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.2 .4] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.2. 1. 4 Multψle instances of opening the same file or object.

Titles sha l1 begin with the object under focus and be followed by the action underway.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 2.4] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.2. 1. 5 Titlesfor secondary windows.

Significant words in the title (except user -defined words) sha l1 be capitalized.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.2 .4]
source FAA 8.15.2. 1. 6 Capitalization in window titles.

All displays should contain a clear tit1 e in double-height characters , located centered at the top of each
page or another prominent method of identifying the display should be used.
source HF010 9.1.1.3 DISPLAY FORMAT

Each display shall be labeled with a title or label that is unique within the syste m. To make the display as
meaningful as possible and to reduce user memory requirements , every field or colurnn heading should be
labeled.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.1.9 Labels and titles.
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Every display should begin with a title or header at the top , describing briefly the contents or purpose of
the display. At least one blank line shall separate the title and the body of the display.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.1.9.1

Display title.

a. Perceptual Characteristics ofWindows - Windows are subdivisions of displays in which one
functiona l1 y-related set of inforrnation is displayed. Windows shal1 be perceptua l1 y distinct from the rest
ofthe display. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.7.2 Design Requirementsfor Windows

Every display should begin with a title or header at the top , briefly describing the contents or purpose of
the display.
Additional Information: The title may be incorporated as paπ of the display itself, as a window title , or as
a label mounted on the display device. Ifthe title is incorporated into the display, there should be at least
one blank line between the title and the body ofthe display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.5-3 Display Title

Where displays have severallevels oftitles (andJor labels) , the system should provide visual cues to aid
users in distinguishing among the levels in the hierarchy.
Additional Information: Character size variation and indentation are two common methods of expressing
a hierarchy. Bolding, underlining and letter case are also frequently used, but conventions for their use
have not been well established.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.5-5

Hierarchy ofTitles

Titles/legends should be c1 early understandable , use standard terminology, and address conditions
specifically.
Additional Information: For example , specifical1 y identify the parameter and state (e.g. , HIGH
PRESSURE) instead of using one legend for multiple parameters or multiple states (e.g. ,
TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE or HlGH-LOW).0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

4.2.5-1

Alarm Titles/Legends

So far in this Chapter we have concentrated on the MenuB ar and work area parts ofthe MainWindow. In
this section we will develop a simple program, test_for_echo.c , which creates and uses the command and
message areas ofthe MainWindow. We create a minirnal MenuBar that simply allows you to quit the
program. ( ... )
source

X-Window&MotifProgramming

11.3.

Other MainWindow children
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3
3.1
3. 1.2

WINDOWS
Window Components
Border

A window should have a distinct border that encloses all ofthe window components.
[Source: DON Ul SNCCS , V 1.2, 4. 1.1]
source

FAA

8.15.2.2.1

Border.

Windows should be identified by a label consistently located at the top ofthe window’s border.
Additional Information: Labels should remain on the screen while the data changes.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.5.2-1

Window

ldent따cation
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3
3.1
3. 1.3

WINDOWS
Window Components
Working or Client Data

Every window shall have a working or client area.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 2.2]
Definition. Working area (or client area) is the main area ofthe window that users employ to do their
operational or application tasks. It is the area where users make their inputs and receive their outputs.
source FAA 8.15.2.3.1 Working or client area ofwindows.
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3
3.1
3.1 .4

WINDOWS
Window Components
ScroIl-Bar

ScroIl-bars sha11 be provided whenever the size of a textual or graphic cntity exceeds the space available
to display it
[Source: HFDG , 1996 - 8.3.3.3 .1]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.1 When to use.

The scro11-bar should be contain a fi11ed-in bar, which contrasts with the window and the screen body
background.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.5]
source

FAA

8.15.2.4.10

Scroll area or container.

A scro11-bar sha11 contain a vertical or horizontalline or area along which the scro11 box can move , the
length of which represents the entire entity.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 6.6]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.11 Scroll-bar entire-entity indicator.

A scro11-bar sha11 contain a movable symbol such as a box or rectangle that contrasts with the scroll area
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.6.1]
Discussion. The scro11 box is also known as the slider box or scroll handle.
source FAA 8.15.2.4.12 Scroll box.

The scro11 box should indicate by its spatial position the relative location in the file of the information
being viewed.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 -1. 10 .2.4 .2.8.6.1]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.13 Scroll box position.

The size ofthe scro11 box sha11 indicate proportionately the amount ofthe document displayed in the
window relative to the percentage of available information in the file being viewed.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 -1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.6.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.2.4.14 Scroll box size.

When se1 ected with the pointing device , the scro11 box should display within it or near it the page number
of rnaterial to be viewed.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4.2 .8.6.2]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.15 Indicating page number ofviewed page.
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When the scroll box has been selected, it should be indicated to the user in some visually distinctive way.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.11.15.6].
source FAA 8.15.2.4.16 lndicating selected scroll box.

Users shall be able to drag the scroll box continuously along its line or area using a pointing device.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0 .2.4 .2.8.6.1]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.17 Scro l/ box operations.

A scrollbar shall contain two symbols that allow a user to step forward or backward through the entire
entity a unit at a time (e.g. , one page at a time).
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 6.6]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.18 Stepping through units using a scroll-bar.

When the entire document fits in a display area, scro Il-bars are unnecessary and shall be deactivated.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1 .5.1]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.2 When notto use.

When there is a choice , vertical (top-to-bottom) scrolling should be used instead ofhorizontal (left to
right) scrolling.
[Source: Galitz , 1993 -1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.9]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.3 Directional preference for scrolling.

Scroll-bars shall be displayed in full contrast for the active window only (the window that displays the
user ’ s current input).
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 6. 1.1.3 .3;HFDG, 1996 - 8.3 .1 2.3.2]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.4 Scro l/-bars on active windows.

A vertical scroll-bar should be the height ofthe scrollable portion ofthe window.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.7]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.5 Vertical scroll-bar size.

A horizontal scroll-bar should be at Ieast one-halfthe width ofthe scro l1 able portion ofthe window
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.10 .2.4.2 .8.7]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.6 Horizontal scro l/-bar size.

Scroll-bar components shall change when the window size or inforrnation position changes re f1 ecting the
present status
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0 .2.4.2 .8 .1 0.1]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.7 Changing scroll-bar components.
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Directional arrows should be provided in small boxes distinct from the scroll area to indicate the direction
that scrolling may be performed.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.8.2] (‘ .. )
source FAA 8.15.2.4.8 Arrows to indicate direction ofscrolling.

The appropriate directional arrow shall be subdued or grayed out ifno information is currently available
through scrolling in a particular direction.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.8.10 .2]
source FAA 8.15.2.4.9 Subdued directional arrows.

The scroll motion rate should allow the user to scroll by line or by display unit. 5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.6-17 Scroll by Line or Display Unit

source

ROLL and SCROLL commands should refer to the display window, not the textldata.
Additional Information: The display window should appear to the user to be an aperture moving over
stationary text. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.6-18 Display Window

The user should have the ability to scroll through the contents of a window both horizontally and
vertically.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.5.2-30

Scrollable Windows

We have already seen scrollbars in action with Text (Chapter 11) and List widgets (Chapter 12). More
generally, Motifprovides a ScrolledWindow widget that allows scrolling of any widget contained within
i t. ( ... )
source X-Window&MotijProgramming

16

ScrolledWindow and ScrollBar Widgets

You may have to create ScrollBars yourself, especially if the scrolling policy is defined as
XmAPP LlCATION_DEFINED. Altematively, you may get the ID ofa ScrollBar from a
ScrolledWindow (e.g. XmNhorizontal resource). ( ... )
source X-Window&MotijProgrammillg 16.2. ScrollBar Widgets
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3
3.1
3. 1. 5

WINDOWS
Window Components
Message Bar

The information area in primary windows is called th~ message bar or message area
source FAA 8.15.2.5 Message bar

‘

The message bar should be placed near the bottom of an active window.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.1 Location of message bar.

The message bar should display status information about a selection, a command, or a process; display
help information; and explain highlighted menu iterns.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.2 Use ofmessage bar.

Messages too long to be presented in the message bar should be displayed in message dialog boxes.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.3 Messages longer than the message bar.

The user should be able to turn the message bar on or offby a menu selection.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.4 Display ofmessage bar.

The message bar should automatically remove messages that are no longer relevant.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 ? 5.3 .3.2]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.5 Automatic removal ofmessages.

The message bar shall be a read-only, non-scro 1ling display for messages.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996? 5.3.3.2]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.6 Messagetypes.

Text placed in the information area should be helpful but non-critical application messages to users.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996? 5.3.3.2] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.2.5.7 Text placed in information area.

The left side of a message bar should be used for routine , simple help , and status messages.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8. 1. 4]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.8 Locationfor routine messages.
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The right side of a message bar should be used to present information about the window, such as the
name of an object or the page numbe r.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.1 .4]
source FAA 8.15.2.5.9 Locationfor window information.
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3
3.1
3. 1.6

WINDOWS
Window Components
Status Bar

The status bar should present information about the CUlTent state of the application including brief
messages , CUlTent cursor location, and mode.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.7]
Definition. The status bar is a special type of the message bar used to present information about the
current status of the application.
source FAA 8.15.2.6.1 Status bar.

The status bar should indicate norrnal or default modes by the absence of the indicator for the non-normal
modes.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.7]
source FAA 8.15.2.6.2 lndication ofnormal modes.

Users should be provided with a means to control whether or not to display the status bar.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.7]
source FAA 8.15.2.6.3 Display ofstatus bar.
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3
3.1
3. 1.7

WINDOWS
Window Components
Control Bar

Control bars can be rulers , such as in word processing prograrns or toolboxes and color/pattem palettes ,
such as in graphics prograrns.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
source FAA 8.15.2.7 Control

Control bars should be used for frequen t1 y used features and commands.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
source FAA 8.15.2. 7. 1 Use.

Fixed control bars should located at a fixed position within the application window, and movable control
bars should be placed in a supplemental window or a dialog box , able to be moved to a position selected
by the use r.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
source FAA 8.15.2. 7. 2 Positio n.

Commands for fixed-position control bars in the main application window should be displayed as options
under the View menu.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
source FAA 8.15.2.7.3 Commands for frxed-position control bars.

Users should be allowed to specify which control bars, if any, they wish to display.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
source FAA 8.15.2.7.4 Display of control bars.

A window shall never conceal the movable control bar with which it is associated.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
source FAA 8.15.2.7.5 Location relative to window.

A small title bar and control menu box should be provided for each movable control bar.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.8]
Discussion. It is not necessary for the tit1 e bar of a movable control bar to contain a ti t1 e; its rnain function
is to allow the user to drag the control bar to a new position.
source FAA 8.15.2.7.6 Movable control bar components.
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3
3.1
3. 1.8

WINDOWS
Window Components
Push Buttons

This section presents guidelines for push buttons specific to their use in windows. Additional , more
general information on push buttons is presented in Section 8.14.5 , Push buttons.
source FAA 8.15.2.8 Push buttons

The top , bottom, or sides ofthe working area should be reserved for push buttons that provide actions that
can be taken in the window.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS, V 1.2 , 8. 1.3 .2]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.1 Push button location.

Related push buttons should be placed together.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.6.3]
source

FAA

8.15.2.8.10

Grouping related buttons.

When push buttons are required for system interaction, they should always be visible on a primary display.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1. 2.2 .5.]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.11 Visibility ofbuttons.

The push buttons should be displayed in a horÏZontal row or vertical column centered with the window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.1.3.2]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.2 Display ofpush buπ'ons.

When the same buttons are used for different windows , they should be placed consistently in the same
location.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS, V 1. 2, 8. 1. 3.2]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.3 Same buttons in different windows.

Push button order should be consistent throughout an application.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS, V 1.2 , 8. 1.3 .2]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.4 Consistentorder.

When Help may be needed by the user and does not appear in a window menu bar, the window should
have a Help button located at the bottom right comer of the working area of the window.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 1.3 .2].
source FAA 8.15.2.8.5 Help button.
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Buttons should be ordered from left to right (or top to bottom for vertical ro、‘야 according to frequency of
use , sequence of use , or with positive actions at the left or top and negative or canceling actions at the
right or botto m.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8. 1.3 .2]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.6 Buttoll o，~der.

Designers should use no more than one default button in a control window.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996? 3. 1.2.2.5]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.7 Number of default huttolls.

When a default button is used in a control window, it should be the leftrnost or topmost button.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996? 3. 1. 2 .2 .5]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.8 Locatioll ofd，따 ult buttoll.

A push button assigned an action that is potential1 y destructive shall not be designated as the default
button.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 6. 1. 2]
source FAA 8.15.2.8.9 Push buπOIlS 1I 0t to use as default.
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3
3.2
3.2.2

WINDOWS
Window Types
Application Windows

All application windows should have a border or frame , a title bar, window controls , and a working area.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.1]
Discussion. Depending on the needs ofthe user, application windows may also contain a window menu
bar, a cornmand entry area , and a message area.
source FAA 8.15.3.2.1 Components of application windows.

When used , the command entry area shall extend across the bottom of the window just above the message
area.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.1]
source

FAA

8.15.3.2.10

Location ofcommand entry area.

When used, the message area shall extend across the bottom of the window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.11 Location of message area.

The user should be able to move and resize application windows.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.12 Application window behavior.

Most application operations should take place within the application window, these may appear outside of
the application window. The three exceptions are
a. dialogs or drop-down menus in resized windows ,
b. movable dialog boxes , and
c. the Help window.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.13 Operations in an application window.

The user should be able to use either the mouse or the keyboard to switch from one application window to
another and from one secondary window to another within the same application.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.3.5]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.14 Switching windows.

The title bar shall extend across the top of the window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.2 Location oftitle bar.
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The window ti t1 e shal1 appear centered in the window ti t1 e bar.
[Source: DON UISNCCS ,V 1.2, 8. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.3 Location oftitle in window title bar.

The window title sha l1 be in mixed-case letters.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.2.4]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.4 Capitalization oftitle.

The ti t1 e shal1 be as informative as possible , describing the purpose ofthe window and may also include
the name of the application.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.5 Title content

When a window is displayed as a result of the selection of an option in a menu, the ti t1 e of the window
sha l1 be the same as the wording of the option.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.6 Title ofwindow based on option selection.

Window controls sha l1 be located on the ti t1 e bar with Minimize , Restore/ Maximize , and Close options at
the right end and a control producing a menu of window management options on the left end.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 4. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.7 Location of window controls.

When used, the menu bar shal1 extend across the window just below the title bar.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.8 Location ofmenu bar.

The working area shall occupy all the space inside the border that is not occupied by another component.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.1]
source FAA 8.15.3.2.9 Location ofworking area.
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When appropriate to the task, users should be able to control the frequency with which a display is
updated
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.3 .4]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.15 Control offrequency of updating.

When the users must track the changes as they occur, the rate at which a display is updated
should not exceed the perceptual abilities of its users.
[Source: DOEHFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.3.5]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.16 Rate ofupdating.

Where appropriate , users should be able to freeze a dynamic display, preventing further
updates until the display is unfrozen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS ,V2.0 , 8.3.3.6]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.17 Freezing a dynamic display.

Frozen displays should include an indication oftheir frozen state.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 ,8.3.3.6]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.18 Frozen displays.

Users should be able to choose to resume updating from the current time or from the
time the display was frozen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.3.6]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.19 Resumingfromfrozen displays.

The system should provide users with all appropriate tools for moving easily around a map ,
including zooming and panning as well as insets , registration, and keys for scale.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 8.0]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.2 Map manipulation tools.

When users choose to resume updating from the time the display was frozen , the user should be alerted to
the fact that these data are not current.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.5.6]
Discussion. When the display is resumed from the time that it was frozen , the information is out-of-date
by the amount oftime that the display was frozen.
source

FAA

8.3.2.2.20

Resuming from time the display was frozen.

When appropriate , users should be ablε to control thε rate of display sequencing.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3 .4 .5] ( ... )
source FAA 8.3.2.2.21 Control ofrate ofsequencing.
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When appropriate , users should be able to view sequential displays backwards as well as
forwards.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3 .4 .3]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.22 Directioll ofsequellcing.

Users should be able to retum quickly to a selected display in a sequence of displays.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3 .4.4]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.23 Viewillg selected displays.

Users should be able to display and remove a grid overlay on a map.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0,8.3.5]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.24 Grid overlay.

When present, a grid should be integrated with the coordinate system ofthe map.
[Source: DOEHFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.5]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.25 Integrated grid.

Map displays should have associated legends.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.6]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.26 Map legend.

When a map is dynamic , the legend should change as the map does so that the information
(including such data as the map scale , cursor location, and status) is continuously relevant to the current
display.
[Source: DOE HFDGATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.6]
source FAA 8.3.2.2.27 Dynamic map legelld.

When it is required by their tasks , users should be able to move (pan) the viewpoint or window over the
entire map in any direction. As long as it meets users' needs , panning may be either continuous or discrete.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS ,V2.0 , 8.3. 1.1]
Definition. Panning is an orientation of display framing in which a user conceives ofthe display frame as
moving over a fixed array of data.
source FAA 8.3.2.2.3 Panning.

Users should be provided feedback on the relative location ofthe displayed portion during
panning and zoorning operations.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 ,8.3.1.2]
Example. The currently displayed portion rnight be highlighted on an inset display ofthe entire map.
source FAA 8.3.2.2.4 Location illformatioll.
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When panning is provided , users should have the ability to return to the starting configuration quickly and
easily.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3. 1.3]
source

FAA

8.3.1.2.5

Return to start.

Users should be able to zoom a display in and out, that is , increase and decrease the portion of the entire
map displayed on the screen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.2.1]
source FAA 8.3.1.1.6 Zooming.

Zooming in and out shall not interfere with the ability ofusers to read symbols , labels , and
other rnap features.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3 .2 .2]
Discussion. It rnay be appropriate to vary the amount of detail displayed in accordance with the degree of
zooming used.
source F AA 8.3.1.1.7 Zooming and legibility.

The method of zooming provided, discrete or continuous should be acceptable to the users.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.2 .4]
source FAA 8.3.1.1.8 Discrete vs. continuous zooming.

When zooming is provided, an easy means to return to the default display should also be provided.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.3.2.5]
source FAA 8.3.1.1.9 Return to d，강ault.

The system should draw lines between user specified points.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.6.2. 1. a]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.1 Drawing lines.

Users should be able to select and edit display elements (e.g. , lines) and their attributes (e.g. , thickness)
by pointing to and selecting from displayed examples.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6.3.a]
source

FAA

8.3.4.1.10

Selectable elements and attributes.

Users should be able to copy, rotate , and reverse (produce mirror images) objects both
horizontally and vertically.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6.2.1.e]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.11 Manipulating objects.
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User-selectable objects should be easily repositioned , duplicated, and de1 eted
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.6.3.e]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.12 Editingobjects.

Users should be able to enlarge and reduce the size of objects.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6.2.b]
source

FAA

8.3.4.1.13

Scaling objects.

A zoom capability should be provided to enlarge critical display areas
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.6.2. f]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.14 Zoom capability.

When two objects ovedap , ifthe user desires it , the system should obscure the overlapped portion ofthe
less important objec t.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.2.6.2.2.a]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.15 Overlapping objects.

The system should provide a means to group separate objects into a single grouped 。이 ect that can then be
treated as a single objec t.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.2.6.2.2.b]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.16 Grouping objects.

Drop shadows should be used to rnake important elements appear closer to the use r.
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 7.9.1]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.17 Suitability/appropriateness of drop shadows.

Shadows should be placed at the lower right of icons and buttons , as if light were coming from
the upper left and along the bottom and right side of a pull-down menu , dialog box, or window to attract
the users attention.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 7.9. 1.1 & 7.9. 1. 2]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.18 Placementofshadows.

Beveled edges should be considered to bring important screen elements into the foreground. Beveled
edges may be used on icons , buttons , menus , dialog boxes , and windows.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 7.9 .2]
source FAA 8.3.4. 1. 19 Beveled edges.

The system should support the drawing of rectangles , circles , arcs , ovals , and other figures.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A , 5.2.6.2. 1. a]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.2 Drawingfigures.
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Shading should be used at the bottom and right beveled edges to enhance the three-dimensional effec t.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 7.9.2.1]
source

FAA

8.3.4.1.20

Enhancing three-dimensional ξffects.

Users should be able to constrain lines to be exactly vertical or horizontal. They should also be able to
specify that a line is perpendicular or parallel to another line.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .6.2. 1. c]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.3 Constraining lines.

The system should provide the capability of aligning objects on an invisible rule or grid structure at a
user's request and at user specified grid intervals.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A , 5.2.6.c , 5.2.6.2.a]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.4 Alignmentgrid.

When required by the task, altemate methods should be provided for drawing objects ‘
For example , a circI e rnight be drawn by specifying a center and a radius or diameter or by specifying the
size and location of an encI osing square.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .6.2.1 d]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.5 Alternate drawing methods.

Users should be able to select autornatic figure completion, that is , autornatic cI osure ofpolygons.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5 .2 .6.2.d,5 .2 .6.2 .2 .c]
source

FAA

8.3.4. 1. 6 Automaticfigure completion.

When separately drawn lines must connect at terminal points , the system should autornatically make the
connections.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .6.2.d,5 .2 .6.2.2.c]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.7 Required line connection.

When desired by the user, object attributes should be displayed as selected and not be represented as
appended codes or by some other means.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2 .6.3.b]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.8 Displayillg aUributes.

Users should be able to fill enclosed areas with colors or pattems.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A ,5.2.6.2.c]
source FAA 8.3.4.1.9 Colors andpauerns.
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An element is a distinguishable part ofthe user interface that may or may not contain subelements. The
elements in a user interface are:
. Data
. Graphic
. Object
. Ic on
. Control
. Choice
. Composite
. Workspace
. Window
The following sections describe each ofthese elements.
source Motij'l.1&CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1StyleGuide 1.2 Elements ofthe User Interface

A graphic is an element that appears as an image. Graphic elements use a unique format that an
application recognizes. XBM , GIF , and JPEG are common graphic formats.
source Motij'l.1 &CommonDesktopEnvironment2.1StyleGuide 1.2.2 Graphic

The amount of resizing , placement, and manipulation of windows required for using the HSI should be
minimized.
Additional Information: Window controls should be provided to allow users to a이 ust windows for
personal needs. However, unnecessary resizing, placement, and manipulation ofwindows can increase
information access cost and divert mental resources from more irnportant tasks by requiring the user’s
time and attention. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-33 Minimize Needs for Window Manipulation

As mentioned in the previous Section, the GC is responsible for setting the properties of lines and basic
(2D) shapes. GCs are therefore used with every Xlib drawing function. The draw.c (Section 17.3 .1)
program illustrates the setting of a variety of GC elements. ( ... )
source X-Window&Mot ijP rogramming 18.2. Graphics Contexts

Xlib provides a whole range of 2D Graphics functions. See draw.c for examples in use. Most ofthese
functions are fairly easy to understand and use. The functions basically draw a specific graphical
primitive (point, line, polygon, arc, circle etc.) to a display according to a specific Gc. (... )
Source X-Window&MotijProgramming 18.3. Two Dimensional Graphics
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3
3.2
3.2.6
3.2.6 .3

WINDOWS
Window Types
Map Windows
Creating and Edition Map Graphics

Users should have available a library of standard symbols and a means of transferring and manipulating
them.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.4.1]
source

FAA

8.3.2.3.1

Standard symbollibrary.

Users should be able to preview symbols and overlays before printing them.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.4.4]
source

FAA

8.3.2.3.10

Print preview.

Users should have an easy means for labeling symbols.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.4 .2] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.3.2.3.2

Labeling symbols.

When appropriate , users should be provided WÍth tools that would aid them in constructing new symbols
and graphic overlays.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8 .4.3]
source FAA 8.3.2.3.3 Toolsfor constructing symbols and overlays.

When appropriate , users should be able to add to and delete from displays symbols , labels , and other
features without destroying background information.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8 .4 .5.1]
source

FAA

8.3.2.3.4

Editing displays.

Users should be able to expand an area of a display when necessary for the accurate placement of critical
data.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.4 .5.2]
source FAA 8.3.2.3.5 ExpandÍltg displays.。

Users should be able to perform the following editing operations on elements in map displays:
a. Select elements on the display causing selected elements to be highlighted
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8 .4 .5 .3]
b. Move selected elements on the display. .
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8 .4 .5 .4]( ... )
source FAA 8.3.2.3.6 Editing display elements.
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When appropriate , users should be able to identify the currently selected attributes easily.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8.4 .5.7]
source FAA 8.3.2.3.7 lden t.ψing attributes.

Users should be able to change the attributes of selected display elements
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8 .4 .5.8]
source FAA 8.3.2.3.8 Changing display attributes.

Users should be able to change display attributes such as color, symbols , and line ηpes by selecting the
attributes from displays rather than by narning the options.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 8 .4 .5.6]
source FAA 8.3.2.3.9 Changing display attributes by selection.

Computer aids such as those listed in this section need to be provided for the entry and organization of
complex graphic data
[Sourcε: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2 .1]
source FAA 8.3.4.3 Creating and editing

The application software should validate data entered
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.2]
Discussion. Validation rnight include comparison with a range or set of values with other entries
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.2]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.1 Validation.

The application should provide optional , adjustable grid references to aid users in aligning horizontal and
verticallines.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 ,9.2.6.5]
source

FAA

8.3.4.3.10

Grid references.

Users should be able to specify rules for attributes , relationships , and design and have the computer apply
those rules automatically during the design process. For example , a user rnight specify that hand-drawn
lines be straightened or that the angles between intersecting lines be adjusted.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.7]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.11 User-specijied rules.

The application should provide prompts and computer-aided methods for drawing figures.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.8]
source

FAA

8.3.4.3.12

Computer aids.
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The application should allow users to edit or create drawings in a large scale and then reduce them to the
desired scale.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.9]
source

FAA

8.304.3.13

Scale changes.

The application should allow users to resize , copy, move , rotate , and produce rnirror images of objects.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.10 , 9.2 .1 1]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.14 Basic operations.

The application should allow users to select and group elements that can then be treated as a single objec t.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2 .1 2]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.15 Grouping elements.

The application should allow users to fill enc1 0sed areas with selected attributes such as color or pattems.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2 .1 3]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.16 Areafill capability.

When users must perforrn detailed analyses of images , the application should provide automated aids (e.g. ,
the capability to zoom in on a portion ofthe picture).
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.7.2]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.17 Automated aids.

When plotting forrnats are known, templates or other data entry aids should be provided.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.3]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.2 Plotting aids.

The application should provide autornated or aided plotting and editing of stored data.

[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2 .4]
FAA 8.3.4.3.3 Plotting stored data.

source

01d data points should be removed after some fixed period oftime.
[Source: Nu c1 ear Regulatory Comrnission, 1996 - 1. 2.5-11]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.4 Minimize clutter.

The application should automatically adjust the range of scales or provide the user with automated aids
for scaling graphic data
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.5]
source FAA 8.3.4.3.5 Automated production ofscales.
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The application should provide users with automated aids for drawing straight and curvilinear lines.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 9.2.6.1]
source

FAA

8.3.4.3.6

Line drawing.

The application should provide automatic completion to users drawing polygons , providing a line that
connects the current cursor position to its starting point and giving the user the option to make the
provided line a permanent part of the figure.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.6.2]
source

FAA

8.3.4.3.7

Automatic completion ofpolygons.

The application should provide automated assistance in joining lines.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.6.3]
source

FAA

8.3.4.3.8

Joining Iines.

Users should be able to identify and select line segments for moving and editing.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 9.2.6 .4]
source

FAA

8.3.4.3.9

Designating Une segments.

a. The user should be able to edit tables and graphics by multiple methods (e.g. , by use of editing
commands in the menu , commands and command keystrokes). All editing procedures should be
consistent in the dialogue structure and syntax, independent of the type of information being edited. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.3.1.1 Design Considerationsfor Editing

a. Use - Users shall be able to edit only selected data files (e.g. , files that they create and files specifically
designated as readlwrite). Certain files sha l1 be uneditable by the use r. Editable files sha l1 be clearly
distinguishable from noneditable files. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.3.1.2 Design Requirementsfor Editing

a. Editing Objects - Selection of a graphical object for editing shall be a function of the type of 0비 ec t:
lcons sha l1 be selected as a whole object; partial selection shal1 not be permitted for icons. For editable
schematics, maps , flowcharts , data graphs and pictures , users shall be able to select for editing any
object within the graphical display.
b. Moving - Users shall be able to move a previously selected object from one position on a display to
another. An indication of the path of movement shall be provided to the user during the move. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.3.1 .3 Design Requirementsfor Graphics Editing
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WINDOWS
Window Types
Utility Windows

Utility windows should f1 0at on top of document windows.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 137J
Definition. A utility window is a supplementary window that provides the users with additional tools or
controls such as a tool palette or a set oftext attributes.
Source

F AA

8.15.3.7.1

Utility windows.
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3.2.8

WINDOWS
Window Types
Miscellaneous

Window types should be perceptually distinct (see Figure 2.2)
Additional Information: For example , active windows in both the tiled and layered window environments
should be perceptually distinct from inactive window types.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-6 Distinction Between Window Types

Window types should be perceptually distinct (see Figure 2.2).
Additional Information: For example, active windows in both the tiled and layered window environments
should be perceptually distinct from inactive window types.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-6 Distinction Between Window Types

a. Perceptual Characteristics ofWindows - Windows are subdivisions of displays in which one
functionally-related set of information is displayed. W indows shall be perceptually distinct from the rest
of the display.
b. Types ifWindows - Users shall be able to distinguish among different types ofwindows based on the
perceptual characteristics ofthe window. Window types can be organized in a hierarchy based on their
function. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.7.2 Design Requirements for Windows
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3.3
3.3.1

WINDOWS
Message Windows
Request Message Window

A request message window should be used when it is necessary to request information from a user before
processing can proceed.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.2.1]
source FAA 8.15.4.2.1 Request message window use.

A request message window should contain a title , a question symbol (?), a message indicating the
information required and a l1 of the fo l1owing push buttons that apply in the order in which they are listed:
OK, Apply, Reset , Canc e1, and Help.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.2.1].
Discussion. A message window may also contain a text field.
source FAA 8.15.4.2.2 Request message window components.
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Information Message Window

An information message window shoald be used to convey non-critical inforrnation that requires
acknowledgement
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.2.2.3]
source FAA 8.15.4.3.1 lnformation message window use.

Information message windows shall be modal and require acknowledgement.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.2.2 .3]
source FAA 8.15.4.3.2 Information message windows.

An information message window should contain an inforrnation symbol (i) , a message , and the following
push buttons below the message in the order listed: OK and Help.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.2.2.3]
Discussion. The message area described in paragraph 8.15.3.1.3 is different than this inforrnation message
window; the message area is for messages that do not require acknowledgement.
source FAA 8.15.4.3.3 Information message window componellts.

Information message windows shall not appear to the user to interrupt processing by the application.
Discussion. If the application inteπupts processing, make sure that it is transparent to the user.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.2.2.3]
source FAA 8.15.4.3.4 Information message window behavior.

A window is an element on the workspace that presents a view of an object or conducts a dialog with the
use r. Windows are used to present objects, messages, or menus, or to prompt for information. The two
types of windows are primary windows and secondary windows.
source Motifl. 1& CommonDeskt 1.2.9 Window
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Confirmation Message Window

Confirmation message windows should be used to request clarification of a previous user action.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.2.2.4]
source FAA 8.15.4.4.1 Conjirmation message window use.

The application should suspend processing until the user responds to a confirmation message window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.2.2.4]
source FAA 8.15.4.4.2 Requiring user response.

Confirmation message windows should contain a question symbol (?), a message , and one ofthe
following sets ofpush buttons below the message in the order listed: {Yes, No , and Help} or {Yes , No ,
Cancel, and Help}.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.2.2.4]
source FAA 8.15.4.4.3 Conjirmation message window components.
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Warning Message Window

Critical messages waming users of destructive consequences of actions should be displayed in warning
message windows.
[Source; DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.2.2.5]
source FAA 8.15.4.5.1 Warning message window use.

When a waming message window appears, processing should be suspended until a user responds to the
message.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 2. 2.5]
source FAA 8.15.4.5.2 Suspending processing.

Waming message windows should contain a waming symbol (!), a message , and one ofthe following sets
ofpush buttons below the message in the order listed: {Yes, No , and Help} or {OK, Cancel, and Help}.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1. 2. 1. 2; DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.2.2.5]
source FAA 8.15.4.5.3 Warning message window contents.

Waming messages should be accompanied by an audible signal.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.2.2 .5]
Discussion. An auditory beep indicating the nature of the error may be considered based upon the
criticality of the error and the logic of the integrated alarm system, if present.
source FAA 8.15.4.5.4 Accompanying audible warning signals.
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Working Message Window

When the processing timc resulting from a user action will exceed 2 seconds , the system sha !1 display a
working message window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.2.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.4.6.1 Working message window usε

The display of a working message window shall not interrupt processing.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.2.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.4.6.2 Working message windows.

The working message window shall remain on display until processing is completed or until the user
minimizes the window or cancels the process.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl .2, 8 .2 .2.6]
source FAA 8.15.4.6.3 Working message window display.

The window shall be removed automatically when processing is completed.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.2.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.4.6.4 Working message window removal.

W orking message windows shall contain a working symbol , a message , and one of the following sets of
push buttons below the message , in the order listed: {OK and Help }, {OK, Cancel, and Help }, {OK, Stop,
and Help} , or {OK, Pause , Resume , Stop , and Help}.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.2.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.4.6.5 Working message window contents.

When processing time will be lengthy, the window should be updated to indicate the status of processing
(e.g. , percent complete or time rernaining) or should include a scale showing the proportion ofprocessing
completed.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.2.2.6]
source FAA 8.15.4.6.6 Progressive working windows.
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Dialog Boxes

Dialog boxes may be movable or fixed , of a single size or two alternate sizes , modal (rcquiring a response
before continuing) , semi-modal , or modeless , and may present limited response options or more complex
optlO ns.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 7.1]
source FAA 8.15.4.7 Dialog boxes

Modeless dialog boxes should be used for getting user input and for making changes to a document.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? pp. 176]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.1 Modeless dialog boxes.

When covering underlying information is a problem, the application should use movable dialog boxes.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 ? 3. 1. 2.2.5]
source

FAA

8.15.4.7.10

Dialogs covering underlying information.

A movable dialog box should contain a title bar consisting of a control menu and a title.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 7. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.11 Movable dialog box format.

A dialog box that is immovable should not contain a tit1e bar.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 7. 1.1]
source F AA 8.15.4.7.12 Fixed dialog box format.

An application should primarily use movable dialog boxes; the user can reposition these to view
obscured data.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 7. 1.1]
source F AA 8.15.4.7.13 Use off lXed vs. movable dialog boxes.

Alert boxes (a type ofmodal dialog box) should be used for communicating error conditions or
preventing any other activity until the user responds to the error condition.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? pp. 193 and 194] ( ... )
source F AA 8.15.4.7.14 Alert box use.

An icon should be provided within the alert box that indicates the degree of severity of the alert message.
[Source: Apple CorrφuterInc. ， 1992 ? pp. 193 and 194]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.15 Indication of alert severity.
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Modal dialog boxes should be used to make the user give necessary information before carrying out the
current operatlO n.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992? pp. 176 and 193]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.2 Modal dialog boxes.

Movable modal dialog boxes should be used when input is needed from the user and for making changes
to a document whiIe aIIowing the user to switch to another application.
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? pp. 176 and 193]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.3 Movable modal dialog boxes.

Sets ofconπols that perform sirnilar or related functions should be grouped and presented together in a
dialog box (also caIIed a control window).
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 1.3 .1]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.4 Dialog boxes (control win iÚJ ws).

A dialog box should have a border and a title that clear1 y indicates the function of the set of controls.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 1.3 .1]
source FAA 8.15.4. 7. 5 Format

When a control is temporarily unavailable , it should be displayed at reduced intensity.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8. 1.3 .1]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.6 Unavailable controls.

Each function of a dialog box should have a push button.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.10. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.7 Push buπons for control functions.

Control windows should be smaIIer than application windows.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 3.10. 1.3]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.8 Size ofcontrol windows.

Control windows (dialog boxes) , when activated, should be visible on a primary display
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 ? 3. l. 2.25]
source FAA 8.15.4.7.9 Visibility of control windows.
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Error Dialog Box

An eIT0f message window should contain an error symbol , a message , and the following push buttons
below the message in the order listed: OK, Cancel, and Help.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.2.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.4.8.1 Error dialog box components.

Error windows shal1 be modal , requiring user acknowledgement in order to continue
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1. 2. 1. 2]
Discussion. An accompanying auditory alert indicating the nature of the error may be considered if
warranted by the criticality of the error and the logic of the system.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1. 2. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.4.8.2 Error dialog box modality.

When an error is detected in a system that uses windows , a dialog box should appear that specifies the
erro r.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 5.3.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.4.8.3 Use 01 an error dialog box.

An error dialog box should not be placed in front of the error.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 5.3.2.2]
source F AA 8.15.4.8.4 Placement 01 error dialog box.

After the user acknowledges the error, the dialog box should disappear and the actual field that contains
the error should be highlighted.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 5.3.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.4.8.5 Error acknowledgemenι
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WINDOWS
Message Windows
Miscellaneous

Caution and waming windows should be front most on the display.5908
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-8 Caution and Warning Window Priority

source

This section contains criteria and guidelines for several special purpose message windows (also called
message boxes). These include dialog boxes , request windows , error-message windows , informationmessage windows , confirmation-message windows , waming-message windows , and working-message
windows. ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.4 Message windows

General Principle - Messages shall be concise but complete. Lettering shall be easily discrirninable and
readable
source

HF010

9.7

LETTER1NG AND MESSAGES

a. Status messages that inform the user of an impending shut down of the system should interrupt the
user’s task-related interaction with the system.
b. Messages that inform the user of an important and timely but non-catastrophic event for the system
should provide a unique signal , while not interrupting the user’s ongoing interaction.
c. Status messages that are not timely should provide a unique signal that will not interrupt the user’s
ongoing interaction. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.3.1

Design Considerationsfor System Status Messages

a. Operational Mode - The system shall inform the user of the current operational mode when the mode
rnight affect the user’s actions.
b. System Changes - The system shall inform users about system design or system operation changes only
in those aspects that may affect the user's interaction with the system.( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.3.2

Design Requirementsfor System Status Messages
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WINDOWS
Window States
Open Windows

An open window shall be capab1e of receiving input from the system.
[Source: DON Ul SNCCS , V 1.2 , 4.2.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.1.1 Inputfrom system.

A window that is open and active shall be capab1e ofreceiving input from a use r.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS, V 1. 2, 4.2.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.1.2 Inputfrom user.

An open window shall be comp1ete1y visib1e on the screen at the time it is opened and when it is active.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.1]
Discussion. More than one window can be opened on a screen at the same time. An open window may be
partially or totally obscured by another open window, that is , an open window may or rnay not be visib1e.
[Source: DON UlSNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.1 .3 Visibility.

An upper limit on the number of windows allowed to be open at one time shou1d be defined to ensure that
system response time is not compromised.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-39 Number ofAllowable Open Windows
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WINDOWS
Window States
Closed Windows

A closed window shal1 have no appearance on the screen, eithcr as a window or as an icon.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 4.2 .4]
source FAA 8.15.5.2.1 Closed window.

When a primary window is c1 osed , it and any of its secondary windows shall be removed from the screen.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.2 .4]
source FAA 8.15.5.2.2 Closillg a primary willdow.

When a window that was c1 0sed had input focus , the user shall explicitly select another window to have
focus instead ofhaving the application arbitrarily assign focus to another window on the screen unless
emergency action is required.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2 .4]
source FAA 8.15.5.2.3 Reassigning illputfocusfrom c/osed window.

When a secondary window is c1 osed, it and any of its secondary windows should be removed from the
screen without affecting the parent window except for the disappearance ofthe secondary window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4 .4 .2.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.2.4 Closing a secondary window.
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WINDOWS
Window States
Active Window

A window shall be made active by clicking anywhere inside the window frame or picking it from the
windowmenu
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.4.1]
DiscussÌon. The active window is the one wÌth which the user is working at any time; it has input focus.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.1 Makinga windowactive.

When a window is reactivated , it should not have an affect on any preexisting selection.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.3.5]
source

FAA

8.15.5.3.10

εfJect

ofreactivating window on selections.

Upon reactivation, a window should be restored to the state that it was in when it was last activated.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.3.5]
Example. When a window is activated, the title bar will become operative , the window and its contents
visible , and all window e1 ements wil1 appear. Anything deselected when the window was made inactive
wil1 be selected again.
source FAA 8.15.5.3.11 State ofreactivated window.

Only one window at a time shall be active.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.2 Activewindows.

The active window shall not be obscured by any other window or icon.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.3 Visibility of active window.

When windows are allowed to overlap , the active window should be in front of and not overlapped by
other windows.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2.6.3. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.5 Overlapping windows。

When a window is activated , it should appear in front of any other window that is currently open.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.10 .2 .6.3.1.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.6 Location upon activation.
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An active window shall be distinguishable from inactive windows.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.2.2]
Exception. Complex situations may occur where one window has input focus for keyboard and mouse
inputs and another window has input for voice entries.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.7 Distinguishing active windows.

When a window is made active , all other windows shall be made inactive , although there may sti11 be
operations (e.g. , background processing) occurring in the inactive windows.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.4.1]
Discussion. An inactive window continues to be displayed on the screen but may be obscured by other
windows.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.2]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.8 Making a window active.

When a window becomes inactive , it shall cause selections to be deselected , the title bar to become
inoperative , and the other window elements to disappear or change appearance (e.g. , supplemental
windows or floating palettes).
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.4.1]
source FAA 8.15.5.3.9 When a window hecomes inactive.

Ifseveral windows are displayed at once , the window(s) in which action can be taken should be indicated.
Additional Information: Adding windows to a display can increase the conceptual complexity of control
actions as well as the difficulty of data assirnilation. A prominent cursor rnight be displayed in the
current1 y active window , or perhaps the displayed border of an active window to indicate to a user which
window is currently "active."5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-24 ]IIdicate Active Window

The action that opens a window should automatically make that window active.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

끄 2-27

Willdow Activates

[ψ'011

Opening

A temporary window object should not obscure critical control information and command entry interfaces
ofthe active window.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-38 Obscuring the Active Window

Under normal operating conditions , active windows should be frontmost on the display.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-7 Active Windows Priority

source
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Window States
Input Focus

Regardless ofthe number ofwindows open in an application, only one window at a time (the active
window) shall be able to receive input from a pointing device or the keyboard ‘
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 3. 1.1] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.1

One inputfocus.

A user shall be able to move the input focus among objects in the window using either the pointing device
or the keyboard.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 2.3.1 , 3.3]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.10 Moving inputfocus.

Users shal1 be ableto assign input focus to an object within a window using either the pointing device or
the keyboard.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 3.3]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.11

Assigning inputfocus to an object.

Users shal1 be able to move input focus among objects within a window by moving the pointer onto an
object (and clicking the appropriate button where explicit input focus is necessary).
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 2.3.1 , 3.3.1]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.12

Moving inputfocus to an object with a pointing device.

Users shall be able to assign input focus to any open window ofthe current application either with a
pointing device or from the keyboard.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 3. 1.1]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.2

User assignable inputfocus.

Users shall be able to assign input focus to any window that is wholly or partially visible by moving the
pointer onto any 、risible portion (and clicking the appropriate button where explicit input focus is
necessary).
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 3. 1.2]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.3

Assigning input focus with a pointing device.

When any portion of a window was obscured by another window, upon activation, the window with input
focus shall be made wholly visible.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 3. 1.2]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.4

Window with inputfocus.
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Users sha lI be able to press a single key or speci젠c key combinations to move the input focus forward or
backward through the open windows one window at a time in the order in which they were opened.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 3. 1.3]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.5 Moving inputfocus using the keyboard.

Only one object in the window having input focus shalI be able to receive input from a pointing device or
the keyboard.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 3.3]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.6 Single objectfocus.

When an object has input focus , that object shalI be indicated with a location cursor or highlighting
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 3.3]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.7 Indicating the object having input focus.

When a window first appears , the location cursor or highlighting shall be placed on the object that users
are most likely to select, for example , a text field or a default push button.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 2.3.1 , 3.3]
source

FAA

8.15.5.4.8

Location ofinputfocus in a window.

When a window has lost and then regained input focus , the location cursor or highlighting shalI be placed
on the object that last had input focus in the window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 2.3.1 , 3.3]
source FAA

8.15.5.4.9

Windows regaining iκputfocus.
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Window Operations
Splitting Windows

Window split capabilities shal1 be provided that al10w the user to divide the window into panes at any
location along the scro l1 -bar.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1 .3.1 , 3. 1.1 .3 .2, and 3. 1.1.3 .3] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.6.1.1 Wheretosplitawindow.

When a window is split, scro l1-bars should be displayed on the panes perpendicular to the direction ofthe
spli t.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.5]
source

FAA

8.15.6.1.10 Scroll-barsfor split windows.

After a window is split, separate scrol1-bars shal1 appear on either side ofthe split bar or split box.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 3.3]
source

FAA

8.15.6.1.11

Separate scroll-bars.

A split window should a l10w the user to display different views ofthe same information such as print
view and outline view.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.5]
source FAA 8.15.6.1.2 D{야rent views.

The user should be ablε to split the application window into two or more separate viewing areas cal1ed
panes.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.5] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.6.1.3 Splitting a window.

The user should be al1 0wed to split the window into as many panes as is useful and practica l.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.5]
source FAA 8.15.6.1.4 Number ofpanes.

All panes in a window should be kept within the window.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.2.5]
source FAA 8.15.6.1.5 Windows with panes.

Each pane of a split window shall be independent in its manipulation.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 3.3]
source FAA 8.15.6.1.6 Man ψulating windowpanes.
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For all windows that are capable ofbeing split, app1ications should provide a split box.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4 .2 .5] ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.6.1.7 Splitbox.

The user should be able to drag the split box to a location in the scroll-bar where the new pane is to begin
[Source: Apple Computer Inc. , 1992 ? p. 170]
source FAA 8.15.6.1.8 Usingasplitboxto ψlit a window.

A user should be able to move a split bar up or down by pressing the arrow keys.
[Source: Microsoft Corp. , 1992 - 4.3 .4]
source FAA 8.15.6.1.9 Movingasplitbar.
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When a user minimizes an open window, the window and any open secondary windows shall be replaced
by the window’s icon.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.3]
source FAA 8.15.6.2.1 Minimize window.

Unless specified otherwise by the application, the icons representing minimized windows shall be placed
in the lower left comer ofthe screen, arrayed in a row from left to right in the order in which they are
created.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.5]
source

FAA

8.15.6.2.10 Location ofminimized windows.

Any window that can be minirnized should have a unique icon or label that serves as an identifier ofthe
window it represents.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.3.2; Open Look GUIASG, p. 71]
Definition. A minirnize operation reduces a windows presence into a standby icon button on the
information line at the bottom of the screen. Ic onize or Iconify are older and potential1y confusing terms
for the minimize operation because icons are widely used beyond representing a minimized active
window.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.3 .2; Open Look GUIASG , p. 71]
source FAA 8.15.6.2.2 Uniqueness of icons representing minimized windows.

Any processing occurring in a window should continue after the window is minimized.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.2.3]
source FAA 8.15.6.2.3 Processes occurring in minimized windows.

Where applicable , the application shall provide a minimize operation that changes a window into an icon
button at the bottom of the screen.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 4. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.2.4 Minimize operation.

When a window can be minimized , a user shall be able to minimize the window by moving the pointer
onto the Minirnize control in the title bar and clicking the appropriate button or by selecting Minimize
from the window menu or control menu
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.3. 1. 4]
source FAA 8.15.6.2.5 Minimizing a window using a pointing device.
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When a window can be uùnimized , a user shall be able to uùnimize the window using the keyboard by
selecting Minimize from the window menu.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.3 .2]
source

FAA

8.15.6.2.6

Minimizing a window using the keyboard.

A uùnimized window shall have a menu that contains the same options as its window system menu with
the exceptions of the Resize and Miniuùze options. (When a window menu includes Resize and Miniuùze
options , these options shall appear on the menu as unavailable.)
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 4.5]
source FAA

8.15.6.2.7 Minimized window menu.

A user shall select a uùniuùzed window menu item using standard option selection methods.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 4.5]
source

FAA

8.15.6.2.8 Selecting options from a minimized window menu.

A user shall be able to remove a uùnimized window menu by moving the pointer off the menu and
clicking the appropriate button.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.5]
source FAA

8.15.6.2.9 Removingminimizedwindowmenu.
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When the user dicks on the maximize button, the application shall enlarge the window to its largest size
or to encompass the entire display screen, which ever is smaller.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 3.2 and 3. 1.1.3 .3]
source FAA 8.15.6.3.1 Maximizing a window.

When a window is maximized , the Maximize button shall assume a Restore function and the button shall
take on the Restore icon and function.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 3.2 and 3. 1.1.3.3]
source FAA 8.15.6.3.2 Maximize button on maximized windows.

When the window can be resized, the application shall provide a Maximize operation that enlarges a
window to its maximum size.
[Source: DON UISNCCS, V 1.2, 4. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.3.3 Maximiz e.
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A click on the Restore button shalI change the window and any associated secondary windows to the size
and location where they had been prior to last being rnaxirnized or rninirnized.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.3.1 .4]
source FAA 8.15.6.4.1 The restorefunction.

A restored window shalI have active status.
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1.3 .2; DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.3 .1.4]
source FAA 8.15.6.4.2 Status ofrestored window.

A user shall be able to restore a window and any secondary windows that were displayed when the
window was rninirnized. This was done by moving the pointer and clicking on the icon representing the
rninirnized window or displaying the menu ofthe rninirnized window and selecting Restore.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 4.5]
source FAA 8.15.6.4.3 Restoring the window.

It shall be possible to restore a rninimized window by either using the pointing device or by using the

keyboard.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.3. 1.4]
source FAA 8.15.6.4.4 Equivalence ofinput device.

Where applicable , the application shall provide a Restore operation that enables a user to restore a
rninimized or rnaximized window to its default size.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2 , 4. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.4.5 Restoring window to default size.

The Restore option shall be unavailable when the window is its defau1t size.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.4.6 Restore option onfull sized windows.
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A user shall be able to close a window and any secondary windows l! ssociated with the window by
moving the pointer and clicking on the Close control or displaying the menu ofthe mÌni mÌzed window
and selecting Close.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.5 and DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.5.1 Closing the window.

When the window can be closed, the application shall provide a Close operation that enables a user to
close a window, that is , to remove it from the screen and stop processing operations associated with the
window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4. 1. 2]
source FAA 8.15.6.5.2 Close.

When processing is occurring or when unsaved data have been generated in the window, users shall be
required to confirrn the Close action before the window is removed from the screen and processing stops.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2 , 4.1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.5.3 Confirming Close.

Users should be able to close a window with a single action.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-16 Closing Windows

When a main application window is closed by the user, all associated subordinate windows and dialog
boxes should also close.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-44 Closing Main Window and Subordinate Objects
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Where applicable , the application shall provide a Move operatian that enables a user to move a window
on the screen.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2 , 4. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.6.1 Move capability.

The application should permit the user to move a window without making the window ac tÎ ve.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.6.1]
Discussion. In some applications , users are not able to move all windows. For example , some windows
are only advisory in nature , such as the amount ofprocessing time rernaining. These types ofwindows
cannot be moved, closed, minimized to icon size , or resized by the use r.
source FAA 8.15.6.6.2 Movement without activation.

When a window is movable and a pointing device is available , a user shall be able to move the window
by moving the pointer into the window title bar, pressing the appropriate button on the pointing device ,
and dragging the window to its new location.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4 .3.1.2]
Discussion. As the user moves the pointing device the window or an outline of the window will move on
the screen resulting in the display of 야le window in ilie new location when the button is released.
source FAA 8.15.6.6.3 Moving a window with a pointing device.

The user shall never be able to move a window offthe display so that it cannot be seen , although it may
be completely hidden by one or more other windows
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 3. 1.1. 5.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.6.4 Window movement limits.

Window movement capability should be provided such that the user can move windows to different areas
ofthe display.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-21 Movable Windows

Movement of a window should appear to be smooth and continuous to the user. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-23 Smooth Window Movement
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Where applicable , the application shall provide a Resi강 operation that enables a user to change the size
ofa window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 4.1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.1 Resize.

Upon resizing of a window, text, graphics , or icon layouts should reformat so that they remain visible.
[Source: CTA , 1996? 6.3. 1.1 .3].
source

FAA

8.15.6.7.10 Reformatting oftext, graphics and icons.

When a user resizes a window, only the border(s) affected should move , not the objects within the borders.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2 , 8.6.3]
source FAA 8.15.6. 7. 11 Onl}’ borders ~야cted

When the sÎZe of a window changes but the content rernains the same , the image size should change
proportionately as the window size changes
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.7.6]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.12 Proportional image size change.

When a window becomes too small to display its objects , vertical or horizontal scroll-bars or both should
be added.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.6.3]
Discussion. When appropriate , the size to which a window can be reduced may be restricted so that its
objects cannot be obscured.
source FAA 8.15.6.7.13 Scroll bars.

When a window has been moved or resized or both and is then closed and reopened during an application
session, it shall reappear in the size and location it had when it was closed.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.3. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.2 Moved or resized windows.

When a window has been moved or resized in the current session, it shall appear in its default location at
the next application session.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.3. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.3 Default location for moved or resized windows.
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Critical information shall not be obscured during window resizing.
[Source: CTA, 1996? 6.3. 1.1.4]
source FAA 8.15.6. 7.4 Obscuring criticalinformation.

When a pointing device is available , a user shall be able to resize a resizable window by
(1) moving the pointer onto the window’s border,
(2) pressing and holding the appropriate button on the pointing device ,
(3) dragging the border to the desired position, and
(4) releasing the button resulting in the window being displayed in its new size.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4 .3.1. 2]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.5 Resizing a window using a pointing device.

When dragging the border of a window, the window itself or an outline of the window shall move with
the pointer , indicating the changing size ofthe window, while leaving the window displayed in its
original position.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.1 0.2 .4 .2.7 .5]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.6 Changing window using a pointeκ

Resizing a window by placing the pointer onto an edge ofthe window (top , bottom, or sides) shall permit
changing its size in one direction only.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4 .3.1. 2]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.7 Resizingin onedirection.

Resizing a window by placing the pointer onto a comer shall permit changing the size of a window in two
directions at once.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 4.3. 1.2]
source FAA 8.15.6. 7. 8 Resizing in two directions.

Standard buttons should be provided by which the user may control the size ofthe window (from
rninimum through variable to maximum)
[Source: CTA, 1996? 6.2. 1. 3.1]
source FAA 8.15.6.7.9 Standard sizing buttons.

As appropriate to the user task , windows should be capable ofthe following operations: scrolling!panning ,
resizing , moving , hiding , activating , deactivating , copying to!fro m, zoorning in!out, tabbing , and undolast.
Additional Information: Some tasks will require fewer window operations than others. For example , a
window that simply presents a one-line status message from the system that the user wi11 only read and
not respond to rnight need to only have the ability to be closed. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ22.5.2-13

Window Control Functions
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Users should be able to perform the following operations on objects in a window. These operations are
a. to move an object to another location in the same window,
b. to move an object to a different window,
c. to copy an object and place the copy at a different location in the same window,
d. to copy an object and place the copy in a different window.
[Source: DONUISNCCS , V 1. 2, 3.5]
source FAA 8.15.6.8.1 Moving and copying objects.
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User control of windows should operate consistently from one display to another for each type of window
Additional Information: Control ofpredefined windows may simply involve "opening" and "closing"
the m, by selection of displayed option labels or function keys. Control of user-defined windows may
require user specification ofwindow contents , window size , and positioning on the display. Such window
control must be leamed by a user, and consistent design of controllogic aids that leaming.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.2-12

Consistent Window Control

As appropriate to the user task , windows should be capable ofthe following operations: scrolling/panning ,
resizing, moving, hiding , activating , deactivating , copying to/from, zooming in/out , tabbing , and undolas t.
Additional Information: Some tasks will require fewer window operations than others. For example , a
window that simply presents a one-line status message from the system that the user will only read and
not respond to might need to only have the ability to be closed. It might not need to be movable , or
adjustable in size.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.2-13

Window Control Functions

When control actions such as command entry may be taken by a user working within a window , those
control actions should be consistent from one window to another
Additional Information: Cursor positioning controls should operate consistently within all windows. If
controls in one window operate differently than in another, user confusion will be unavoidable .5 908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-14

Consistent

Control1μthin

Windows

Users should be able to select separate data windows that will share a single display screen.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.2-2

Window Selection and Display

When multiple windows are open simultaneously, the user should have the capability to easily tile , layer,
or sequentially view the windows (see Figure 2 .2). ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-3

Displaying Multiple Windows

Automatically updated windows should have display freeze capability.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.2-31

User Control ofAutomatic Update

For each system or application , the window operations that are performed need to be identified and their
manner of execution made consistent throughout the system
source FAA 8.15.6 operations
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The user should be able to switch between software modules in a quick, easy manner using an interface
such as a tree or organization chart. This function should include the ability to select a menu or submenu
directly, without going through intermediate steps.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0’ 5.3 .4.4
sou
따
rce
FAA 8.15.7.1.1 Soπware navigation aids.

When an iconic or text rnap is provided for determining the numbers and names of open windows in an
overlapping system, the user should be able to bring a window forward from the map without having to
resize or move other windows.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5 .4]
source

FAA

8.15.7.1.10

Windowforwardfunction with windowmap.

When using an overlapping window structure , applications should provide a user-requested iconic or text
map indication of all open windows to allow the user to easily identify all open (especially hidden)
windows.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.2]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.2 Openwindowmap.

An overlapping window format should be used in cases where
a. the task requires variable or unconstrained types , sizes , numbers , contents andlor arrangement of
windows;
b. the visual display is small or such low resolution that users cannot view meaningful amounts of
inforrnation inindividual tiled windows; ( ... )
source FAA 8.15.7.1.3 Suitability/appropriateness of overlapping windows.

Overlapping windows should not cover needed, underlying , screen inforrnation; the underlying screen
title; or navigation controls that may be needed.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2.3 .4 .2]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.4 Overlapping windows.

Window overlays shall be nondestructive.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.10.2.3 .4 .2]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.5 Destructive overlays.

Overlaid data shall not be permanently erased.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2.3 .4 .2]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.6 Overlaid data.
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When windows overlap , neutral background patterns should be used instead of complex background
patterns because the complex pattems may create unwanted visual effects.
[Source: National Air Traffic Seπices ， 1999 -1.1 0.2.3 .4 .6]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.7 Background patterns.

Users should be given the capability to designate the active window through the iconic or text open
window map by highlighting the window representation.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.2]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.8 Active designation from open window map.

When possible , the user should be able to query an open window map for expanded information (e.g. , the
date it was created, its size , or a description ofthe subject or application) on the file or application
operating in the window.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.5.3]
source FAA 8.15.7.1.9 Expanded window explanatioll ofopell willdow map.

Instructions for retuming to previous pages plus "LAST PAGE" notations , where applicable , should
appear on all screens except the primary menu. Paging instructions are not applicable where CEA
displays are concemed.
source HFO lO 9.1.1.2 DISPLAY FORMAT

Motif was developed to fill a growing need for a consistent graphical user interface for the X W indow
system. To develop such an interface , the Open Software Foundation (OSF) solicited technical input from
the computer industry in 1989.Table 1 outlines the history ofMotif and the MotifStyle Guide.
source Motij'l.1&CommonDesktopEnvirollmellt2.1StyleGuide 1.1.2 Histoη ofMotif

An element is a distinguishable paπ of the user interface that may or may not contain subelements.
The elements in a user interface are:
. Data
. Graphic
.0비 ect

. Ic on

. Control
. Choice
. Composite
. Workspace
. Window
The following sections describe each ofthese elements.
source Motij'l.1 &CommonDesktopEllvirollment2.1StyleGuide 1.2
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Elemellts ofthe User IlI te，따 ce

Navigationallinks to and from high-level and lower-levels of information and to reference and supporting
information should be provided when needed for operators ’ tasks.6633
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.1-27 Navigational Links to Re/ated lnformation

So far in this Chapter we have concentrated on the MenuBar and work area parts ofthe MainWindow. In
this section we will develop a simple program, testJor_echo.c , which creates and uses the command and
message areas ofthe MainWindow. We create a minimal MenuBar that simply allows you to quit the
program. ( ... )
sOllrce X-Window & Motif Programming

11.3.

Other MainWindow children

The window manager is responsible for manipulating windows on the screen. The window manager
performs the following operations:
. Placement and movement of windows
. Resizing of windows .
. Ic onification ofwindows -- how the window appears when the window is minimised .
. Starting and manipulation ofwindows .
. Control of input to windows. ( ... )
source X- Window & Motif Programming

5.2.

The Window Manager

From a user’s perspective , one ofthe first distinguishing features ofMotifs look and feel
frame (Fig. 3.3). Every application window is contained inside such a frame. ( ... )
source X-Willdow & Motif Programming

5.4.

is the window

Windows alld the Window Manager

Manager widgets are the basic Motif widgets for constructing and organising our interfaces in Motif. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming 8.4.

Manager Widgets
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Definitions. Windows can be either modal or modeless. A modal window is a window with which a user
must interact before being able to interact with any other windows. That is , a user cannot interact with
other windows as long as the modal window is displayed. When a window is modeless , a user can interact
with other windows.
source FAA 8.15.1 General

Windowing sha l1 be avoided when the hardware has lirnitations. These lirnitations include
a. smal1 screen size resulting in frequent manipulation of the screen by the user;
b. slow processing speed resulting in slow operation by the computer; or
c. low screen resolution resulting in less effective visual coding , especially for map graphics , symbols , an
d cons.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.1.1 Hardware limitatiolls 011 the use ofwindowing

The windows in an application and related applications shall have a consistent organizational scheme for
the key elements of the windows.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.5.7]
source FAA

8.15.1.10

Consistellcy ill window orgallization.

lndividual windows shall contain only those elements appropriate to the particular task, but the elements
sha l1 be consistent from window to window throughout the application.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.5.7]
source FAA 8.15.1.11 Elemellts to illclude in windows.

The initial contents and organization of a window should perrnit a user to accomplish the window purpose
easily and efficiently.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1. 2, 8.6.1]
source FAA 8.15.1.12 lnitialwindow cOlltents alld organizatioll.

When possible , the initial size of a window should perrnit the display of a l1 its contents.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , Vl.2 , 8.6 .2]
source FAA 8.15.1.13 [Il itial size.

The initial placement of a window should be based on a. the importance of the information (critical
information should be placed in the center of the user’s field ofview) ,. information already displayed that
should not be obscured,. the distance from the current pointer location (pointer movement should be
rninimized) , and d. when applicable , information already displayed that is relevant to the window.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.6.2]
source FAA 8.15.1.14 blitialplacemell t.
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When there is a need to view several different types of data simultaneously, the user shall be able to
display and elect separate windows on a single CRT screen.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7. 1. 2.1]
source FAA 8.15.1.2 User-spec따edwindows.

The number of al1 0wable open windows shal1 not comprollÙse system response time.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 7.1 .4]
Discussion. Each open window requires system resources in terms of memory and processing speed. A
lillÙt on the maximum number ofwindows that can be effectively opened for each system needs to be
predetermined.
source FAA 8.15.1 .3 Number of allowable open windows.

Windows should be large enough to: present all relevant information for the task, not obscure important
information, not cause crowding or visual confusion, and llÙllÌllÙze the need for scro l1ing.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1. 10.2.6.2]
source FAA 8.15.1.4 Window size.

The default size ofthe window should be less than the full size ofthe entire screen.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1. 10.2.6.2]
source FAA 8.15.1.5 Window default size.

Each window shall have a defau1t location at which the window appears when it is first opened.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 4.3. 1.1]
source FAA 8.15.1.6 Windowd，앙ault location.

Windows used to present text should be at least 121ines ta l1.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 - 1.1 0.2.6.2]
source FAA 8.15.1.7 Minimum window size for text.

Windows used to present alphanumeric information should be at least 7 lines ta l1.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.10.2.6.2]
source FAA 8.15. 1. 8 Minimum willdowsizeforaψhallumeric illformatioll.

The llÙ nimum window size should permit the display of the title and menu bar, if any.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 8.6.2]
source FAA 8.15.1.9 Millimum willdow size.

ROLL and SCROLL commands should refer to the display window, not the text!data; that is , the display
window should appear to the user to be an aperture moving over stationary text.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.7.3 Display willdow.
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A window is an element on the workspace that presents a view of an object or conducts a dialog with the
use r. Windows are used to present objects , messages , or menus , or to prompt for information. The two
types of windows are prirnary windows and secondary windows.
source Motiη'.I&CommonDesk 1.2.9 Window

a. The default width for a generic window should cover from 67% to 100% of the full screen.
b. The default size for text windows should be at least four to seven lines of information. Beyond four to
seven lines of information, the default window size should be a function of the amount of information to
be displayed in the window. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2. 7. 1 Design Considerationsfor J까'ndows

a. Perceptual Characteristics ofWindows - Windows are subdivisions of displays in which one
functionally-related set of information is displayed. Windows shall be perceptually distinct from the rest
ofthe display. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.7.2 Design Requirementsfor Windows

The defa비t height for text windows and windows used for scanning data should be at least four lines of
information. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.5.2-10 Minimum Heightfor Text Windows

The default width for a generic text window should enable 50 to 80 characters to be displayed.
Additional Inforrnation: When users read continuously scrolling text (at a rate set by the user) , line
lengths of 52 to 78 characters provide the fastest performance.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-11 Minimum Widthfor Text Windows

The user should be able to open a window by performing any of a set of simple actions. (…)
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-15 Window Opening Methods

If several windows are open, several easy means should be provided for a user to shift among them.
Additional Information: Typical methods of shifting among open windows include: clicking a mouse
button, the tab key, cursor keys , or a function key. The most direct method might be to allow a user to
select a window by pointing anywhere within its displayed borders , but that action might be confused
with the selection of a particular item within the window.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-17 Easy Sh따ing Among Windows

The user should be able to activate a window by performing any of a set of simple actions in that window
or related to that window. Additional Inforrnation: A window might be activated by moving the pointing
cursor to the window and performing any action, inc1uding pressing a key or a button on a cursor control
device , issuing a command to open a specific window, selecting a window title from a list on a menu , or
selecting an icon representing the window.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-18 Activating a Previously Opened Window
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The action that activates a window should automatically position the place holding cursor in that window
so that the user can provide inputs through that window.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-19 Activation ofWindow Cursor

If windows are capable of different modes , the system should provide immediate and unambiguous
feedback conceming which mode is active.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.5.2-20

Multi-Modal Window Designation

It should not be possible to position windows in such a way that menu bars , access to the command area,

or caution and waming messages are obscured.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-22 Window Position

source

A window that is not displayed should be capable ofreceiving information from the system.
Additional Information: Parameters should continue to be updated whether or not the display page on
which they are reported is current1 y displayed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-25
Update ofHidden Windows

The system should alert the user to critical inforrnation that becomes available in an inactive or nonisplayed window.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-26 Alerting User to Information Availability

Users should be able to change the horizontal and vertical dimensions of a window independent1y or
together. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-28 Varying Window Size

Windows partially moved off the display should be made readily accessible with a single action.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-29 Accessibility to Partially Removed Windows

source

If separate display pages contain inforrnation that the user must compare , combine , or otherwise mental1 y
process , then they should be presented simultaneously. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-32 Multψle Views

The amount ofresizing , placement, and manipulation ofwindows required for using the HSI should be
minimized.
Additional Information: Window controls should be provided to allow users to a이 ust windows for
personal needs. However, unnecessary resizing , placement, and manipulation of windows can increase
information access cost and divert mental resources from more important tasks by requiring the user’s
time and attention. Therefore , the window should be initially presented in the most appropriate form for
the user’s tasks.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-33 Minimize Needs for Window Manipulation
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The system should not allow the user to move or resize a window containing non-critical information
such that it obscures critical information.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-34 Obscured Critical I1ηformation

The system should not allow the user to move a window containing critical information offthe display
screen.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-35 Positioning Critical Windows

Windows should have a default location on the display screen.6546
NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-36 Dξfault Willdow Location

source

Display data that is temporari1 y obscured by a window object should reappear when the object is removed.
Additional Information: If a window object temporarily obscures display data, the data should not be
permanent1 yerased.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-37 Temporarily Obscured Display Data

The system should keep track of the windows that are open (but not necessarily active or displayed) , and
provide a means of displaying the list of open windows to the use r.
Additional Information: Open windows , for example , could be listed in a menu or as a graphic.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-4 Managillg Open Windows

An easy means for the user to suppress the display of windows should be provided.
Additional Information: Two examples inc1ude c1 0sing a window and reducing the window to an
icon.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.5.2-40 Suppression ofWindow Objects

A separate menu bar should be provided for each application window, where different applications are
operating concurrent1 y in open windows (e.g. , multi-tasking).
Additional Information: An example of separate menu bars is shown in Figure 2.3. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-41 Separate Menu Bars for Applications

The window system should convey to the user the relationship between the window, the icon, and the
action when a window is opened or c1 osed. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-42 Conveying the Relatiollship Between Window, Icoll , and Action

Window objects , dialog boxes , and subordinate windows should be labeled.
Additional Information: The labels should convey information important to the use of these items , such as
content , purpose , or menu path (e.g. , the source or media from which the information originated. )6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.5.2-43 Labeling Windows
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The titles of subordinate windows should match the menu selection items of the menus from which they
are selected.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-45 Matching Selection /tems and Window Labels

The system should indicate all open windows.
Additional Information: This indication should allow the user to easily identify al1 open windows ,
including any that are hidden. The indication may be presented at the user’s request, rather than being
continuously displayed. Possible formats include a text list, iconic representation, and network
representation. Examples are shown in Figure 2.5. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-46 /ndication of All Open Windows

Automated window management should be coordinated with the user’s tasks.
Additional Information: The system needs to make selections that are relevant to the user’s tasks and
effectively convey information that resolves questions associated with the user’s cognitive demands. This
will require that the system contain, or be based on, a good model of the user’s functions for the task
domain.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-47 Window Automation Coordinated with Tasks

Windows should be visually separated from each other and from their background , preferably by borders
or similar demarcation.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-5 Window Demarcation

The size and shape ofthe initial presentation ofa window should be consistent with its contents (amount
of information, number of menus , and data fields).
Additional Information: When a window temporarily obscures other displayed data, the obscured data
should not be permanently erased but should reappear ifthe overlay is removed .5 908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-9 D앙àult Window Size

Windows should have a defau1t location on the display screen.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-36 Default Window Location

The size and shape of the initial presentation of a window should be consistent with its contents (amount
ofinformation, number ofmenus , and data fields).
Additional Information: When a window temporarily obscures other displayed data, the obscured data
should not be pεrmanently erased but should reappear ifthe overlay is removed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-9 D앙àult μTindowSize

The default condition should be that additions to the temporary editing buffer are not cumulative.
Additional Information: New data placed in the buffer replaces old data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.6.3-3 Default Conditiolls of Bμffer
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This section contains guidelines on windows with the exception ofhelp windows , which is presented in
the section 8.18 , Help.
source FAA 8.15 Windows

ROLL and SCROLL commands should refer to the display window, not the tex tJdata; that is , the display
window should appear to the user to be an apeπure moving over stationary text.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.7.3 Display window.

a. The default width for a generic window should cover from 67% to 100% of the full screen.
b. The default size for text windows should be at least four to seven lines of information. Beyond four to
seven lines of inforrnation, the default window size should be a function of the amount of information to
be displayed in the window. ( ... ).
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.7.1 Design Considerations for Windows

a. Perceptual Characteristics ofWindows - Windows are subdivisions ofdisplays in which one
functionally-related set ofinformation is displayed. Windows shall be perceptually distinct from the rest
of the display. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.7.2 Design Requirements for Windows

a. Commands issued by the user should directly affect the interactive window.
b. Actions by the user should prirnarily affect the interactive window. However, actions in the interactive
window rnay affect any other window (e.g. , the user rnay use an inactive window as a display). ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.7.5.1 Design COllsideratiollsfor Illteractiolls with Willdows

If windows are capable of different modes , the system should provide immediate and unambiguous
feedback conceming which mode is active.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.2-20

Multi-Modal Willdow Desigllatioll

Window movement capability should be provided such that the user can move windows to different areas
ofthe display.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-21 Movable Windows

a. Control Over Window Dimensions- Users shall be able to change the horizontal and vertical dimension
ofwindows independently by direct physical action on the window. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.7.5.2 Desigll Requiremelltsfor 11l teractions with Willdows

Windows should be identified by a label consistently located at the top ofthe window’s border. ( ... )
NUREG0700 RE κ2 2.5.2-1 Willdow Idellti까'catioll

source
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The default height for text windows and windows used for scanning data should be at least four lines of
Ínformation. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2.10 Minimum Heightfor Text Windows

The default width for a generic text window should enable 50 to 80 characters to be displayed.
Additional Information: When users read continuously scrol1ing text (따 a rate set by the use다，
lengths of 52 to 78 characters provide the fastest performance.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-11 Minimum Wiψhfor Text Windows

line

User control ofwindows should operate consistent1y from one display to another for each type ofwindow.
Additionallnformation: Control ofpredefined windows may simply involve ilopening" and "closing"
them, by selection of displayed option labels or function keys. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-12 Consistent Window Control

Users should be able to close a window with a single action.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-16 Closing Windows

As appropriate to the user task, windows should be capable of the following operations: scrollinglpanning,
resizing, moving, hiding, activating, deactivating, copying to/from, zooming inlout, tabbing, and undolast. C.. )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-13 Window Control Functions

When control actions such as command entrγ may be taken by a user working within a window, those
control actions should be consistent from one window to another.
Additional Information: Cursor positioning controls should operate consistently within all windows. If
controls in one window operate differently than in another, user confusion wi1l be unavoidable.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-14 Consistent Control Within Windows

The user should be able to open a window by performing any of a set of sinψle actions.
Additional Information: Typical mεthods of opening windows include: issuing a command to open a
specific window, selecting a window title from a list on a menu, or selecting an icon for the wÌndow.5908
source NUREGθ 700RE μ2 2.5.2-15 Window Opening Methods
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If several wìndows are open, several easy means should be provided for a user to shift among them.
Additional Information: Typical methods of shifting among open windows include: clicking a mouse
button, the tab key, cursor keys, or a function key ‘ ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ:2 2.5.2-17 Eαsy Shifting Among Windows

The user should be able to activate a window by performing any of a set of simple actions in that window
or related to that window.
Additional Information: A window might be activated by moving the pointing cursor to the window and
performing any action, including pr!장ssing a key or a butlon on a cursor controI device, issuing a
command to open a specific window, selecting a window title from a list on a menu, or selecting an icon
representing the window.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-18 Activatinga Previously Opened Window

Thε

action that activates a wìndow should automatically position the placeholding cursor in that window
so that the user can provide inputs through that wìndow.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-l 2.5.2-19 Activation of Window Cursor

It should not be possibIε to position windows in such a way that menu bars, access to the command area,
or caution and waming messages are obscured.5908
sourcè NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-22 Window Position
Movement of a window should appear to be smooth and continuous to the user.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-23 Smooth Window Movement

windows are displayed at once, the window( s) in which action can be taken should be indicated.
Additional Information: Adding wìndows to a display can increase the conceptual complexity of control
actions as well as the difficulty of data assimilation. A prominent cursor might be displayed in the
currently active window, or perhaps the displayed border of an active window to indicate to a user which
wìndow is currently "active.'’5908
source
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-24 Indicate Active Window
Ifsever따

A window that is not displayed should be capable of receiving information from the system.
Additional Information: Parameters should continue to be updated whether or not the display page on
which they are reported is currently displayed.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-25 [ψdate of Hidden Windows

The system should alert the user to critical information that becomes available in ‘a n inactive or nonisplayed window.5908
source NUREG0700 REV~2 2.5.2-26 Alerting User to Information Availahility

The action that opens a window should automatically make that window active.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.5.1-17 Window ActilJ’'ates Upon OpeltÏng
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Users should be able to change the horizontal and vertical dimensions of a window independently or
together.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-28 Varying Window Size

Windows partially moved offthe display should be made readily accessible with a single action.5908
NUREG0700 RE κ2 2.5.2-29 Accessibility to Partially Removed Windows

source

Users should be able to select separate data windows that will share a single display screen.5908
NUREG070θ RE μ2 2.5.2-2
Window SelεctÎon and Display

source

When multiple windows are open simultaneously, the user should have the capability to easily tile, layer,
or sequentially view the windows (see Figure 2.2). (‘ .. )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-3 Displaying Multiφle Windows

The user should have the ability to scroll through the contents of a window both horizontally and
vertical1y.5908
source

NUREG0700 REV-2

2.5.2-30

Scrollable Windows

Automatically updated windows should have display freeze capability.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-31 User Control ofAutomatic lψdαte

source

If separate display pages contain information that the user must compare, combine, or otherwise mentally
process , then they should be presented simultaneously. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-32 Muli때le Views

The amount of resizing, placement, and manipulation of windows required for using the HSI should be
minimized. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-33 Minimize Needs for Window Manψulation

The system ‘should not al10w the user to move or resize a window containing non-critical information
such that it obscures critical information.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-34 Obscured Criticallnformation

The system should not allow the user to move a window containing critical information off the display
screen.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 2.5.2-35 Positioning Critic，α1 Windows
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Windows should have a default location on the display screen.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2. 5.2~3 6 Default Window ιocation

Display data that is tenψorari1y obscured by a window object should reappear when the object is removed.
Additional Information: If a window object temporarily obscures display data, the data should not be
permanentlyerased.6546
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-37 Temporarily Obscured DisplαlY Data

A temporary window object should not obscure critical control information and command entry interfaces
of the active window.6546
source NUREG0700 REfι，2 2.5.2-38 Ohscuring the Active Window

An upper limit on the number of windows al10wed to be open at one time should be defmed to
system response time is not compromised.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-39 Number 01 Allowable Open Jf’ìndows

ensurε

that

The system should kεep track of the windows that are open (but not necessarily active or displayed) , and
provide a means of displaying the list of open windows to the user.
Additional Information: Open windows , for example, could be listed in a menu or as a graphic.5908
source NUREG0700 REV~2 2.5.2-4 Managing Open Windows

An easy means for the user to suppress the display of windows should be provided.
Additional Information: Two examples include closing a window and rεducing the window to an
icon.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.5.2-40

Suppression 01 Window Objects

A separate menu bar should be provided for each application window, where different applications are
operating concurrently in open windows (e.g. , multi-tasking). Additional Information: An example of
separate menu bars is shown in Figure 2 .3 .6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-41 Separate Menu Bars lor Applications

The window system should convey to the user the relationship between the window, the icon, and the
action when a window is opened or closed. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-42 Conveying the Relationship Bern’εen Window, lcon, and Action

Window objecù잉， dialog boxes , and subordinate windows should be labeled.
Additional Information: The labels should convey information important to the use of these items, such as
content, purpose, or menu path (e.g. , the source or media from which the information originatδd.)6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2.‘ 43 Labeling Windows
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When a main application window is closed by the user, all associated subordinate windows and dialog
boxes should also close.6546
soμrce NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-44
Closing Main Window and Subordinate Objects
The tit1es of subordinate windows should match the menu selection items of the menus fìτom which they
are selected.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-45 Matching Selection Items and Window Labels

The system should indicate al1 open windows.
Additional Information: This indication should allow the user to easily identify all open windows ,
including any that are hidden. The indication may be presented at the user’s request, rather than being
continuously displayed. Possible formats include a text list, iconic representation, and network
representation. Examplεs are shown in Figure 2 ‘ 5.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ，] 2.5.2-46 Indication ofAll Open Windows

Automated window management should be coordinated with 암le user’s tasks.
Additional Information: The system needs to make selections that are relevant to the user’s tasks and
effectively convey information that resolves questions associated wÍth the user’s cognitive demands. This
will require that the system contain, or be based on, a good model of the user’s functions for the task
domain.6546
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-47 Windo Automation Coordinated with Tasks

’‘’

Windows should be visually separated from each other and from their background, preferably by borders
or similar demarcation.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-l 2.5.2-5 Window Demarcation

Window types should be perceptually distinct (see Figure 2.2).
Additionallnformation: For example, active windows in both the tiled and layered window environments
should be perceptually distinct from inactive window types.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.2-6 Distinction Between Window Types

Under normal operating conditions, active windows should be front most on the display.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 2.5.2-7 Active Windows Priority

Caution and waming windows should be front most on the display 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-8 Caution and Warning Window Priority
‘

The size and shape of the initíal prεsentation of a window should be consistent with its contents (amount
ofinformation, number ofmenus, and data fields).
Additional Information: When a window temporarily obscures other displayed data, the obscured data
should not be permanently erased but should reappear ifthe over1 ay is removed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.5.2-9 D강åult Window Size
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Ifthe communication/collaboration function is performed by presenting information on a shared
windowof the group-view display, features should be incorporated to prevent new information from
obscuring oldinformation.
AdditionalInformation: One approach to performing the communication/collaboration function is toallow
users to create representations of ideas, problems, or tasks using an individual-view display andthen
present it to others using a window ofthe group-view display. A possible problem with this approachis
the possible duplication of information as multiple users present slight1y different versions of the
sameidea.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 6.2-9 Shared Window
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4
4.1

COLOR
Location

Peripheral vision is very poor at discriminating colors; therefore, the use of color should be reserved for
portions of visual displays that will normally be in the user ’ s direct line of sight.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services,1999 - 1.11.2.9 .2 .12.1.2.1]
Discussion. Only large colored objects will be distinguished in the peripheral visual field ‘
[Source: NationalAirTraffic Services, 1999 -1. 11.2.9.2.12 .1 .2.1]
source FAA 8.6.3.1 Peripheral vision.

Red and green should not be used to code items in peripheral vision (e.g. , at the periphery of large screen
displays) whi1e blue, yellow, black, or white should be used for color-coded items located in the
peripheral viewing area.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4 .3.2 .9]
source FAA 8.6.3.1 Colors in the periphery.

Winches shall be capable ofbeing operated from both cab and winch locations and being observed by the
operator during operation.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.11.9.3.4 Controllocation.

Pattem and location coding may be used to reduce user search time by restricting the area to be searched
to prescribed segments.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.14.3.3.4 Pattern and location.

Commands shal1 be entered and displayed in a standard location on the display.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.14.4.5.7 Displayed location.

Whenever possible, handles, grasp areas, or hoist points shall be located above the center of gravity and
in a manner to prec1ude uncontrol1ed swinging or tilting when lifted.
They shall be located to provide at least 5 cm (2 in) of c1earance from obstructiollS during handling. The
location ofhandles shall not interfere with instal1ing, removing, operating, or maintaining the equipment.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.9‘, 11. 5.1 Locαtion.

Ac낀 ustment controls should not be located c1 0se to dangerous voltages , moving machinery, or any other
hazards. If such location cannot be avoided, the controls shal1 be appropriately shielded and labeled.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.9.3.6 Hazardous locations.

The following requirements apply to the use of color for location and orientation coding:
a. Colors - The co이lor않s selected for coding sha
려11 be consi엽sten
따
1πt WÌth the requ
따
lir않
em↑lents in Paragraph 9 ,.’’.5.3‘
5 .2 .i
Colo
야r Coding. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 8.5.3.3 Location & Orientation By Color Coding Design Requirements
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4
4.2

COLOR
Number ofColor

Colors may be used only to supplement other control coding methods. Not more than five colors should
be used.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.4. 1. 4.5 Color-coding.
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4

COLOR

4.2
4.2 .4

Number of Color
Use of Color

Use of color or neutral density filters wil1 depend upon the application (e.g. , nεutral filters may be used to
reduce overall brightness without affecting contrast; polarizing fi 1ters may be used to reduce unacceptable
glare or increase apparent contrast from sun, snow, or water).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.11.3.14.1.2

Use.

Color coding requirements and guidelines for specific displays are specified in paragraphs covεring such
displays. Where applied elsewhere, color coding should be used consistent1 y and sparingly within a
display and across displays within an application. Color shall not be used for gaining attention outside the
optimum visual field (see Figure 2). Color customization, shall be allowed only for information that ís not
tactically significant.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.1.5.6.1

Use.

Where color is used for coding, it should be employed conservatively and consistent1y ,
Additional Informatíon: The number of colors used for coding should be kept to the minimum needed for
providing sufficient information. Once colors are assígned a specific use or meaning, no other color
should be used for the same purpose ‘ Casual, arbitrary use of colors on every display may cause displays
to appear ’busy’ or c1uttered‘ Casual use of color w i11 also reduce thε likelihood that significant color
coding on particular displays will be interpreted appropriately and quickly by a user.5 908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.8-1 Use ofColor
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4
4.4
4 .4.1

COLOR
Selection
Pure Blue

Pure blue on a dark background should be avoided for text, for thin lines, or for high-resolution
information.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ:2 1. 3.8-6 Pure Blue
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4

COLOR

4 .4
4 .4 .2

Selection
Pure Red

Dominant wavelengths above 650 nanometers in displays should be avoided.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ1 1.3.8-14 Pure Red
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4
4.4
4.4.3

COLOR
Selection
Red-Gray εombinations

Whenever possible, red and green colors should not be used in combination.
Additional Information: Use of red symbols on a green background should especially be avoided.0700
source NUREG0700 REμ:1 1.3.8-12 Red-Green CombinαtiOlZS
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4
4.5

COLOR
Coding

refer to 5.1
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4

COLOR

4.6

Contrast

This section contains guidelines on coding not covered in other sections. Information on text coding,
color coding, auditory coding, and coding in menus is contained in Section 8.2 .5 on text displays, Section
8.6 on color displays, Section 8.16.1 on auditory displays and Section 8.8.5 on menus.
source FAA 8.7 Coding

Visual coding (such as color, shape, blink, etc.) may be used to convey status information (e.g. , changing
the color of parameters that exceed their setpoint to red) or to facilitate locating particular items.
Whenever possible , redundant coding should be used. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 1189-1998 4.1.4 Visual coding

For television viewing, symbol-or pattem-coding should be used in preference to color-coding.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.10.4.5 Coding.

Coding shal1 be employed to differentiate between items of information and to call the usεr’s attention to
changes in the state of the system. Coding should be used for c뼈cal infom뻐tion， unusual values ,
changed items, items to be changed, high prioriη'messages， specíal areas ofthe display, errors in entry,
criticality of command entry, and targets. Consistent, meaningful codes shall be used. Coding shall not
reduce legibility or increase transmission time.
source MIL-STD-1471F’ 5.14.3.3.1 Use.

Flash coding shall be employed to cal1 the user's attention to mission critical events only. No more than 2
flash rates shall be used. Where one rate is used, the rate shall be 3 - 5 flashes per second. Where two
rates are used, the second rate shal1 bε not greater than 2 per second.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.14.3.3.1 Flash.

Brightness intensity coding shall be employed only to differentiate between an item of information and
adjacent information. No more than two levels ofbrightness shall be used. Each level shall be separated
from the nearest other level by not less than a 2: 1 ratio.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.14.3.3.3 Brightness.

Pattem and location coding may be used to reduce user search time by restricting the area to be searched
to prescribed segments.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.14.3.3.4 Pattern and location.

Underlining may be employed to indicate unusual values, errors in entry, changεd items, or itεms to be
changed.
source MIL-STD-1471F 5.14.3.3.5 Underlining.
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Symbol coding may be used to enhance information assimilation from data displays. Symbols shall be
analogs of the event or system element they represent or be in general use and well known to the expected
users. Where sìze difference between symbols is employed, the major dimensions of the larger shall be
not less than 150% ofthe major dimension ofthe smaller. Not more than three sÎZe levels shall be used.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6 피，mbol and size.

When special symbols are used to signal critical conditions , they shall be used for only that purpose.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6.1 Special symbols.

When a special symbol is used to mark a word, the symbol shall be separated from the beginning of the
word by one space.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6.2 Markers c/ose to words marked.

Color coding may be employed to differentiate between classes of information in complex, dense, or
critical displays. The colors selected shall not conflict with the color associatìons spec퍼ed in Table II.
Information shall not be coded sole1y by color if the data must be accessed from monochromatic as wel1
as color terminals or printed in hard copy versions ‘ To enhance detectabi1ity and discrimab i1ity, colorfilled symbols should be used instead of color outlined symbols.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.7 Coloκ

Shape coding may be used for search and identification tasks. When shape coding is used, the codes
selected shall be based on estab1ished standards or conventional meanings.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.8 Shap e.

a capabìlity for brightness inversion Îs available (so-called ‘’reverse video‘’, where dark characters
on a bright background can be changed under computer control to bright on dark, or vice versa) , it may be
used for highlighting critical items that require user attention. When used for alerting purposes , brightness
inversion shall be reserved for that purpose, and not be used for general highlighting.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.‘ 3.9 Brightness inversion.
whεn

When selections are indicated by coded entry, the code associated with each option shall be included on
the display in some consistent manner.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.2.9 Option coding.

Where an item can be mounted and oriented any way other than intended, proper mounting and
orientation shall be indicated by labels or coding (e.g. , color). Where required to expedite field repair,
wìrε bundles of more than five wires shall be labeled and color-coded ‘
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.9.12.5 Labeling and Coding.
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Cables containing individually insulated conductors with a common sheath shal1 bε coded every 30
cm(l 2 in).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.9.13.1 Coding.

Plugs and receptacles shal1 have durable strips, arrows , or other indications to show the positions of
aligning pins or equivalent devices for proper insertion。
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.9.14.6 Coding.

Labeling and coding standards for work:s tations are presented in this section.
The labeling portion describes the design and placement of alphanumerics and markings.
The coding section describes ηpes of coding, general coding requirements, and symbology. (…)
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.1 Introduction

Factors that should be considered when designing and implementing .1abeling and coding are presented
below.
a ‘ General Applications - Labels, legends, markings, codes, or a combination of these, should be provided
whenever it is necessary for crewmembers to identify, interpret, follow procedures, or avoid hazards,
except where the message to be conveyed is already obvious to the observer. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.2 Labεling and Coding Design Considerations’

Requirements for the implementation ofvarious types of coding are presented below.
a. General Coding Requirements:
1. Standardization - The application of coding techniques shall be consistent within and between
systems. ( ... )
source NASι4-STD-3000 9.5.3.2 Coding Dαign Requirements

Symbols should be legible and readily discriminable against the background colors under all expected
ambient lighting conditiòns.
Additional Information: For adequate legibility, colored symbols should differ from their color
background by an E distance (CIE Yu’v’) of 100 units or more. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 1.3.8-9 Color Contrast

Low-intensity indications (e.g. , dark red) in the periphery ofthe visual field should be avoided where
color coding is used, since they may not be readily detected. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 4.2.6.2-6 Color Detectability

Broadly, there are two methods of a1tering resources in Motif: External resource files -- resource values
are set and stored in particular files. Hard Coding in the program -- resource values are set in the program
code. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Progrlαmming 9. 1. Overriding Rε~ourceDeJμults
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4
4.7

COLOR
Brightness

High brightness levels should be used to signify information of prirnary importance, and lower levels
should be used to signify information of secondary interest.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ1

1.3.1ι 6

Signijicance of Brightness Levels
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4
4.8

COLOR
Miscellaneous

Color can be helpful in differentiating classes of information in complex, dense , and critical displays.
Users often express a preference for color, even when it does not improve their performance. Although it
may improve motivation and memory, performance advantages associated with the use of color tend to be
highly task dependent. For example , color is helpful in classcoding tasks. Its high conspicuity value
means that less time is wasted in checking targets that are not in the required class.
source FAA 8.6 Color

Brighter or more saturated colors should be used to draw a user’s attention to critical data.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.3. 1. 6 .4 .g]
Discussion. Highly saturated colors may lead to unwanted effects such as afterimages; particularly
undesirable effects (e.g. , binocular rivalry) can arise from highly saturated reds located near highly
saturated blues.
source

FAA

8. ι 2.1

Drawing attention.

Shorter wavelength colors (e.g. , blue and green) should be used to display information that is used
infrequent1y, such as status or background information.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2. l. c]
source FAA 8.6.2.6 Colorsfor infrequently used information.

Red should be used only if high ambient illurnination is expected and green and yellow if a broad range of
illurnination is expected.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2.5]
source FAA 8.6.2.8 Color and ambient illumination.

General Principle - If color graphic displays are used, chosen colors should be discrete , readily visible ,
and enhance operator processing of displayed information.
source

HF010

9.3

COLOR

Brighter anψor more saturated colors should be used when it is necessary to draw a user’s attention to
critical data.
Additional Information: Both intensity and saturation should be used to draw a user’s attention to critical
data. Although saturated and/or intense hues are useful for drawing a user’s attention, their overuse will
result in a display that is garish and difficult to view for long periods.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-4 Color Coding to Draw Attention

When color coding is used to group or highlight displayed data , all ofthe colors in the set should be
readily discrirninable from each other. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.8-7 Easily Discriminable Colors
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Colored ambient illurnination should not be used if c이or coding is used in the workplace.
Additional Information: Colored lighting will interfere with color-coded VDU displays and other color
coding. Some types of lamps (e.g. , mercury or sodium lamps) have very poor color rendering properties.
Such lamps should not be used for normal or emergency lighting ifthe ability to distinguish among colors
may be important. 5908 , 5680
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

12.1.2.3-10

Use ofColored Ambient /ll uminatioll

Surface colors should be recognizable under both normal and emergency lighting conditions.
Additional Information: Some types of lamps (e.g. , mercury or sodium lamps) have very poor color
rendering properties. Such lamps should not be used for normal or emergency lighting if the ability to
distinguish among colors may be important. 0700 , 5680
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 12.1.2.3-8 Color

Low-intensity indications (e.g. , dark red) in the periphery of the visual field should be avoided where
color coding is used, since they may not be readily detected.
Additional Information: If the display system has an area that is a specific focus of attention, then
displays located in adjacent areas may be frequently in the periphery ofthe operator’s field ofvision.6105
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 4.2.6.2-6 Color Detectability

Simultaneous presentation ofboth pure red and pure blue on a dark background should be avoided.
Additional Information: Such a presentation may result in chromostereopsis (an uncornfortable
hreedimensional effect). 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.3.8-13

Chromostereopsis

Color can be helpful in differentiating c1 asses of information in complex, dense , and critical displays.
Users often express a preference for color, even when it does not improve their performance. Although it
may improve motivation and memory, performance advantages associated with the use of color tend to be
highly task dependent. For example , color is helpful in c1 asscoding tasks. Its high conspicuity value
means that less time is wasted in checking targets that are not in the required class.
source FAA 8.6 Color

Brighter or more saturated colors should be used to draw a user’s attention to critical data.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3.1.6 .4 .g]
Discussion. Highly saturated colors may lead to unwanted effects such as afterimages; particularly
undesirable effects (e.g. , binocular rivalry) can arise from highly saturated reds located near highly
saturated blues.
source FAA 8.6.2.1 Drawing attelltioll.

When color is used to emphasize information, the brightest color should bε used for the most important
information.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3. l. 2]
source FAA 8.6.2.2 Color brightlless.
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Tonal coding should be used to show relative values of a single variable.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.3.1]
Definition. Tonal coding is coding based on different shades ofthe same hue or different pattems or
textures.
source FAA 8.6.2.3 Tonal coding.

When tonal coding is used to display relative values of a variable , the lightest shade should correspond to
the smallest value , and the darkest shade to the highest value.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.3.2]
source FAA 8.6.2.4 Ordered coding.

When similar hues are used, they should be used only with logically related information.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3. 1. 2]
source FAA 8.6.2.5 Use ofhues.

Shorter wavelength colors (e.g. , blue and green) should be used to display information that is used
infrequently, such as status or background inforrnation.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2. 1. c]
source FAA 8.6.2.6 Colorsfor infrequently used information.

Blue should not be used as the foreground color ifresolution offine details is required. Blue is acceptable
as a background color.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2 .4 .d, 4.3.2.7]
source FAA 8.6.2.7 Blue.

Red should be used only if high ambient i1lumination is expected and green and yellow if a broad range of
illumination is expected.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2.5]
source FAA 8.6.2.8 Color and ambient illumination.

When green, yellow, and red are used, they shall be used in combination with other cues , such as
brightness and saturation, to enhance their distinctiveness.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3. 1. 2. f]
source FAA 8.6.2.9 Green , yellow, and red.

General Principle - If color graphic displays are used , chosen colors should be discrete , readily visible ,
and enhance operator processing of displayed inforrnation.
source HFOI0 9.3 COLOR
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Color provides an effective coding device; however, it should always be redundant to some other type of
coding , since it is extremely vulnerable to hardware and perceptual problems that may eliminate its
effectiveness and is less effective under poor lighting. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.4.1 Color coding

The following requirements apply to the use of color for location and orientation coding:
a. Colors - The colors selected for coding shall be consistent with the requirements in Paragraph 9.5.3.2 .i,
Color Coding. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 8.5.3.3 Location & Orientation By Color Coding Design Requirements

Brighter and/or more saturated colors should be used when it is necessary to draw a user's attention to
critical data.
Additional Information: Both intensity and saturation should be used to draw a user’s attention to critical
data. Although saturated and/or intense hues are usetì띠 for drawing a user's attention, their overuse will
result in a display that is garish and difficult to view for long periods.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-4 Color Coding to Draw Aπ'ention

Colors for coding should be based on user conventions with particular colors.
Additional Information: Color codes should conform to color meanings that already exist in the user's job.
Color codes employing different meanings will be much more difficult to use. Table 1.3 provides general
nuclear plant color meanings.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-5 Color Selection

When color coding is used to group or highlight displayed data, all ofthe colors in the set should be
readily discriminable from each other. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-7 Easily Discriminable Colors

Symbols should be legible and readily discriminable against the background colors under all expected
ambient lighting conditions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.8-9 Color Contrast

When color shading is used, colors should provide adequate contrast and should be consistent with other
color coding in the control room.
Additional Information: This practice is also kno뼈 as ’color padding’ or ’color blocking’ (see Figure
11.1 6).0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 11.4.1-6 Color Shading

Colored ambient illumination should not be used if color coding is used in the workplace. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

12.1.2.3-10

Use ofColored Ambient lllumination
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Surface colors should be recognizable under both normal and emergency lighting conditions.
Additional Information: Some types oflamps (e.g. , mercury or sodium lamps) have very poor color
rendering properties. Such lamps should not be used for normal or emergency lighting if the ability to
distinguish among colors may be important. 0700 , 5680
SO ;J rce
NUREG0700 RE ι2 12.1.2.3-8 Color

The color ofthe control should contrast with the panel background.
Additional Information: See Table 1. 3. Guidelines for color coding are given in Section 1. 3.8 , Color. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.1.2-5 Color Coding Contrast

When color coding is used to relate a control to its corresponding display, the same color should be used
for both the control and the display.
Additional Inforrnation: Color coding should follow the recornmendations ofSection 1. 3.8 , Color. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.1.2-6 Color Coding Between Control and Display

Low-intensity indications (e.g. , dark red) in the periphery ofthe visual field should be avoided where
color coding is used, since they may not be readily detected.
Additional Information: If the display system has an area that is a specific focus of attention, then
displays located in adjacent areas may be frequently in the periphery ofthe operator’s field ofvision.6105
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 4.2.6.2-6 Color Detectability
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5
5.1

INFORMATION CODING
Color

Pattem and location coding may be used to reduce user search time by restricting the area to be searched
to prescribed segments.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.4 Paπ'ern and location.

Color coding may be employed to differentiate between classes of information in complex, dense , or
critical displays. The colors selected shall not con f1 ict with the color associations specified in Table 11.
Information shall not be coded solely by color ifthe data must be accessed from monochromatic as well
as color terminals or printed in hard copy versions. To enhance detectability and discrimability, colorfilled symbols should be used instead of color out1ined symbols.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.7 Color.

Brighter and/or more saturated colors should be used when it is necessary to draw a user’s attention to
critical data.
Additional Information: Both intensity and saturation should be used to draw a user’s attention to critical
data. A1though saturated and/or intense hues are useful for drawing a user’s attention, their overuse wi11
result in a display that is garish and difficult to view for long periods.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-4 Color Coding to Draw Attention

Colors for coding should be based on user conventions with particular colors.
Additional Information: Color codes should conform to color meanings that already exist in the user's job.
Color codes employing different meanings will be much more difficult to use. Table 1.3 provides general
nuclear plant color meanings.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-5 Color Selection

When color coding is used to group or highlight displayed data , all of the colors in the set should be
readily discrirninable from each other.
Additional Information: Table 1.4 identifies the wavelengths of colors that are easily discrirninable. For
example , on a light background: red, dark yellow, green, blue and black, and on a dark background:
desaturated red, green and blue , plus yellow and white.( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.8-7 Easily Discrimillable Colors

When color coding is used , each color should represent only one category of displayed data.
Additional Information: Color will prove the dorninant coding dimension on a display. If several different
categories of data are displayed , for example , in red, they wi1l have an unwanted visual coherence that
may hinder proper assirnilation of information by a user ‘ 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-8 Unique Assignment ofColor Codes
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The color coding scheme should be used consistently throughout the control room.
Additional Information: Refer to the guidelines in Section 1. 3.8 , Color, for specific recommendations on
the use of color. 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

11.3.2-4

Consistency

When color coding is used to relate a control to its corresponding display, the same color should be used
for both the control and the display.
Additional Information: Color coding should follow the recommendations ofSection 1. 3.8 , Color.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.1.2-6

Color Coding Between Control and Display

Low-intensity indications (e.g. , dark red) in the periphery of the visual field should be avoided where
color coding is used, since they rnay not be readily detected.
Additional Information: If the display system has an area that is a specific focus of attention, then
displays located in a이 acent areas may be frequently in the periphery of the operator’s field ofvision.6105
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2 4.2.6.2-6

Color Detectability
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5.
5.1
5. 1.2

INFORMATION CODING
Color
Color Coding for Discrete Data Categories

Each color should represent only one category of displayed data.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2. l. c]
source FAA 8.6.4.1 One meallÎlI g per color.

When the user community has previously established meanings for various colors , the designer shall
retain those meanings. Thus , a color should not signify a different condition than it signified in the
prevlO us system.
[Source: CTA , 1996-7. 1. 6. and 7. 1. 6.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.6.4.2 Retain meaning of c%rs.

Color coding shall conform to the following reserved meanings consistent with conventional associations
for particular colors:
a. Red shall indicate conditions such as no-go , error, failure , or rnalfunction.
b. Flashing red shall be used only to indicate emergency conditions requiring immediate user action to
avert personnel injury or equipment damage. ( ... )
source FAA 8.6.4.3 Reserved meanings.

Longer wavelength colors (e.g. , red and orange) should be used to suggest action or a dernand for a
response.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2. 1. d]
source FAA 8.6.4.4 Colorsfor actioll and status.

When a user must distinguish rapidly among several discrete categories of data , a unique color should be
used to display the data in each category.
Additional Information: Color coding of discrete categories (e.g. , setpoint values and actual values) is
particular1 y useful when data items are dispersed on a display. With some display equipment now
providing a wide range of different colors , designers may be tempted to exploit that capability by using
many different colors for coding. However, such a capability is not useful for coding discrete categories ,
except that it may allow a designer to select more carefully the particular colors to be used as codes.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.8-2 C%r Codingfor Discrete Data Categories
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5
5.1
5. 1.3

INFORMATION CODING
Color
Color Coding for Relative Values

The color of other figures and the background relative to a particular item should be considered in order
to provide the appropriate color contrast and emphasis to the color-coding of a paπicular item.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5.3. 1. 6 .4 .a]
source FAA 8.6.5.1 Relative color.

Designers should avoid the color combinations listed in Exhibit 8.6.5.2.
source FAA 8.6.5.2 Color pairs to avoid.

Selected colors should be tested with users to verify that the colors can be easily discriminated from each
other.
[Source: CTA , 1996 - 7. 1.3.4]
source FAA 8.6.5.3 Testcolors.

Green, yellow, and red should be avoided as comparison colors for application information requiring
important or frequent discriminations.
source FAA 8.6.5.4 Colorsfor comparison.

Highly saturated colors with significantly different wavelengths (those toward opposite ends ofthe
spectrum) should not be used next to each other
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2 .4]
source FAA 8.6.5.5 A 따'acent colors.

Similar colors should be used to convey similarity among items; examples are orange/yellow and
blue/violet.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2 .4]
source FAA 8.6.5.6 Com’ξying similarity.

The colors selected for coding on a screen shall be easily discriminated from one another in all expected
operating conditions.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.3.2. 1. a, 4.3.2. 1. b]
source FAA 8.6.5.7 Discrimination ofcolors.

Color combinations that are similar in lightness shall be avoided.
(e.g. , navy blue on black, yellow on white).
[Source: CTA, 1996 - 7. 1. 3. 1.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.6.5.8 Vaηlingl，핑htlless.
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Due to the relationship between brightness and color, a maximum oftwo luminance levels should be used
for coding on colored displays.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services , 1999 ? 1.11.1 0.3].
source FAA 8.6.5.9 Number oflevels on colored displays.

When the relative rather than the absolute values of a variable are important, gradual color changes as a
tonal code should be used to show the relative values of a single variable.
Additional Information: For example , in displaying tank depth, a saturated blue might be used to show the
deepest point, with gradually desaturated blues to show decreasing depth. Gradual color changes should
not be used when absolute values are important, or to code data into discrete categories. For example ,
gradual color changes should not be used to indicate the level of a storage tank as it is drained or fiUed.
Instead, a set of discrete codes indicating dangerous and acceptable levels may be more appropriate.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.8-3 Color Codingfor Relative Values
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5
5.1
5. 1.4

INFORMATION CODING
Color
Unique Assignment of Color Codes

The following CRT colors and élssociations are recommended. Other color schemes compatible with
MCB indicator, annunciator and demarcation colors may be used provided it can be demonstrated by the
supplier that the standards ofNUREG-0700 are me t. ( ... )
source HFOI0 9.3.1 COLOR

When color coding is used, each color should represent only one category of displayed data.
Additional Information: Color will prove the dominant coding dimension on a display. If several different
categories of data are displayed, for example, in red, they will have an unwanted visual coherence that
may hinder proper assimilation of information by a user.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.8-8 Unique Assignmellt ofColor Codes
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5

INFORMATION CODING

5.1
5. 1.5

Color
Redundant Color Coding

Color coding should be redundant with some other display feature.
Additional Information: Pertinent information should be available from some other cue in addition to
colo r. Displayed data should provide necessary information even when viewed on a monochromatic
display terminal or hardcopy printout, or when viewed by a user with color vision impairmen t. 5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-10 Redundant Color Coding
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5
5.1
5. 1.6

INFORMATION CODING
Color
Unplanned Patterns from Color Coding

Color coding should not create unplanned or obvious new patterns on the screen.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.8-11 Unplanned Patternsfrom Color Coding
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5
5.2

INFORMATION CODING
Brightness

Brightness intensity coding shall be employed only to differentiate between an item of information and
adjacent information. No more t.~，m two levels ofbrightness shall be used. Each level shall be separated
from the nearest other level by not less than a 2: 1 ratio.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.3 Brightness.

When a capability for brightness inversion is available (so-called "reverse video" , where dark characters
on a bright background can be changed under computer control to bright on dark, or vice versa) , it may be
used for highlighting critical iterns that require user attention. When used for alerting purposes , brightness
inversion shall be reserved for that purpose , and not be used for general highlighting.
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.9 Brightlless illversioll.

Coding by differences in brightness should be used for applications that require discrirnination between
only two categories of displayed iterns on a VDU and up to three on a transillurninated display.
Additional Information: Brightness coding should not be used in conjunction with shape or size
coding.5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.10-5 Appropriate Use of Brightlless Coding

Levels approxirnating 33 percent and 100 percent of the display lurninance should be used for brightness
coding.
Additional Information: The intensities used should not be less than 6 ft-L (20 cd/m2 ). Intensity coding
should not be used for displays with a maximum display lurninance ofless than 18 ft-L (60 cφ'm2 ) or
more than 29 ft-L (100 cd/m2 ).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.3.10-7 111tellsity Levelsfor Brightlless Codillg

For transillurninated displays , such as lighted alarm tiles , the lurninance of the dim state (if used) should
be at least 10 percent greater than the inactivated state; the brightest state should not be more than 300
percent of the surrounding lurninance.
Additional Inforrnation: Transillurninated displays should have no more than 3 levels. Brightness of ’on’
alarrns should not be annoying or distracting.61 05
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 4.2.6.2-4 Brightlless Levelsfor Transilluminated Displays

For VDU displays , the bright state should be at least 100 percent brighter than the normal state.
Additional Inforrnation: VDU displays should be lirnited to only two levels.6105
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 4.2.6.2-5 Brightlless Levelsfor VDU Displays
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5
5.3

INFORMATION CODING
Contrast

The color of the control should contrast with the panel background.
Additionallnformation: See Table 1. 3. Guidelines for color coding are given in Section 1. 3.8 , Color. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 3.1.2-5 Color Coding Contrast
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5
5 .4

INFORMATION CODING
Symbol

Symbol coding may be used to enhance information assimilation from data displays. Symbols shall be
analogs of the event or system element they represent or be in general use and well known to the expected
users. Where size difference between symbols is employed, the m며 or dimensions of the larger shall be
not less than 150% ofthe major dimension ofthe smaller. Not more than three size levels shall be used.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.3.6 Symbol and size.

When special symbols are used to signal critical conditions , they shall be used for only that purpose.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6.1

Special symbols.

If a user wishes to defer entry of a required data item, the user should be required to enter a special
symbol in the data field to indicate that the item has been temporarily omitted rather than ignored.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.4-11

Deferral ofRequired Data Entry
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5
5.5

INFORMATION CODING
Spatial

Spatial coding may be used to indicate alarm importance.
Additional Informution: Spatial coding is related to alarm organization, which is addressed in Section
4.5.7.6105 , 6684
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 4.2.6.2-7 Spatial Coding
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5
5.7

INFORMA TION CODING
Size

Symbol coding may be used to enhance information assimilation from data displays. Symbols shall be
analogs of the event or system element they represent or be in general use and well known to the expected
users. Where size difference between symbols is employed, the major dimensions ofthe larger shall be
not less than 150% ofthe major dimension ofthe smalle r. Not more than three size levels shall be used.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.3.6 Symbol and size.

Size coding should be used only for appIications where displays are not crowded.
Additional Information: Size coding is achieved by varying the size of displayed alphanumerics , labeIs,
and other symbols.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.3.9-1

Limited Use ofSize Coding
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5
5.8

INFORMATION CODING
Shape

Shape coding may be used for search and identification tasks. When shape coding is used , the codes
selected sh~l1 be based on established standards or conventional meanings.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.3.8 Shape.

When shape coding is used, codes should be based on established standards or conventional meanings.
Additional Information: Coding with geometric shapes should be used to help users discriminate different
categories of data on graphic displays. Although shape codes can often be mnemonic in for m, their
interpretation wi1l general1y rely on leamed association as we l1 as immediate perception. Existing user
standards must be taken into account. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.3.9-5 Establishing Standards for Shape Coding

Shape coding should be employed if rotary controls used for widely different functions are placed on the
same pane l.
Additional Information: General guidelines for coding controls (inc1 uding shape coding) are given in
Section 3. 1. 2, Coding ofControls.0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

3.3.2.1-2

Rotaη

COlltrol Shape Coding
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5
5.9

INFORMATION CODING
Texture

The font and size of alphanumeric characters should be consistent within a table and between related
tables
Additional Information: An exception to this guideline is when a word or set of characters is ighlighted
by varying the typeface , for example , through the use of italics or a bold fon t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

1.2.2-8

Consistent Character Appearance
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5
5.10

INFORMATION CODING
Pattern

Color coding should not create unplanned or obvious new pattems on the screen.5908
NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.8-11 Unplanned Patterns from Color Coding

source

When pattems are used to code displayed areas , simple rather than elaborate pattems should be used.
Additional Information: To aid visual discrirnination and identification , simple pattems , such as hatching,
should be employed rather than complex pattems.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.9-7 Simple Pattern Codes

Pattem density should vary with the value of the coded variable so that the least dense pattem is
associated with one extreme and the most dense pattem with the other extreme.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.9-8 Pattern Coding of Extreme Values
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5.11

INFORMATION CODING
Line

Underlining may be employed to indicate unusual values , errors in entry, changed items , or items to be
changed.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.5 Underlining.

Flow paths should be coded (e.g. , by color and/or width) to indicate important information.
Additional Information: For example , color can be used to differentiate process flow paths: blue may be
used to code water lines; white , steam lines; and yellow, oillines. In general, features ofthe flow path that
change
the open/close status ofvalves) should be coded 80 as to be more salíent than static
feature8.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.1.8-6 Line Coding
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5

INFORMATION CODING

5.12

Area

Codes, such as texture pattems, color, or tonal variations , should be usεd when different areas of a map
must be defined, or when geographic distribution of a particular variable must be indicated.
Additional Information: It may be desirable to limit area coding to one variable in order to assure
effective information assimilation. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REμ，2 1.2.9-5 Area Coding

When menu selection is accomplished by code entry, a standard command entry area (window) should be
provided where users enter the selected code.
Additional Information: That entry area should be in a fixed location on all displays. In a customary
terminal configuration, where the display is located above the k!εyboard， command entry should be at the
bottom of the display, in order to minimize user head/eye movement between the display and the
keyboard.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2. 2.2.2.5-2 Standard Area for Code Entry
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5
5.13

INFORMATION CODING
Ordered

Where dífferent areas of a map are coded by texture pattems or tonal variation, the darkest or lightest
shades correspond to the extreme values ofthe coded variablε.
Additional Information: Orderly assignment of code values will help users perceive and remember the
categories represented by the code.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1. 2.9-7 Ordered Coding
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5

INFORMATION CODING

5.14

Text Coding

Withina tεxt file or table, the use of a different font style should be preferred over the use of a different
size for highlighting information.
Additional Information: It is often not possible to introduce into displayed text differences in t째e
sizelarge enough to be readily discemable.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

1.2.1-21

Font Coding

When critical text merits emphasis to set it apart from other text, that text should be highlighted by
bolding/brightening or color coding or by some auxiliary annotation.
Additional Information: Use of capitalization as a coding technique should be 1imited since it reduces
readability. A single word might be capitalized for emphasis, but capitalizing an extended passage should
not be used for coding.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1. 1-44 Highlighting Text Displαtps

When a line is placed under an ìtem to mark or emphasize it,. the 1ine should not impair the legibi1ity of
the item, e.g. , by obscuring the descenders.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1. 2.‘ 1-20 Underliningfor Emphasis

Codes such as bold, italics, and underline should not be used to identify selection points if other
conventional uses of these codes in the text, such as to emphasize certain words , is likely to confuse the
user.6546
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.5.1.2-14

Typographically lden願ing 퍼pertext Links
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5
5.14
5.14.1

INFORMATION CODING
Text Coding
Abbreviations and Acronyms

Information shall be displayed in plain concise text wherever possible. Where abbreviations and
acronyms are required, they shall conform to current standards. New acronyms, if required, shall be
developed using logical rules of abbreviation. Abbreviations should be distinctive to avoid confusion.
W ords should have only one consistent abbreviation. No punctuation should be used in abbreviations.
Definitions of all abbreviations , nemonics and codes should be provided at the user’s request
source MIL~STD-1472F 5.14.3‘, 2.3 Abbreviations and acronyms.

Requirements for the use ofupper and lower case lettering for labeling are provided below.
a. Abbreviations - Lower case letters shall be used in abbreviations or symbols in which their use is the
commonly accep빼 practice (e.g. , He, pH, Hg, etc.).
b. Operating Instructions - Equipment operating instructions shall use lower case for text and upper case
for the first lett않 of a sentence, headings, titles of equipment, and references to control/display panel
markings.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.3.1. 14.3 UpperlL ower Case Design Requirements

Abbreviations and acronyms should be used consistently and limited to those well known to the
users.6634
source NUREG/CR-6634 10. 1. 2-8 Abbreviations and Acronyms

Abbreviations should be avoided (except when terms are common1y referred to by their initialisms , e.g. ,
SPDS).
Additional Information: When abbreviation is necessary due to space constraints , the words chosen for
abbreviation should be those that are common1y known in their abbreviated form, and/or 삼lose words
whose abbreviations can be unambiguously interpreted. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ1 1.3.1-1 Avoiding Abbreviations

When defining abbreviations that are not common to thε user population, a simple rule should be used
that users understand and recognize.
Additional Information: Abbreviation by truncation is the best method, except when word endings convey
important information‘ When a truncation rule is used, abbreviations are easy to derive and easy for a user
to decode. If an abbreviation deviates from the consistent rule, it may be helpful to give it some special
mark whenever it is displayed.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-1 1.3.2-2 Abbrevi，αtion Rule

Abbreviations should be distinctive so that abbreviations for diffiεrent words are distinguishable.5908
source NUREG07，θORE μ1 1.3.2-3 Distinctive Abbreviations
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Abbreviations and acronyms should not include punctuation.
Additionallnformation: For example, SPDS is preferred over S.P.D.S. Punctuation should be retained
when needed for clarity, e.g. , ’4-inch diameter pipe' rather than ’4 in diameter pipe.’5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.2-4 Punctuation 01 Abbreviations

When arbitrary codes must be remembered by the user, characters should be grouped in blocks of thrεe to
five characters, separated by a minimum of one blank: space or other separating character such as a
hyphen or slash.
Additional Information: Arbitrary codes are alphanumeric characters without natural organization. When
a code is meaningful, such as a mnemonic abbreviation or a word, it can be longer.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.3.2-5 Easily Remembered Arbih‘'U ry Codes

The use of the letters 0 and 1 in a non-meaningful code should be avoided since they arε easily confused
with the numbers 0 (zero) and 1 (one) , respectively.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3‘ 2-6 Avoid 0 and 1 in Arbitraη Codes

When codes combine both letters and numbers, letters should be grouped together and numbεrs grouped
together rather than interspersing letters with numbers.
Additional Information: F or exanψle， lεtter-letter-number (’ HW5 ’) wi11 be read and remembered
somewhat more accurately than letter-number-letter (’H5W’).5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 1.3.2-7 Combining Letters and Numbers in Arbitrary Codes

Abbreviations and acronyms should be used consistently and limited to those well known to the
users.6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 8. 1. 2-8 Abbreviations and Acronyms
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5
5.14
5.14.2

INFORM:A’fIONCODING
Text Coding
Alphanumeric Coding

Alphanumeric coding should not be used as the sole means to cal1 atlention to important orcritical
infonnation.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.3. 1. 6. 1. a]
source FAA 8.2.6.1.1 Supplemental use onlJ’·

Alphanumeric codes shou1d use either upper case letlers or lower case letlers consistently and not use
mixed case letters.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.3. 1. 6. 1.b] ( ... )
source FAA 8.2.6.1.2 Case ofletters.

When codes contain both letters and numbers, the letlers should bε grouped and the numbers should be
grouped rather than interspersìng letters with numbers.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5 ‘ 3. 1. 6. 1. c]
Example. The code HW5 might be used rather than the code H5W.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.3. 1. 6. 1. c]
source FAA 8.2.6.1.3 Mixed letter and number codes.

Arbitraryalphanumeric codes that arε to be recalled by users should have no more than five characters
and should be the same length.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.3. 1. 6. 1. d]
source FAA 8.2.6. 1. 4 Length ofcodes.

The use of punctuation in alphanumeric codes should be used only when the code may be confused with a
word.
[Source: CTA, 1996 ‘ 4.2.5.5]
source FAA 8;2.6.1.5 Punctuation in codes.

When arbitrary codes must be remembered by the user, characters should be grouped in blocks ofthree to
five characters, separated by a minimum of one blank space or other separating character such as a
hyphen or slash.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.3.2-5]
source

FA，경

8, 2.6.1.6 Short abbreviations or arbitrary codes.

The use of the letters 0 and 1 in a non-meaningful code should be avoided because they are easily
confused with thε numbers 0 (zero) and 1 (one) , respectively.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 1.3.2-6]
source FAA

8.2‘, 6, 1.7 Avoid 0 and 1 in arbitrary codes.
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Alpha numeric character sizε should be a minimum of 5 x 7 per character iÍl a 7 X 9 pixel cell.
source HF010

9. 7’ . 1 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

For alphanumeric displays, thε ratio of the number of characters displayed to the number of character
spaces available should be less than 25%. Tables and lists tend to have high information density.
Densities in excess of 25% may be acceptable if the table or list is organized in a manner that facilitates
searching and accurate scanning, such as the insertion of a space after every third or fourth line.
source IE핑
'EE.
뀔될‘‘‘‘.‘ß

Alphanumeric displays consist of letters and numbers.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.5.1 Desc뼈tion of alphanumeric displlαU's

In developing alphanumeric displays, font , character size , pitch, screen density, and screen control should
be considered. Generally, these displays should be designed to be viewed from a normal reading distance
of 40-70cm (16-28in) ‘ ( ••• )
source IEEξSTD 1289-1998 6.5.3 Design considerationsfor alphαnumeric displays

Text screens may be designed to present data that is relevant to the existing plant conditions , such lists of
existing operating parameters, instructions for c1earing most recent alarms , or procedures for changing
valve alignment or st따ting a standby pump. Lists may be used to convey large quantities of information.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.5.4 Advαntagesofaψhanumeric displays

Alphanumeric displays require more time to read and interpret the data. They also require closer viewing
distances than graphic displays.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 6.5.5 Disiαdvantages ofalphanumeric displays

When five or more alphanumeric characters without natural organization are displayed, the characters
shal1 be grouped in blocks of three to five characters within each group separated by a minimum of one
blank space or other separating character such as a hyphen or slash.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.1.7 Extended alphanumerics.

Strings of alphanumerics should be grouped into sets of three to five characters or grouped at natural
breaks. When a code consists ofboth letters and digits , common character types should be grouped by
common character type for εase of location.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.5.8 Alphanumeric grouping.

Red LEDs/segmented displays shall not be grouped with or located ac낀 acent to red warning lights.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.6.7.10

LOCiαtion

ofred alphanumeric LEDs/segmented displays.
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Alphanumeric characters and symbols shall subtend not less than 4.7 mrad (1 6 min) of visual angle as
measured from the longest anticipated viewing distance ‘
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.6.7.4 Alphanumeric chαrαcter and symbol sizes.

The height of alphanumeric characters and geometric and pictorial symbols shall subtend not less than 4.5
mrad (15 minutes) ofvisual angle. Alphanumeric characters shall be upper case. Aircraft display
characters and symbols that must be read in flight shall subtend not less than 7 mrad (24 min) ofvisual
angle.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2. κ 8.2

Alphαnumeric char，α cter αnd symþol sizes.

An alphanumeric coding system shall be established for the space module‘ The system shal1 have the
following characteristics:
a. Ease ofUse - The coding system shall be simple to use, communicate, and memorize. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-30θo

8.5.3.1

Alphanumeric Coding Design Requirements

Requirements for the design of large screen displays are provided below.
a. Large Screen Optical Pr'이 ection Displays - Rear projection shall be usεd where physical obsπuctions to
front projection rεsult in poor visib i1ity or where work areas require high ambient illumination for other
activities. (. ‘ .)
source

NASA-STD-3θ00

9.4.2.3.3.2 Large Screen DispLα\y Design Requirements

Requirements for the design ofvisual display terminal (VDT) displays are presented below.
a. Resolution - A l1 displays shall have a minimum resolution of 67 lines per inch.
b. Luminance - The minimum level ofluminance recommended for characters on a VDT, regardless of
wavelength, shal1 be 70 c d/m2 (20 fl) with a level of 170 cd/m2 (50 fl) preferred. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.4.2.3.3.9

’ Terminal (VD T) Design Requirements

Visuαl Displa}

Procedure steps shou1d be written as short sentences.6634
source NUREGICR-6634 10.1.2-2 Short Sentences

Short, simple words from standard American English should be used.6634
source NUREGICR-6634

1 ι 1.2-5

Simple Wordiltg

Punctuation should conform to standard American English usage.6634
source NUREGICR-6634 10.1.2-6 Standard Punctuation

W ords , phrases , and equipment names and numbers shou1 d be used consistently within and among
procedures , drawings , other HSIs, and equipment labels.6634
source NUREGICR-6634 10. 1. 2-7 Consistent Word R야rences
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5
5.14
5.14.3

INFORMATION CODING
Text Coding
Underlining Coding

Underlining should only be used for mildly emphasizing information, indicating key words or
distinguishing fields from text.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.11.12.1]
source FAA 8.2.6.2.1 Use ofunderlining.

Underlining should not be used for large amounts of consecutive text.
[Source: N ational Air TrafficServices, 1999 - 1.11.12.1]
Discussion. Under1 ining can reduce the legibility of text, making reading difficult.
[Source: National Air Traffic Servicε8， 1999 - 1. 1 1. 12.1]
source FAA 8.2.6, 2.2 Underlining text.
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5
5.14
5.14.4

INFORMATION CODING
Text Coding
Bold Coding

Bold codíng should be used for strong emphasis.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services, 1999 - 1.11.14.1]
source FAA 8.2.6.3.1 Suitability/appropriateness ofbold coding.

No more than three levels ofbold coding should be used.
[Source: National Air TrafficSeIγices， 1999 1. 11. 14.2]
source FAA 8.2.6.3.2 Number oflevels ofbold coding.
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5.

INFORMAl‘10NCODING

5.14

Text Coding
Numeric Coding

5.14.5

Data should not be presented ín dìgìtal form unless thε user needs
Natíonal Air Traffic Servíces, 1999 - 1.11.17.1]
source FAA 8.2.6.4.1 Digitalform.

speci표c

numeric valuer.. [Source:

Numeric codes should bε lìmited to fewer than seven characters.
[Source: National Air Traffic Services,1999 - 1. 1 1. 17.2]
source FAA 8.2.6.4.2 Number of characters.

Keyboards used in systems that requìre substantìal numeric input shall be equípped with a numeric
keypad.
source MIL-STD-1472F’ 5.14.2.2.5 Numeric keypads.

Users shall be allowed to make numeric entries in tables without concern for justificatìon; the computer
shall right-j ustìfy integers , or justìfy with respect to a decimal point if present.
source Mll깐STD-1472F’ 5.14.3.5.10 Justiflcation ofnumeric entry.

Long numeric fields should be punctuated with spaces, commas, or slashes. Conventional punctuation
schemes should be used ìf ín common usage. Where none εxist a space should be used after every third or
fourth dìgit. Leading zeros shal1 not be used in numerical data except where needed for clarity.
source M
μ
flL-‘-S

Numeric dìgital dìsplays should be used when precision of displayed information is important, but shal1
not be used as the only display of information when the pattem of variation is important for accurate
perceptìon or when rapid or slow digital display rates inhibit accurate perception.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.1.3.13 Numeric digital displays.

Numeric values on fixed scales shal1 increase clockwise , :from left to ríght, or from the bottom up,
depending on display design and orientation.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.2.3.2.1 Numerical progression.
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5.
5.15

INFORMATION CODING
Display Range

Zones indicating operating ranges should bε color coded by edge lines or wedges for circular scales.
Additional Information: Zones can be used to indicate operating range8, off-normal1evε18， and dangerou8
levels , 5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.2.11-1 Display Range Coding
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5.
5.16

INFORMATION CODING
F’lashing

Flash coding shall be employed to call the user’s attention to mission critical events only. No more than 2
flash rates shall be used. Where one rate is used, the rate shal1 be 3 - 5 flashes per second. Where two
rates are used, the second rate shall be not greater than 2 per second.
source

MIL-STD-1472F’ 5.14.3.3.2 Flash.
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5

INFORMATION CODING

5.17

Miscellaneous

This section contains guidelines on coding not covered in other sections. Information on text coding,
color coding, auditory coding, and coding in menus is contained in Section 8.2.5 on text displays , Section
8.6 on color displays , Section 8.16.1 on auditory displays and Section 8.8 .5 on menus.
source FAA 8.7 Coding

Visual coding (such as color, shape , blink, etc.) may be used to convey status information (e.g. , changing
the color of parameters that exceed their setpoint to red) or to facilitate locating particular items.
Whenever possible , redundant coding should be used. Since all codes must be learned, only a few simple
meanings should be assigned to each type of coding (e.g. , shape, size , or color). In addition, the code
should be consistent with that meaning rather than contrary to that meaning (e.g. , minimum flow bypass
lines should not be drawn thicker than main lines).
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.4 Visual coding

Coding shall be employed to differentiate between items of information and to call the user’s attention to
changes in the state of the system. Coding should be used for critical information, unusual values ,
changed items , items to be changed, high priority messages, special areas of the display, errors in entry,
criticality of command entry, and targets. Consistent, meaningful codes shall be used. Coding shall not
reduce legibility or increase transmission time.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.1 Usι

When a special symbol is used to mark a word, the symbol shall be separated from the beginning of the
word by one space.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.3.6.2 Markers close to words marked.

When selections are indicated by coded entry, the code associated with each option shall be inc1uded on
the display in some consistent manner.
source MIL-STD=1472F 5.14.4.2.9 ption coding.

Labeling and coding standards for workstations are presented in this section. The labeling portion
describes the design and placement of alphanumerics and markings. The coding section describes types of
coding, general coding requiremεnts， and symbology.(Refer to Paragraph 9.3 , Controls , for material on
labeling requirements for specific controls.)(Refer to Paragraph 9 .4 .2.3.3.9 , Visual Display Terminals, for
labeling and coding requirements specific to visual display terminals.)
source NASA-STD-3000 9.5.1 Introduction
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Factors that should be considered when designing and implementing labeling and coding are presented
below.
a. General Applications - Labels , legends , markings , codes , or a combination of these , should be
provided whenever it is necessary for crewmembers to identify, interpret, follow procedures , or avoid
hazards , except where the message to be conveyed is already obvious to the observer. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.5.2

Labeling and Coding Des썽n Considerations

Requirements for the implementation of various types of coding are presented below.
a. General Coding Requirements:
1. Standardization - The application of coding techniques shall be consistent within and between systems.
2. Clutter - Coding shall only be used where useful , as excessive coding can have the negative effect
of adding to visual clutte r. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.5.3.2

Coding Design Requiremellts

Coding (e.g. , flash-rate , intensity, and color coding) conventions should be consistent1 y applied
throughout alarrn displays (e.g. , on tiles and on VDUs).6105
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

4.2.1-5 Alarm Coding CO lI sistency

Broadly, there are two methods of altering resources in Motif:
External resource files -- resource values are set and stored in particular files.
Hard Coding in the program -- resource values are set in the program code. The advantage of using
external files is that it allows the user to custornise Motif applications without having to recompile the
program. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programmillg

9.1

Overriding Resource D얻faults
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6
6.1

INTERACTION
Miscellaneous

System design specifics (e.g. , formats , terminology, sequencing , grouping and user decision aids) should
be consistent with the user ’ s expectations , training , procedures , el\:perience, and established conventions
(e.g. , menu-selection techniques , user-input procedures , editing , and error-correction procedures). (…)
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.1.2 User expectations

The system should provide multiple means for carrying out actions (and verifying automatic actions) and
should perrnit displays to be forrnatted in the configuration that is most convenient for the tas k. Flexibility
should be limited to situations in which it offers advantages in task perforrnance , such as to accommodate
different levels of user experience. ( ... )
source IEE닫 STD 1289-1998 4.2.1.7 Flexibility

The choice of dialogue type (e.g. , form filling , menus , command language) for interactive control shall be
compatible with user characteristics and task requirements.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.1.9 Dialogue type.

a. All dialogue types should share a common framework , so that the user can leam the basic dialogue
concepts and transfer those concepts between dialogue types.
b. Use - Direct manipulation should be the preferred dialogue techniques used for tasks.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.1 Design Consideratiollsfor User-Computer Dialogues

a. Dialogue Type - The choice of the type of dialogue between the user and computer (e.g. , command
language, menus, data forms , direct manipulation) shall be compatible with user characteristics and task
requirements. The human-computer dialogue for any task shall allow users to execute commands in
terms of the functions to be performed without concem for intemal computer data processing , storage , or
retrieval mechanisms. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.2 Desigll Requirementsfor User-Computer Dialogues

The selection of dialogue types should be based on anticipated task requirements , user skills , and
anticipated system response time.
Additional Information: Dialogue types are related to task requirements in Table 2.1.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-1 Selectioll of Dialogue Types

Flexible means of entering information or commands should be provided so that users can accomplish
necessary transactions , and can obtain guidance as needed in connection with any transaction.
Additional Information: The user should be able to go forward or back at will when scanning a multipage
display. A user interface design that permits only forward steps is deficient in that the user must cycle
through an entire display series to reach a previous page.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-10

Flexible User E Il try
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Users should be allowed to control the processing ofinformation or commands by explicit action.
Additional Information: The processing of an entry or the cancellation of an ongoing process should not
occur as a side effect of some other action. For example , when a user is keying an extended data entry, the
computer should not interrupt the user to require immediate correction of any enπy error, but instead
should wait for the user's ENTER action. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-11

Control by Explicit User Action

The results of any entry should be compatible with user expectations , so that the system changes in a

’natural’ way in response to user actions.
Additional Inforrnation: The result of an entry should be consistent with the user’s view ofthe system. For
example , a control entry ofNEXT PAGE should show the next frame of a current display, and should not
jump off to some other intemally defined 뼈e’ in the computer’s database ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-12

Compatibility with User Expectations

When processing in response to an entry is lengthy, the user should be given some positive indication of
subsequent completion.
Additional Inforrnation: Completion ofthe action commanded by the menu item will be sufficient
feedback , provided that the action has a result that is visible to the user. However , ifthe completion ofthe
menu item has no visible result, the additional feedback that the command was completed should be
communicated by a message. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-15 Indicating Completion 0/ Processing

If entries must be delayed pending computer processing of prior entries , the delay should be indicated
tothe user.
Additional Inforrnation: If processing delay results in controllockout, this could be signaled by a change
in the appearance ofthe cursor, accompanied by an auditory signal. In some app 1ications , it may be
desirable to ensure that the keyboard and other control devices are automatica l1 y locked until the user can
begin a new transaction. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-16 Indicating Control Lockout

In situations where controllockout does occur, an auxiliary means of control entry should be provided,
such as a special function key, to abort a transaction causing extended lockou t.
Additional Information: Such an interrupt capability will be especially helpful if a user recognizes that an
error has been made and wants to stop an unneeded transaction, acting 1ike an UNDO command.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-17 Interrupt to End Control Lockout

Whendata enπY is a significant part of a user’s task, entered data should appear on the user’s main display.
Additional Information: When the main display is basically forrnatted for other purposes , such as a
graphic display for process control, a separate window or area on the display may have to be reserved for
data entry.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-18 Entry via Principal Display
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The same explicit ENTER action should be required for entry of corrections as used for the original
entry.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-19 Entry ofCorrections

Procedures for entering commands or information should be consistent in form and consequences.
Additional Information: Menu selection techniques , user input procedures , editing and error correction
procedures are examples of user actions for which conventions are required. Consistent procedures will
help users develop consistent habits of operation, can reduce the likelihood of user confusion and error,
and are especially important for any transaction that risks data loss.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-2

Consistent Procedures

Users should be able to perforrn simple editing during text entry without having to invoke a separate edit
mode.
Additional Inforrnation: While entering text , users should have some capability for text selection (by
cursor movement) and deletion (e.g. , by use of destructive backspace). The intent ofthis guideline is not
to endorse modeless over moded text editors. In fact , when experienced users perform editing tasks , a
moded editor rnay offer some advantages. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-20 Editing Capabilities Durillg Text Elltry

If entries are made by keying onto the display, such as by keyed menu selections or commands , they
should be distinguishable from displayed text.
Additional Inforrnation: The user should not be able to enter controls as text, or vice versa. Eπors can be
avoided by having keyed entries made only in a reserved window in the display, or by using function keys
rather than text entry. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-21

Entries .Distillctfrom Text

Users should not have to remove unused underscores or otherwise enter keystrokes for each position
within a variable length entry area.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-22

Variable Lellgth Data Area

Optional versus required data entries within fields on input forrns should be distinc t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-23

Optional Versus Required Elltry

Annotations added by users to displayed text should be distinguishable from the text itsel f.
Additional Inforrnation: This recommendation refers to additions such as marginal notes on printed
displays. Other annotation such as forrnat control characters might be shown in a special display mode
where text has been expanded to permit annotation between lines. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-24

Display of User Allllotatiolls
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When information or command entry requirements rnay change , some means for the user ( or a system
administrator) to rnake necessary changes to available functions should be provided.
Additional Information: Entry functions that may need to be changed include the types of dialogue that
are provided, procedures for transaction selection and interrupt, methods for context definition and error
management, and alarm contro1. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-25

Flexible 1nteraction Des생n

Users should be able to request guidance information regarding requirements for inforrnation of command
entry (e.g. , syntax, parameters , and options).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-26

Guidance Information

The means of entering information or commands should be compatible with user ski11 s, perrnitting simple
step-by-step actions by beginners , but perrnitting more complex entries by experienced users.
Additional Inforrnation: Most systems w i11 have users with varying levels of experience. Any particular
user may become more expert with increasing experience , or perhaps less expert after a long period of
disuse. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-27

Entry Procedures Matched to User Skill

Users should be allowed to key a sequence of commands or option codes as a single ’stacked’ entry.
Additional Information: In particular, users should be allowed to enter stacked entries from any menu so
that an experienced user can make any specific entry without having to view subsequent menus. Entry
stacking rnay be helpful when a user is being prompted to enter a series of parameter values , and knows
what several succeeding prompts w i11 request and what values to enter. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-28

Stacked Entries

For control entry stacking , entries should be required to be in the same order as thεY would normally be
made in a succession of separate control entry actions.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-29

Consistent Order in Entry Stacking

All terrns employed in the user-system interface , and their abbreviations , should be consistent in meaning
from one transaction to another, and from one task to anothe r.
Additional Information: The same kind of action should be referred to by the same word in any context.
For example , EDIT should not be used in one place , MODIFY in another, UPDATE in a third, all
referring to the same kind of action. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-3

Consistent WordingofCommands

For control entry stacking , comrnand names , their abbreviations , or option codes should be acceptedjust
as ifthose control entries had been made separately.
Additional Information: In some applications , it might prove helpful if the computer were to display its
interpretation of a stacked entry for user review and confirmation.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-30 Abbreviation in Entry Stacking
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Users should be allowed to stack control entries without any punctuation other than spaces between words
or option codes.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-31 Minimal Punctuation ofStacked Entries

If punctuation other than spaces is needed to separate entries in a stacked control entry, a single
standardsymbol should be used for that purpose
Additional Information: A slash (/) is often used to separate stacked entries. Whatever symbol is adopted
as a delimiter for control entries should preferably be the same as any delimiter that might be used when
making data entries. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-32 Standard Delimiter in Entry Stacking

All displays should be designed so that features rele、rant to user entries are distinctive in position anψor
forma t.
Additional Information: Relevant features include displayed options , command entry areas , prompts ,
advisorymessages , and other displayed items (such as titles and time signals) whose changes signal the
results ofuser entries.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-33 Distinctive Display ofControllnformation

Ifthe consequences of a user entry will differ depending upon context established by a prior action, then
some continuous indication of current context should be displayed for reference by the use r.
Additional Information: The user should not have to query the system to determine the current mode. For
example , if activating a DELETE key establishes a mode , so that subsequent selection of a PAGE key
will erase a page of data rather than simply advancing to display the next page , then some indication of
that established DELETE mode should be displayed to the use r. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-34 Displayed Context

Information displayed to provide context for user entries should be distinctive in location and forrnat, and
consistently displayed from one transaction to the next
Additional Information: The system should indicate current position within a sequence.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-35 Consistent display of context information

Users should be perrnitted to request a summary of prior entries to help deterrnine present status , and
should be allowed to review the parameters current1y in effec t.
Additional Information: Summarizing prior entries wi11 be particularly helpful in tasks where the
sequence ofuser actions is variable , where a user must know what was done in order to decide what to do
nex t. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-36 Record of Prior Entries

A command entry area in a consistent location should be provided on every display , preferably at the
bottom. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-37 Standard Display Areafor Command Entry
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A generallist ofbasic options should be provided and always be available to serve as a ’home base' or
consistent starting point for user input.
Additional Information: Return to this starting point can be accomplished by an OPTIONS function key,
or by an explicit option on every display, or by a generally available implicit option. Such a capability
may be helpful even when a11 dialogue is user-initiated. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-38

General List ofOptions

When users must select options by code entry, the code associated WÍth each option should be displayedin
a consistent and distinctive manner.
Additional Information: In many applications , an equal sign is used to designate option codes , such as N
= Next page and P = Previous page.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-39

Displaying Option Codes

The wording and required format of information or command entry functions should be consistently
reflected in the wording ofuser guidance , including a11 operating procedures , labels , messages , and
training material.
Additional Information: For example , when the computer displays a file name , that name should be
shown in a format that would be acceptable ifthe name were included in a command entry. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-4

Wording Consistent with User Guidance

The general options list should show control entry options grouped, labeled, and ordered in terms of their
logical function , frequency , and criticality ofuse , fo11owing the general guidelines for menu design.
Additional Information: In systerns in which selection is made by use of a cursor, formats should be
organized to minimize positioning movements ofthe cursor. 5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-40

Organization and Labeling of Listed Options

Users should be provided with a list ofthe control options that are specifica11y appropriate for any
transact lO n.
Additional Information: Transaction-specific options might be listed in the working display if there is
space for them. Otherwise , they might be displayed in an overlay window at user reques t. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-41

Indicating Appropriate Control Optiolls

Only control options that are actua11y available for the current transaction should be offered to users.
Additional Information: If certain options are not yet implemented, as during system development, or are
not available for any other reason, those should be annotated on the display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-42

0 1l 1y Available Optiolls Offered

Transactions should never leave the user without further available action and should provide next steps or
a1ternatives
Additional Information: A number ofbasic actions (e.g. , "Continue ," "Abort," and "Go to Main
directory") should be available to users at any point in their interaction with the system. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-43

Provide Further Available Actioll
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When several users must interact with the system simultaneously, control entries by one user should not
interfere with those of another
Additional Information: This requires careful interface design for applications where joint, coordinated
actions must be made by a group ofusers.5908
source

NUREG0700 REV.2

2.1-45

Control by Simultaneous Users

When a user is perforrning an operation on some selected display item, that item should be highlighted.
Additional Information: This practice will help avoid error, if a user has rnisunderstood or perhaps
forgotten which item was selected.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-46

Highl~낳hting

Selected Data

Users should be allowed to control processing of a command or request
Additional Inforrnation: In most applications , a user should be able to interrupt or terrninate processing
once it has been initiated. The functions in Table 2.2 should be provided (as appropriate to task
requirements).5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-47 User Control 0/ Processing

If different kinds of user interrupt are provided , each interrupt function should be designed as a separate
control option with a distinct name.
Additional Inforrnation: The means of invoking inteπupt functions should be clear to the user. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-48 Distinctive Interrupt Optio l1 s

User interrupts and aborts should not modify or rernove stored or entered data.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-49

User Transaction Interrupts

Entry of inforrnation or commands should not require the user to rernernber special codes or sequences
orto perforrn translations or conversions.
Additional Inforrnation: Cornrnand names should specifically describe the functions being irnplernented
and should reflect the vocabulary and syntax ofuser's operationallanguage. The user should not have to
transforrn units at tirne of data entry. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-5 Minimal Demands 011 the User

Users should be allowed to control the pace and sequence of their entry of inforrnation or commands.
Additional Inforrnation: The functions in Table 2.3 should be provided (as appropriate to task
requirernents). 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-50 User Control 0/ Entry

When appropriate to task requirements , users should be allowed to specify the tirning oftransactions.
Additional Inforrnation: Users should be able to specify when a requested transaction should start or be
completed , or to schedule the periodic transactions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-51

User-Spec띠ed

Transaction Timing
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IfPAUSE or SUSPEND options are provided, some indication ofthe status should be displayed
whenever such an option is selected by a user.
Additional Information: If appropriate (i.e. , for a paused transaction) , the action that will permit
resumption ofthe interrupted transaction should be indicated to the use r. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-52 Indicating PAUSEISUSPEND Status

At any step in a defined transaction sequence , if there is only a single appropriate next step , then a
consistent control option to continue to the next transaction should be provided.
Additional Information: CONTINUE or NEXT or STEP are all suitable names for this option. If data
entry is involved, then users should be required to take an exp 1icit ENTER action to signal data entry,
rather than simply selecting CONTINUE.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-53 Consistent CONTINUE Option

The user should be able to manipulate information without concem for intemal storage and retrieval
mechanisms of the system.
Additional Information: The system should contain sufficient memory to accommodate the user’s
requirements.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-54 Data Manψulation

When likely default values can be defined for the information to be entered in a particular task, those
default values should be offered to speed entry.
Additional Information: When defaults are defined that may vary from one transaction to another, users
sho띠d be informed ofthe current default logic. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-55 Default Values

At the start of an input transaction, currently defined default values should be displayed in their
appropriate data fields.
Additional Information: It may be helpful to mark default values in some way to distinguish them from
new data entries.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-56 DisplayofDefault μlues

Users should be provided with some simple means to confirm acceptance of a displayed default value.
Additional Information: Similar techniques , e.g. , tabbing past the default field , should be used when a
user must review the accuracy ofpreviously entered data .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-57 Easy Confirmation to Enter Dξfault Values

Users should be permitted to define , change , or remove default values for any input field.
Additional Information: Users should be allowed to replace any default value with a different entry,
without thereby changing the default definition for subsequent transactions.
The direct replacement of a default value in a data field with a new value should not change the definition
ofthe default value.5908 , 6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-58 User D얻finition of D짜 ult Values
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When keyed command or option code entries are used and a default is defined for a null control entry, the
default should be indicated to the user.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-59 Indicating Control Defaults

User input actions should be simple , particularly for real-time tasks requiring fast user response.
Additional Information: The user interface should permit completion of a task with the minimum number
of actions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-6 Minimal User Actions

Input transactions and associated displays should be designed so that a user can stay with one method of
entry, and not have to shift to anothe r.
Additional Information: For example , shifts from mouse to keyboard entry and then back again should be
minimized. Forcing users shift from one keyboard to another, or move from one workstation to another,
to accomplish different input tasks should also be avoided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-60

Single Method for bψ ut

For interpreting user-composed control entries, upper and lower case letters should be treated as
equivalent.
Additional Information: Users find it difficult to remember whether upper or lower case letters are
required, and so the interface design should not πY to make such a distinction.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-61 Upper and Lower Case Equivalent

Unless otherwise required by processing or display requirements , alphabetic input should be left justified,
and numeric input should be right justified for integer data or decirnal point justified for decirnal data.
Additional Information: Optional entry or omission of a decimal point at the end of an integer should be
allowed as equivalent altematives.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-62 Justification of Entries

Automatic justification oftabular data entries should be provided.
Additional Information: A user should not have to enter blanks or other extraneous forrnatting characters
to achieve proper justification. For example , if a user enters "56" in a field four characters long , the
system should not interpret "56 _ _ " as "5600". ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-63 Automatic Justificatioll of Elltries

When a user must enter numeric values that willlater be displayed , all significant zeros should be
maintained
Additional Information: Zeros should not be arbitrarily removed after a decimal point if they affect the
meaning of the number in terms of significant digits.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-64 Maintaillillg Sign 띠'callt Zeros
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Numeric values should be displayed to the level of significance required ofthe data , regardless ofthe
value of individual input data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-65 Sign따'cance of Numeric Values

Data entry by overwriting a set of characters within a field should be avoided.
Additional Information: If a user chooses to alter the contents of a field , the displayed previously existing
entry (e.g. , a default value or label) should be c1 eared from the input field.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-66 Overwriting Characters

Controls used for interface management tasks should have consistent locations.
Additional Information: Interface management controls inc1 ude user interfaces for selecting displays and
navigating within displays. Examples inc1 ude command fields , function buttons , and scroll bars.
Consistent locations are one way to uniquely identify interface management controls to support users in
identifying and accessing them. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-67 Consistent Location of Intel껴ce Management Contro!s

Controls for navigating within a display page should be separate from the main body of the display screen.
Additional Information: Examples of controls for navigating within displays in c1ude command fields ,
function buttons , and scroll bars.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-68 Location ofDisplay Page Navigation Controls

Preset and automated set-up features should be used to ensure that users do not have to perform these
functions while operating the plant.
Additional Information: Preset features are ready to use without a eparate set-up operation. Automated
set-up features are performed by the system rather than by personne l. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-69 Set-[ψ ofComputer-Based Systems

A user should not be required to re-enter information already available to the system.
Additional Information: A user should need to enter any particular information only once , and the
computer should access that information if needed thereafter for the same task or for different tasks. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-7 Unnecessary Entry of Information

The HSI should provide visual and/or auditory rerninders for interrupted tasks.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-70

Remindersfor Interrupted Tasks

The HSI should provide simple mechanisms for retrieving displays and controls for tasks that have been
suspended.
Additional Information: Extensive effort should not be required to either retrieve the display or
reconfigure the display so that work may resume on a suspended tas k. 6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-71 Access to Suspended Tasks
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The user should not be required to enter data separators or delimiters , such as dashes and slashes.
Additional Information: The entry of data separators and delimiters can be time consuming and error
prone.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-72

Entry of Data Separators and Delimíters

The user should not be required to enter units of measure.
Additional Information: The entry of dimensional units (e.g. , ’gpm’) can be time consuming and error
prone.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-73

Entry of Measurement Units

Travel distance for cursors across and between display pages and windows on a display screen should be
minimized
Additional Information: Unnecessary cursor movement can increase information access cost and divert
mental resources from more important tasks by requiring the user’s attention and time for execution.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-74

Minimize Cursor Travel

Displays that can provide de c1uttering capabilities should also provide a means for the user to rapidly
retum the display to its original configuration.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-75 Default Configurationfor Decluπ'ering

Information necessary to accomp 1ish a specific entry (e.g. , labels , annotations , prompts , or options lists)
should be available to the user when that transaction action is appropriate
Additional Information: Required annotation will vary with the application. Some annotation may be so
commonly needed that it should be continuously displayed , e.g. , document name , page number, and
indication of control mode (if any). ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-8 Availability of Information

An information entry sequence should be designed so that its organization reflects the user's view of the
task, and should provide all control options that may be required.
Additional Information: A logical unit to the user is not necessarily the same as a logical unit ofthe
computer software that mediates the transaction sequence. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-9

Logical Transaction Sequences

The user-COSS dialogue should be flexible in terms ofthe type and sequencing ofuser input the COSS
will accep t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

9.1-6

Dialogue Sequencing Flexibility

MotifDialog widgets usually comprise ofthe following components:
A dialog box -- Dialogs put up a box with a message in and may also prompt the user for some inpu t.
Three buttons may also be provided: ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming

12.1.

What are Dialogs?
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The InformationD ialog Widget is essentially the same as the WamingDialog , except that
InformationD ialogs are intended to supply program information or help. In terms of Motif creation and
management the widgets are identical except that the XmCreateInformationD ialogO is used to create this
c1 ass ofDialog. The main difference between the widgets to the user is visual. Motif employs different
icons to distinguish between the two (Fig 10.1). The program dialog 1. c i1lustrates the creation and use of
an InformationD ialog Widget
source

X-Windo lV & Motif Programming

12.4.

The InformationDialog Widget

Before we study Motif in detail it is worth considering why we need GUIs and how they can be
effectively designed and used.
source X-Windo lV & Motif Programming

4.2.

Graphical User llltel껴ces(GUIs)

GUIs provide an easy means of data entry and modification. They should provide an attractive and easy
to use interface between human and machine. So easy in fact that a non-computer literate person could
use the system. ( ... )
source

X-Windo lV & Motif Programming 4.2.1

Why Use GUIs?

The subject ofGraphical User Interface design is large. Indeed it is a major topic in Cornputer Science in
its own right. Consequently, we could devote the rest ofthe book to this topic. However many standard
GUI design rules are prescribed by Moti f. ( ... )
source

X-Willdo lV & Motif Programming 4.2.2

Designillg GUIs

Let us now analyse the push.c in detai l. There are six basic steps that near1y all Motif prograrns have to
follow. These are:
1. Initializing the toolkit
2. Widget creation
3. Managing widgets
4. Setting up events and callback functions
5. Displaying the widget hierarchy
6. Enter the main event handling loop
We will now look at each of these steps in detail.
source

X-Willdo lV & Motif Programming

7.6

Basic Motif Programmillg Princψles
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6
6.1
6. 1. 1

INTERAC Tl ON
Miscellaneous
Description

The InformationD ialog Widget is essential1 y the same as the WamingDialog , except that
InformationD ialogs are intended to supply program information or help. In terms ofMotif creation and
management the widgets are identical except that the XmCreatelnformationD ialogO is used to create this
class of Dialog. The main difference between the widgets to the user is visual. Motif employs different
icons to distinguish between the two (Fig 10.1). The program dialog l. c illustrates the creation and use of
an InformationD ialog Widget
source

X-Windo lV & Motif Programming

12.4.

The InformationDialog Widget

Before we study Motif in detail it is worth considering why we need GUIs and how they can be
effcεctively designed and used.
source

X-Windo lV & Motif Programming

4.2

Graphical User lnterfaces (GUIs)

GUIs provide an easy means of data entry and modification.
They shou1d provide an attractive and easy to use interface between human and rnachine.
So easy in fact that a non-computer literate person could use the system.
GUI ’s provide a betier means of communication than cumbersome text -based interfaces. ( ... )
source X-Windo lV & MotifProgramming

4.2.1

Why Use GUIs?
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6
6.1
6. 1.2

INTERACTION
Miscellaneous
General Recommendations

The warnings and cautions applicable to a single step (cr to a series of steps) should be displayed when
the step(s) is on the screen.
Additional Inforrnation: Displaying warnings and cautions at the same time as their associated procedure
steps wiU help ensure that users read the inforrnation when they evaluate the step. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 1 .3-1

Parallel Display with Procedure Step

Warnings , cautions , and notes should be presented so that they will be read before the applicable action
steps.
Additional Inforrnation: Displaying warnings , cautions , and notes before action steps wi1l help ensure that
users w i1l read the information before taking action. Information provided in other places may be
overlooked or ma be distracting and time consuming to retrieve. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634. 10.1.3-2

Position Before Actioll Steps

Warnings , cautions , and notes should not include implied or actual action steps.
Additional Inforrnation: Actions should be specified in procedure steps only.
Discussion. See discussion for Guideline 10 .1 .2-1 , Concise Steps. This guideline is an application of the
High-Level Design Review Principles ofSituation Awareness , Task Compatibility (see Appendix B)
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.1 .3 -3

Action Referellces

Warnings , cautions , and notes should be uniquely presented, so that they are easily distinguished from
each other and from other display elements.
Discussion: See discussion for Guideline 10. 1. 2-1 , Concise Steps. This guideline is an application ofthe
High-Level Design Review Principles of Situation A wareness , Task Compatibility and Organization of
HSI Elements (see Appendix B)
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 1 .3-4

Distillctioll from Other Procedure Elemellts

All supplementary information (such as tables and figures) required for a procedure step and available to
the CBP should be shown on the screen concurrently with the step , or on another easily viewed display.
Discussion. See discussion for Guideline 10.1.2-1 , Concise Steps. This guideline is an application of the
High-Level Design Review Principles of Situation Awareness , Task Compatibility and Response
W orkload. (see Appendix B)
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 1.3-5

Supplemelltary I lIformatioll

There should be an indication of whether or not a step was completed.
Additional Inforrnation: The indication can be manual or automatic , depending on whether the CBP has
the specific criteria and information to determine this. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 3.1-1

MOllitorillg Step Status
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Users should be alerted to incomplete procedure steps ‘
Additional Information: The alert should be advisory and not discourage the crew’s achons.
Discussion. CBPs should monitor whether procedure steps were not fully completed and notify the crew
offurther action is needed (Orvis and Spurgin, 1996; Moieni and Spurgin, 1993b). This guideline is an
application ofthe High-Level Design Review Principles ofError Tolerance in Controls , Feedback, and
Situation Awareness. (see Appendix B)
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.3.1-2

Alert User to lncomplete Procedure Steps

The current procedure step(s) should be indicated.
Dicussion: Automatic place keeping is a CBP feature that can improve the crew’s reliability (Orvis and
Spurgin , 1996), especially when using mu1tiple procedures. This guideline is an application ofthe HighLev e1 Design Review Principle ofCognitive Workload (see Appdex B).
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.3.1-3

Coding Current Location

The pathway taken through procedures should be stored and made available to users.
Additional Inforrnation: A history should be maintained and available for display on reques t. Step
completion can be time stamped to facilitate post-hoc incident analysis. (Niwa , Hollnagel, and Green,
1996)( ... )
source NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 3.1-4

Automatic Path Monitoring

The user should be inforrned when multiple procedures or mu1tiple procedure steps are to be followed
concurrent1 y. A 1ist of all current1 y active procedures should be available.
Additional Information: It may be helpful for the list of active procedures to inc1ude start and stop times
for the procedures in use.
Discussion: See discussion for Guideline 10.1.2.-1 , Concise Steps. This guide1ine is an application of the
High-Level Design Review Principle of Cognitive Workload. (ss Appendix B)
source NUREG/CR-6634

10.3.1-5

lndication of Multiple Active Procedures

The selection of dialogue types should be based on anticipated task requirements , user skil1 s, and
anticipated system response time.
Additional Information: Dialogue types are related to task requirements in Table 2.1.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-1 Selection of Dialogue Types

Flexible means of entering inforrnation or commands should be provided so that users can accomplish
necessary transactions , and can obtain guidance as needed in connection with any transaction.
Additional Information: The user should be able to go forward or back at will when scanning a multipage
display. A user interface design that permits only forward steps is deficient in that the user must cyc1 e
through an entire display series to reach a previous page.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-10

Flexible User Entry
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Users should be allowed to control the processing ofinformation or commands by explicit action.
Additional Information: The processing of an entry or the cancellation of an ongoing process should not
occur as a side effect of some other action. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-11

Control by Explicit User Action

The results of any entry should be compatible with user expectations , so that the system changes in a
’natural’ way in response to user actions.
Additional Information: The result of an entry should be consistent with the user’s view ofthe system. For
example , a control entry ofNEXT PAGE should show the next frame of a current display, and should not
jump offto some other intemally defined ’page’ in the computer’s database. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-12

Compatibility with User Expeα'ations

When processing in response to an entry is lengthy, the user should be given some positive indication of
subsequent completion.
Additional Information: Completion of the action commanded by the menu item will be sufficient
feedback, provided that the action has a result that is visible to the user. However, ifthe completion ofthe
menu item has no visible result, the additional feedback that the command was completed should be
communicated by a message. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-15

lndicating Completion of Processing

If entries must be delayed pending computer processing of prior entries , the delay should be indicated to
the user.
Additional Information: Ifprocessing delay results in controllockout, this could be signaled by a change
in the appearance ofthe cursor, accompanied by an auditory signa1. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-16

lndicating C01tlrol Lockout

In situations where control10ckout does occur, an auxi 1iary means of control entry should be provided,
such as a special function key, to abort a transaction causing extended lockou t.
Additional Information: Such an interrupt capability will be especially helpful if a user recognizes that an
error has been made and wants to stop an unneeded transaction, acting like an UNDO command.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-17 lnterrupt to End Control Lockout

When data entry is a significant paπ ofa user’s task, entered data should appear on the user’s main display.
Additional Information: When the main display is basically forrnatted for other purposes , such as a
graphic display for process control , a separate window or area on the display may have to be reserved for
data entry .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-18 Elltry via Principal Display

The same exp 1icit ENTER action should be required for entry of corrections as used for the original
entry.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-19

Elltry ofCorrectiolls
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Procedures for entering cornrnands or information should be consistent in form and consequences.
Additional Information: Menu selection techniques, user input procedures , editing and error correction
procedures are examples ofuser actions for which conventions are required. Consistent procedures will
help usεrs develop consistent habits of operation , can reduce the likelihood ofuser confusion and error,
and are especially important for ~ny transaction that risks data loss.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-2

Consistent Procedures

Users should be able to perform simple editing during text entry without having to invoke a separate edit
mode.
Additional Information: While entering text, users should have some capability for text selection (by
cursor movement) and deletion (e.g. , by use of destructive backspace). The intent ofthis guideline is not
to endorse modeless over moded text editors. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-20

Editing Capabilities During Text Entry

If entries are made by keying onto the display, such as by keyed menu selections or cornrnands , they
should be distinguishable from displayed text.
Additional Information: The user should not be able to enter controls as text, or vice versa. Errors can be
avoided by having keyed entries made only in a reserved window in the display , or by using function keys
rather than text entry. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-21

Entries Distinctfrom Text

Users should not have to remove unused underscores or otherwise enter keystrokes for each position
within a variable length entry area.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-22

Variable Length Data Area

Optional versus required data entries within fields on input forms should be distinc t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-23

Optional Versus Required Entry

Annotations added by users to displayed text should be distinguishable from the text itself
Additional Information: This recornrnendation refers to additions such as marginal notes on printed
displays. Other annotation such as forrnat control characters might be shown in a special display mode
where text has been expanded to perrnit annotation between lines. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-24

Display of User AmlO tations

When information or cornrnand entry requirements may change , some means for the user (or a system
administrator) to make necessary changes to available functions should be provided.
Additional Information: Entry functions that may need to be changed include the types of dialogue that
are provided , procedures for transaction selection and interrupt, methods for context definition and error
management, and alarm contro1. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-25

Flexible 1nteraction Desigll
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Users should be able to request guidance information regarding requirements for information of command
entry (e.g. , syntax, parameters , and options).5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-26

Guidance 1n[ormatioll

The means of entering information or commands should be compatible with user skills , perrnitting simple
step-by-step actions by beginners , but permitting more complex entries by experienced users.
Additional Information: Most systems wi l1 have users with varying levels of experience. Any particular
user may become more expeπ with increasing experience , or perhaps less expert after a long period of
disuse. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-27 Elltry Procedures Matched to User Skill

Users should be allowed to key a sequence of commands or option codes as a single ’stacked’ entrY'
Additional Information: In particular, users should be allowed to enter stacked entries ftom any menu so
that an experienced user can make any specific entry without having to view subsequent menus. Entry
stacking may be helpful when a user is being prompted to enter a series of parameter values , and knows
what several succeeding prompts will request and what values to enter. (…)
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-28 Stacked Elltries

For control entry stacking , entries should be required to be in the same order as they would normally be
made in a succession of separate control entry actions.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-29

Consistent Order in Elltry Stackillg

All terrns employed in the user-system interface , and their abbreviations , should be consistent in meaning
ftom one transaction to another , and from one task to anothe r.
Additional Information: The same kind of action should be referred to by the same word in any context.
For example , EDIT should not be used in one place , MODIFY in another, UPDATE in a third, al1
referring to the same kind of action. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-3

CO lI sistellt Wordillg o[ Commallds

For control entry stacking, command names , their abbreviations , or option codes should be accepted just
as if those control entries had been made separately.
Additional Information: In some applications , it might prove helpful if the computer were to display its
interpretation of a stacked entry for user review and confirmation.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-30 Abbreviatioll ill Elltry Stackillg

Users should be allowed to stack control entries without any punctuation other than spaces between words
or option codes.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-31

Millimal PUllctuation o[ Stacked Elltries
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If punctuation other than spaces is needed to separate entries in a stacked control entry, a single standard
symbol should be used for that purpose.
Additional Information: A slash (1) is often used to separate stacked entries. Whatever symbol is adopted
as a delimiter for control entries should preferably be the same as any delimiter that might be used when
making data entries. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ1

2.1-32 Standard Delimiter in Entry Stacking

All displays should be designed so that features relevant to user entries are distinctive in position and/or
forma t.
Additional Information: Relevant features include displayed options , command entry areas, prompts ,
advisory messages , and other displayed items (such as tit1 es and time signals) whose changes signal the
results ofuser entries.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-33

Distinctive Display ofControl Information

Ifthe consequences ofa user entry will differ depending upon context established by a prior action, then
some continuous indication of current context should be displayed for reference by the use r.
Additional Information: The user should not have to query the system to determine the current mode. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-34

Displayed Context

Inforrnation displayed to provide context for user entries should be distinctive in location and forrnat , and
consistently displayed from one transaction to the next.
Additional Inforrnation: The system should illdicate current position within a sequence.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-35

Consistent display of context information

Users should be permitted to request a summary of prior entries to help determine presellt status , and
should be allowed to review the parameters current1 y in effec t.
Additional Inforrnation: Summarizing prior entries wi11 be particularly helpful ill tasks where the
sequence of user actions is variable, where a user must know what was done in order to decide what to do
llext. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-36

Record of Prior Elftries

A command entry area in a consistent locatioll should be provided on every display, preferably at the
bottom.
Additional Illformation: Adjacent to the commalld entry area , there should be a display window reserved
for promptillg entries , for recapitulation of command sequences (with scrollillg to permit extellded
review) , alld to mediate questioll-and-answer dialogue sequences (i.e. , prompts and responses to
prompts).5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-37 Standard Display Areafor Commalld E lI try
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A generallist ofbasic options should be provided and always be available to serve as a ’home base' or
consistent starting point for user input.
Additional Information: Return to this starting point can be accomplished by an OPTIONS function key,
or by an exp 1icit option on every display, or by a generally available implicit option. Such a capability
may be helpful even when all dialogue is user-initiated. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-38

GeneralListofOptions

When users must select options by code entry, the code associated with each option sho띠d be displayed
in a consistent and distinctive manner.
Additional Information: In many applications , an equal sign is used to designate option codes , such as N
= Next page and P = Previous page.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-39 Displaying Optioll Codes

Th e wording and required format of information or command entry functions should be consistently
reflected in the wording ofuser guidance , includingall operating procedures , labels , messages , and
σaining materia l.
Additional Information: For example , when the computer displays a file name , that name should be
shown in a format that would be acceptable ifthe name were included in a command entry. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-4

Wording CO lI sistent with User Guidance

The general options list should show control entry options grouped , labeled, and ordered in terrns oftheir
logical function , frequency, and critica1ity ofuse , following the general guide 1ines for menu design.
Additional Information: In systerns in which selection is made by use of a cursor, formats should be
organized to rninirnize positioning movements of the cursor.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-40

Organization and Labelillg of Listed Options

Users should be provided with a list of the control options that are specifically appropriate for any
transac tI on.
Additional Information: Transaction-specific options rnight be 1isted in the working display ifthere is
space for them. Otherwise , they rnight be displayed in an over1 ay window at user reques t. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-41

Indicating Appropriate Control Optiolls

Only control options that are actually available for the current transaction should be offered to users.
Additional Information: If certain options are not yet implemented, as during system development, or are
not available for any other reason, those should be annotated on the display.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-42

Ollly Available Optiolls Offered

Transactions should never leave the user without further available action and should provide next steps or
altematives.
Additional Information: A number ofbasic actions (e.g. , "Continue ," "Abort," and "Go to Main
directory") should be available to users at any point in their interaction with the syste m. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-43

Provide Further Available Actioll
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When several users must interact with the system simultaneously, control entries by one user should not
interfere with those of another.
Additional Information: This requires careful interface design for applications where joint, coordinated
actions must be made by a group ofusers.5908
sourcc

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-45

Control bySimultalleous Users

When a user is performing an operation on some selected display item, that item should be highlighted.
Additional Information: This practice will help avoid error, if a user has misunderstood or perhaps
forgotten which item was selected.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-46

Highlighting Selected Data

Users should be allowed to control processing of a command or request
Additional Information: In most applications , a user should be able to interrupt or terrninate processing
once it has been initiated. The functions in Table 2.2 should be provided (as appropriate to task
requirements). 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-47 User COlltrol 01 Processillg

If different kinds of user interrupt are provided, each interrupt function should be designed as a separate
control option with a distinct name.
Additional Inforrnation: The means ofinvoking interrupt functions should be clear to the user. For
example , it is undesirable to have a single INTERRUPT key that has different effects depending upon
whether it is pushed once or twice. Users would be confused by such an expedient, and uncertain about
what action has been taken and its consequences.5908
source

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

2.1-48 Distinctive 1nterrupt Optiolls

User interrupts and aborts should not modify or remove stored or entered data.5908
source

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

2.1-49

User Trallsaction IlI terrupts

Entry of information or commands should not require the user to remember special codes or sequences or
to perforrn translations or conversions.
Additional Information: Command names should specifically describe the functions being implemented
and should reflect the vocabulary and syntax of user’s operationallanguage. The user should not have to
transform units at time of data entry. ( ... )
source

N l1REG0700 RE μ2

2.1-5 Millimal Demands 011 the l1ser

Users should be allowed to control the pace and sequence oftheir entry ofinformation or commands.
Additional Information: The functions in Table 2.3 should be provided (as appropriate to task
requirements).5908
source

N l1REG0700 RE ι2

2.1-50

l1ser Control 01 Entry
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When appropriate to task requirements , users should be allowed to specify the timing oftransactions.
Additional Information: Users should be able to specify when a requested transaction should start or be
completed, or to schedule the periodic transactions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-51
User-Spec띠ed Transaction Timing

IfP AUSE or SUSPEND options are provided , some indication of the status should be displayed
whenever such an option is selected by a user.
Additional Information: If appropriate (i.e. , for a paused transaction) , the action that wi11 permit
resumption of the interrupted transaction should be indicated to the user. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-52 Indicating PAUSEISUSPEND Status

At any step in a defined transaction sequence , if there is only a single appropriate next step, then a
consistent control option to continue to the next transaction should be provided.
Additional Information: CONTINUE or NEXT or STEP are all suitable names for this option. If data
entry is involved, then users should be required to take an explicit ENTER action to signal data entry,
rather than simply selecting CONTINUE.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.1-53 COlI sistent CONTINUE Optioll

The user should be able to manipulate information without concern for internal storage and retrieval
mechanisms of the system.
Additional Information: The system should contain sufficient memory to accommodate the user’s
requirements .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-54 Data Manipulation

When likely defa버t values can be defined for the information to be entered in a particular task, those
default values should be offered to speed entry.
Additional Information: When defaults are defined that may vary from one transaction to another, users
sho띠 d be informed of the current defa띠t logic. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-55 D강àult Values

At the start of an input transaction, currently defined default values should be displayed in their
appropriate data fields.
Additional Information: It may be h e1pful to mark default values in some way to distinguish them from
new data entries.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-56 Display of Default Values

Users should be provided with some simple means to confirm acceptance of a displayed default value.
Additional Information: Similar techniques , e.g. , tabbing past the default field , should be used when a
user must review the accuracy of previously entered data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-57 Easy Confirmation to Enter D얻fault Values
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Users should be pernútted to define , change , or remove default values for any input field.
Additional Information: Users should be allowed to replace any defau1t value with a different entry,
without thereby changing the default definition for subsequent transactions. The direct replacement of a
default value in a data field with a new value should not change the definition ofthe default value.5908 ,
6546
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.1-58 User D짜nition ofD때ult Values

When keyed command or option code entries are used and a default is defined for a null control entry, the
default should be indicated to the user. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-59 Indicating Control Defaults

User input actions should be simple , particularly for real-time tasks requiring fast user response.
Additional Information: The user interface should pernút completion of a task with the minimum number
of actions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-6 Minimal User Actiolls

Input transactions and associated displays should be designed so that a user can stay with one method
ofentry , and not have to shift to another
Additional Information: For example , shifts from mouse to keyboard entry and then back again should be
minimized. Forcing users shift from one keyboard to another, or move from one workstation to another ,
to accomplish different input tasks should also be avoided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-60

Single Methodfor Input

For interpreting user-composed control entries , upper and lower case letters should be treated as
equivalent.
Additional Information: Users find it difficult to remember whether upper or lower case letters are
required , and so the interface design should not try to make such a distinction.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-61 Upperand Lower Case Equivalent

Unless otherwise required by processing or display requirements , alphabetic input should be left justified,
and numeric input should be right justified for integer data or decimal point justified for decimal data.
Additional Information: Optional entry or omission of a decimal point at the end of an integer should be
allowed as equivalent alternatives.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-62 Just띠cation of Ent셔es

Automatic justification oftabular data entries should be provided.
Additional Information: A user should not have to enter blanks or other extraneous formatting characters
to achiεve proper justification. For example , if a user enters "56" in a field four characters long , the
system should not interpret "56 •" as "5600". ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-63 Automatic Justijicatioll of Elltries
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When a user must enter numeric values that willlater be displayed , al1 significant zeros should be
maintained.
Additional Information: Zeros should not be arbitrarily removed after a decirnal point ifthey affect the
meaning of the number in terms of significant digits.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-64 Maifltaining Signijicallt Zeros

Numeric values should be displayed to the level of significance required of the data , regardless of the
value of individual input data.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-65 Signijicaflce ofNumeric Values

Data entry by overwriting a set of characters within a field should be avoided.
Additional Inforrnation: If a user chooses to alter the contents of a field , the displayed previously existing
entry (e.g. , a default value or label) should be cleared from the input field.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-66 Overwriting Characters

Controls used for interface management tasks should have consistent locations.
Additional Information: Interface rnanagement controls include user interfaces for selecting displays and
navigating within displays. Examples include comrnand fields , function buttons , and scro l1 bars
Consistent locations are one way to uniqueI y identify interface rnanagement controls to support users in
identifying and accessing them.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-67 Consisteflt Location of Interface Maflagement Controls

Controls for navigating within a display page should be separate from the main body ofthe display screen
Additional Information: Examples of controls for navigating within displays include command fields ,
function buttons , and scro l1 bars.6546
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-68 Location of Display Page Navigation Controls

Preset and automated set-up f농 atures should be used to ensure that users do not have to perform these
functions while operating the plant. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-69 Set-lψ ofComputer-Based Systems

A user should not be required to re-enter information already available to the syste m.
Additional Information: A user should need to enter any particular information only once , and the
computer should access that information if needed therea잔er for the same task or for different tasks.
Requiring re-entry of data requires unnecessary effort on the part of users and increases the possibility of
entry errors. The computer should autornatically access or compute information that can be derived from
existing computer records.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-7 Unnecessary Entry of I lIformatioll

The HSI should provide visual an d/or auditory rerninders for interrupted tasks.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-70 Remilldersfor IlI terrupted Tasks
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The HSI should provide simple mechanisms for retrieving displays and controls for tasks that have been
suspended.
Additional Information: Extensive effort should not be required to either retrieve the display or
reconfigure the display so that work may resume on a suspended task. 6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-71

Access to Suspended Tasks

The user should not be required to enter data separators or delirniters , such as dashes and slashes.
Additional Information: The entry of data separators and delirniters can be time consurning and error
prone.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-72 Entry of Data Separators and Delimiters

The user should not be required to enter units of measure.
Additional Information: The entry of dimensional units (e.g. , ’gpm’) can be time consurning and error
prone.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-73

Entry of Measuremellt Units

Travel distance for cursors across and betweεn display pages and windows on a display screen should be
rninirnized.
Additional Information: Unnecessary cursor movement can increase information access cost and divert
mental resources from more important tasks by requiring the user's attention and time for execution.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-74

Minimize Cursor Travel

Displays that can provide decluttering capabilities should also provide a means for the user to rapidly
retum the display to its original configuration.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-75 Default Configurationfor Decluπering

Information necessary to accomplish a speciüc entry (e.g. , labels , annotations , prompts , or options lists)
should be available to the user when that transaction action is appropriate.
Additional Information: Required annotation will vary with the application. Some annotation may be so
connnonly needed that it should be continuously displayed, e.g. , document name , page number, and
indication of control mode (if any). ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-8 Availability oflnformatioll

An information entry sequence should be designed so that its organization reflects the user's view ofthe
task, and should provide all control options that may be required.
Additional Information: A logical unit to the user is not necessarily the same as a logical unit ofthe
computer software that mediates the transaction sequence. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-9

Logical Transactioll Sequences

The subject ofGraphical User Interface design is large. Indeed it is a major topic in Computer Science in
its own right. Consequently, we could devote the rest ofthe book to this topic. However many standard
GUI design rules are prescribed by Moti f. ( ... )
source

X-Window & Motif Programming

4.2.2

Designillg GUIs
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6
6.1
6. 1.3

INTERACTION
MiscelI aneous
Phrasing of User Guidance

Users should be in control of the sequence of steps that are followed.
Additional Information: Additional Information: Most procedures have specifically defined steps that
have to be performed sequentially, and others that can be varied at the user’s discretion; CBPs should
identify which one is applicable. However, operators should have the f1 exibility to move around within
the procedure , so that they can check and make verifications. ( ... )
source

NUREGICR-6634

1 ι 2.1-1

Users ’ Colttrol ofProcedure Path

Users should be in control ofthe pace at which procedure steps are followed.
Additional Information: Operators need to maintain situation awareness ofprocedure-related decisions.
To accomplish this , they must be in control ofthe pace at which steps are followed.
Discussion: The operator should retain control and should be the final authority (EPRI , 1993a; Dien et al.,
1991). This guide 1ine is an application ofthe High-Level Design Review Principles ofCognitive
Compatibilityand Situation Awareness. (see Appendix B)
source

NUREGICR-6634

10.2.1-2

Users' Colltrol of Pace of Procedures

The methods by which CBPs analyze procedure steps should be consistent with the methods by which
users analyze steps in procedure logic steps , so that the results are understandable.
Additional Information: Users must be able to judge the acceptability ofthe CBP’s advice and
recommendations.( ... )
source

NUREGICR-6634

1 ι 2.1-3

Ultderstaltdability of Altaψ'sis ofProcedure Steps

The users should be able to verify the system’s assessment ofplant status.
Additional Information: This verification includes process parameters , equipment status , analysis of
procedure step logic , and evaluation of cautions. Any analysis done by the CBP should be accessible to
users for review. ( ... )
source NUREGICR-6634 1 α 2.1-4 Users ’ Verificatiolt ofCBP bψrmatiolt

Users should be able to override any CBP information, calculation, evaluation, or assessment.
Discussion: Operators should be able to override a course of action suggested or recommended by a CBP
system. ( ... )
source

NUREGICR-6634

10.2.1-5

Users' Override ofCBP

The CBP should alert users when entry conditions to a procedure are satisfied.
Additional Information: Th is capability will help users deterrnine the appropriate procedures for the
existing plant situation
Discussion: This capability was identified as being beneficial to crew reliability( Orvis and Spurgin, 1996).
This guide 1ine is an application fo the High-Level Desing Review Principles of Situation A wareness and
Cognitive Workload(see Appendix B).
source

NUREGICR-6634

10.2.2-1

Automatic ldelttificatiolt of Procedures
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Users should make some form of acknowledgment ofprocedure steps and recommendations for
terrninations and transitions.
Additional Information: As an example , users may acknowledge that a step is satisfied by depressing the
"Return" key, or c1 icking on an onscreen acceptance button. Such acknowledgement he1ps the operators
to mainatain awareness of the procedure’G sta1us. ( ... )
source NUREG/CR-6634 10.2.2-10 Users ’ Acknowledgment of Procedure Analyses

The CBP should provide users with c1ear , timely indications when they need to input any information not
ava i1able to it.
Additional Information: CBPs rnay rely on users to process parameter values , equipment status (such as
whether a valve is open or c1 osed) , analyses o f1 ogic steps where users' judgement is involved , or to assess
any conditions not within the capab i1 ity ofthe CBP. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 α 2.2-11

ldentijication ofUser Input Requirements

Users should be able to choose the level of detail with which procedures are presented.
Additional Information: While plant practices on using procedures may be specified by management,
there may be flexibility in the level of detail that can be provided. For example , users may want less detail
when a procedure step is satisfied. Alternative , a user may choose to see al1 of the individual evaluations
leading to the conc1usion that the stop was satisfied. This must be done with care so that it does no affect
the interpretation of procedure information. Also , users should be trained as to how and when to vary
levels of detai1. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-12

Aψustable

Level of Detail

Procedure guidance should be context sensitive where possible
Additional Information: For example , the CBP system should not indicate an action to start a pump when
it can deterrnine that the pump is already running.
Discussion: A general problem observed with COSSs is that the information is "acontextua1." i.e. , their
guidance had little reference to the current situation (Dien and Montrnayeul , 1995). ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-13

Context-Specijic Guidallce

The CBP should continuously assess and present the status ofhigher-level safety goals , such as critical
safety functions , and alert the user to any cha l1enges. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-14

Assessmmt of High-Level Goal Status

The CBP should autornatically identify when conditions are met for transitioning or exiting from a
procedure.
Additional Information: This capability wi11 help users deterrnine when procedures they are using are no
longer appropriate for the existing situation. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-15

Assessmellt ofCollditiolls Termillatillg a Procedure
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The CBP should automatical1 y provide accurate and valid information on the values of parameters and
status of equipment, when they are available to the syste m.
Additional Information: It should be clear to users what specific information is used as the source of these
actual values and states. (…)
source NUREG/CR-6634

10.2.2-2 Automatic Monitoring 01 Plant Parameters and Equipmellt Status

The CBP should frequently monitor procedure-defined parameters.
Additional Information: Frequent monitoring , such as twice a second, promptly notifies users of status
changes. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-3

Frequellt MOllitoring

The system should undeπake calculations , such as subcooling margin, that are required when using
procedures.
Discussion: The capability to perform calculation was identified as an important feature of CBPs (Roth
andO ’Hara , 1998; Bamers et a l., 1996). This guideline is an application ofthe High-Level Design
Review Principles of Situation Awareness , Cognitive Workload, and Timeliness (see Appendix B).
source NUREG/CR-6634

10.2.2-4

Automatic Calculation

01 Procedure-Relerellced Values

The CBP should evaluate the logic of each procedure step and show the results to the use r.
Additional Information: Procedure steps often contain logical relationships; for example , actions are to be
performed if an identified set of conditions exists. ( ... )
source NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-5

Analysis 01 Step Logic

Steps of continuous applicability, time-dependent steps , and process-dependent steps should be monitored
by the CBP and the user should be alerted when conditions in those steps become effective. ( ... )
source

NUREα'CR-6634

10.2.2-6

Contilluous Allalysis 01 NOII-Current Step Logic

When procedure’s step logic indicates a violation ofthe step , the information should be coded to make
that step more salient to users. ( ... )
source NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 2.2-7

Codillg of Logical Allalysis

The conditions described in cautions should be automatically monitored by the CBP system, and the user
should be alerted when the caution is in effec t.
Additional Information: Evaluating cautions and alerting users to their applicability will ensure that users
will read the informant at the appropriate time , and reduce the chance that it may be overlooked. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.2.1-8 Allalysis ofCautions

CBPs should use coding to indicate when a caution is in effect
Additional Information: Coding techniques , such as color coding , may be used to enhance the sa 1ience of
important information. ( ... )
source NUREG/CR-6634

10.2.1-9

Coding Applicable Cautiolls
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6.2.1

INTERACTION
Prompts
Description

Computers first became commercially available in the 1950s. However , they were very large and
expensive. They were also hard to program with very little thought was given to human computer
interaction. B Y the 1960s very basic imoads into ease of computer use were being made with the
development of more reliable operating systems. This was made possible as computers became smaller in
size and more powerful in terms of processing ability. The first seeds of user interaction appeared in the
form of early text editors during this period. ( ... )
source X- Window & Motif Programming

4.3.1

Communication

b강oreX

Following the creation ofthe X Window system, two prirnary high level X interface toolkits came to
prommence:
Motif -- a product ofthe Open Software Foundation (OSF) , an organization that originally included DEC ,
IBM and Hewlett-Packard. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming

4.3.1

The MotijlOpen Look War

Each widget has a number ofresources. These control many features ofthe widget such as the
foreground and background colours , size etc .. A particular widget will have specialized resources such as
callback resources which define how the widget responds to an event etc .. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming 8.5.

Widget Resources
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INTERACTION
Prompts
Prompting

A system or application shall prompt users for all required input parameters , request additional or
corrected inforrnation as needed, provide orientation (as to the computer processes to users) during
transactions , and indicate any errors that are detected.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1. 8.a]
source FAA 8.17.7.1 Prompting.

When a user must specify the address for a message , prompting should be provided.
Additional Information: Prompting might consist of a series of questions to be answered , an address form
to be completed by the user, or reminders of command entries required.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.4.1-2 Prompting Address Entry

Standard symbols should be used for input prompting.
Additional Information: The symbol(s) chosen should be reserved for that use.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.4.1-3 Standard Symbolfor Prompting Entry

When a command entry is not recognized or inappropriate , users should be prompted to correct, rather
than re-enter the command.
Additional Information: A faulty comrnand should be able to be retained in the comrnand entry area of the
display, with the cursor automatically positioned at the incorrect ite m, with an advisory message
describing the problem. It should be possible for the user to correct individual errors without affecting
adjacent valid entries.5908 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.1-4 Prompting Command Correction

Cues should be provided to indicate the size of a fixed-length data enπy field.
Additional Information: Underscoring gives a direct visual cue as to the number of characters to be
entered , and the user does not have to count them. For example , "Enter ID: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "
is preferable to "Enter ID (9 characters)."5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.1-5 Prompting Field Length

Additional cuing of data format should be included in a field label when that seems helpful.
Additional Information: For example , "DATE (MM띠DNYYY) : _ ~_ ~_ _."5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.4.1-6 Data Format Cuing ill Labels

Prompting should be provided for required formats and acceptable values for data entries.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.1-8 Prompting Data Elltry
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Graphic means may be provided for displaying prompting aids and other guidance pertaining to current
control actions.
Additional Information: For example , a guidance display providing a graphic representation ofkeypad
layout with notes explaining the various key functions can help a user to leam the control options
available via function keys.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.1-9

Graphic Display ofControl Prompting

The Promp tD ialog widget is slightly more advanced than the classes of Dialog widgets encountered so fa r.
This widget allows the user to enter text (Fig. 10.6).
The function XmCreatePromp tD ialogO instantiates the Dialog. ( ... )
source X-μlindow & Motif Programmillg 12.8. The PromptDialog Widget

This program, an extension of dialog 1.c, creates a Promp tD ialog into which the user can enter text. The
Promp tD ialog fust displayed by this program is shown in Fig. 10.6. The text is echoed in an
Informatio nDialog which is created in a Prompt callback function, prompt_activateO. Fig. 10.6 ( ... )
source X-Willdow & Motif Programming 12.8.1 The promptc program
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6.2
6.2 .4

Prompts
Prompt Contents

When the computer is waiting for input from a user, it shall indicate clearly where on the screen the input
is expected and, to the extent possible , what information is expected.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-76IA , 5. 1.1 .8.b, 5.1 .4 .e]
source

F AA

8.1 7. 7.2

Prompt Contents.
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Prompts
Location of Prompts

Prompting messages shall appear in a consistent location on the screen.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 .8.e]
Example. Prompting could occur at the beginning ofthe next line to be typed , in the data field where an
entry is to be made , at a command input line , or within a menu window from which a se1 ection is to be
made.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 .8.e]
source

FAA

8.1 7. 7.3

LocationofPrompts.

Alarm displays and controls should be arranged and located such that those in the control room who must
respond to an alarm can access the alarm inforrnation in sufficient time to respond adequately.6105
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 4.6-5 Location for Prompt Response
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Duration of Prompts

When a computer requests information from a user , any instructions about how to supply the information
should remain visible until the user complies or takes some other action.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2. 1.1 2]
source

FAA

8.17.7.4 Duration ofPrompts.
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User-Selected Level of Prompting Detail

A system or application should permit users to select the level (l f detail they want in prorrφts.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1.1 .8.d]
Exception. Do not provide this capability ifthe system or application is shared in a way that would al10w
one user selection to affect allother use r.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1. 8.d]
source FAA 8.17.7.5 User-Selected Level ofPrompting Detail.
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Prompts
Prompting Command Entries

Users should be provided with clear and specific information to guide entries during logonJlogoffor
conunand or inforrnation entry.
Additional Information: Prompts rnay be incorporated in a display anψor provided in response to requests
for HELP. Where six or fewer control options exist, they should be listed. Where more input options exist,
an example of the type of entry that is required should be presented. If a default value has been defined
for null entry, that value should be included in the prompting information.5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.1-1

Prompting User Entries
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Prompting User Entries

Users should be provided with whatever information may be needed to guide command entries at any
point in a sequence of transactions , by incorporating prompts in a display anφor by providing prompts in
response to be rquests for HELP.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-44 Prompting Command Entries
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User-Requested Prompts

The system should allow a user to request the display of prompts for the entry of data and command
paramεters.

[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6.5.3]
FAA 8.1 7. 7.6 User-Requested Prompts.

source

Users should be allowed to request computer-generated prompts as necessary to determine required
parameters in a command entry, or to determine available options for an appropriate next command.
Additional Information: Users might request prompting by using a HELP function key, or perhaps simply
keying a question mark in the command entry area.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.1-10

User-Requested Prompts

Users should be able to request computer generated prompts to determine required parameters or
available options for a command.
Additional Information: Using a HELP function key, or perhaps simply keying a question mark in the
command entry area , are satisfactory methods to request prompting.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.1-7 User-Requested Prompts
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Miscellaneous

Prompt messages should provide direction to the operator and shall display required action or options.
sOllrce

HFOIO

9.7.2.1

LETTERING AND MESSAGES

The last few lines at the bottom of every display should be reserved for status and error messages ,
prompts , and command entry. Messages that are critical or that require operator acknowledgment should
appear in their own dialogue boxes.
sOllrce MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.1.9.2

Command entry, prompts, messages at bottom.

The user shall be able to request prompts , as necessary, to determine required parameters or available
options for an appropriate next command entry.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.4.5.8

Commandprompts.

Prompts and help instructions shall be used to explain commands, error messages , system capabilities ,
display formats , procedures , and sequences and to provide data. Prompting should conform to the
following:
a. When operating in special modes , the system should display the mode designation and file(s) being
processed. ( ... )
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.1

Us e.

Prompting messages shall be displayed in a standardized area ofthe displays.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.2

standard display.

Prompts and help instructions for system controlled dialogue shall be explicit and the user shall not be
required to memorize lengthy sequences or refer to secondary written procedural references.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.3

Explicit prompts.

Prompts shall be clear and understandable. They shall not require reference to coding schemes or
conventions which may be unfamiliar to occasional users.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.4

Prompt clarity.

A dictionary of abbreviations and codes shall be available on-line. Definitions of allowable options and
ranges of values should be displayable at the user's reques t.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.5 Definitiolls.

On-line documentation , off-line documentation, and help instructions shall use consistent terminology.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.6

Consistellt termillology.
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User acceptance of stored data or defaults shall be possible by a single confirrning keystroke.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.7 User confirmation.

a. The system should provide prompts for the next sequential rigid test procedure in a task sequence. For
example , if a STEP key should be pressed after the completion of a step in a task, the message area
should display Press STEP key to continue.
b. The system should provide prompts for entering data or command language inputs. (…)
source

NASA-STD-3000

Design Considerationsfor Prompts

9.6.3.4.5.1

a. Use - Where appropriate , prompts and help instructions shall be used to explain commands , error
messages , system capabilities, display formats , procedures , and steps in a sequence
b. Standard Display - The location ofprompts for data or commands shall be at the location ofthe
desired input whenever possible. When the prompt cannot be placed at the location ofthe input, it shall
be located in a standard message area. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.5.2 Design Requiremelltsfor Prompts

Wh en permanent menus are used, there should be one standard design for the input prompt that is used
across all tasks.
Additional Information: A consistent prompt unambiguously indicates the need for user input. For
example , "ENTER CHOICE: _.연 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.2.1-4

CO lI sistellt Elltry Prompt

Prornpt messages should provide direction to the operator and shall display required action or options.
source

HFOJO

9.7.2.1

LETTERJNG AND MESSAGES

The last few lines at the bottom of every display should be reserved for status and error messages ,
prompts , and command entry. Messages that are critical or that require operator acknowledgrnent should
appear in their own dialogue boxes.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.1.9.2

Commalld entry, prompts, messages at bottom.

The user shall be able to request prompts , as necessary, to deterrnine required parameters or available
options for an appropriate next command entry.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.4.5.8

Commalld prompts.

Prompts and help instructions shall be used to explain commands , error messages , system capabilities,
display formats , procedures , and sequences and to provide data. Pronψting should conform to the
following:
a. When operating in special modes , the system should display the mode designation andfile(s) being
processed. ( ... )
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.1

Use.
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Prompting messages sha l1 be displayed in a standardized area ofthe displays.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.6.2 Standard display.

Prompts and help instmctions for system controlled dialogue shal1 be explicit and the user shall not be
required to memorize lengthy sequences or refer to secondary written procedural references.
source

M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.6.3

Explicitprompts.

Prompts shall be clear and understandable. They sha l1 not require reference to coding schemes or
conventions which may be unfamiliar to occasional users.
source M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.6.4

Prompt clarity.

A dictionary of abbreviations and codes shall be available on-line. Definitions of al10wable options and
ranges of values should be displayable at the user’s reques t.
source

M/L-STD-1472F

5.14.6.5

D때nitions.

On-line documentation, off-line documentation, and help instructions shall use consistent terminology.
source M/L-STD-1472F 5.14.6.6

Consistentterminology.

User acceptance of stored data or defaults sha l1 be possible by a single confirming keystroke.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5. /4.6.7

User cOllfirmatioll.

a. The system should provide prompts for the next sequential rigid test procedure in a task sequence. For
example , if a STEP key should be pressed after the completion of a step in a task, the message area
should display Press STEP key to continue.
b. The system should provide prompts for entering data or command language inputs. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.5./

Design Considerationsfor Prompts

a. Use - Where appropriate , prompts and help instructions shall be used to explain commands , error
messages , system capabilities , display forrnats , procedures , and steps in a sequence
b. Standard Display - The location ofprompts for data or commands sha l1 bε at the location of the
desired input whenever possible. When the prompt cannot be placed at the location ofthe input, it shall
be located in a standard message area. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.5.2

Design Requiremelltsfor Prompts
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Feedback
Description

Feedback shall be provided which presents status information, confirmation, and verification throughout
the interaction.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.1

Use.
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INTERAC Tl ON
Feedback
System Not Available

When the system is not immediately available after system startup, the system ~hould provide feedback to
the user indicating average system response time or known periods ofunavailability and disable the
keyboard and pointing device until startup is complete
Example. This feedback could take many forms such as displaying a message stating its unavailability,
showing a status bar, or changing the pointer shape to a watch or hourglass.
source

FAA

8.17.8.1

System not available.
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INTERACTION
Feedback
System Available

When startup is complete and the system becomes available the system should remove any messages
indicating that it is unavailable , retum the pointer to its normal shape , and enable the keyboard and
pointing device.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 7. 1.3]
source

FAA

8.17.8.2

System available.
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INTERACTION
Feedback
Feedback

Designers shall present feedback by way of status , confirrnation, and verification inforrnation throughout
the interaction.
[Source: Departrnent ofDefense , 1996 - 5 .1 5.5.1]
source FAA 8.17.8.3 Feedback.

Feedback from the display should be apparent for any deliberate movement ofa control.0700
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 11.2.2.3-7 Feedback

The computer should acknowledge every entry immediately.
Additional Information: For every entry action by the user, there should be some obvious reaction from
the computer. The absence of computer response is not an acceptable means of indicating that an entry is
being processed. ’lmmediately’ as used in this guideline must be interpreted in relation to the response
time requirements of different dialogue types.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-13 Feedbackfor User Entries

When a data or command entry error is suspected but cannot be determined (in terms of system error
logic) , a cautionary message asking for confirmation should be displayed.
Additional Information: The user should be alerted to entries that may be in error. For example ,
"Cooldown rate of 200 degrees per hour is outside the normal range; confmn or change entry." 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.3-12 Cautionary Messages

When the result ofuser actions will be contingent upon prior selection among differently defined modes
ofinteraction, a continuous indication ofthe current mode should be provided, particularly when user
inputs in that mode might result in data loss.
Additional Information: A user cannot be relied upon to remember prior actions. Thus , any action whose
results are contingent upon previous actions can represent a potential threat to data protection. For
example , if a DELETE mode is being used to edit displayed data , some indication of that mode should be
continuously displayed to the use r. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.6-9 Feedbackfor Mode Selectioll

Visual or auditory feedback should be providεd to indicate that the system has received a control inpu t.
Additional Information: This is especially important when the control surface does not depress or move
(such as with a force joystick or touchscreen) , thereby providing little tactile feedback to the use r. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.1.1-3 Feedback
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The HSI should give the user feedback indicating the action that was selected and allow the action to be
canceled before it is executed.
Additional Information: The goal ofthis recommendation is to avoid unintended manipulation ofplant
equipment or unintended interface rnanagement actions.( ... )
S(Jurce

NUREG0700 RE ι2

7.3.1-7 Feedback For Selected Action:; Before Execution

Soft controls should provide feedback about their operating state after activation.
Additional Information: Momentary controls , which operate only during actuation (e.g. , while a button is
pressed) should provide feedback during operation. Continuous-operation controls , which remain
operating after actuation, should provide continuous feedbac k. 6635
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

7.3.9-1

Actuation Feedhack
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INTERACTION
Feedback
Periodic Feedback Messages

Successive periodic feedback messages should differ in wording from presentation to presentation or be
otherwise indicated.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1. 1.1 0.d] ( ... )
source

FAA

8.17.8.4 Periodicfeedback messages.

When system functioning requires the user to stand-by , periodic feedback should be provided to indicate
normal system operation.
Additional Information: In addition to the indication that the system has received the menu-based
command ， f농edback about completion ofthe command should also be communicated. Completion ofthe
action commanded by the menu item wil1 be sufficient feedback, provided that the action has a result that
is visible to fhe user.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.1-14

Periodic F eedback
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INTERACTION
Feedback
Working Indication

When a system or application takes more than 2 seconds to complete an operation initiated by a user
action and during this time it is incapable of accepting further input from the user, it shall inform the user
that action is continuing.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2 .4 .6]( ... )
source FAA 8.17.8.5 Working" indication.

A display feature should be provided to indicate to the user that the system is operating properly (or that a
system failure has occurred).
Additional Information: Display of calendar date and time can be used to indicate whether a computer
display is functioning. A built-in testing feature that is activated either automatically or by the user may
be used to assess operability ofthe display system.0800 , 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.1-22 1ndication of Proper Display Operation

Procedures for composing messages should be compatible with general data enσy procedures , especially
those for text editing.
Additional Information: A user should not have to leam procedures for entering message data that are
different from those for general data entry.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

10.3.2-2

Message Composition Compatible with Data Entry

Feedback should be provided to the maintainer when plug-in printed circuit boards are securely connected.
Additional Information: For example , a tactile or audible "c1ick" may indicate that the printed circuit
board has been properly inserted.6636
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 13.3.2.5-3 Feedback When lnstalling Plug-In Printed Circuit Boards

Each adjustment control should provide feedbac k.
Additional Information: This feedback rnight be visual , audible , or tactile.6636
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 13.6-2 Controls and Feedback

Discrete-adjustment interfaces should indicate which setting was selected.6635
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7. 2.4-3 Feedbackfor Discrete-A 따ustment lnterface with Mult，ψ le Settings

If a discrete-adjustrnent interface has continuous operation, it should provide continuous feedback on the
current state.
Additional Information: A continuous-operation control continues to produce an effect until the user
provides the next input, or until a predefined action sequence is stopped by a terrnination criterion. An
example is a button that changes to the activated state when pressed and remains in that state until it is
pressed again.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.2.4-4 Feedbackfor Discrete-A 따ustment Interface with Continuous Operation
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Standby

When the user must stand by due to system functio !1ing , a “ working ," “ busy ," or “ wait" message or
appropriate icon should be displayed until user interaction is again possible.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.15.5.2]
source FAA 8.17.8.6 Stalldby.

When system functioning requires the user to stand-by , a WORKING , BUSY, or WAIT message or
appropriate icon should be displayed until user interaction is again possible. Where the delay is 1ikely to
exceed 15 seconds , the user should be informed. For de1 ays exceeding 60 seconds , a count-down display
should show delay time remaining (see also 5.15.8).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.2 Stalld-by.
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Delays Greater than 15 Seconds

The user should be informed ifthe delay is likely to exceed 15 seconds.
[Source: MILHDBK- 761A, 5.3. 1. 6.2.c]
source

FAA

8.17.8.8

Delays Greater than 15 Seconds.
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Delays Exceeding 60 Seconds

For delays exceeding 60 seconds, a countdown display should show delay time rernaining.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.l 5.5.2]
source FAA 8.17.8.9 Delays exceeding 60 seconds.
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Feedback
Delayed Computer Response

When the computer response to a user request is greater than 15 seconds , the computer shall give a clear
and positive indication (e.g., an auditory signal) when processing is complete.
[Source: IL-HDBK-761A , .3. 1. 6.2.c]
source

FAA

8.17.8.10

Delayed Computer Response.

Where system over1 oad or other system conditions will resu1t in a processing delay, the system should
acknowledge the data entry and provide an indication of the delay to the user.
Additional Information: If possible , the system should advise the user of the time remaining for the
process or ofthe fraction ofthe process completed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.3-5 Processillg Delay
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6
6.3
6.3.12

INTERACTION
Feedback
Feedback Message Content

Feedback messages shall be self-explanatory. (Users shall not be required to translate feedback messages
by use ofreference system or code sheets.)
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.15.5.8]
source F AA 8.17.8.11 F eedback message cOlltellt.

Users shall not be required to translate feedback messages by use ofreference system or code sheets.
Abbreviations should be avoided.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.8 Feedback message cOlltellt
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6

INTERACTION

6.3
6.3.13

Feedback
Abbreviations in Feedback

Abbreviations should be avoided in feedback messages.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 -5.15.5.8]
source F AA 8.17.8.12 Abbreviations in feedback.
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6
6.3
6.3.14

INTERACTION
Feedback
Feedback for Delayed Response to Function Key

When the function key activation does not result in an immediately observable response from the
computer, the user shall be given some other form of acknowledgment or feedbac k.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 4. 1. 2; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. I.7 .3.a, 5. 1. 7.3.b; MIL-STD-1801 ,
4. 1.1.4.c]
source FAA 8.17.8.14 Feedbackfor delayed response to functioll keyactivatioll.
When function key activation does not result in any immediately observable natural response , users
should be provided with some other form of computer acknowledgment.
Additional Information: Temporary illurnination ofthe function key will suffice , ifkey illurnination is not
used for other purposes such as indicating available options. Otherwise , an advisory message should be
displayed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-12 Feedbackfor FUllction Key Activation
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6.3
6.3.15

INTERACTION
Feedback
Time Consuming Process

The system shall give the user waming information before a command is invoked that it wi lI be tÎme
consummg to process.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.15.5.9]
source FAA 8.17.8.15 Time cO lI sumillg process.

The system shall give waming information when a command is invoked which will be time consuming or
expensive to process.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.9 Time-collsumillg processes.
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6.3
6.3.16

INTERACTION
Feedback
Process Outcome

When a control process or sequence is completed or aborted by the system, pcsitive indication shall be
presented to the user conceming the outcome of the process and the requirements for subsequent user
act lO n.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.15.5.3]
sOllrce FAA 8.17.8.16 Process olltcome.
The computer should acknowledge completion of a data entry transaction with a confirmation message if
data entry was successful , or else with an error message.
Additional Information: Successful data entry should not be signaled merely by autornatic erasure of
entered data from the display, except possibly in the case of repetitive data entries. For single data entry
transactions , it may be betler if entered data is left on the display until the user takes an explicit action to
clear the display.5908
sOllrce

NUREG0700

RE μ2

2.4.2-2

Feedback for Completioll of Data Elltr.

If automatic defaults are provided for control entries , those defaults should protect against data loss , or at
least not contribute to the risk of data loss.
Additional Information: For example , when printout offiled data is requested , one control option might
be to delete that file after printing. The default value for such a destructive option should automatically be
set to NO whenever the printing options are presented to a user for selection.5908\
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2. 7.6-5 Safe D따lllts
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6.3.17

INTERACTION
Feedback
Current Mode Indication

When multiple modes of operation exist, a means should be provided to remind the user of the current
mode.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.15.5.5]
source F AA 8.17.8.17 Current mode indicatioll.

When multiple modes of operation exist , a means should be provided to remind the user of the current
mode.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.5 Current modes.
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6
6.3
6.3.18

INTERACTION
Feedback
Highlighted Option Acknowledgement

Any displayed message or datum selected as an option or input to the system shall be highlighted to
indicate acknowledgement by the system.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.15.5.6]
sOllrce FAA 8.17.8.18 Highlighted optioll ackllowledgemellt.

Any displayed message or datum selected as an option or input to the system shall be highlighted to
indicate acknowledgment by the system.
sOllrce MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.6 Highlighted optioll selectioll.

The function ArmO , DisarmO and ActivateO are examples of predefined callback functions.
For any application program, Motifwill only provide the GU I. The Main body ofthe application will be
attached to the GUI and functions called from various events within the GU I. To do this in Motif we have
to add our own callback functions. In push. c we have a function pushed _fnO which prints to standard
output. ( ... )
source X-μ'illdow & Motif Programmillg 7.8.3 Addillg callbacks
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6.3
6.3.19

INTERACTION
Feedback
Rejected Input Feedback

When the system rejects user input, self-explanatory feedback shall be provided to indicate the reason for
rejection and the required corrective action.
[Source: Department ofDefense , 1996 - 5.l 5.5.7]
source FAA 8.17.8.19 Rejected illputfeedback.

Ifthe system rejects a user input, feedback shall be provided to indicate the reason for rejection and the
required Corrective action. Feedback should be self explanatory.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.5.7

User illput r에'ectioll.
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6
6.3
6.3.20

INTERAC Tl ON
Feedback
Feedback for User Entries

The computer should acknowledge every entry immediately.
Additional Information: For every entry action by the user , there should be some obvious reaction from
the compute r. The absence of computer response is not an acceptable means of indicating that an entry is
being processed. ’Immediately’ as used in this guideline must be interpreted in relation to the response
time requirements of difftεrent dialogue types. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.1-13 Feedbackfor User Entries

When a data or command entry error is suspected but cannot be deterrnined (in terms of system error
logic) , a cautionary message asking for confirmation should be displayed.
Additional Information: The user should be alerted to entries that may be in error. For example ,
"Cooldown rate of 200 degrees per hour is outside the normal range; confirm or change entry. "5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.3-12 Cautiollary 까fessages

If automatic defaults are provided for control entries , those defaults should protect against data loss , or at
least not contribute to the risk of data loss.
Additional Information: F or example , when printout of filed data is requested, one control option rnight
be to delete that file after printing. The default value for such a dεstructive option should automatically be
set to NO whenever the printing options are presented to a user for selection.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.6-5 Safe Defaults
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6.3
6.3.21

INTERACTION
Feedback
Periodic Feedback

When the system takes more than 2 seconds to respond , it shall provide periodic feedback to the user
indicating that normal operation is occurring.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.0 , 2. 1.1 5.1; MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1.1O.c]
source FAA 8.17.8.7 Periodic feedback.

When system functioning requires the user to stand-by, periodic feedback should be provided to indicate
norrnal system operation.
Additional Information: In addition to the indication that the system has received the menu-based
command , feedback about completion ofthe command should also be communicated. Completion ofthe
action commanded by the menu item will be sufficient feedback , provided that the action has a result that
is visible to the use r. However , ifthe completion ofthe menu item has no visible result, the additional
feedback that the command was completed should be communicated by a message in the Message
Area.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-14 Periodic Feedback
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6.3
6.3.22

INTERACTION
Feedback
Feedback During Data Entry

Feedback should be displayed for all user actions during data entry; keyed entries should be displayed
stroke by stroke.
Additional Information: For reasons of data protectìon , it may not be desirable to display passwords and
other secure entries.5908
source

N lJREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.2-1

Feedback During Data Entry

If a user has deferred entry of required data but then requests processing of entries , that ornission should
be signaled to the user , and immediate entry (or perhaps further deferral) of rnissing items should be
allowed.5908
source

N lJREG0700 RE ι2

2.7.4-12

Remillder of Deferred Entry
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6.3
6.3.23

INTERACTION
Feedback
Miscellaneous

Feedback messages should infonn the operator of changes in system status.
source HFOI0 9.7.2.3 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

The system should provide useful information on the system status , permissible operations , errors and
error-recovery options , potentially destructive operations , potentially destructive operations , and the
validity of data. The computer should acknowledge every entry immediately.
The absence of a computer response is not an acceptable means of indicating that an entry is being
processed. When system functioning requires the user to stand by, feedback should be provided to
indicate normal system operation. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 289-19984.2.1.6 User feedback

Feedback shall be provided which presents status information , confirmation, and verification throughout
the interaction.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.1 Us e.

When system functioning requirεs the usεr to stand-by , a WORKING , BUSY, or WAIT message or
appropriate icon should be displayed until user interaction is again possible. Where the delay is likely to
exceed 15 seconds , the user should be informed. For delays exceeding 60 seconds , a count-down display
should show delay time remaining (see also 5.15.8).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.2 Stalld-by.

When a control process or sequence is completed or aborted by the system, positive indication shall be
presented to the user concerning the outcome of the process and the requirements for subsequent user
actlO n.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.3 Process outcome

Confirmation shall not cause displayed data removaI.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.4 11lput cOllfirmatioll.

When multiple modes of operation exist, a means should be provided to remind the user of the current
mode.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.5 Currellt modes.

Any displayed message or datum selected as an option or input to the system shall be highlighted to
indicate acknowledgment by the system.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5. /4. 5.6 Highlighted optioll selectioll.
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Ifthe system rejects a user input, feedback shall be provided to indicate the reason for
required corrective action. Feedback should be self explanatory.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.7 User input rejection.

r멍 ection

and the

Users shall not be required to translate feedback messages by use of refìεrence system or code sheets.
Abbreviations should be avoided.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.8 Feedback message content.

The system shall give warning information when a command is invoked which will be time consuming or
expenslve to process.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.9 Time-consuming processes.

a. Ifthe completion ofthe action commanded has a result that is visible to the user, feedback should be
communicated by the completion ofthe commanded solution. Ifthe completion ofthe command has no
visible result, feedback should be communicated by a message.
b. The system should acknowledge a command that cannot be completed by a message indicating noncompletion ofthe command and an appropriate error message. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.2.1

Design Considerationsfor User Feedback

a. Use - Clear and concise status informatÌ on throughout the interaction.
b. Function Status - Feedback shall indicate actual function status.
c. Standby - If a system process (or processes) is time-consuming and causes the screen and input
devices to be locked out, a progress message shall be displayed and updated, ifpossible , advising the user
ofthe time remaining for the task or ofthe percentage ofthe task completed. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.2.2

Design Requirementsfor User Feedback

The computer should acknowledge completion of a data entry transaction with a confirmation message if
data entry was successful , or else with an error message.
Additional Information: Successful data entry should not be signaled merely by automatic erasure of
entered data from the display , except possibly in the case of repetitive data entries. For single data entry
transactions , it may be better if entered data is left on the display unt i1 the usεr takεs an explicit action to
clear the display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.4.2-2

Feedbackfor Completion of Data Elltry

For a repetitive data entry task that is accomplished as a continuing series of transactions , successful
entry should be indicated by regenerating the data entry display, automatically removing the just-entered
data in preparation for the next entry.
Additional Information: Automatic erasure of entered data represents an εxception to the general principle
of control by explicit user action. In addition to erasure of entered data , a message confirming successful
data entry might be displayed. Such a message may reassure uncertain users , especially in system
applications where computer perforrnance is umeliable.5908
sOllrce

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.4.2-3

Feedbackfor Repetitive Data Elltries
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Soft controls should provide feedback about their operating state after activation.
Additional Information: Momentary controls , which operate only during actuation (e.g. , while a button is
pressed) should provide feedback during operation. Continuous-operation controls , which remain
operating after actuation, should provide continuous feedbac k. 6635
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.9..1 Actuatioll Feedback

Automatic feedback for data transmission confirming that messages have been sent or indicating
transmission failures should be provided to permit effective user participation in message handling.
Additional Information: If message transmission is not successful , the sender should be notified, if
possible with an explanation of the problem.( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

10.3.3-10 Automatic Feedback

Feedback from the display should be apparent for any deliberate movement of a contro l. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 11.2.2.3-7 Feedback

Easily discernable features should appear in successive views and provide a frame of reference for
establishing relationships across views.
Additional Information: Designers can support wayfinding in computer-based display systems by
incorporating features that serve similar functions as the wayfinding features ofthe physical environment.
( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.5.1.1-4 Perceptual Lalldmarks

Visual or auditory feedback should be provided to indicate that the system has received a control inpu t.
Additional Information: This is especially important when the control surface does not depress or move
(such as with a force joystick or touchscreen) , thereby providing little tactile feedback to the use r. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.1.1-3 Feedback

Discriminable audible beeps (used to supply feedback) should be used when more than one touch screen,
light pen, or graphics tablet is employed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 3.2.4-9 Feedbackfor Multiple Workstatiolls

Information contained in the ARPs should be consistent with information on control boards , in the alarm
system, in I&C procedures used to calibrate alarm sεtpoints ， in controlling documents that determine
seφoints (e.g. , Teclmical Specifications and accident analyses) , in P&IDs , in emergency operating
procedures , and in other plant procedures.61 05
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 4.5-4 Jllformatioll CO lI sistellcy with the HSJ

Feedback messages should inform the operator of changes in system status.
source HF010 9.7.2.3 LETTERJNG AND MESSAGES
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The system should provide useful information on the system status , permissible operations , errors and
error-recovery options , potentially destructive operations , potentially destructive operations , and the
validity of data. The computer should acknowledge every entry immediately. ( ... )
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.1.6 Userfeedback

Feedback shall be provided which presents status information, confirmation, and verification throughout
the interaction.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.1 Use.

When system functioning requires the user to stand-by, a WORKING , BUSY , or WAIT message or
appropriate icon should be displayed until user interaction is again possible. Where the delay is likely to
exceed 15 seconds , the user should be inforrned. For delays exceeding 60 seconds , a count-down display
should show delay time remaining (see also 5.15.8).
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.2 Stand-by.

When a control process or sequence is completed or aborted by the system, positive indication shall be
presented to the user conceming the outcome of the process and the requirements for subsequent user
ac tJ on.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.3 Process outcom e.

Confirmation shall not cause displayed data removal.
MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.4 I lIput conjirmatioll.

source

When multiple modes of operation exist , a means should be provided to remind the user of the current
mode.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.5 Currel/ t modes.

Any displayed message or datum selected as an option or input to the system shall be highlighted to
indicate acknowledgment by the system.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.6 Highl，빵hted optiOIl selectioll.

If the system rejects a user input , feedback shall be provided to indicate the reason for rεjection and the
required corrective action. Feedback should be self explanatory.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.7 User illput rejection.
Users shall not be required to translate feedback messages by use of reference system or code sheets.
abbreviations should be a、，oided.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.8 Feedback message cOlltellt.
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The system shall give warning information when a command is
expenslve to process.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.9 Time-consuming processes.

im아ced

which wil1 be time consuming or

a. Ifthe completion ofthe action commanded has a result that is visible to the user, feedback should be
communicated by the completion ofthe commanded solution. Ifthe completion ofthe command has no
visible result, feedback should be communicated by a message. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.2.1

Design Considerationsfor User Feedback

a. Use - Clear and concise status infonnation throughout the interaction.
b. Function Status - Feedback shall indicate actual function status.
c. Standby - If a system process (or processes) is time-consuming and causes the screen and input
devices to be locked out, a progress message shall be displayed and updated, if possible , advising the user
of the time remaining for the task or of the percentage of the task completed.
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.2.2

Design Requiremelltsfor User Feedback

User responses to procedures should be monitored and recorded by the CBP.
Additional Information: Monitoring infonnation on users' input to information requested by the procedure
and their subsequent actions is necessary ifthe CBP is to properly assess appropriate procedural pathways.
Discussion: CBPs should be designed to maintain information on what the crew is doing that is relevant
to implementing the procedure (Blackman and Nelson , 1988). ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.2.3 -1

MOllitoring Users

Users should be alerted iftheir input is incorrect, or when their actions are not consistent with CBP
evaluations.
Additional Information: The alert should be advisory and not discourage the user’s actions. This feature
must be supported with training , so users are not reluctant to go against the CBP’s evaluations. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

10.2.3-2 Alert Users to Deviations ill Procedure

The computer should acknowledge completion of a data entry transaction with a confirmation message if
data entry was successful , or else with an error message.
Additional Information: Successful data entry should not be signaled merely by automatic erasure of
entered data from the display, except possibly in the case ofrepetitive data entries. For single data entry
transactions , it may be better if entered data is left on the display until the user takes an explicit action to
clear the display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.2-2

Feedback for Completion of Data Entry

For a repetitive data entry task that is accomplished as a continuing series oftransactions , successful
entry should be indicated by regenerating the data entry display, automatica l1 y removing the just-entered
data in preparation for the next entry. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.2-3

Feedbackfor Rβpetitive Data Entries

A-418

Soft controls should provide feedback about their operating state after activation.
Additional Information: Momentary controls , which operate only during actuation (e.g. , while a button is
pressed) should provide feedback during operation. Continuous-operation controls , which remain
operating after actuation, should provide continuous feedback.6635
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

7.3.9-1

Actuation Feedback

If automa tÏ c defaults are provided for control entries , those defaults should protect against data loss , or at
least not contribute to the risk of data loss
Additional Information: For example , when printout offiled data is requested, one control option might
be to delete that file after printing. The default value for such a destructive option should automatically be
set to NO whenever the printing options are presented to a user for selection.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.6-5

Safe Defaults
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6
6.4
6.4 .1

INTERACTION
Status Information
Description

Users shall be provided at all times with system-status information
regarding operational modes and availability , either automatically or by reques t.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.1.4 System status.

When the effect of a function key varies , the statuS of the key shall be displayed.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.2.4.2 Status display.
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6
6 .4
6 .4 .2

INTERACTION
Status Information
Status Recommendations

Information necessary to select or enter a specific control action shall be available to the user when
selection ofthat control action is appropriate
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.4.1.5 Availability ofinformatioll.
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6
6.4
6.4 .3

INTERACTION
Status Information
Availability of Status Information

Information about the curr~nt status ofthe system should be available to users at al1 times and, as
appropriate to the system, provided automatical1 y or upon user reques t.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.4 .2.2. 1. a, 5.4 .2.2. l. d; MILSTD-1801 , 4.6.2.1 , 4.6.2.2 , 4.6.2.3]
Discussion. System status information might include information about data processing status, system
availability, operational mode , system load, other users , and extemal systems.
source FAA 8.17.9.1 Availability of status informatioll.
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6
6 .4
6 .4.4

INTERACTION
Status Information
Status of Alarm Settings

Users should be able to obtain status inforrnation concerning current alarm settings (e.g. , the dimensions
or variables covered and the values or categories estab 1ished as critica l).
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .4 .2.2. l. b]
source

FAA

8.17.9.2

Status ofalarm settings.
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6
6.4
6.4 .5

INTERACTION
Status Information
Status of Other Systems or Users

When interaction with other systems or users is required, status inforrnation about the othcr systems or
users should be available.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .4 .2.2. 1. c]
source

FAA

8.17.9.3

Status ofother systems or users.

The alann function is used to call attention to abnorrnal situations in which the status of the system,
subsystem, or component requires user response.
source

IEEE STD 1289-1998

5.3

Alarms

Computer-based HSIs should support users in rapidly assessing the status of sequential actions in
progress.
Additional Information: An action sequence is a set of operations that must be perfonned in a specific
order. Errors involving disordering the components of an action sequence inc1ude skipped , reversed , and
repeated steps. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.2-1 lndicating the Status of Sequential Actions

There should be an indication ofwhether or not a step was completed.
Additional Information: The indication can be manual or automatic , depending on whether the CBP has
the specific criteria and infonnation to deterrnine this.6634
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 8.3.1-1 Monitoring Step Status
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6.4
6.4.6

INTERACTION
Status Information
Miscellaneous

Alarmed conditions should be listed by actuation time.
source

HFOJO

9.8.8

GUIDELINES

One common function of computer-driven displays is to provide a qualitative (I. e. , overa l1 summary)
status of a given system, subsystem, or component. Such displays should permit the user to tell at-aglance if the system, subsystem, or component is in its expected state , or if further detailed evaluation or
action is required. Such overview status may be given in a discrete forma t. ( ... )
source

IEEE STD 1289-1998

5.1

Overview status

The most typical function of a display is to provide a detailed quantified value of a given system,
subsystem, or component parameter. The detailed status may pertain to a single aspect or parameter , or it
may be a derived numerical value that is determined from the evaluation of several aspects or parameters.
A1though detailed status may be presented in a discrete format (e.g. , ON/OFF) , it is normally of a
continuous nature (such as a temperature reading that shows actual values). To serve the detailed status
function , a display should be available whenever a user desires the data. The detailed status function may
be provided by an on-demand display device that does not need to be available continuously.
source

IEEE STD 1289-1998

5.2

Detaited status

Alarmed conditions should be listed by actuation time.
source

HFOJO

9.8.8

GUIDELINES

One common function of computer-driven displays is to provide a qualitative (I. e. , overal1 summary)
status of a given system, subsystem , or component. Such displays should permit the user to tell at-aglance if the system, subsystem, or cornponent is in its expected state , or if further detailed evaluation or
action is required. Such overview status may be given in a discrete forma t. ( ... )
source

IEEE STD 1289-1998

5.1

Overview status

The most typical function of a display is to provide a detailed quantified value of a given system,
subsystem, or component parameter. The detailed status may pertain to a single aspect or parameter, or it
may be a derived numerical value that is determined from the evaluation of several aspects or parameters.
Although detailed status may be presented in a discrete format (e.g. , ON/OFF) , it is normally of a
continuous nature (such as a temperature reading that shows actual values). ( ... )
source

IEEE STD 1289-1998

5.2 Detaited status
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The status ofprocedure-related actions should be displayed by the CBP.
Discussion: This feature is a potential improvement to crew reliab i1 ity (Orvis and Spurgin, 1996).
This guideline is an application ofthe High-Level Design Review Principles ofSituation Awareness and
Feedback (see Appendix B).
source NUREGICR-6634

10.2.4-1

Display of Action Status

The CBP’s timing , such as status update rates , screen changes , and navigation 옮 atures ， should be
consistent with the time demands of the task.
Discussion: The timing of CBP responses affects operators’ performance. Spurgin et al. (1990) indicated
misunderstanding was due to the delay in the CBPs update of ADS status (Spurgin et al., 1990).
This guideline is an application ofthe High-Level Design Review Principles ofTimeliness and Feedback
(see Appendix B).
source

NUREGICR-6634

10.2.4-2

Timing ofProcedures
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6.5
6.5.2

INTERACTION
Error Management
Error Prevention

When '1 field has a set or range of acceptable values and a user enters an unacceptable value , the system
shall either
a. provide an error message when the user tries to leave the field and not move the cursor from the field;or
b. allow the user to continue moving through the form and , when the user tries to perform the completion
action, provide an error messagε and move the cursor to the field in error.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.6.2]
source FAA 8.2.1 1. 8.2 Unacceptable entries.

A capability should be provided to facilitate detection and correction of errors after keying in, but before
entering into the system. While errors should be detected ear1y, error checking should occur at logical
data entry breaks , e.g. , at the end of data fields rather than character-by-character, in order to avoid
disrupting the use r.
source M /L -STD-1472F 5.14.8.2 Early detection.

Error-mitigation approaches should not be the sole means for achieving error tolerance , but should be
used in co껴 unction with other means for error prevention and system-assisted error detection.
Additional Information: Error-mitigation mechanisms limit the effects of incorrect inputs after they have
been entered into the control system. Two strategies include reducing the rate of the system’s responsε
and deferring it.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.1-8 Use 0/ Error-Mitigatioll Approaches

The design of interlocks , lockouts , and lockins should not limit the users' authority unless there is a clear
safety reason.
Additional Information: Error-prevention measures (e.g. , interlocks , lockouts , and lockins) that cannot be
overridden by the user may be detrimental to safety. Sometimes a normally undesirable tactic may be the
only thing a user can do to solve a problem. 6635
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.4-2 Override o/IlI terlocks, Lockouts, and Lockills
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Users shall be able to correct errors easily on a character-by-charactcr and field-by-field basis.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.6.1]
source FAA 8.2.11.8.1 Easy error correction.

Where users are required to make entries into a system, an easy means shall be provided for correcting
erroneous entries. The system shall permit correction of individual eπors without requiring re-entry of
correctly entered commands or data elements.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.1 Error correction.

When the system detects an error in a user input, the user should be allowed to make an immediate
correctlO n.
Additional Information: It is helpful to correct data entry errors at the source , i.e. , while a user still has the
entry in mind anφor source documents at hand. When a user cannot correct an entry, as when transcribing
from a source document that itself contains an error, it rnay help to allow the user to defer entry of the
wrong item. Altematively, the user might wish to cancel the transaction.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.7-4 Immediate Error Correction

Users should be allowed to BACKUP easily to previous steps in a transaction sequence in order to correct
aneπor or make any other desired change.
Additional Information: For example , a user might wish to BACKUP through the defined sequence of a
question-and-answer dialogue in order to change a previous answer. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.7-8 Flexible BA CKUP for Error Correction

Waming messages should draw users' attention to the goal of the action, not just to the action.
Additional Information: Actions may be described in many levels of detail. Often error messages are not
effective because they are directed toward the wrong level of detail , so that the description of what is
wrong may not match the user’s understanding of what was done. An altemative is to allow the user to
interrogate the waming. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 7.3.5-1 Waming Message Content

Automatic , self-correcting features should only be used for interface management actions , such as
retrieving displays
Additional Information: Automatic , selεcorrecting features detect and automatically correct errors that
Users make when providing inputs; for example , a ’Delete’ command that is incorrectly entered as
’DLE ’will be automatically changed to its correct form ’DEL’ and then executed. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3 .5-2 Automatic, Self- Correct Features for Inte따ce Mallagemellt Action
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Automatic , self-correcting features should only be used if they inc1 ude good ’Undo ’ capabilities , so that
inappropriate changes made by the system can be reversed by the use r. 6635
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.5-3 (껴 do Capabilities for Self- Correct Features

Inspection and transfer steps should be considered if inputs are complex, or if incorrect inputs can
seriously affect safety.
Additional Information: Inspection and transfer steps are intermediate steps inc1 uded in a sequellce of
operations to create additional opportunities for detecting and correcting faulty inputs. Rather than
entering data directly into the control system, the data may be sent to a holding file for review and
approva l. Therea야er， a command may be entered to transfer the data from the holding file into the active
portion ofthe control yste m. 6635
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.5-4 Use of Inspection and Transfer Steps
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When a user fails to make an entry in a required field , the system shall either
a. provide an error message when the user tries to leave the field and not move the cursor from the field;or
b. allow the user to continue moving through the form and, when the user tries to perform the completion
action, provide an error message and move the cursor to the field in error.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5 .2.4.l. d]
source

FAA

8.2.11.8.3

Omittedfields.

When applicable , a system or application should provide a special symbol that a user can enter in a
required field. This symbol will allow the user to defer the required entry and continue with the rernainder
ofthe for m.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 3.5.3]
source

FAA

8.2.11.8.4 Deliherate omissions.

Data fields should be visually distinguishable from other displayed information.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A, 5.3.1.5.1.h]
source

FAA

8.2.11.8.5

Distinctivefields.
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To the extent practicable , a system or application should detect inappropriate user entries and actions ,
automatically interrupt the task , and either suggest an appropriate entry or action or ask the user to
confirm or c1 arify his or her intentions.
Examples. The system might provide a message when it detects an error, an out-of-range response , a
missing parameter, a duplicated entry, or an unusually long pause on the part ofthe use r.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 14 .1 3; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 8.2. 1.2, 8.2.13]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.1 System-detected needfor heψ.

Error messages shall provide information that pertains specifically to the operation ofthe task instead of
offering general information.
Discussion. Make the user aware of the consequences of an action before suggesting that action. For
examplε ， say “ To delete text , press Enter" instead of “ Press Enter to delete tex t." .
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 5.3.1]
source

F AA

8.17.11.2.10

Specijicity of error messages.

In general , error messages should be worded as advice or suggestions.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 14.13.2; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 8 .2 .13.2]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.11 Tone of error messages.

When possible , after detecting an error, users should not have to reenter the entire entry, only the portion
of the entry or command that is in erro r.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .6]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.12 Correctingerrors.

After an error message is displayed , the cursor shall be placed at the location ofthe
[Source: IL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .5]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.13 Cursor placement.

eπor.

Instructions and error messages shall appear in a consistent location on the screen.
[Source: DOD HCISG V2.0 , 4.2.1 .4]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.14 Instructions alld error messages.

When a user entry might cause the loss or destruction of data or a dismption of a syste m, the system shall
display a cautionary message and require that the user confirm the entry.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 14 .1 3.3; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 8.2.13.3; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .7]
source

FAA

8.1 끼 11.2.2

COllfirmatioll messages.
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When appropriate , the system shall provide more than one level of eπor messages with successive levels
providing increasingly detailed levels of explanation.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .2]
source FAA 8.1 7. 11.2.3 Multilevel messages.

When a system detects multiple errors , it should describe the first error and inform the user of the total
number of additional errors , move the cursor to the location of the first error, and, when appropriate ,
provide a means for the user to request sequential display of the additional error mεssages.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .3]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.4 Multiple errors.

The display of error messages should not disrupt ongoing user activity.
Example. An error message should not be displayed until a user has completed an entry.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4.4]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.5 Non-disruptive error messages.

Messages that require special user attention shall be coded appropriately and distinctively.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .3]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.6 Codillgoferrormessages.

When applicable , error messages should state the error detected, the input field containing the error, and
the corrective action. ( ... )
[Source: Ameritech Services Inc. , 1996 - 5.3.1]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.7 COlltellt oferror messages.

The user should be perrnitted to request a more detailed explanation of the error and additional
inforrnation about the ongoing operation.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 14.13 .4; DOD HCISG V2.0 , 8 .2 .13 .4; CTA , 1996 - 8.3 .4]
Example. An error message could have a Show more push button
source FAA 8.17.11.2.8 Additional information.

Error messages shall be brie f, specific , and task-oriented.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.6 .4 .1]
source FAA 8.17.11.2.9 Wordillg of error messages.

Error messages shall be constructive and neutral in tone , avoiding phrases that suggest a judgment of the
user's behavio r. The error messages shall re f1 ect the user’s view, not that ofthe programmer. Error
messages should be appropriate to the user ’s level of training , be as specific as possible to the user’s
paπicular application , and describe a way to remedy, recover, or escape from the error situation
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.5 Error message cOlltellt.
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Data entered that does not match the predefined format of the data form should be highlighted and
signaled to the use r.
Additional Information: A beep , for example , can be used to signal an error. 5908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE μ2 1. 2.3-14 Data Form Entry Error

The computer should acknowledge completion of a data entry transaction with a confirmation message if
data entry was successful , or e1sε with an error message.
Additional Information: Successful data entry should not be signaled merely by autornatic erasure of
entered data from the display, except possibly in the case of repetitive data entries. For single data entry
transactions , it may be better if entered data is left on the display until the user takes an explicit action to
clear the display.5908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.4.2-2 Feedback for Completion of Data Entry

For a repetitive data entry task that is accomplished as a continuing series oftransactions , successful
entry should be indicated by regenerating the data entry display , automatically removing the just-entered
data in preparation for the next entry.
Additional Information: Automatic erasure of entered data represents an exception to the general principle
of control by explicit user action.( ... )
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.4.2-3 Feedbackfor Repetitive Data Entries

When the computer detects an entry error , an error message should be displayed stating the error and
possible subsequent operations.
Additional Information: Error messages should explicitly provide as much diagnostic information and
remedial direction as can be inferred reliably from the error condition. ( ... )
sOllrc NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.3-1 Informative Error Messages

If an error is detected in a group of entries , the system should process correct commands until the error is
displayed.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.7.3-10

Errors in Stacked Commallds

Following the output of a simple error message , users should be able to request a more detailed
explanation ofthe erro r.
Additional Information: A more complete discussion of each error should be made available on-line .5 908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.3-11 Mllltilevel Error Messages

When a data or command enπy error is suspected but cannot be deterrnined (in terms of system error
logic) , a cautionary message asking for confirmation should be displayed.
Additional Information: The user should be alerted to entries that may be in εrror. For example ,
"Cooldown rate of 200 degrees per hour is outside the normal range; confirm or change entry."5908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.3-12 Calltiollary Messages
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Notification should be made for each error when multiple errors are detected.
Additional Inforrnation: The user should be made aware of the detection of multiple entries in order to
facilitate corrections. For example , "DATE should be numeric [+ 2 other errors]." The computer should
place the cursor in the data field referred to by the displayed error message , with other error fields
highlighted. There should also be mcans to request sequential display ofthe other error mεssages.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-13

Mult.ψle

Error Messages

Error messages should be presented at the point ofthe error or in a consistent area ofthe display.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.7.3-14

Error Message Placement

As a supplement to on-line guidance , system documentation should include a listing and explanation of
all error messages.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-15

Documenting Error Messages

W ording for error messages should be appropriate to the task
Additional Information: Error messages should specifically describe the error and available remedies in
language that reflects the user’s point ofview , not the programrner’s. For example , "Trend Point number
not recognized , check the number" is preferable to "Entry error - Status Flag 4." 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-2

Task-Oriented Error Messages

Error messages should use neutral wording.
Additional Inforrnation: Error messages should not imply blame to the user, personalize the computer, or
attempt to make a message humorous. For example , "Entry must be a number" is preferable to "Il1egal
entry" or "1 need some digits."5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-3

Neutral Wording for Error Messages

The computer should display an error message only after completion of an entry.
Additional Information: An error message should not be generated as wrong data are keyed, but only after
an explicit ENTER action has been taken.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-4

NOII-Disruptive Error Messages

Where an entry is invalid or inoperative at the time of selection, no action should result except a display
of an advisory message indicating the error and the appropriate functions , options , or comrnands.
Additional information: For example , no action should occur when attempting to print a document from
within an edit mode.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-5

Invalid Action

Where data or control entry is made from a small set of altematives , error messages should indicate the
correct altematives.5908
source

NUREG0700

RE ι2

2.7.3-6 Advisory Error Messages
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Whεn an entry error has been detected , the erroneous entry should remain displayed until the error has
been corrected.
Additionallnformation: The error itself will provide inforrnation as to the nature of the error. Displayed
error messages should be removed a삼er the error.has been corrected.5908

source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-7 Displaying Erroneous Entries

ln addition to providing an error message , the location of a detected error should be rnarked by
positioning the cursor at that point on the display, i.e. , at that data field or command word.
Additional Information: Displaying the cursor at a non-routine position will help emphasize that an error
has occurred , and direct the user's attention to the fau 1ty entry.5908
SO /l rce

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-8

C/l rsor Placemmt Following Error

If a user repeats an error , a noticeable change should exist in the displayed error message.
Additional Information: The user may not be aware of the error if there is no change in the displayed
message. In response to a repeated error, the system rnight display the same verbal message but with
changing nnotation.5908
sO /l rce

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.3-9

Indicating Repeated Errors
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A system or application sha l1 permit a user to edit an extended command during its composition before
taking an explicit Enter action.
[Source: MILHDBK- 761A , 5. 1.1 0.a; MIL-STD-1801]
source FAA 8.17.11.3.1 Command editing.

A system or application shall prompt a user to correct an element of a command entry that is not
recognized or that is logically inappropriate.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.3.a; MIL-STD-1801 ,4.2 .4 .2]
source FAA 8.17.11.3.2 Command correction promptillg.

Whenever possible , a faulty command shall be retained in the command entry area of the display, with the
cursor automatically positioned at the incorrect item and an advisory message displayed that describes the
problem.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.3.a; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4.2]
source FAA 8.1 7. 11.3.3 Faultycommands.

When a menu selection , function key, or command entry is invalid or inoperative at the time of selection,
no action should result except the display of an advisory message telling the user what is wrong and
which functions , options , or commands are appropriate.
[Source: MILHDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0. l. c]
source FAA 8.17.11 .3.4 Unrecognized commallds.

When an error is detected in a series of stacked command entries , the system shall operate consistent1 y in
one ofthe following modes:
(1) execute commands up to the point of error or
(2) require the user to correct any errors before executing any ofthe commands.
[Source:MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. l.l O. l. b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.3]
source FAA 8.17.11.3.5 Errorsillstackedcommallds.

When only a portion of a stack of commands can be executed , the system or application shall notify the
user and provide appropriate guidance to permit correction, completion, or cancellation of the command.
[Source: DOE FDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .4]
source FAA 8.17.11.3.6 Partial executioll ofstacked commallds.
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When the system detects an error in a stack of commands it is processing , it shall notify the user and
promptly (within 4 sec) provide guidance to perrnit correction, completion, or cancellation of the stacked
commands.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0. l. a; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .3]
source FAA 8.17. ]1.3.7 Stacked commalld executioll.

When an eπor is repeated , causing the same eπor message to be repeated in succession, the message
should be reworded for the third repetition and all following error messages that apply to that error.
[Source: Ameritech Seπices Inc. , 1996 - 5.3.2.2]
source FAA 8.17.11.3.8 Repeatederrors.
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A user should be able to stop a control process at any point in a sequence to correct al1 error.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.l 0.a]
source

FAA

8.17. Il .1.1

User-detected errors.

A system or application shall provide an easy means to return to the previous page after error correction.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.l 0.3.c]
source

FAA

8.17. Il .1.10

Return to maill illteractioll.

When a control entry (including log off) will resu It in a change in stored data , procedures , or system
operation (particular1y if it is not easily reversible) , the system or application shall explicitly notify the
user ofthe potentialloss of data , and require a confirmation before implementing the action.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.1 , 2.5.2 , 2.5.9; MIL-STD-180I , 4.2 .4 .5 , 4.2 .4 .6]
source F AA 8.17. Il .1.11 User cOllfirmatioll of destructive actiolls.

The Enter key shall not be used for confirmation of destructive actions
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .1, 2.5.2 , 2.5.9; MIL-STD-180I , 4.2 .4 .5 , 4.2 .4 .6]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.12 Confirmatioll key for destructive actions.

A system or application shall allow a user to go back easily to previous steps in a transaction sequence in
order to correct an error or rnake any other desired change.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.5]
source

FAA

8.17. Il .1. J3

Flexihle

’낳o

hack" for error correctioll.

A system or application should provide an Undo operation that immediately reverses the last previous
control action.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.10; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .7; CTA , 1996 - 2 .4.1.2]
source

FAA

8.17. Il.J. 14

Ulldo cOlltrol actioll.

A second Undo action that reverses an original Undo action should be provided to reinstate whatever was
just undone.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.10; MIL-STD- 1801 , 4.2 .4 .7; CTA , 1996 - 2 .4.1. 2]
source
FAA 8.17.11.1.15 Reversillg ulldo.

All conditions and information relevant for user recovery from an error shall be displayed to the use r.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.10; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .7]
source

FAA

8.1 7.Il .1.16

Errorrecovery.
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Error messages and error feedback about the data or control entry shall be given within 2 to 4 seconds
after the user completes the entry in which the error is detected.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.10; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .7]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.17 Timelilless of error feedbac k.

A system or application shall provide an appropriate response to all possible control entries , correct and
mcorrec t.
Example. The selection of an incorrect function key might result in a message 1isting the appropriate
selections
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.11]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.2 Appropriate respollse to all elltries.

A system or application should be able to distinguish among program errors , equipment failures , and
operator errors and , if a failure resu1ts in a shutdown, allow for minimum loss of work performed.
[Source: IL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.c]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.3 System detectioll oferrortype.

User errors should be detected and reported by the system as soon as possible so that they can be
corrected in a time ly manner.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .1 0]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.4 Fasterror detectioll.

When a user has completed a data entry transaction and an error is detected, the user shall be able to make
corrections direc t1 y and immediately.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.8]
source FAA 8.17.11. 1. 5 Immediate data correctioll.

When a system or application does not recognize an element of a command entry, the system should
prompt the user to correct that element rather than require reentry ofthe entire command
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.7]
source FAA 8.17.11. 1. 6 Promptillg commalld correctioll.

Notices , alerts , and informational displays should remain visible to a user until he or she responds with an
appropnate actlO n.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.13]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.7 Display duratioll.

A system or application shall requirε an explicit user action to reenter corrected material after a user has
completed correcting an error
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1. 10.3.b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.6; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4.4]
source

FAA

8.1 τ 11.1.8

Ellter actioll for correctiolls.
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The enter action for reentry of corrected items shall be the same as the enter action for the original entry.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0 .3 .b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.6; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4.4]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.9 Useractiollforreelltη.

Error messages will be used when invalid (out ofrange) input is detected. They should specify corrective
actions when appropriate.
source HF010 9.7.2.2 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

The troubleshooting function systematically determines the cause of a system, subsystem, or component
status being other than expected. The troubleshooting function entails examining the detailed status at
various locations , often concurrent with the application of known signal inputs , while looking for an
expected response
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 5.4 Troubleshootillg

Where users are required to make entries into a system, an easy means shall be provided for correcting

erroneous entries. The system shall permit correction of individual errors without requiring re-entry of
correctly entered commands or data elements.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.1 Error correctioll.

To prompt for corrections of an error in stacked commands , the system shall display the stacked sequence
with the error highlighted. Where possible , a procedure shall be provided to correct the error and salvage
the stac k.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.8.10 Errors ill stacked commallds.

A computer-detected error, as well as the error message , shall be continuously displayed until the error is
corrected.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.11 Display of errolleous elltries.

A capability should be provided to facilitate detection and correction of errors after keying in, but before
entering into the system. While errors should be detected early, error checking should occur at logical
data entry breaks , e.g. , at the end of data fields rather than character-by-character, in order to avoid
disrupting the use r.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.2 Early detectioll.

User errors should be minimized by use of software checks ofuser entries for validity of item, sequence of
entry, completeness of entry, and range ofvalue.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.3 I lI temal software c!l ecks.
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The system shall require the user to acknowledge critical entries prior
to their being implemented by the system. An explicitly labeled CONFIRM function key, different from
the ENTER key or confirm yes/no prompt, should be provided for user confirmation of control and data
entries that have been questioned by the compute r.
sOllrce

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.8.4

Critical entries.

Error messages shall be constructive and neutral in tone , avoiding phrases that suggest a judgment of the
user’s behavio r. The error messages shall reflect the user's view, not that ofthe programme r. Error
messages should be appropriate to the user's level of training, be as specific as possible to the user’s
particular application, and describe a way to remedy, recover, or escape from the error situation.
sOllrce

M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.8.5

Error message content.

The user shall be able to (a) stop the control process at any point in a sequence as a result of indicated
error or as an option and (b) retum easily to previous levels in multi-step processes in order to nullify an
error or to effect a desired change.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.8.6

Error recovery and process change (mlllti-level

“Il ndo ’').

Error messages shall explici t1 y provide as much diagnostic information and remedial direction as can be
inferred reliably from the error condition. Where clear inference is not possible, probable helpful
inference(s) may be offered.
sOllrce

M lL -STD-1472F

5.14.8.7 Diagnostic information.

When the user enters correction of an error, such corrections shall be implemented by an explicit action
by the user (e.g. , actuation of an ENTER key). All error corrections by the user shall be acknowledged by
the system, either by indicating that a correct entry has been made or by another error message.
sOllrce

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.8.8

Correction entry and confirmation.

Spelling and other common errors shall not produce valid system commands or initiate transactions
different from those intended. When possible , the system sha lI recognize common misspe lI ings of
commands and execute the commands as if spelling had been correc t. Computer-corrected commands ,
values , and spellings shall be displayed and highlighted for user confirmation.
sOllrce

MI- STD-1472F

5.14.8.9

Spelling errors.

a. Error Correction - The system shall provide users with a simple and easy capability to correct errors in
inpu t. Users shall be able to correct individual errors in a command string, sequence of commands, or
data file by replacing only the erroneous input without having to re-enter correct inpu t. ( ... )
sOllrce

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.4 Design Reqllirementsfor Error Hafldling
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Data entered that does not match the predefined format of the data form should be highlighted and
signaled to the use r.
Additional Information: A beep , for example , can be used to signal an error. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.3-14 Data Form Entry Error

Explicit error messages should be provided for incorrect actions related to the process (as opposed to the
interface) .
Additional Information: In some cases , error messages may not be needed in direct manipulation
interfaces because resu 1ts of actions are immediately visible or because some types of errors may be
elirninated.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE ν'-2 2.2.6-24 Explicit Messagesfor Errors Re/ated to Processes

If data validation detects a probable error, an error message should be displayed to the user at the
completion of data enπy.
Additional Information: An ongoing transaction should not be interrupted.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.4-8 Non-Disruptive Error Messages

Following error detection, users should be allowed to edit entries by rekeying only those portions that
were 1ll error.
Additional Information: If a user must re-enter an entire data set to correct one wrong item, new errors
may be made in previously correct items.59084
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.7-5 Editing Entries After Error Detection

If an error is detected in a stacked series of command entries , the computer should either consistent1 y
execute to the point of error , or else consisten t1 y require users to correct errors before executing any
command.
Additional Information: In most applications , partial execution wi1l probably prove desirable. The point
here is that an interface design decision should be made and then followed consistent1 y.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.7-9 Errors in Stacked Commands

Waming messages should draw users' attention to the goal ofthe action, notjust to the action.
Additional Information: Actions may be described in many levels of detail. Often error messages are not
effective because they are directed toward the wrong level of detail , so that the description ofwhat is
wrong may not match the user's understanding of what was done. An altemative is to allow the user to
interrogate the waming.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.5-1 Warnillg Message Content

Inspection and transfer steps should be considered if inputs are complex, or if incorrect inputs can
seriously affect safety.
Additional Information: Inspection and transfer steps are intermediate steps inc1 uded in a sequence of
operations to create additional opportunities for detecting and correcting faulty inputs.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7.3.5-4 Use of 111spectioll alld Transfer Steps
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A user should be able to stop a control process at any point in a sequence to correct an error.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.a]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.1 User-delected errors.

A system or application shall provide an easy means to return to the previous page
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.3.c]
source

FAA

8.17.11.1.10

Relu rII

10

a야er

error correction.

main illteractio /l.

When a control entry (inciuding log oft) will result in a change in stored data, procedures , or system
operation (particularly if it is not easily reversible) , the system or application shall explicitly notify the
user ofthe potentialloss of data , and require a confirmation before implementing the action.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .1, 2.5.2 , 2.5.9; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .5 , 4.2 .4 .6]
source FAA 8.17.11. 1. 11 UsercOl띠rmation of destructive actions.

The Enter key shall not be used for confirrnation of destructive actions.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.1 , 2.5.2 , 2.5.9; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .5 , 4.2 .4 .6]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.12 COI까rmatioll key for destructive actions.

A system or application shall allow a user to go back easily to previous steps in a transaction sequence in
order to correct an error or make any other desired change
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.5]
source FAA 8.17. 11. 1.13 Flexible ’낳o back" for error correctioll.

A system or application should provide an Undo operation that immediately reverses the last previous
control action.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.10; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .7; CTA , 1996 - 2 .4.1. 2]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.14 Undo control actioll.

A second Undo action that reverses an original Undo action should be provided to reinstate whatever was
just undone
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.10; MIL-STD- 1801 , 4.2 .4 .7; CTA , 1996 - 2 .4.1. 2]
source FAA 8.1 7. 11. 1. 15 Reversillg ulldo.

All conditions and information relevant for user recovery from an error shall be displayed to the use r.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .1 0; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .7]
source FAA 8.17.11. 1. 16 Error recovery.
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Error messages and error feedback about the data or control entry shall be given within 2 to 4 seconds
after the user completes the entry in which the error is detected.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .1 0; IL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4 .7]
source

FAA

8.1 끼 11.1.17

Timeliness of error feedback.

A system or application shall provide an appropriate response to all possible control entries , correct and
mcorrec t.
Example. The selection of an incorrect function key might result in a message listing the appropriate
selections.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.11]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.2 Appropriate response to all entries.

A system or application should be able to distinguish among program errors, equipment failures , and
operator errors and, if a failure resu1ts in a shutdown, allow for rninimum 10ss of work performed.
[Source: IL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.c]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.3 System detectioll oferrortype.

User errors should be detected and reported by the system as soon as possible so that they can be
corrected in a timely manner.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 2.5 .1 0]
source

FAA

8.17. J1 .1.4 Fast error detectioll.

When a user has completed a data entry transaction and an error is detected, the user shall be able to make
corrections directly and immediately.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0, 2.5.8]
source

FAA

8.17. J1 .1.5 lmmediate data correctioll.

When a system or application does not recognize an element of a command entry, the system should
prompt the user to correct that element rather than require reentry of the entire command.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.7]
source FAA 8.1 7. 11.1.6 Promptillg command correctioll.

Notices , a1erts , and inforrnational displays shou1d remain visible to a user until he or she responds with an
appropnate actlO n.
[Source: DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5 .1 3]
source FAA 8.1 7. 11. 1. 7 Display duratioll.

A system or app1ication shall require an explicit user action to reenter corrected material after a user has
completed correcting an error.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.3.b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.6; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4.4]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.8 Enter actionfor correctiolls.
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The enter action for reentry of corrected items shal1 be the same as the enter action for the original entry.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A , 5. 1.1 0.3.b; DOE HFDG ATCCS , V2.0 , 2.5.6; MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2 .4.4]
source FAA 8.17.11.1.9 Useractionforreentry.

Error messages wi l1 be used when invalid (out of range) input is detected. They should specify corrective
actions when appropriate.
source HFOJO 9.7.2.2 LETTERING AND MESSAGES

The troubleshooting function systematically determines the cause of a system, subsystem, or component
status being other than expected. The troubleshooting function entails examining the detailed status at
various locations , often concurrent with the application of known signal inputs , while looking for an
expected response.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 5.4 Troubleshooting

users are required to make entries into a system, an easy means shall be provided for correcting
erroneous entries. The system shall permit correction of individual errors wi야lout requiring re-entry of
correc t1 y entered commands or data elements.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.1 Error correctioll.
Wherε

To prompt for corrections of an error in stacked commands , the system shall display the stacked sequence
with the error highlighted. Where possible , a procedure shall be provided to correct the error and salvage
the stac k.
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.8.10 Errors ill stacked commands.

A computer-detected error, as well as the error message , shall be continuously displayed until the error is
corrected.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.11 Display oferroneous entries.

A capability should be provided to facilitate detection and correction of errors after keying in, but before
entering into the syste m. While errors should be detected early, error checking should occur at logical
data entry breaks , e.g. , at the end of data fields rather than character-by-character, in order to avoid
disrupting the use r.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.2 Early detectioll.

U ser errors should be minimized by use of software checks of user entries for validity of item, sequence
of entry , completeness of entry, and range ofvalue.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.3 Internal software cllecks.
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The system shal1 require the user to acknowledge critical entries prior to their being implemented by the
system. An explicitly labeled CONFIRM function key, different from the ENTER key or confirm yes/no
prompt, should be provided for user confirmation of control and data entries that have been questioned by
the computer.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.4

Crit:cr.ll entries.

Error messages shall be constructive and neutral in tone , avoiding phrases that suggest ajudgment ofthe
user’ s behavior. The error messages shall reflect the user’s view, not that ofthe programme r. Error
messages should be appropriate to the user's level oftraining , be as specific as possible to the user's
particular application , and describe a way to remedy, recover, or escape from the error situation.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.5 Error message content

The user shall be able to (a) stop the control process at any point in a sequence as a result ofindicated
error or as an option and (b) retum easily to previous levels in multi-step processes in order to nu l1ify an
error or to effect a desired change.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.6 Error recovery and process change (multi-level “undo ’').

Error messages shall explicitly provide as much diagnostic information and remedial direction as can be
inferred reliably from the error condition. Where clear inference is not possible , probable helpful
inference(s) may be offered.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.7 Diagnosticinformation.

When the user enters correction of an error, such corrections shall be implemented by an explicit action
by the user (e.g. , actuation of an ENTER key). All error corrections by the user shal1 be acknowledged by
the system, either by indicating that a correct entry has been made or by another error message
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.8.8

Correction entry and confirmation.

Spelling and other common errors shal1 not produce valid system commands or initiate transactions
different from those intended. When possible , the system sha l1 recognize common misspe l1ings of
commands and execute the commands as if spelling had been correc t. Computer-corrected commands ,
values , and spellings shal1 be displayed and highlighted for user confirmation.
source

MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.9 Spelling errors.

a. Error Correction - The system shall provide users with a simple and easy capability to correct errors in
inpu t. U sers shall be able to correct individual errors in a command string , sequence of commands , or
data file by replacing only the erroneous input without having to re-enter correct inpu t. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.4.4 Desigll Requirementsfor Error Handlillg
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6
6.6
6.6.1

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Descripíion

In addition to explicit error manage rr. ent aids , (labels , prompts , advisory messages) and implicit aids
(cueing) , users should be able to obtain further on-line guidance by requesting HELP. Following the
output of a simple error message , users should be perrnitted to request a more detailed discussion at levels
of increasing detai l.
source

MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.8.12

HELP.

A -4 47

6
6.6
6.6.2

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
User Initiated Help

When a request for HELP is ambiguous in context, the computer should initiate a dialogue to specify
what data, message , or command requires explanation.
Additional Information: In order to define the needed information, the user might be allowed to point at a
displayed item about which HELP then would be provided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.8-7

Clarψillg

HELP Requests

A-448

6
6.6
6.6.6

INTERAC Tl ON
On-Line Help
On-Li ne Guidance

Reference material describing system capabilities, procedures, and commands and abbreviations, should
be available on-line.
Additional Information: Design of user guidance should be consistent with system security
restrictions.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.8-1

On-Lille Guidance

A-449

6
6.6
6.6.7

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Help Request

At any point in an interaction, users should be able to access on-line user guidance by mcans of a simple
action that is consistent throughout the interface.
Additional Information: Users should have multiple methods ofrequesting help.
For example , a user might (1) select Help in a pull-down menu, (2) type a "Help" command, and/or (3)
press a Help Function Key.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.8-3

HELP Request

A-450

6
6.6
6.6.8

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Help Guidance

Advisory mes::;ages or prompts should be available to guide users in accessing help messages.
Additional Information: An on-line HELP index should be provided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-4

HELP Guidallce

A-451

6
6.6
6.6.9

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Context-Sensitive Help

The information presented in response to a HELP request should be tailored to the task cor.text.
Additional Information: If an error in command entry is made, HELP should display information
conceming that command , its function, its proper structure and wording , and required and optional
parameters.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.8-6

Conte.xt-Sensitive HELP

A-452

6
6.6
6.6.10

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Cl arifying HELP Requests

When a request for HELP is ambiguous in context, the computer should initiate a dialogue tc specify
what data , message , or comrnand requires explanation
Additional Information: In order to define the needed information, the user might be allowed to point at a
displayεd item about which HELP then would be provided.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.8-7

Clarifying HELP Requests
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6
6.6
6.6.11

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Multilevel Help

When an initial HELP display provides only summary information , more detailed explanations should be
provided in response to repeated user requests for HELP.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.2 Mu/tilevel HELP.

When a HELP display provides summary information, more detailed explanations should be
available.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-8 Multilevel HELP

A-454

6
6.6
6.6.12

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Browsing Help

Users should be permitted to browse through on-line HELP displays , just as they wauld through a printed
manual, to gain familiarity with system functions and operating procedures.
source M lL -STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.3 Browsing HELP.

Users should be able to browse on-line HELP.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.7.8-9 Browsing HELP
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6
6.6
6.6.13

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Return From Help

The user should be able to easily return to the task after accessing HELP.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.7.8-10 Returnfrom HELP
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6
6.6
6.6.14

INTERACTION
On-Li ne Help
Miscellaneous

In addition to explicit error management aids , (labels , prompts , advisory messages) and implicit aids
(cueing) , users should be able to obtain further on- 1ine guidance by requesting HELP. Following the
output of a simple error message , users should be permitted to request a more detailed discussion at levels
of increasing detail
source MIL-STD-1472F 5. 14. 8.12 HELP.

A simple , standard action that is always available should be provided to request HELPι
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.1 Standard action to request HELP.

When an initial HELP display provides only summary inforrnation, more detailed explanations should be
provided in response to repeated user requests for HELP.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.2 Multilel’elHELP.

Users should be perrnitted to browse through on-line HELP displays , just as they would through a printed
manual , to gain fami 1iarity with system functions and operating procedures.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.3 Browsing HELP.

a. The design ofthe Help function should be consistent with system security restrictions.
b. The system should provide help to users both on request and, in certain conditions , automatically.
A condition for automatic help rnight be frequent errors in a specific interaction with the system.
However, users should be able to 1irnit autornatically - presented help displays wÍth a single action.
c. Users should have multiple methods ofrequesting help. For example , a user rnight:
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.7.1 Design Considerationsfor On-Line Help

a. Access to Help at Any Point in a Transaction - Users shall be able to access the H e1p function at any
point in their interaction with the syste m. Access ofhelp shall be by any of several methods, including
1. Help provided autornatically by the system when users make repeated frequent errors ‘
2. Input of a command language request for help.
3. Actuation of a help function key.
4. Selection of a help option in a menu. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.7.2 Design Requirementsfor On-Line Help

A complete hardcopy set of computer system operating procedures and contingency procedures should be
available in the control roo m.
Additional Information: Operating procedures should describe the overa l1 computer system, the
components with which the user can interface , and the specific procedures necessary to accomplish a l1 of
the user-computer interface functions. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-11 Hardcopy Procedures
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Procedures should be prepared from the point ofview ofthe use r. 0700
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.7.8-12 Computer System Procedures

Cross-indices ofthe available data displays should be available in the control room in hardcopy form‘
Additional Information: The specific codes , or addresses , by which data displays can be called up by a
user should be cross-indexed by alphanumeric or numeric code , program name , systemlsubsystem
identification , and functional group identification.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-13 Display /ndices

Explicit actions should be required to access or suppress user guidance.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-2 Access to Guidance

source

When a user requests HELP on a topic , the computer should accept synonyms and abbreviations.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-5 Synonyms for Standard Terminology

source

CBPs should have faci 1i ties to enable the user to deterrnine how CBP functions are performed.
Additional Information: When CBPs support users' decision making , such as offering advice on how to
select procedures , analyze step logic or fo l1ow procedure paths , users should be able to query the basis for
the advice. Cooperative dialogue enables the user to better understand and utilize the system. 6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.3.3-1 Explanation Facilities

Help for perforrning procedure specified activities should be provided.6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.3.3-2 Heψ Facilities

There should be a way for users to record their notes and comments in the CBP
8.3.3-3 Note Taking

source NUREG0700 RE μ2

In addition to explicit error management aids , (l abels , prompts , advisory messages) and implicit aids
(cueing) , users should be able to obtain further on-line guidance by requesting HELP. Fo l1 owing the
output of a simple error message , users should be perrnitted to request a more detailed discussion at levels
of increasing detai l.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12 HELP.

A simple , standard action that is always available should be provided to request HELP.
source M/L-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.1 Standard action to request HELP.

When an initial HELP display provides only summary information, more detailed explanations should be
provided in response to repeated user requests for HELP.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.12.2 Multilevel HELP.
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Users should be permitted to browse through on-line HELP displays , just as they would through a printed
manual , to gain familiarity with system functions and operating procedures.
source

MlL -STD-1472F

5.14.8.12.3

BrO lVsing HELP.

a. The design of the Help function should be consistent with system security restrictions ‘
b. The system should provide help to users both on request and , in certain conditions , automatically. A
condition for automatic help rnight be frequent errors in a specific interaction with the syste m. However,
users should be able to lirnit autornatica l1 y - presented help displays with a single action. ( ... ).
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.7.1 Design Considerationsfor On-Line Help

a. Access to Help at Any Point in a Transaction - Users shall be able to access the Help function at any
point in their interaction with the system. Access of help shall be by any of several methods , inc1uding
1. Help provided automatically by the system when users make repeated frequent errors.
2. Input of a command 1anguage request for help.
3. Actuation of a help function key.
4. Selection ofa help option in a menu. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9. ι 3.4.7.2

Design Requirements for Oll-Line Help

CBPs should have facilities to enable the user to deterrnine how CBP functions are performed.
Additional Information: When CBPs support users' decision making , such as offering advice on how to
select procedures , analyze step logic or follow procedure path, uses should be able to query the basis for
the advice. Cooperative dialogue enables the user to better understand and utilize the system. ( ... )
source

NUREG/CR-6634

Explallatioll Facilities

1 ι 3.3-1

Help for perforrning procedure specified activities should be provided.
Discussion. Information should be given to help operators caπY out procedure steps. For example , a help
facility could provide information as to how a control action should be carried out (Niwa , Hollnagel , and
Green, 1996). This guideline is an application ofthe High-Level Design Review Principle ofUser
Guidance and Support(see Appendix B).
source

NUREG/CR-6634

1 ι 3.3-2

Help Facilities

There should be a way for users to record their notes and comments in the CBP.
Discussion. Procedures have gaps because they do not cover all possible situations and actions. CBPs can
help eliminate them by allowing operators to log ornissions in an on-line database which then could be
accessed to identify improvements to the procedure (NRC CBP Workshop). This guideline is an
application ofthe High-Level Design Review Principle ofResponse Workload. (see Appendix B).
source

NUREι/CR-6634

10.3.3-3

Note Takillg

A complete hardcopy set of computer system operating procedures and contingency procedures should be
availab1e in the control roo m. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700

RE μ2

2.7.8-1 J

Hardcopy Procedures
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Procedures should be prepared from the point ofview ofthe use r. 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-12 Computer System Procedures

Crcss-indices ofthe available data displays should be available in the control room in hardcopy form.
Additional Information: The specific codes , or addresses , by which data displays can be called up by a
user should be cross-indexed by alphanumeric or numeric code , program name , system/subsystem
identification , and functional group identification.0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-13 Display lndices

Explicit actions should be required to access or suppress user guidance.5908
NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-2 Access to Guidance

source

When a user requests HELP on a topic , the computer should accept synonyms and abbreviations.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.8-5 Synonyms for Standard Terminology

CBPs should have facilities to enable the user to determine how CBP functions are performed.
Additional Information: When CBPs support users' decision making , such as offering advice on how to
select procedures , analyze step logic or follow procedure paths , users should be able to query the basis for
the advice. Cooperative dialogue enables the user to better understand and uti1ize the system.6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.3.3-1 Explanation Facilities

Help for performing procedure specified activities should be provided.6634
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.3.3-2 Help Facilities
There should be a way for users to record their notes and comments in the CBP
NUREG0700 RE μ2 8.3.3-3 Note Taking

source

A-460

6
6.7

INTERACTION
Menu

refer to 2.8

A-461

6
6.8

INTERACTION
Form-Filling

refer to 2.3
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6
6.9
6.9.1

INTERACTION
Di rect Manipulation
When to Use Di rect Manipulation

Direct manipulation should be used primarily in tasks with actions and 。이 ects that lend themselves to
pictographic representation, and in which the actions and objects need not be modified for the successful
interpretation of the command by the system. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700

RE ι2

2.2.6-1

Whetl to Use Direct Manipulation

A-463

6
6.9
609.2

INTERACTION
Di rect Manipulation

Other Features of The Direct Manipulation Interface

The direct manipulation interface should include (1) windows for containing the data files , (2) menus for
additional objects and actions that are not easily represented by pictographic icons.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-4 Other Features ofthe Direct Man ψulation Inte따ce

A-464

6
6.9
6.9.3

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Fast Computer Response with Di rect Manipulation

Direct manipulation should not be used when the computer response is slow.
Additional Information: Other modes ofinteraction should be considered ifthe system is unable to
respond immediately (i.e. , within 0.25 second) to direct manipulation input. 5908
sOllrce NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-5 Fast Compllter Response with Direct Maniplllation
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6
6.9
6.9 .4

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Direct Manipulation Interface

The direct manipulation interface should include windows for containing the data file and menus for
additional objects and actions that are not easily represented by pictographic icons.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 2.2.6 -4]
source

FAA

8.9.1.2

Direct manipulatioll

illteηace.

For a repetitive data entry task that is accomplished as a continuing series oftransactions , successful
entry should be indicated by regenerating the data entry display, automatically removing the just-entered
data in preparation for the next entry.
Additional Information: Automatic erasure of entered data represents an exception to the general principle
of control by explicit user action.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.4.2-3

Feedbackfor Repetitive Data Elltries
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6
6.9
6.9 .4
6.9 .4 .1

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Direct Manipulation Interface
Immediate Effect of Di rect Actions

The effects of operations perforrned on direct manipulation interfaces should be immediately visible
Additional Information: Immediate responses to actions are essential to the user having a sense of acting
on the objects ofthe task domain themselves , rather than upon a representation ofthe objects through
some intermediary.6546
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-23

Immediate Effect ofDirect Actiolls
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6
6.9
6.9.5

INTERACTION
Di rect Manipulation
General Information

The user should be able to manipulate information without concem for intemal storage and retrieval
mechanisms of the system.
Additional Information: The system should contain sufficient memory to accomrnodate the user’s
requirements.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.1-54

Data Manipulation

Users should be provided some means for designating and selecting displayed graphic elements for
manipulation.
Additional Information: Users should have a means of indicating groups of elements (or parts of a
complex element) to which an action will be applied. For example , designation rnight be by pointing , in
the case f a discrete element, or rnight require some sort of outlining action to delineate portions of a
complex igure.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-13

Selecting Graphic Elemellts

All iterns currently selected should be highlighted in some way 50 that the user can anticipate the
consequences of any proposed action
Additional Information: A dotted border rnight be displayed around a selected element , or perhaps a
selected element rnight be displayed with video inversion to distinguish it from other lements.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-14

Highlighting Selected Elemellts

During graphic data entry/editing , the selected attributes that will affect current actions should be
displayed for ready reference by the use r.
Additional Information: Users may forget what options have been chosen. displayed rerninders will be
particularly important in situations where the consequences of a rnistaken user action are difficult to
reverse , e.g. , where it may be hard to erase an incorrectly drawn line. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-15

Displayillg Currellt Attributes

Automatic regi5tration or alignment of computer-generated graphic data should be provided, so that
variable data are shown properly with re5pect to fixed background or map data at any display scale.
Additional Information: The computer-prompted registration procedures required when devices such as
graphics tablets are used to enter data are often error-pronε. The design should therefore either perrnit
direct entry of properly registered data on the display surface or have an accurate and easy-to-use
registration procedure.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-16

Automatic Data Registratioll

When complex graphic data must be entered quickly, computer aids should be provided to automate that
process.
Additional Information: Users can create simple graphics or edit stored graphic material fairly quickly,
but reating complex graphic displays takes more time. A variety of computer aids can be provided to help
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enter graphic data. For example , entry of detailed drawings and/or photographic imagery can be
accomplished via a video camera and high-resolution digitizer, with facilities provided for a user to edit
the resul t. 5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-17 Automated Data Plotting

Automated plotting of computer-stored data should be provided at user request, with provision for
subsequent editing by a use r.
Additional Information: In many applications , data intended for graphic display ill already be stored in
the compute r. In such cases , a user rnight specify the graphic format required (e.g. , a line graph, or, for
three-dimensional data , an XYZ plot) , and edit elements in the resulting display output, without actua l1y
having to re-enter the data. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.6-18 Plotting Stored Data

When graphic data must be plotted in predefined standard formats , templates or skeletal displays for those
formats should be provided to aid data entry.
Additional Information: In many applications , it may help to provide flexibility so that general presorted
formats can be modified by a user and then saved for subsequent use. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.6-19

Pred，ξfined

Graphic Formats

When graphs must be constructed for data plotting , computer aids should be provided for that purpose.
Additional Information: Construction aids rnight include stored templates of different kinds of graphs ,
prompts to guide users in the definition of scale axes , and aids for format control such as automatic
centering ofaxis labels if requested by a use r. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.6-20 Aidsfor Graph Construction

Computer aids should be provided to help users specify appropriate scales for graphic data entry.
Additional Information: The computer should handle scaling automatically, subject to review and change
by a use r. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-21

Aids for Scaling

Users should be allowed to designate a group of elements to which graphic editing operations will be
applied in common.
Additional Information: For example , a user rnight carefully position two elements with respect to ach
ther , and then wish to move both ofthem together while preserving their relative positions. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.6-22

Grouping Elemellts

Explicit error messages should be provided for incorrect actions related to the process (as opposed to the
interfacε).

Additional Information: In some cases , error messages may not be needed in direct manipulation
interfaces because results of actions are immediately visible or because some types of errors may be
elirninated. ( ... )
source

NUREG0700 REV-2

2.2.6-24 Explicit Messagesfor Errors Related to Processes
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6
6.9
6.9.6
6.9.6.2

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Manipulation of Object
Pointing and Selecting

Users shalI be provided some means for designating and selecting displayed graphic elements for
manipulation. NormalIy this function is performed by pointing where a pointing device is provided for
line drawing purposes
source MIL-STD-1472F

5.14.3.6.10 Selectillg graphic elemellts.

Where graphic data entry involves frequent pointing on a display surface , the user interface shalI provide
isplay control and sequence control by pointing , in order to rninirnize shifts from one entry device to
another. For xample , in drawing a f1 0w chart, a user should be able to link elements or points directly by
pointing at them or rawing lines between rather than by separately keyed entries.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.6. Poilltitlg.

When user input involves frequent pointing on a display surface , the interface should be designed so that
other actions (e.g. , display control) are also accomplished by pointing , in order to rninirnize shifts from
one entry evice to another.
Additional Information: This recommendation implies extensive use of menus in the margins f a graphic
display to perrnit direct selection of control options by pointing. If screen capacity is too lirnited to perrnit
simultaneous display ofboth graphic data and menus , then the designer rnight provide temporary
uperposition of menu windows on displayed data , or rnight provide some separate display device to show
urrent ptions for control entry. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-2 Poilltillg

Selection of an icon, menu, or application-specific capability from a function area should be
acknowledged by highlighting the selected item. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-3 Highlightillg the Selected Item
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6
6.9
6.9.6
6.9.6 .4

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Manipulation of Object
Sizing of Object

Items on the screen that are displayed for selection should be a minimum ofO.2 inch (5 millimeters) on a

side and
source

separatεd

by at least 0.1 inch (3 millimeters).5908

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-10 Size oflcolls
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6
6.9
6.9.6
6.9.6.6

INTERACTION
Di rect Manipulation
Manipulation of Object
Miscellaneous

When a system provides direct manipulation, a user should be able to move and copy data and objects by
first marking the data or obj ect, if necessary, then placing the pointer on it, holding down the appropriate
button on the pointing device , and dragging it to the desired location.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 3.5.1]
source FAA 8.9.1.3 Drag transfer.

a. Method ofScrolling - Users shall be able to scroll by only one method within an application - either by
moving text (i.e. , the information in the display appears to move over a fixed display window) or by
panning (i.e. , a window appears to move over a fixed display ofinformation. Panning shall be the
preferred method. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.2 Design Requirements for Scrolling

a. User Control - Users shall have control over paging by use of any of several methods (e.g. , dedicated
paging function keys and a display-based paging icon).
b. Paging Increments - Users shall be able to move in increments of one or multiple pages. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.3 Design Requirementsfor Paging

a. Objects ofSearch - Users shall be able to search for and move to :
1. A specific line numbe r.
2. A literal string of alphanumeric characters.
b. Multiple Occurrences - Users shall be able to find mu1tiple occurrences of a literal string.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.4 Design Requirements for Searching

When a system provides direct manipulation, a user should be able to move and copy data and 0비 ects by
first marking the data or 0에 ect， if necessary, then placing the pointer on it, holding down the appropriate
button on he pointing device , and dragging it to the desired location.
[Source: DON UISNCCS , V 1.2, 3.5.1]
source FAA 8.9.1.3 Drag transfer.

a. Method ofScrolling - Users shall be able to scroll by only one method within an application - either by
。、ring ext (i.e. , the information in the display appears to move over a fixed display window) or by
panning (i.e. , a window appears to move over a fixed display ofinformation. Panning shall be the
preferred method. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.2.2 Design Requirements for Scrolling
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a. User Control - Users shall have control over paging by use of any of several methods (e.g. , dedicated
paging function keys and a display-based paging icon) ‘
b. Paging Increments - Users shall be able to move in increments of one or multiple pages.
c. Page Numbering - Each page of a multiple page display shall be numbered to identify the currently
displayed age and the total number of pages. ( ... )
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.2.3

Design Requirementsfor Pagillg

a. Objects of Search - Users shall be able to search for and move to :
1. A specific line numbe r.
2. A literal string of alphanumeric characters.
b. Multiple Occurrences - Users shall be able to find multiple occurrences of a literal string.
source

NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.2.4

Design Requirements for Searching
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6
6.9
6.9.’7
6.9.7.1

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Additional Recommendations for Di rect Manipulation of Text Objects
Pointing and Selecting

Users should be provided some means for designating and selecting displayed graphic elements for
manipulation.
Additional Information: Users should have a means of indicating groups of elements (or parts of a
complex element) to which an action will be applied. For example , designation rnight be by pointing , in
the case of a discrete element, or rnight require some sort of outlining action to delineate portions of a
complex figure.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE ι2

2.2.6-13

Selecting Graphic Elemellts

All items currently selected should be highlighted in some way so that the user can anticipate the
consequences of any proposed action.
Additional Information: A dotted border rnight be displayed around a selected element, or perhaps a
selected element rnight be displayed with video inversion to distinguish it from other elements.5908
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-14

Higlrliglrting Selected Elemellts
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6
6.9
6.9.7
6.9.7.3

INTERACTION
Direct Manip띠 ation
Additional Recommendation for Direct Manipulation of Text Objects
Miscellaneous

When functions are represented by text labels , a large area for pointing should be provided, including the
area ofthe displayed label , plus a half-character distance around the labe 1. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-11 TextSelectiollArea

If icons are used to represent control actions in menus , a text label should be displayed with each icon to
help assure that its intended meaning w i1l be understood.
Additional Information: A redundant text label might help make the meaning clear to a user who is
uncertainjust what a displayed icon means.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.6-6 Supplementary Text Labels

When functions are represented by text labels , a large area for pointing should be provided , including the
area ofthe displayed label , plus a half-character distance around the labe 1. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.6-11 Text Selectioll Area

If icons are used to represent control actions in menus , a text label should be displayed with each icon to
help ssure that its intended meaning will be understood.
Additional Information: A redundant text label might help ake the meaning clear to a user who is
uncertain just what a displayed icon means.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.6-6 Supplemelltary Text Labels
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6
6.9
6.9.8
6.9.8.1

INTERACTION
Di rect Manipulation

Additional Recommendations for Direct Manipulation of Windows
General Considerations

When data entry requires exact placement of graphic elements, users should bε allowed to request
expansion ofhe critical display area ("zooming") to make the positioning task easier. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.6-12

Zoomingfor Precise Positiolling
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6
6.9
6.9.9
6.9.9.1

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Additional Recommendations for Direct Manipulation of Control Icons
Pointing and Selelcting

Items on the screen that are displayed for selection should be a minimum ofO.2 inch (5 mil1imeters) on a

side and separated by at least 0.1 inch (3 millimeters).5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ-2 2.2. 6-10 Size oflcons

Representations used as icons should require minimal interpretation.6546
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-25

Meiαning

of Icons

Graphic means should be provided for displaying the context of current control actions to users.
Additional nformation: A graphic representation of the current1yselected values of functions , elements ,
and attributes ffectìng control actions might help reduce user errors in command entry. Graphic
techniques might be used to isplay the scope of a proposed control action, such as outlining a group of
display elements that wi11 be affected y the action.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-7

Prompting aids and other guidance pertaining to current control actions should be displayed graphically to
the ser.
Additional Information: A graphic representatìon ofkeypad layout with notes explaining the various key
unctions might help a novice user to leam the control options available via function keys. A grapþ.ic
presentation of logical combinations speci짚ed in query formulation might help reduce errors in the use of
uery anguage.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-8 Graphic Display of Control Prompting

A user should be able to "open" an icon with a simple, exp1icit action.
Additional Information: The action or nformation represented by an icon is invoked or accessed by
opening" the icon. ( .. ‘)
source NUREG0700 REfζ-2 2.2.6-9 ’'Opening ’ anlcon
’

I!
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6
6.9
6.9.10

INTERACTION
Direct Manipulation
Miscellaneous

Direct manipu1ation should be used for casual system users as a means of enhancing a user’s
understanding of control actions and offered as a simple altemative to leaming a command language
when computer response time is fas t.
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 2.2.6-5] ( ... )
source FAA 8.9. 1. 1 When to use.

a. In direct manipulation interfaces, the user’s action8 are direct and the results are cleady displayed
(WYS1WYG; What You See 18 What You Get). A system using direct manipulation usually contains a
heavy visual component such as icons or pictorial representations that can be directly selected as
commands to the computer system (e.g. , an icon of a garbage can could be used for deleting files). ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1. 7. 1 Desigll Considerations for Direct Manipullαtion

a. Philosophy of Direct Manipulation - In the direct manipulation interface, the user shall be able to
manipulate data structures or objects directly by physically interacting with their graphical
representation.
b. Features ofDirect Manipulation ‘ The direct manipulation interface shallhave the following
characteristics: ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.7.2 Design Requirements for Direct Maltipulation

a. Movement and Selection - Users shall be able to move the pointing cursor to and select icons by the use
ofany available cursor èontrol device (e.g. , X-Y controllers and arrow keys).
b. Opening - shal1 be able to open a selected icon by a single unique action. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1. 7. 4 Design Requiremellts for Actions ill the Direct Mallψulation Interface

a. Commands issued by the user should directly affect the interactive window.
b. Actions by the 1엽er should primari1y affect the interactive 찌rindow. However, actions in the interactive
window may affect any other window (e.g. , the user may use an inactive window as a display). ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1. 7. 5.1 Design Considerationsfor 11I teractio1l s with Willdows

a. Control Over Window Dimensions- Users shal1 be able to change the horizontal and vertical dimension
of windows independently by direct physical action on the window.
b. Control Over Window Location - Users shall be able to move windows to different locations on a
display by direct physical action on the window. However, users shall not be able to move a window
where it interf늠res with the user'’s ability to interact with the system or with caution and waming
information. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-30θo 9.6.3.1. 7. 5.2 Design Requirementsfor Interactions with Windows
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Data Manipulation - The user shall be able to manipulate data without concem for intemal storage and
reπieval mξchanisms of the system.
Data Manipulation - The user shal1 be able to manipulate data without concem for intemal storage and
retrieval mechanisms of the system.
source NASA-STD.3000

9.6.3.3 Design Requirementsfor Manψμlating Data

a. Movement and Sεlection - Users shall be able to move the pointing cursor to and select icons by the use
ofanyavailable cursor control device (e.g. , X-Y controllers and arrow keys) 。
b Opening - shall be able to open a selected icon by a single unique action. ( ... )
‘

source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1. 7.4 Design Requirements for Actions in the DirεctManipulαtion Interface

a. Commands issued by the user should directly affect the interactive window.
b. Actìons by the user should primarily affect the interactive window. Howεver， actions in the interactive
window may affect any other window (e.g. , the user may use an inactive window as a display). ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.63‘1. 7.5.1 Design Considerations for Interactions with Windows

a. Control Over Window Dimensions- Users shall be able to change the horízontal and vertical dimension
of windows independently by direct physical action on the window.
b. Control Over Window Location - Users shall be able to move windows to different locations on a
display by direct physical action on the window. However, users shal1 not be able to move a window
where it interferes with thè user’s ability to interact with theεm or with caution and waming
information. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.7.5.2 Design Requirementsfor InteractiOlts with Windows

Data Manipulation - The user shall be able to manipulate data without concem for intemal storage and
retrieval mechanisms of the system.
Data Manipulation - The user shall be able to .manipulate data without concern for intemal storage and
retrieval mechanisms of the system.
source NASA ‘ STD-3000 9.6.3.3 Design Requirementsfor Manψulating Data

When functions are represented by text labels, a large area for pointing should be provided, inc1uding the
area of the displayεd label, plus a half-character distance around the labe1. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE κ2 2.2.6-11

TextSeleε'tionAre，α

hen data
requires exact placement of graphic elements, users should be allowed to request
expansion of the critical display area ("zooming") to make the positioning task easier.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-12 Zoomingfor Precise Positioning
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During graphic data entry/editíng, the selected attributes that will affect current actions should be
displayed for ready re옮rence by the user.
AdditionalInformation: Users may forget what options have been chosen. Displayed reminders will be
particularly important in situations where the consequences of a mistaken user action are difficult to
reverse, e.g. , where it may be hard to erase an incorrectly drawn line.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-15 Displaying Current Ath얘 utes

Automatic registration or alignment of computer-generated graphic data should be provìded, so that
variable data are shown properly with respect to fixed background or map data at any display scale.
AdditionalInformatìon: The computer-prompted registration procedures required when devices such as
graphics tablets are used to enter data are often error-prone. The design should therefore eìther permit
dirεct εn따r of properIy registered data on the display surface or have an accurate and easy-to-use
registration procedure.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.6-16 Automatic Data Registriαtion

When complex graphic data must be entered quickly, con껴:mter aids should be provided to automate that
process.
Addìtional Information: Users can create simple graphics or edit stored graphic material fairly quickly,
but creating complex graphic displays takes more time. A variety of corr낀lpu
따
lte
앉r aids can be provìded to
helψp enter graphic da
없ta‘(.ι
…’
..••
source NUREG0700 RE μι2
J;
2.2.6-17 Automated Data Plotting

Autornated plotting of computer-stored data should be provided at user request, with provision for
subsequent editing by a user.
Additional Information: In many applìcations , data intendεd for graphic dìsplay ì1l already be stored in
the computer. In such cases , a user might specify the graphic format required (e.g. , a 1ine graph, or, for
three-dimensional data, an XYZ plot) , and edít elements in the resulting display output, without actually
having to re-enter the data.( ... )
source

NUREG070θ

REV-2 2.2.6-18

PlottingStoredDαta

When graphic data must be plotted in predefined standard formats , templates or skeletal displays for those
formats should be provided to aid data entry.
Additional Information: In many applìcations , it maY help to provide flexibility so that gεneral prestored
formats can be modified by a user. and then saved for subsεquent use.( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-용

2.2.6-19

Pred때'ned

Graphic Formats

When graphs must be constructed for data plotting, corrψuter aids should be provided for that purpose.
Additional Information: Construction aids might include stored templates of different kinds of graphs,
prompts to guide users in the defmition of scale axes, and aids for forrnat control such as automatic
centering ofaxis labels if requested by a user‘ Computer aids for graph construction should be designed to
allow flexibility in their use.( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.6-20 Aids for

Gr，αrph

Construction
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Computer aids should bε provided to help users specify appropriate scales for graphic data entry.
Additional Information: The computer should handle scaling automatically, subjεct to review and change
by a user. The computer inight provide a general template for the plotting scale and prompt the user as
necessary to define the scale more exactly, including specification of the origin, linear or logarithmic axes,
scale intervals , minimum and maximum values , and labels for axes.( ... )
SOUl’ce

NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.6-21 Aids for Scaling

Users should be allowed to designate a group of elements to which graphic εditing operations will be
applied in common.
Additional Information: For example, a user might carefully position two elements with respect to each
other, and then wish to move both of them together whi1e preserving their relative positions. Grouping
elements might be a temporary action, intended for just a few successive editing operations, or it might be
specified more permanently via some sort of "make group" command.5908
Sθurce

NUREG0700 RE μ，2 2.2.6-22 Grouping Elements

The effects of operations performed on direct manipulation interfaces should be immediately visible.
Additional Information: Immediate responses to actions are essential to the user having a sense of acting
on the objects of the task domain themselves, rather than upon a representation of thε objεcts through
some intermediary.6546
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.6-23 lmmediate Effect of1자'rect Actions

If icons are used to represent control actions in menus, a text label should be displayed with each icon to
h e1p assure that its intended meaning wi1l be understood.
Additional Information: A redundant text label might help make the meaning clear to a user who is
uncεrtainjust what a displayed icon means.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2. 6- 6 Supplementary Text Labels

Graphic means should be provided for displaying the context of current control actions to users.
Additional Information: A graphic representation of the currently selected values of functions , elements,
and attributes affecting control actions might help reduce user errors in command entry. Graphic
techniques might be used to display the scope of a proposed control action, such as out1ining a group of
display elements that will be affected by the action.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-7 Graphic Display of Contl’'01 Context

Prompting aids and other guidance pertaining to curr ent control actions should be displayed graphically to
the user.
Additional Information: A graphic representation of keypad layout with notes explaining the various key
functions might h e1p a novice user to learn the control options avai1able via function keys. A graphic
representation of logical combinations specified in query formulation might help reduce errors in the use
of query language.5908
‘

source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.6-8

Graphic Display ofControl Prompting
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A user should be able to "open" an icon with a simple, explicit action‘
Additional Information: The action or information represented by an icon is invoked or accessed
by" opening" the icon. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.6-9

’Opening ’ an Icon

Direct manipulation should be used for casual system users as a means of enhancing a user’s
understanding of control actions and offered as a simple altemative to leaming a command language
when computer response time is fast ‘
[Source: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1996 - 2.2.6-5] (…)
source FAA

8.9.1.1

When to use.

a. In direct manipulation interfaces, the user’s actions ar'ε direct and the results are clear1y displayed
(WYSIWYG; What You See 1s What You Get). A system using direct manipulation usually contains a
heavy visual component such as icons or pictorial representations that can be directly selected as
commands to the computer system (ε.g. ， an icon of a garbage can could be used for deleting files). ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.7.1

Design Considerationsfor Direct ManφuLαtion

a. Philosophy ofDirect Manipu1ation - In the direct manipu1 ation interface, the user shall be able to
manipulate data structures or objects direc t1y by physically interacting with their graphical
representatíon.
b. Features ofDirect Manipulation - The direct manipulation interface shall have the following
characteristics: ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1. 7. 2 Design Requirements for Direct Manipulation

a. Movement and Selection - Users shall be able to move the pointing cursor to and select icons by the use
of any available curso1' control device (e.g. , X-Y controllers and arrow keys).
b. Op ening - shall be able to open a selected icon by a single unique action. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9. 6. 3.1.7.4 Design Requirements for Actions in the Direct Man따lation Inte뺑ce

Data Manipulation - The user shall be able to manipulate data without concem fo 1' intemal sto1'age and
retrieval mechanisms of the system. Data Manipulation - The user shall be able to manipu1ate data
without concem for intemal storage and retrieval mechanisms of the system‘
source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.3 Design Requirementsfor Manipulating Dαta
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6
6.10
6.10.1

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Application

The user interaction with the application manager is similar to the file manager except that is is intended
to be a list of executable modules available to a particular user. The user launches the application
manager from an icon n the front panel.
U sers are notified when a new application is available on a server by additions (or deletions) 0 he list of
icons in the application manager window. Programs and icons can be installed and pushed out to other
workstations as an integral part of the installation processo The list of workstations that new software is
installed n s configurable. The application manager comes preconfigured to include several utilities and
programs.
source X-Window & Motif Programming 5.3.3

The application manα:ger
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6
6.10
6.10.2

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Structure and Syntax

The dialog structure may use menus , maps , pointing, paging, dedicated functions keys , etc. The dialog
structure should be based on the task requirements, should be logical and consistent, and should reflect
the vocabulary and yntax of the expεcted user populatìon. ( ... )
source lEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.6 Dilαlog structure

The computer should recognize probable altemative forms of command syntax。
Addìtional Information: Users rìght be al10wed to use diff능rent punctuation and/or to lìst command
modifiers in different orders. For example, he computer míght accept alternative methods of specìfyìng a
request, suchas "8G3 LVL," "LVL8G3 ," orLVL/8G3."5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.1-8 Recognizing Alternative Syntax
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6

INTERACTIO아

6.10
6.10.3

Command Dialogues
Feedback and Help

If a äisplay has a freeze capability, the display should havε an obvious reminder that it is in the frεeze
mode.
Additional Information: It is desirable to provide this inforrnation to the user in an attention-grabbing
rnode , such as with a flashing rnessage.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ，] 1. 1-26 Freeze Feedback
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6
6.10
6.10.4

INTERACl’ION
Command Dialogues
Command Entry

A command language shall be designed so that users can εnter commands in terms of functions desired
without concεm for intemal computer processing, storage , and retrieval mechanisms.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2. 1.5.b]
source FAA 8.9.2.2 Commαnd entry’·

The last few lines at the bottom of every display should be reserved for status and error messages,
prompts, and command en따r. Messages that are critical or that require operator acknowledgment should
appear in their own dialogue boxes.
source MIL~STD-1472F 5.14.3.1.9.2 Command entη7， prompts, messages at bottom.

Single and multiple blanks between words should be trεated as equivalent when processing command
entries ‘
Additional Information: People cannot readily distinguish one blank space from several, and so the
computer should not impose such a distinction.5908
source NUREG0700 REμ2 2.2.1-12 19noring Blanks in Command Entry

NEED SOME MORE ExercÌ se 8395 (1) Run the follmving program (frame.c) and note the differεnce
in appearance and interaction ofthe widget with the push.c program (Chapter 5). Note the effect ofthe
mNshadowType resource. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming 9.4. Command Line Parameters
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6.10 ‘ 5

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Complexity of Command Language

The complexity of a command language should be minimized, especially for untrained or infrequent users.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.L5.2.e]
source

FAA

8.9.2.4

Co꺼tplexityoj’command language.

The command language should be programmed in layers of complexity such that the basíc layer wi1l
allow the inexperienced user to control a transaction. As this person’s sk:ill increases , the command
language should allow skipping from basic to more advanced layers to meet the user’s current needs.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.5.9

Complexity.

The emergεnt features and their interactions should not be 80 complex as to be susceptible to
misínterpretatíon.
Additional Information: The value of emergent features is that they provide a direct perception of higher
level information. They substitute perception for mental calcu1ation. The shift toward perceptual
cognition requires careful design, so that misunderstandings are unlikely to occur.6633
sòurc，ε

NUREG0700 RE μ2 1.2.10-10

Complexity
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Organization of Command Language Features

The command language.shall be designed so that its features (functions) are organized in groups for ease
of earning and use.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 5.2.b: MIL-STD-1801 , 4 .2.1. 5.c] ( ... )
source FAA

8.9.2. 5. Orga 1t izatio1t ofcomma1t d I1α1tguage features.

Command language interactive control may be used for tasks that involve awide range ofuser inputs and
where ser familiarity with the system can take advantage of the flexibiliη and speed of the control
technique.
source STD-1472F 14.4.5.1

use

A command language should bε designed so that its functions are organized in groups (or "layers ") for
ease in leaming and use.
Additional Information: A user should be able to display the next of a set of received messages with some
simple command such as READ
although a corrψlete command to rεπieve any message might
include potential specification of which message, from which message list, in which format, to which
output device.( .. ‘)
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.1-1 Layered Comma1t d Lαnguage
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Command Stacking

Users should be able to make control entries in accordance with task requiremεnts ， entering more than
one command before entering an execute command, if that best meets the task requirements.
[Source: DOE HFDG TCCS , V2.0 , 2. 1. 14.3]
Definition. Stacking is the stringing together of commands so that they can al1 be executed with a single
command. Control entries are a specific set of commands defined by the command language.
source FAA 8.9.2.6 Command stackin용

To prompt for corrections of an error in stacked commands , the system shall display the stacked sequence
with the error highlighted. Where possible , a procedure shall be provided to correct the error and salvage
the stack.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.10 Errors in stiαcked commands.
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INTERAεTION

Command Dialogues
Command Entry Area

Each display shall provide a cOI1L'lland entry area that is located consistently across displays , for example,
at the bottom of the screen.
[Source: MIL-HDBK- 761A, 5. 1.5.2.a; MIL-STD-1801 , 4 .2‘1. 5.a]
source FAA 8.9.2.7 Command entry area.

Acommanden따r

area in a consistεnt location should be províded on every display, preferably at the

bottom.
Additional Information: A며 acent to the command entry area, there should be a display windowreserved
for prompting entries , for recapitulation of command sequences (with scrolling to pennit extended
review) , and to ediate question-and-answer dialogue sequences (ì. e. , prompts and responses to
prorrψts).5908

source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-37

Standard Displ，αlV Area for Command Elltry
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Distinctive 찌10rding of Command

Words in a command languaεe shall be distinctive from one another, emphasizing significant differences
ín unction.

[Source: MIL-:-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 5. 1. a, 5. 1. 5 ‘l.b， 5. 1. 5. 1.윈 MIL-STD-1801 , 5.2. 1. 5. f]
FAA 8.9.2.8 Distinctive wording ofcommands.

source

Distinct words rather than contractions or combined forms shou1d be used, especially in phrases involving
egation.
Additionallnformation: For εxample， ’will not’ should be used rather than ’won't.’ 5908
SOllrce NUREG071θo REV-2 1. 2.1-5 Distinct Wording

Every widget has a translation table that defines how a widget willrespond to particular events. These
evεnts an enable one or more actions. Full details of εach widgεt8 response can be found in the Motif
Re할rence material nd manuals[He194b]. ( ... )
sOllrce X- Windo ‘훌 Motif Programming 7. 8.2 Translation tables

’‘’
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Consistent Wording ofCommand

All words and their abbreviatìons in the command language shall be consistent in meaning &nd spelling
from ne transaction to anothεr and from one task to another.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4 .2.1. 5.d]
source FAA

8.9.2.9

Cθnsistent

wording of commands.

Labels should be worded consistently, so that the same item is given the same label whenever it appears ‘
Additional Information: Consistent grammatical format for different labels should also be employed; i.e. ,
single words or phrases for some labels and short sentences for others , or verbs for some and nouns for
others should not e used.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 1.3.3-4

Consistent Wording ofLabels
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Familiar Wording

W ords for use in command language dialog shall be chosen to re f1 ect the user's point of view and shall
correspond to the user’s operationallanguage.
[Source: MIL-STD-1801 , 4.2.1.5.d]
SOUYiεe

FAA

8.9.2.10

Familiar wording.

System messages should use familiar terminology.
Additional Information: F or exanψle， "Data requires special access code; call Data Base Admin, X 9999
for access" is preferable to "IMSNS DBMS private data; see -DBSA-O/99-99."5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2. 7. 1-3 Familiar Wording
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Abbreviation of Command

When a co:mmand language is necessary for the system and if the operators may be experienced users,
then commands should also have abbreviated forms having five or less characters.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, .L5.3.c]
source FAA 8.9.2.11 Abbreviation 01 commαnds.

Users should be a l10wed to abbreviate commands.
Additional Information: Entries shou1d not exceed 7 haracters. sers should be required to enter only as
nìany characters as needed to unique1y identify the desired command. or example, if a "P" uniquely
identifies a print command (i.e. , no other commands staπ with "P"), then a user should e able to enter
PRINT, or PR, or P to initiate printing.5908 , 0700
source

NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.‘ 2.1-5 Abbreviation 01 C’'ommands
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Selection of Command

Cornmands should be designed to aid memory.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 5. 1. c]
source FAA 8.9.2.12 Selection 01 commαnds.

The selection of dialogue types should be based on anticipated task requirements, user ski1ls, and
anticipated system response time.
Additional Information: Dialogue types are related to task requirements in Table 2.1.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-1 Selection 01Dialogue Types

The purpose ofboth these widgets is to allow the user to select from a list (or in set of lists) displayed
within the Dialog ‘ The creation and use of Selection and FileSelection Dialogs is similar.
The FileSelectionDialog (Fig. 0.7) a l10ws the selection of files from a directory which has use in many
applications(text editors , graphics programs etc.). ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming 12.9. Selection and FileSelectiolz Dialogs

The program file_selectc simply looks for C source files in a directory -- the XmNdirMask resource is
set to filter out on1y *.c files.
If a file is selected it’s listing is printed to standard output. ( ... )
source X- Window & Motif Programming 12.9.1 The file_selecι cprogr，αm
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6.10.14 Alternate Wording
When a system wi1I have many novice or infrequent users , it should recognize a variety of synonyms or
alternatives syntax for each word defined in the command language.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1.5. 1. d]
source FAA 8.9.2.13 Alternate wordîng.
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Spelling Errors

Commands shall be selected so that likely spelling errors do not result in valid commands.
[Source: IL-HDBK-761A, 5oL5. l. e]
Example. Using DEL for Delete and SEL for Select might result in a spelling-induced error because the D
and S keys are adjacent on QWERTY keyboards.
source FAA 8.9.2.14 Spelling errors.

Spelling and other common errors shall not produce valid system commands or initiate transactions
different rom those intendedo When possible , the system shal1 recognize common misspellings of
commands and execute he commands as if spelling had beencorrect. Computer-corrected commands ,
values , and spellings shall be isplayed and highlighted for user confirmation
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.9 Spelling errors.

Where the set of potential command entries is well defined, the computer should recognize and execute
common misspellings of commands , rather than requiring re-entryo
Additional Information: Misspelled command entries should be tolerated within the limits of computer
recognition. The user may be required to verify commands recognized in this way. The computer can
interrogate a user as necessary to resolve ambiguous entries.5908
source NUREG0700 RE κ2 2.2.1-7 Interpreting Misspelled Commands
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Word Length

The length of an individual input word, such as a command or a 값y word, should not exceed seven
characters.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1.1. 7.e]
source FAA 8.9.2.15 Word length.
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Command Dialogues
Number of Characters

Commands shall have at least one alphabetic or nmuεric character.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 5. l. g]
source FAA

8.9.1.16 Numberofcharacters
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Command Dialogues
6.10.18 Non- A1 phanumeric Characters in Commands
Commands consisting of only non-alphanumeric characters (e.g. , $ 。않r@)s돼
ha
왜
11 not be used ‘
[Source: IL’-HDBK-피
source FAA

8.9.2‘. 17

Non-a
α4φ
phanumeric

characters in commands.
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Punctuation

Theusε

of punctuation in commands shall be minimized
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.1.5.3.a]
source FAA 8.9.2.18 Punctuation.

Long numeric fields should be punctuatεd with spaces, commas , or slashes‘ Conventionalpunctuation
scheme욱

should be used if in common usage. Where none exist a space should be used after every third or
fourth digit. reading zeros shal1 not be used in num'εrical data except where needed for clarity.

source MIL-STD-1472F’ 5.14.3.5.7 Numeric PUl1ctuation.

The command language shall contain a minimum of punctuation or other special characters.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.5.4 Punctuation.

Users should be allowed to stack control entries without any punctuation other than spaces between words
or option codes.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-31
Minimal Punctuation ofStacked Entries

Users should be allowed to enter commands without any punctuation other than the spaces between words.
Additional Information: Command entry will be faster and more accurate when spaces are used rather
than any other kind of punctuation.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.1-11 Minimal Punctuation

Punctuation should conform to standard American English usage.6634
8. 1.2-6 Stlαndiαrd Punctuation

source NUREG0700 RE μ2

Fonts are necessary in Motifas all XmString are drawn to the screen using fonts resi며ng in the X system.
A ont s a complete set of characters (upper-case and lower-case letters, punctuation marks and numerals)
of one sìze nd one typeface. In order for a Motìf program to gain access to different typefaces , fonts must
be loaded onto he ever. All X fonts are bitmapped. Not all X servers support all fonts. Therefore ìt is best
to check if a specific ont has been loaded correctly within your Motif program. (.
source X-Window & MotifProgramming

18050

Fonts
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Blank Spaces

Blank spaces should not be used or interpreted by an application,
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 5.3.b]
source FAA

8.9.2.20

Bliαnkspαces.

Single and multiple blanks between words should be treat밟 as equivalent when processing command
entríes.
Additional Information: People cannot readily distinguish one blank space from sevεral， and so the
computer should not impose such a distinction.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.1-12 Ignoring Bliαnksin CommμndEntry
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Editing Command

U sers shall be able to edit textual commands, after they are typed but before they are executed, using
standard dating techniques.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5 ‘ 1‘ 5.b]
SOllrce FAA 8.9.2.21 Editing commands“

Editing commands , such as MOVE, COPY, and DELETE, for adding, inserting, or deleting text/program
segments, shal1 be provided.
source MIL~STD.1472F 5.14.3. 7. 4 Editing commands.

Where editing commands are made by keying onto the display, the editing commands shall be readily
distinguishable from the displayed textual materiaL
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.3.7.5
Editing commands.

Motif allows the programmer to create new customized Dialogs. BulletinBoardDialogs and Form Dialogs
let you place widgets within them in a similar fashion to their corresponding BulletinB oard and Form
widgets. e will, therefore, not deal with these further in this text.
source X-Window & MotifProgramming 12.10.

User D때'nedDi，αlogs

To create a Dialog use one of the XmCreate .....DialogO functions. Dialogs do not usually appear
immediately on screen after creation or when thε initial application GUI is realized. Indeed, if an
application runs successfully certain Dialog widgets (Error or Warning Dialogs, in particular) may never
be required. ( ... )
source X-Window & Mo야f Programming 12.2. Basic Dialog Mαnagement
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Confirmation of a Command

When the execution of a command might result in a delay, the deletion or modification of data, or other
potential1y adverse consequences the system or application shall inform the user of the nature of the
consequence and request that the user confirm the command unIess an UNDO command is available.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5.L5.d]
SOllrce FAA 8.9.2.23 Confirmation 0/ a command.
5

Confrrmation shall not cause displayed data removal.
SOllrce MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.5.4 Inpllt confirmation.

User acceptance of stored data or defaults shall be possible by a single confrrming keystroke.
SOllrce MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.6.7 User confirmation.

When the user enters correction of an error, such corrections shall be implemented by an explicit action
by the user (e.g. , actuation of an ENTER key). All error corrections by the user shaIl be acknowledged by
the system, either by indicating that a correct entr y has been made or by another error message.
SOllrce MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.8 Correction entiη andcOl따'rmation.
‘
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Unrecognized Command

system or application does not recognize a command a user has entered, the system or
application shall inform the user and request the user to reVÌse or replace the command.
[Source: MIL-HDBK-761A, 5. 1. 5.c]
source FAA 8.9.2.24 Unrecognized commands.

Whenthε
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6.10.24 Ai ding Command Recall
The system should provide features that support users in recalling command names.
Addìtionallnformation: Some ofthe features that can provide such support include: User-requested
prompts? These are prompts invoked by thε user (e.g. , via on-line help or function keys) which may
indicatε the al10wable parameters of a command entry or available command options. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2

2.2.1~16

Aiding Command Recall
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Command Names

A command language should have flexibility to permit a user to assign personal names to frequently used
commands.
Additionallnformation: Frequently used commands should be easy for a user to enter. For users who
must move back and forth between different systems with differently defined command languages, some
flexibility in command naming will permit those users to establish their own consistent terminology. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE κ2

2.2.1~9

User-Assigned Command Names
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INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Function Keys and Bot Keys

a. U t:: es - Function keys shall command an action with a singular key presG and shall not require any other
preceding or simultanεous keystroke (e.g. , pressing a Command Key). Function keys shall be used for
tasks with unique control entries or as an a며unct to other dialogue ηpes for functions that occur
frequently, that must be made quickly, and that must be made with minimal syntax errors. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.5 Design Requirementsfor Function Keys

Function keys should be provided for interim command entries , i. e. , for actions taken before the
completion of a transaction.
Additional Information: Function keys will aid such interim actions as DITTO, CONFIRM , and requests
for PRINT, or HELP , and also interrupts such as BACKUP and CANCEL. Interim control refers to an
action taken by a user while working with displayed data, e.g. , while still keying data entries or changes.
Function keys wi1l aid interim control entries partly because those entries may be frequent. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-1 FUllction Keys for 11I terim Command Enh‘'ies

If a key is used for more than one function, thε function currently available should always be indicated to
the user.
Additional Information: If a key is used for just two functions , dεpending upon defined operational mode,
then altemate illuminated labels might be provided on the key to indicate which function is current. ( ... )
soμrce NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.3-10 Labeling Mult따nction Keys

If the functions assigned to a set of keys change as a result of user selection, the user should be provided
with an easy means to return to the initial, base-level functions.
Additional Information: In effect, multifunction keys can provide hierarchic 1εvels of options much like
menu selection dialogues, with the same need for rapid retum to the highest-level menu. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.3-11 Easy Retum to Base-Level Functions

When function key activation does not result in any immediately observable natural response, users

should be provided with some other form of computiεr acknowledgment.
Additionallnformation: Tenψorary illumination of the function key wil1 suffice , if key illumination is not
used for other purposes such as indicating avai1able options. Otherwise, an advisory message should be
displayed .5 908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-12 Feedbackfor Function Key Activation

Function keys that are not needed for a current tr ansaction should be temporarily dísabled.
Additional Information: Users should not be required to apply mechanical overlays to indicate that
functions are not to be used. If a user selects a function key that is invalid for the current transaction, no
action should result except display of an advisory message indicating what functions are available at that
point. 5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-13 Disabling UlI needed Function Keys
’
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If some function keys are active and some are not, the current subset of active keys should be indicated in
some noticeable way, such as by brighter illumination.
Additional Information: This practice wi11 speed user selection offunction keys.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-14 Indicating Active Function Keys

The system should prompt the user for confirmation if a function key is pressed in a context unrelated to
the function.
Additional Information: The function should not be executed unless the action is confirmed.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-15 Response to Inappropri，α te Function Key Input

The layout of function keys should be compatible with their use.
Additional Information: Key arrangement should re f1 ect the general principles of organization, such as
importance, frequency , and order ofuse. For example , keys for emergency functions should be given a
prominent location.6546
‘

source NUREG0700 RE ι2 2.2.3-16 Layout Compatible with Use

Each function key should be lab e1ed informatively to designate the function it performs.
Additional Information: Labels should be sufficient1y different from one another to prevent user
confusion. For example, two keys should not be labeled ON and DN.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-2 Distinctive Labeling 0/ Function Keys

Function keys should be grouped in distinctive locations on the keyboard to facilitate their learning and
use.
Additional Information: Frequent1 y used or important function keys should be placed in the most
convenient or prominent locations.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-3 Distinctive Location

A function assigned to a particular key in a given task context should be assigned to the same key in other
ontexts.
Additional Information: A particular function should be accessed in the same manner in any context in
which it is used. For example, the SAVE function should be invoked using the same key whether the user
is saving edited information or new information.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-4 Consistent Assignment 0/ Function Keys

When a function is continuously available , its function should be assigned to a single key.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-5 Single Key /or Continuously Available Functions

Frequently used functions should be executed by means of a single key action and should not require
chord-keying (e.g. , use of the shift key).5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-6 Single-Keying /or Frequent Functions
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When a function key performs different functions in different operational modes, equivalent or similar
functions should be assigned to the same key. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-7 Consistent Functions in D!함rent Operational Modes

If chord-keying is used, the functions paired on one key should be logically related.
Additional Information: Functions assigned to a given key should be related. For example, if a particu1ar
function key moves the cursor to the upper left corner of a display screen, then that same key when
shifted might be used to move the cursor to the bottom right comer ofthe screen. As a negative example ,
a function key that moves the cursor should not be used when shifted to delete displayed data.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.3-8 Logical Pairing 0/ Chord-Keyed Functions

If douhle (controllshift) keying is used, the logical relation bεtween shifted and unshifted functions shou1d
be consistent from one key to another.
Additional Information: Consistency in the underlyin:g logic for double keying will help a user to learn
the functions associated with different keys. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.3-9 Consistent Logic /or Douhle Keying

Users should be allowed to assign a single name to a de fi.ned series of entries, and then to use that named
"macro" for subsequent command entry.
Additional Information: In this way, users can make frequently required but comp1icated tasks easier to
accorr깎Jlish， when the interface designer has failed to anticipate a particular need. The system shou1d not
accept a user designated macro name that is the same as an existing command name.5908
source NUREG0700 REμ2 2.2.4-1 User Definition 0/ Macro Commands

Users should have access to an index oftheir macros and programmable function keys with theír
respective composition of commands.
Additional Informatíon: Users shou1d have a means ofproviding a list oftheir macro names and functions
to other users with whom they will communÌcate.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.4-2 Index 0/ Macros

The use ofuser dεfinable macros and programmable function keys should be limited.
Additional Information: The advantages may outweigh the disadvantages for some tasks (e.g. , software
development or modificatíon) , whereas for other tasks (e.g. , app1ication specific software) the
disadvantages may outweigh the advantages.5908
source NUREG0700 REJ'깃 2.2.4-3 Limiting User-D뺏nαhle Macros and Programmahle Keys

A user should be resπicted from modifying a macro or programmable functíon key as
different originating user.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.2.4-4 Mod덩lcation 0/Defined Macros
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definεdbya

Users should not be allowed to duplicate macro names.
Additional Information: An error message should be provided if the user attempts to assign a previously
used name to a macro.5908
source

NUREGO 깨ORE μ2

2.2.4-5 No Duplication of Macro Names

Fixed function keys should be available to control functions that are often utilizεd and continuously
available
Additional Information: Lockout offixed function keys should be minimized.5908
’

source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-1

Availability

Where the functions assigned to a sεt of function keys change as a result of user selection, the user should
be given an easy means to retum to the initial functions.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-10

Eαsy

Return to lnitial Functions

When keys with labeled default functions are reprogrammed or tumed off, a 、risual indication should alert
the user that the standard function is not currently accessible via that key.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-11

Reprogrammable or lnactive D따ult Functions

Shift keys should be not required to operate variable function keys.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 3.2.2-12 Shifted Characters

Unneeded function keys , either fixed or programmable , should be disabled so that no other action occurs
upon their depression except an advisory message. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-2 lnactive Function Keys

N on-active fixed function keys should not be present on the keyboard.
Additional Information: The presence of non-relevant keys , such as those used by programmers , adds to
keyboard complexity, and induces user errors. Control room keyboards should contain only those keys
used by control room personne1. 5908, 0700
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-3 lnactive Keys

Fixed function keys should be logically grouped and placed in distinctive locations on the keyboard.
Additional Information: Color-coding can be used to highlight functional key groups. When this is done ,
the color of alphanumeric keys should be neutral (e.g. , beige or gray).5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-4

Grouping

Key assignments should be displayed at all times , preferably through direct marking.Additional
Information: Where abbreviations are necessary, standardized abbreviations should be used.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-5 Functio l1 Labels
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Fixed function keys should be used consistεntly throughout the system.5908
source NUREG0700 RE ι2 3.2.2-6 Consistency

Fixed function keys should require only a síngle aιtuation to accomplísh their function.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 3.2.2-7

Actuαtion

Function keys (except for the delete key) should not repeat upon prolonged depression.5908
source NUREG0700 RE J;깅 3.2.2-8 Repeat for Special Functions

When the effect of a function key varies , the status ofthe key should bε dísplayed‘
Additíonallnformation: Variable function keys should be easily relabeled.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ，2 3.2.2-9 Status Display
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6
6.10
6.10.29

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Error Correction

Where users are required to make entries into a system, an easy means shall be provided for correcting
erroneous entlies. The system shall permit correction of individual errors without requiring re-entry of
correctly entered commands or data elements.
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.8.1 Error correction.

Feedback and simple error correction procedures should be provided for speech input, so that when a
spoken entry has not been correctly recognized by the computεr， the user can cancel that entry and speak
agam.
Additional Information: Simple error correction is particularly important with spoken input, since speech
recognition systems are prone to error except under carefully controlled conditions.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.10-3 Feedback and Error Correction for Speech Input

When the system detects an error in a user input, thε user should be allowed to make an immediate
correction. ( ... )
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2. 7. 7-4 Immediate Error Correction

Users should be allowed to BACKUP easily to previous steps in a transaction sequence in order to correct
an error or make any other desired change.
Additional Information: For example, a user might wish to BACKUP through the defined sequence of a
question-and-answer dialogue in order to change a previous answer.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.7.7-8 Flexible BA CKUP for Error Correction

Automatic , self-correcting features should only be used for interface management actions, such as
retrieving displays.( ... )
source NUREG07iθORE μ，2 7.3.5-2 Automatic, Self- Correct Features for Interface Management Action

Automatic, self-correcting features should only be used if they inc1ude good ’Undo’ capabilities, so that
inappropriate changes made by the system can be reversed by the user. 6635
source NUREG0700 REV-2 7.3.5-3 Undo Capabilities for Self- Correct Features

This dialog is used to inform the user of a possible mistake in the program or in interaction with the
program. A typical example might be when you select the quit button (or menu item) to terminat않e the
program.

‘-…….…’.“‘“-

di뻐
alog
힘1.‘ c

(Section 10.5) program attaches a pop-up Warning Dialog when the quit menu option is
selected (Fig 10.1). Ifyou now select OK the program terminates , Cancel retums back to the program.
( ... )
sourceX-Window & MotifProgramming 12.3. The WarningDialog
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6
6.10
6.10.30

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Misspellings

Where the set of potential command entries is well defined, the computer should recognize and execute
common misspe1lings of commands, rather than requiring re-entry.
Additional Information: Misspe l1ed command entries should be tolerated within the limits of computer
recognition. The user may be required to verify commands recognized in this way. The computer can
interrogate a user as nεcessary to resolve ambiguous entries.5908
source NUREG0700 REμ2 2.2.1-7 Inter)η'eting MissJ elled Commallds

’
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6
6.10
6.10.31

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Defaults

When keyed command or option code entries are used and a defau1t is defined for a null control entry, the
default should be indicated to the user.5908
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 2.1-59
Indicating Control Defaults

Appropriate and readi1y modified default parameters should be displayed in forms used for composing
complex command entrìes.
Additional Information: Default parameters permit users to compose potentially complicated entries by
relatively simple actions. If defaults have been defined, 감ley should be indicated to users. A displayed
form permits a user to review (and confirm or change) default values , just as a user might review
displayed defauIts for data entry. When only a few parameters are involved, it may be feasible siu껴:11y to
prompt users with guidance messages rather than by displaying a form.5908
source NUREG0700 REV-2 2.2.5-2 D강àu/ts for Command Enf1γ

If automatic defaults are provided for control
those defaults should protect against data loss, or at
least not contribute to the risk of data loss.
AdditionalInformation: For example, when printout of filed data ìs requested, one control option might
be to delete that file after printing. The defau1t value for such a destructive option should automatically be
set to NO whenever the printing options are presented to a usεr for selection‘ 5908
sQurce NUREG0700 REV-2 2.7.6-5 Safe Defaults

When you create a Dialog, Motif will create 3 buttons by default -- Ok, Cancel and Help. Thereare many
occasions when it is not natural to require the use ofthree buttons within an application. For instancε in
dìalogl.c we only real1y need the user to acknowledge the Information Dialog and no user should need
any help to choose whether to quit our program. Motif provides a mechanism to disable unwanted buttons
in a Dialog. ( ... )
source X-Window & Motif Programming 12. 7. Unwanted Dialog Buttons
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6
6.10
6.10.32

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Destructive Commands

If a command enπy may have disruptíve consequences , the user shall be required to review and confirm a
displayed interpretation of the command before it is executed ‘
source MIL-STD-1472F 5.14.4.5.12 Destructive commands.

A command that produces a benign action in one mode should not cause a different action with serious
negative consequences in another mode.
Additional Information: A command is an instruction provided by a user requesting a computer system to
perform a particular action. Actions that are destructíve (e.g. , delete file) or have serious safety
con8equences should have unique command8.( ... )
source. NUREG0700 REμ2 7. 3.1-3 Coordination 01 Destrucnve and Safety-Sign파'cantCommαIl ds Across

Unique commands associated with actíons that have important consequences should not be easily
confused with other commands used in the same or different modes.
Additional Information: Reserving special commands for special actions can prevent mode errors because,
if the command is entered whi1e the device is in the wrong mode, it will not be accepted by the system. A
unique or reserved command should not be 80 similar to other commands that a valid entry may re8ult
from incorrectly entering another command.( ... )
source NUREG0700 RE μ2 7. 3.1‘ 4 Ullique Commands for Destructive and S방èty-Significant Commands
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6
6.10
6.10.37

INTERACTION
Command Dialogues
Miscellaneous

Command language should be used
a. for tasks involving a wide range of control entries ,
b. where users may be highly trained and will use the system frequent1 y, and
c. for tasks where control entries may be mixed with data entries in arbitrary sequence.
[Source: Smi삼1 & Mosier, 1986 -3. 1. 5 .1] (…)
source FAA 8.9.2.1 When to use.

Coding is used for highlighting (i. e. , to attract a user’s attention to part of a display) , as a perceptual
indicator of a data group, or to symbolize a state or attribute of an object (e.g. , to show a temperature
level or for warning purposes). ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.6.1 Design Considerations for Coding

a. Highlighting - Highlighting (display coding which serves only to call the user’s attention to a feature of
a display) shall be used only for important information (e.g. , out-of-1imit conditions) When conditions
change and an item that was highlighted is no longer important (ε.g. ， after an out-of-limits condition has
been corrected) , that item shal1 no longer be highlighted. The specific highlighting technique used (e.g. ,
reverse video brightness contrast, boldness contrast, under1ining, or blinking) shal1 not have a detrimental
impact on the user’s perception of the display. ( ... )
source NASA~STD-3000 9.6.2.6.2 Design Requirementsfor Coding

a. Command languages are the most concise, flexible and powerful of all dialogue types.
The disadvantages are the training required to leam the correct commands and syntax, and the increased
potential for errors.
b. Interpretation of the command language should not be affected by superficial characteristics of
command statements such as letter case or spacing. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.3.1 Design Considerationsfor Command Language

a. Use - Al1 users shall always have access to the command language. Additionally, the command
language is especially well suited for the following:
1. Tasks with an elaborate interaction betweεn the user and system.
2. Highly trained, frequent system users. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.3.2 Desigll Requirements for Command Languαge

a. Uses - Command keystrokes (i. e. , the use of a limited number of keystrokes combined with pressing a
Comrnand Key to access a command language term) shall be used primarily in cases where speed of
command inputs is important. Other dialogue techniques shall be available , as appropriate.
b. Consistency across applications - The structure and meaning ofkeyboard comrnands sha l1 be consistent
across app1ications.
source NASA-STD-300θ 9.6.3.1.4 Design Requirementsfor Command K.갱Jstrokes
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Any application needs to interact with the user. At the simplest level an application may need to inform,
alert or warn the user about íts current state. More advanced interaction may require the user to select or
input data. Selecting files from a dírectory/file selection window is typical of an advanced example.
Clear1 y, the provision of such interaction is the concem of the GUI. Motif provides a variety of Dialog
widgets or Díalogs that facilitate most common user intεractíon requírements.
source X샤flindow & Motif Programmillg 12 Di，αlog Widgets

Command language should be used
a. for tasks involving a wide range of control entries,
b. where users may be highly trained and wil1 use the system frequently , and
c. for tasks where control entries may be mixed with data ntries in arbitrary sequence.
[Source: Smith & Mosier, 1986 -3. 1.5.1] ( ... )
source FAA 8.9.2.1 When to use.

Coding is used for highlighting (i.e. , to attract a usεr’s attention to part of a display) , as a perceptual
ìndicator of a data group , or to symbolize a state or attribute of an object (e.g. , to showa temperature
level or for warning urposes).
a. Highlighting cal1s the user’s attention to a feature ofthe display. Several highlighting methods are
image reversal (reverse video), brightness/boldness contrast, color, underlining, blinking, f1ashing
arrows, and ch따1ges n font. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.2.6.1 Design Considerationsfor Coding

a. Highlighting - Hìghlighting (display coding which seηres only to cal1 the user’s attention to a feature of
a display) shall be used only for important information (e.g. , out- of-limit conditions) When conditions
change and an item that was highlighted is no longer important (e.g. , af한te앉ranou
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이)’ that item shall no longer be highlighted. The specific highlighting technique used (e.g. ,
reverse video brightness contrast, boldness contrast, underlining, or blinking) shal1 not have a detrimental
impact on the user's perception ofthe display. ( ... )
source NASA-:.STD-3000 9.6.2.6.2 Design Requirementsfor Coding
‘

a. Command languages are the most concise , f1exible and powerful of all dialogue types. The
disadvantages are the training requíred to leam the correct commands and syntax, and the increased
potential for errors.
b. nterpretation of the command language should not be affected by superficial characteristics of
command tatements such as letter case or spacing. (‘ .. )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.3.1 Design Considerationsfor Command Lαnguage

a ‘ Use - All users shall always have access to the command languagε. Additionally, the command
language is especially well suited for the following:
1. Tasks with an elaborate interaction between the user and system.
2. Highly trainεd， frequent system users ‘ ( •.. )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.1.3.2 Design Requirements for Command Language
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a. U ses - Command keystrokes (i.ε. ， the use of a 1imited number of keystrokes combined with pressing a
Command
to access a command language term) shall bε used primarily in cases where speεdof
command inputs is important. Other dialogue techniques shal1 bε avai1able, as appropriate. ( .. ‘)
source NASA-STD-3000

9.6.3.1.4 Design Requirementsfor Command Keystrokes

Any application needs to interact with the user. At the simplest leve1 an application may need to inform,

alert or eam the user about its current state. More advanced interaction may require the user to select or
input data. electing files from a directory/file selection window is typical of an advanced example. Clear1y,
the provision ofmuch interaction is the concem ofthe GUI. Motifprovides a variety ofDialog widgets or
Dialogs that facilitate cost common user interaction requirements.
source X-Window & Motif Programming 12 Dialog Widgets
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6
6.11

INTERACTION
Miscellaneous

Transactions should never leave the user without further avaìlable action. Transactions should provide
next steps or a1tematives. The sys않m should provide an effective “ help" function with relevant guidance
provid밟 both on-line and off-line.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2. 1. 8 User guidance

Legibility refers to the rapid identification of single characters that may be presented in a non-contextual
forrnat. Readab i1ity is the quality of text that al10ws groups of characters to be easily discriminated and
recognized as words or to have meaning and understanding attached to the characters. The following
guidelines are designed to optimize both legibility and readab i1ity.
source lEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.2 Legibility and readability

a. Saving Data - The user shal1 have the save data entered into an editable data file:
1. Whilε continuing to intεract with that file.
2. While simult없leously exiting from that file. Two different sìmple actions shal1 be used for these two
different types of saving data.
h ‘ Exiting a File - The user shall be able to exit a file at any time without saving the changes to the file.
source NASA-STD-3000 9. 6. 3.3.2.2 Design Requirements for Saving

Users sometimes need for the system with which they are working to guide them through theír task. User
guidance does not simply provide feedback about user errors, but also inc1udes al1 f(ξedback from the
system that indicates the actions that are avai1able to the user.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4 Design Considerationsfor User Guidance

Consistent Termínology - On-line documen없다on， off-line documentation, and help instructions shall use
consistent terminology.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.1 Design Requirementsfor Consistent Terminolo.짧’

a. At the user’s request, the Help function should provide the user with an index of command language
commands that lists , at a minimum, the fulllanguage command, any associated keystroke command or
abbreviation, and any associated menu-based command.
b. The Help function should inc1ude information about system design and system operations that affect
the users’ Înteractions with the system. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.6.1 Design Considerationsfor On-Line lnstr，μ ction

Access to On-Line Documentation - Users shall have access to on-line documentation and descriptions of
procedures.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.6.2 Design Requirementsfor On-Line lnstruction
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a. Hierarchical Process:
1. When hierarchicallevels are used to control a process or sequence, the number of levels in depth in
the hierarchy shall be minimized.
2. Display and input formats shall be similar within levels, and the system shall indicate the current
positions within the sequence at all times. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.5 Design Requirements for Sequence Control

a. Simplicity - The relationship between data entry and displays shall be straightforward and explicit.
Data entry actions shal1 be simple and direct.
b. Accidental Actuation - Provision shall be made to prevent accidental actuation of potentially
destructive control actions , including the possibi1ity of accidental erasure or memory dump. (‘ .. )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.4.4 Design Requirements for Interactive Control

Transactions should never leave the user without further available action. Transactions should provide
next steps or altematives. The system should provide an effective “ help" function with relevant guidance
provided both on-line and off-line.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.1.8 User guidαnce

Legibi1ity refers to the rapid identification of single characters that may be presented in a non-contextual
forma t. Readability is the quality of text that allows groups of characters to be easily discriminated and
recognized as words or to have meaning and understanding attached to the characters. The following
guidelines are designed to op1:Î1:lJ.ÎZe both legib i1ity and readability.
source IEEE_STD 1289-1998 4.2.2 Legibility and rea찌zbilit}’

a. Saving Data - The user shal1 have the save data entered into an editable data file:
1. While continuing to interact with that file.
2. While simultaneously exiting from that file. Two different simple actions shal1 be used for these two
different 양pes of saving data.
b. Exiting a F i1e - The user shal1 be able to exit a file at any time without saving the changes to the filε.
soμrce NASA-STD-3000 9‘, 6.3.3.2.2 Design Requirements for Saving

U sers sometimes need for the system with which they are working to guide them through their tas k. U ser
guidance does not simply provide feedback about user errors , but also includes all feedback from the
system that indicates the actions that are avai1 able to the user.
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4 Design Considerationsfor User Guidance

Consistent Terminology - On-line documentation, off-line documεntation， and help instructions shal1 use
consistent termìnology.
source NASA-STD-300θ 9.6.3.4.1 Design Requirements for Consistent Terminology
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a. At the user‘s request, the Help function should provide the user with an index of command language
commands that lists , at a minimum, the fulllanguage command, any associated keystroke command or
abbreviation, and any associated menu-based command. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.6.1 Design Considerationsfor On-Line InstructÎon

Access to On-Line Documentation - Users shall have access to on-line documentation and descriptions of
procedures ‘
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.4.6.2 Design Requirementsfor On-Line Instruction

a. Hierarchical Process:
1. When hierarchicallevels are used to control a process or sequence, the numbεr of levels in depth in
the hierarchy shal1 be minimized.
2. Display and input formats shall be similar within levels, and the system shall indicate the current
positions within the sequence at all times. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.3.5 Design Requirements for Sequence Control

a. Simp1icity - The relationship between data entry and displays shall be straightforward and explicit.
Data entry actions shall be simple and direct.
b. Accidental Actuation - Provision shall be made to prevent accidental actuation of potentially
destructive control actions , including the possibility of accidental erasure or memory dump. ( ... )
source NASA-STD-3000 9.6.4.4 Design Requirementsfor Interactive Control
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GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY

abbreviation -Any shortened form or abridgment of a word, expression, or phrase used to conserve space
or time including initializations, contractions and acronyms.
abduction of the arm - Lateral moving or tuming of the arm away form the body and position of arm
and shoulder after this movement
acceleration - The rate of change of velocity with respect to time
accelerator keys - Key combinations (sometimes called "shortcut keys") which invoke a menu option
without displaying the menu on which the option appears or intermediate menus.
accelerators - Keyboard commands that can bε used instead of pointing and clicking on menu options.
They are indicated by underlining the proper character and placing the keyboard altemative in parenthesis
after the option (e.g. , Bold (Ctrl+B).
achromatic (perceived) colour - (1) <perceptual sense> Perceived colour devoid ofhue. The colour
names white, gray and blackare commonly used or, for trans:mitting objects , colourless and neutral. (2)
<psychophysical sense> See achromatic stimulus 845-03-06。
acknowledged alarm - An alarm is considered to be in the acknowledged state when the operator has
provided some type of input to the alarm system (such as pressing a button) to indicate receipt of the alert
or message provided by the alarm system. Thε act of acknowledging an alarm typically causes the
attention-필’.’

display changes to a steady 갑
ilh
띠
uminance
려).
acknowledgment - Providing feedback to the sender that a message has been received.
acronym - A word formed from the initialletter(s) of each ofthe successive or m떼 orparts ofa
compound term.
activated alarm - The condition in which a monitored parameter exceeds a specified limit (setpoint), the
deviation is evaluated by the processing portion of the alarm system, and 'a message 돼 conveyed to the
operator via the display portion of the alarm system
active help - A form ofHelp that senses an inappropriate en따r and interrupts the task to ask users what
they are attempting and if they are sure they want to complete the operation they have just initiated.
Depending upon the user response to the question, active H
active window - The window in which user is currently interacting with the system. Typically, this means
that an active window (a) is currently receiving input from the user, (b) has last received input from the
user, or (c) has been readied for input through the user’s explicìt action. The user is generally said to be
“ working in" the active window (such as processing a document, controlling a system, entering data).
àdaptation, visual - Process by which the state of the visual system is modified by previous and present
exposure to stimuli that may have various luminances, spectral distributions and angular subtensεs
additive color process - Presentation of color images by the simu1taneous selective projection ofred,
green, and blue light on a screen.
additive mixing - Stimulation that cornbines on the retina the actions of various colour stimuli in such a

manner that they cannot be perceived individual1y.
addressing messages - Preparing header information to specify the destination for data to be transmitted.
adduction of the arm - Lateral moving or tuming of the arm towards the body, and position of arm and
shoulder after this movement
advanced alarm system -1 - A primarily digital alarm system employing alarm processing logic aIid
advanced control (e.g. , on-screen controls) and display (e.g. , VDU) technology. (This is in contrast to
conventional alarm systems , which are largely based on analog instrument and con
advanced control room(ACR) -2 - A control room that is primarily based on digital technology. ACRs
typical1y provide the primary operator interaction with the plant via computer-based interfaces , such as
video display units.
advice - An interactive , context-sensitive Hεlp source that indicates what entry to make at the current
location in the application, the required keystroke( s) , or which steps to take to complete the task.
advisory - A signal that indicates a safe or normal configuration, condition of performance , or operation
of essential equipment or attracts attention and imparts information for routine action purposes.
àlarm availability - The display processing method by which the results of alarm processing are made
available to the operating crew. This relates to which alarms are made available to the operator rather than
how they are presented (which is referred to as alarm display).
alarm display - The method( s) by which alarm coding and messages are presented to plant personne1.
alarm generation processing - A c1 ass of alarm processing which inc1udes techniques that analyze the
existing alarms and, then based upon the evaluation, generate alarm messages which (1) give the operator
higher level or combined information,(2) notify the operator when "unexpected
alarm message - Information presented to the operator by the auditory, visual, and other display devices
of the alarm system in response to an alarm condition.
alarm processing techniques - The rules or algorithms that are used to analyze plant sensor data to
determine their importance , validity and relevance and determine whether an alarm message should be
presented to the operator.
alarm signal processing - The process by which signals from plant sensors are automatically evaluated.
This process , which inc1ude signal validation and other techniques , determines whether an alarm
condition exists.
alarm system - An automated system consisting of processing and display hardware and software , which
processes or analyzes signals from plant sensors and alerts the operator via visual and/or auditory displays
when monitored plant parameters deviate from specified limit
alert - A signal that indicates a condition relating to the effective performance of duties. The condition or
message requires the operator or maintainer to take immediate action or indicates that a significant update
in information necessary for the effective
alphabetic ~ Pertaining to a character set that contains letters and other symbols , exc1uding numbers.
alphanumeric code - A set of letters and/or numbers used to identifya group of data (e.g. , in a table).
angle of view - Angle between the line-of-sight and the line orthogonal to the surface of thε display at the
point where the line-of-sight intersects the image surface of the display
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annunciator - An indicator of the status of a plant parameter, component, system, or function that does
not necessarily require the attention of plant personnel. When such attention is required, an alarm
condition exists. In conventional plants, the term annunciator
antbropometry - A Study and measurement of the physical dimensions of the human body
applicant - An organization such as a nuclear plant vendor or utility that is applying to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for design certification or plant 1icensing.
area ‘ A section or region of a display or window
argument - Independent variable (including object) used in a cornmand phrase to modify or direct the
action of a cornmand. NOTE - Arguments often include parameters.
atmosphere - 1. The mixture of gasses surrounding the Earth or filling the habitable volume of a
spacecraft. 2. The pressure exerted by a column ofmercury 760 rnm high at 1 G, equal to 10 1.329
kilopascals.
attribute-l - Property of an object or its representation (e.g. colour) which may be modified by user
actìons ìn certain contexts
atíributes-2 - An instructions that change the characteristics of a selected itεm. An example of an
attribute is changíng text from standard to bold ηpe.
audio - Pertaining to acoustic , mechanical, or electrícal frequencies corresponding to norrnallyaudible
sound waves.
automatic mode - A mode in which processing proceeds without human intervention (as contrasted with
interactive and manual modes).
back rest - A part of a work chair which provides support for the back
bar chart - A graphic figure in which numeric quantities are represented by the 1inear extεnt of paral1el
lines (or bars). Bar graphs are use fu1 for showing a conψarative measure for separate entities or for a
variable sampled at discrete intervals. A graphic means
binary - (1) Pertaining to a characteristic or property involving a selection, choice, or condition in which
there are two possibilities. (2) Pertaining to the number representation system with two values.
biomechanicalload - The effεct of work posture and effort on the musculo-skeletal system
biomechanics - Biomechanics is the interdisciplinary science (comprising mainly ant1n;opometry,
mechanics, physiology, and engineering) ofthe mechanical structure and behavior ofbiological materials.
It concerns primarily the dimensions , composition, and mass property
blackboard (also called darkboard) - An alarm display approach in which the display medium is dark
(not illuminated) if all monitored plant parameters are in the normal range. Thus , an illuminated alarm
display device indicates a deviation from norrnal plant conditions. This is in contrast t
blank - Containing no data a non-printing graphic character used to separate data; a space for the entry of
data.
body envelope - The volume envelope which just encloses the body and body motions during an activity
brightness - Attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to emit more or less light.
brightness ratio - The ratio of the luminance of two areas or surfaces.
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browsable help Help in which access to help is independent of the current task context. Help topics can
be accessed in the order and sequence desired accessed in the order and sεquence desired by thε user ‘
buffer - A fi1e or devicε that temporari1y stores data.
button -1 - mechanical object integrated into an input device , whichresponds to force when depressed,
and provides input to the computer
button -2 - A type ofhardware control device or a defined control region on the display screen which,
when selected, causes some action.
cancel - A capability that regenerates (or re-initializes) the current display without processing or retaining
any changes made by the user.
cascading menu - A type ofhierarchical menu in which a submenu is attached to the right 8ide of a menu
item. Cascading menus can be added to drop-down menus, pop-up menus , or even other cascading menus.
cascading menupanels - Menq panels in a menu hierarchy displayed 80 that each submenu originates
adjacent to the choice selεcted from the higher level menu (suggesting a "cascading" effect) ‘
castor - Wheeled component on the bottom of furniture to facilitate appropriate movement on the f1 00r
surface
category - A grouping of data values along a dimension defined for operational purposes.
cathode ray tube - An electronic vacuum tube , such as a television picture tube , that can be used to
display textual information and/or graphics ‘ Typicallyabbreviated "CRT."
caution - A signal that indicates the existence of a condition requ띠ng immediate attention but not
immediate action.
caution signal - A signal which alerts the operator to an impending condition requiring attention, but not
necessari1y immediate action (see Warning Signal).
accommodation ‘

Thea때ustment

ofthe focallength ofthe lens ofthe eye.

character - A letter, digit, or other symbol that is used as part of the organization, control, or
representation of data.
character set - A set of unique represεntations called characters; e.g‘’ the 26 letters of the English
alphabet and the 128 characters ofthe ASCII alphabet.
character width - The horizontal distance between a character’s origin (a point on the base
reference location) and the next character’sorigin。

linε

used as a

chassis leakage current - Currεnts generatεd by such internal sourcεs as filtεr capacítors terminated to
accessible parts or ground, and capacitive and inductive coupling to accessible pa따s or ground. Thesε
currents can be conveyed form accessible parts and subsequent1 y applied
choice list - A list containing a number of items which a user can select. NOTE selection or
mu1tiple selection may be possible. The number of items may be fixed or may change during the dialogue.
chokes ∞

Syndromε

of chest pain, cough, and respiratory distress.

chroma .. Chromaticness , or colourfulness , of an area judged as a proportion of the brightness of a
similarly illuminated area that appears white or highly transmitting.
chromaticity - Property of a colour stimulus defined by its chromaticity coordinates , or by its dominant
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or complementary wavelength an prity taken together.
chromaticity coordinates - Ration of each of a set ofthree tristimulus values relative to their sum.
NOTE - 1. As the sum of the three chromaticity coordinates equals one , two of them are sufficient to
de펴le a chromaticity. 2. In the CIE standard colorimetric systems , the chromat
chromaticity diagram - Plane diagram in which points specified by chromaticity coordinatεs represent
the chromaticities of colour stimuli. NOTE - In the CIE standard colorimeπic systεms， y is normal1y
plotted as ordinate and Xas abscissa, to obtain an x , y chromaticity diagram
chromaticity uniformity ~ A distance in the CIE 1976 UCS diagram. where and are the coordinates of
the same colour displayed at sites 1 and 2.
chromostereopsis - Visual perception of depth resulting from the displacement of retinal images of
objects emitting or reflecting different dominant wavelengths.
CIE distance - Difference between colors expressed as a distance in a three dimensional color space
which is based on the response of the human eye to light of different wavelengths.
CIE L*u*V* colour space; CIELUV - Three-dimensional, approximately uniform colour space
produced by plotting in rectangular coordinates L *, u*, v* quantities defined by the equations (2) describe
the colour stimulus considered and describe a specified white achromatic stimulus. NO.
CIE standard illuminants - Illuminants A, B , C, D65 and other illuminants D , defmed by the CIE in
terms of relative spectral power distributions. NOTE - These illuminants are int，εnded to represent: A ,
Planckian radiator at a temperature of about 2856 K; B, direct solar radiation
CIE. - Commission Internationale de 1’ Ec1airage (Intemational Commission on Illumination)
clear - A system function which removes the current selection but does not put it into the temporary
buffer. A copy ís retained, accessible immediately by the Undo command. To place one or more storage
locations into a prescribed state, usually zero or the space
cleared alarm - An alarmed parameter that has returned from an alarmed state to its normal range. Some
alarm systems generate alarm messages when the parameter enters the normal range. The operator may be
required to acknowledge the alarm in order to "c1ear" it.
click - An input device "button-down'’ action (e.g. , depressing and releasing thε button on an input
device) for the actual>entry (enabling, activation) at a designated position. This action is distinct from
cursor positioning.
clicking - An operation of pressing and immεdiately releasing a button on a pointing device without
moving the pointεr off the selected input-sensitive area
client area (or working area) - The main area ofthe window that users employ to do their operational or
application tasks. It is the area where us!;:rs make their inputs and receive their outputs.
closed window - A window which is not visible and which requires some action by the user in order to
gain perceptual and functional access.
clothing insulation - Resistance of a c1 0thing ensemble to dry heat loss from the body (convection,
radiation, conduction).
code - A technique for representing information by a system of alphanumeric characters, graphical
symbols of visual techniques (e.g. font , colour or highlighting) NOTE 1 - In general, alphanumeric codes
are shorter than the full text needed to express the information
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coding - Use of a system of symbols , shapes, colors or other variable sensory stimuli to represent specific
inforrnation. Coding may be used (a) for highlighting (i.e. , to attract a user’s attention to part of a display) ,
(b) as a perceptual indicator of a data group, or (c) to symbolized a state or attribute of an object (e.g. , to
show a temperature level or for waming purposes)
cognitive error - A human error that results from the characteristics of human informatíon processing
such as errors in díagnosis due to informatíon over1 oad.
color - The aspect of objects or light sources which may be described in terms of hue, lightness (or
brightness), and saturation.
colorimetric purity, PC - Quantity defined by the relation. where Ld and Ln are the respective
luminances of a monochromatic stímulus and of a specified achromatic stimulus that match the colour
stimulus co뾰idered in an additive mixture.
colour detection - Perception of the presence of a colour on a visual1y noisy background.
colour difference - difference between two colour stimu1i, defined as the Euc1idean distance between the
points representing them in the CIE 1976 L *u*v*. NOTE See ISO 9241-8: 1997
colour discrimination - Dεtection of colour difference between visual stimuli.
colour identification - Pεrcεption signified by the ability to name a colour.
colour interpretation - Association of a particular colour to meaning or function.
colour rendering ‘ effect of an illuminant on the colour appearance of objects by conscious or
subconscious comparison with the appearance under a reference illuminant
colour rendering index Ra - mean of the cæ 1974 special colour rendering indices for a specified set of
eight test colour samplεs.
colour temperature - Temperature of a Planckian radiator whose radiation has the same chromaticity as
that of a given stimu1us. It is expressed in kelvins.
column-A vεrtical arrangement of items.
combo box - a special type of text box with an attached list of options ‘ Combo boxes allow the user to
either select from the given list or type in an alternative response. There are two types of combo boxεs，
standard and drop-down.
command -1 - Whole word, abbreviation, or string of words representing actions rεquested of the system
command -2 - The act of instructing the computer or system to perform an action.
command dialogue structure - Logical structure of the command dialogue (and associated phrases) ‘
command dialogue - Command set(s), phrases , structure and syntax associated with a spec퍼c interaction
of a user with a computer system by means of commands.
command entries - a type of control entry that enables the user to initiate a message to thε system that
will specify desired functions.
command language‘ 1 - a limited programming language used strictly for executing a series of
commands (e.g. , Linux, any DOS shells).
command language-2 - A type of dialog in which a user composes entries to evoke a system response.
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command phrase - phrase inc1uding the command (words or their abbreviations) and associated
separators and arguments (parameters). EXAMPLE - [Command word] [separator] [argumentl]
[separator] [argument2] [terminator]
command queuing(stacking) - Accumulation of a series of command phrases in order to allow their
input into the system as a group rather than require that they be entered and executed one at a time.
command set - All of the commands available to the user to perform a given task in a particular
application context
command syntax - Sequential and other procedural requirements for inputting the components into
command phrases
command word abbreviation - Shortened version of a command word which is recognizable by the
computer as representing the command. NOTE - Such abbreviation may be single or mu1tiple letters of
the command word
command word(name) ‘ W ord (or name) used as a command in the command dialogue ànd representing
actions requested from the systεm
commands - instructions that cause a device to perform some action‘
complementary wavelength - Wavelength of the monochromatic stimulus that, when additively mixed
in suitablε proportions with the colour stimulus considered, matches the specified achromatiè stimulus.
component - An individual piece of equipment such as a pump, valve, or vessel; usually part of a plant
system
concatenation - (1) The process of linking data together. (2) A set of logically related items which are
treated as a whole.
context definition - Displaying an indication of prεvious user actions or computer processing that will
affect the results of current actions , in order to help a user predict how the system will respond.
context of use - Users, tasks , equipment (hardware, software and materials) , and the physical and social
environment, for the purpose ofachieving particular goals. NOTE - The context ofuse consists ofthose
components of the work system which are treated as given when
context-sensitive help - Help in which the help text or range ofhelp topic is derived from the contextual
information associated with the user’s task, user’s last input, selectεd object, current location or the current
mode within the system or application.
continuous - Marked by uninterrupted extension in space, time, or sequence.
continuous noise - A noise with neg1igibly small fluctuations of level within the period of observation
contrast -1 - the difference in luminance of two areas
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expressed in terms of a contrast ratio.

contrast -2 - Diversity of a며 acent parts in color and intensity.
contrast ratio - The measured luminance at one point divided by the measured luminance at another,
εqual to Lt/Lb, (Ls-Lb)/Lb, or (l+Ls)/Lb, where Lt is total1uminance , or luminance ofthe image in the
presence ofbackground Ls is luminance ofthe symbol without background.
control-l - graphic , often analogous to physical controls such as dials, radio buttons, which allows a user
to dírectly manípulate data, other objects or theír attributes
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control -2 - A mechanism used to regulate, guide the operation of a conψonent， equipment, subsystem, or
system.
control area - area where control information andJor controls for interaction, command entry and
command selection is provided. NOTE - In some window applications there is no explicit control
information, but controls such as buttons , slides, check boxes, which are used
control entries - user input for sequence control, such as function key activation, menu selection, and
command entry.
control entry - User input for sequence control, such as function key activation, menu selection,
command entry.
controlling transmission - The process of ensuring that data which are sent are saved until they can be
dεlivered or returned to the sender.
controls - graphical object, often analogous to physical controls such as dials or radio buttons , which
al10ws a user to navigate within a application, an manipulate displayed objects or their attributes.
conventional alarm system - A primarily analog-based alarm system enψloying little or no alarm
display procεssing logic and using conventional control (e.g. , pushbutton) and display (e.g. , annunciator
tilεs) technology. (This is in contrast to advanced alarm systems)o
convergence - The exact intersection of electron beams of a colour CRT at a specific point on the plane
of its phosphor screen.
copy - A system function that puts a duplicate of the selεction into the temporary editing buffer without
disrupting the original data.
critical option - Option which can seriously degrade system or task perform따lce， or destroy work or data
(e.g. deleting a file).
critical tasks - Tasks that must be accomplished in order for personnel to perform their functions. In the
context of probabi1istic risk assessment, critical tasks are those that are determined to be significant
contributors to plant risk.
CRT - A cathode ray tube, i. e. , an electronic vacuum tube, such aS a television picture tube that can be
used to display textual information anφor graphics.
cursor - a marker on the display screen that indicates the position where the computer expects the next
input or wil1 display the next output. The cursor may be positioned by the computer or by the user.
cursor keys - 없ray of keys which control the movement of the cursor on the display screen and are
labeled with arrows indicating the direction of cursor movement caused by the individual keys
cut - A system function that removes the current selection from the screen and puts it into the temporary
editing buffer, rεplacing the buffer’s previous contents. Cut may bε used to either delete or to move a
selection.
dark adaptation - Dark adaptation is the state ofbeing adapted (sensitive) to low levels of ambient
luminance (brightness). At any one time the visual system opεrates well within only a limited range of
luminance levels. This range i5 centered about a particular adaptations.
dark room - Room in which the only sources of light arε the VDTundεrtε5t and the prescribed sources
of luminace or ìlluminance.
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darkboard (also called blackboard) - An alarm display approach in which the display medium is dark
(not i1luminated) if a11 monitored plant parameters are in the normal range. Thus, an il1uminated alarm
display device indicates a deviation from normal plant conditions. This is in contrast to many
conventional alarm systems, which employ dísplay devíces to indícate both normal and abnormal changes
in the planf condition.
data The raw materials from which a usεr extracts information. (A user can be a human or another
component ofthe system, such as an expert system.) Data may ínc1ude numbers , words, andlor píctures.
data display - Output of data from a computer to its users. Generally, this phrase denotes visual output,
but it may be qualified to indícate a different modality, such as an "auditory display" 。
data entry -1 - The process ofkeying into the computer ìnformation in a repetitive manner according to a
set forma t.
data entry -2 - User input of data for system stòrage andlor processing.
data Inquiry - The processof retrieving information from thε computer and reading it from the screen.
data item - A set of characters of fixed or variable length that forms a single unit of data .. Sometimes a
data item might contain only a single character. Data items may be entered by a user or may be displayed
by the system.
data protection - Functional capabi1ities that guard against unauthorized data access and tampering, and
data loss due to user errors or computer fa i1ure.
data transmission - Computer-mediated communication among system users , and also with other
systems.
data validation - The process of checking data-en따， itεms for correct content or format
database - a set of interrelated data stored in a computer.
data-entry window - a window that contains a set of labeled fields for entering, changing, and deleting
data. It may also contain labelεd data display fields which a user cannot change 。
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decibel (dBA) - Sound levε1 in decibels, measured using A-weighting. The use of A-weighting causes the
frequency response of the sound level meter to mimic that of the human ear, i.e. , response is maximum at
about 2빠Iz， less at very low or very high frequencies. A-weighted measurements correlate well wi삼1
measures of speech interference and judgments of loudness.
decompression sickness - A sometimes fatal disorder that is marked by neuralgic pains and paralysis ,
distress in breathing, and often col1apse and that is caused by the release of gas bubbles (a,s of nitrogen) in
tissue upon too rapid decrease in air pre8sure after a 8tay in a com
de-emphasis - The inverse ofpre-emphasis, employed for the purposes ofrestoring original vowelconsonant amplitude relationships in pre-emphasis speεch; primarily useful in maintaining thε "natural"
sound qual빼.
defauIt ∞ A value or setting that is used if no alternative is speci짚ed. Assumed unless specifically
overridden. Defaults represent predetenninεd， frequently used, values for data or control entries intended
to reduce required user entry actions.
default colour set - Predetermined group of colours assigned by the software application or operating
system.
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default values - A value or option automatically provided by the computer system for use in processing
when no altemative has been specified by the operator.
defective colour vision - Anomaly of vision in which there is a reduced ability to discriminate some or
all colours.
demarcation - The technique of circumscribing functional or selected groups of controls and displays
with a contrasting line for the purpose of emphasizing their relatedness.
depth-of-field - Range of visual focus of images from the distance at which all images are in focus.
design eye volume - That volume of space in front of a workstation within which a user’shεad and eyes
should be located to guarantee visual access to all display information. The design of displays and display
layout may be guided by a specified design eye volume
design reference posture - posture specified for the purpose of workstation design to define relative
positions and dimensions
design viewing distance ~ distance or range of distances (specified by the display supplier) between the
screen and the operator’s eyes for which the images on the display meet the requirements of this part of
ISO 9241 , such as that character size , raster modulation, fill factor ,
destructive option - Option which can seriously degrade system or task performance, or destroy work or
data (e.g. deleting a file) 。
deviation - moving or tuming of the hand in its own plane away from the axis of the forearm, and
position after
this movement
density - (Screen Density) The amount of the display screen that contains information; often expressed as
a percentage of the total screen area.
diagram - A special form of a picture in which details are only shown if they are necessary for the
performance of a task. For example , an electrical wiring diagram for a facility would show wiring but not
necessarily furniture or plumbing.
dialogue - A structured series of interchanges between a user and a computer. A dialogue can be initiated
bya computer (e.g. , question and answer) or by a user (e.g. , command language).
diffuse reflection - diffusion by reflection in which, on the macroscopic scale , there is no regular
reflection
digitizing tablet - (Graphics Tablεt) Device used to convert on image into digital code be drawing or
tracing with a pen-like or puck-like instrument. The instrument is moved across the tablet and a series of
x -Y coordinates is generated.
diluent gas - Physiologically inert component of an atmosphere, purpose of which is to reduce oxygen
partial pressure
dimension - A scale or categorization along which data may vary, taking different values at different
t1mes.

direct manipulation - U ser manipulation of symbols in the display by direct interaction with the symboL
It is generally performed through the use of a display structure , such as a pointer, and a cursor control
device , such as a mouse.
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direct manipulation - Defmed by thε close ternporal and physical relations between the movement of the
control device and the cursor, or other screen-basεd follower (e.g. , an icon or a window). Direct
manipulation control devíces include the mouse , the trackbal1, and pointing
direct manipulation dialog - when the user controls the interface with the computer by acting directly on
objects on the display screen. An object may be an icon, menu option, symbol, button, or dìalog box.
direct pointing - hittìng a target unaided by system feedback
disability - a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of a person’sm떼 or life
activlties.
disability Glare - Glare resu1ting in reduced visual performance. It often is accon껴Janied by discomfort.
discomfort Glare - Glare producing visual ruscomfort. It does not necessarily inter:fi앙re with visual
perform.ance.
discrete - Consisting of dìstinct or unconnected elements.
keyboard - keyboard in which the side profile of the keys resembles a continuous concave curve
displacement - change of position in the location of a point with respect to some reference coordinate
displacement joystick - joystick with a lever that tilts in the direction of applied force from a home
position moving the display pointer in proportion to the displacement distance
display control - Procedures by which a user can specify what and/or how data are shown.
display device - The hardware used to provide the display to users. Examples
and speakers for system messages.

includε

video display units

display elements - The individual components of a display, such as labels , abbreviation, acronyms, icons,
symbols, numbers, color, graph lines, coding, highlighting, and background. See also: dìsplay.
display face display format - Method of data presentation, such as a tr，εnd plot, bar chart, graph, table , or
cross-plot. See also: display.
display Primary Viewing Area - The primary viewing area is that portion of the screen on which the
data generated by the opεrator and the data generated in response to an inquiry or computation are
displayed.
display Secondary Viewing Area - The secondary viewing area is that portion of the screεn that contains
administrative information (i. e. , command functions and system messages to the operator).
display selection - Refers to the specification of data outputs , either by a user or automatically.
display sequencing - a means ofriε ducing clutter by displaying a series of partial displays (e.g. , a map
and a series of overlays) or of displaying data sequentially. It can also be used as a form of animation.
display structure - Functional or information-presenting aspects of a display that are consistent in
appearance and use across appIications , e.g. , providing reference to the user’s location in an information
system and display of control options available.
dominant wavelength - Wavelength of the monochromatic stimulus that, when additively mixed in
suitable proportions with the specified achromatic stimulus , matches the colour stimulus considered.
dot matrix - A rectangular array of dots or lights from which characters are built.
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double clicking - operation of pressing and immediately releasing a button of a pointing device twice in
succession within a specified time period
drag - moving one or more objects on a display by translating it along a path determined by a poìnter
dragging - moving or changing an object after attaching the object or a portion of it to the pointer
draugbt rating - percentage of people predictεd to be bothered with draught
drop-down combo box - a combo box that has a down arrow button, and a drop-down list.
dry bulb temperature - Air temperature measured by a common thermometer.
dynamic display - Contains screen structures which change one or more feature(s) , e.g. , numerical value,
color, shape , or spatiallocation, in real time or near real time.
dynamic posture - body position which changes , with relative movements of the limbs or other parts of
the human body in relation to one another or with respect to a fixed object (such as a workstation)
dysbarism - Condition arising from diff농rential pr’ essures between gas pockets in body and ambient.
document, considered to indicate greater pressure within body cavities.

In
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effectiveness - the accuracy and con횡leteness with which users achieve specified goals
efficiency - Resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve
goals.
ellipses ‘ visual indicators, such as three dots ( ... ), used to make menu options that branch to other submenus distinguishable from menu options that will immediately perform an operation.
enter - An explicit user action that effects computer processing ofuser entries. For exampl, after typing a
series of numbers, a user might press an ENTER key that wil1 add them to a database, subject to data
validation.
enter key - Key used to indicate completion of data entry for current field or record ‘
entry - (1) The act ofinputting information to the system. (2) Something which has been entered.
entry field - Type of field in a form in which data is entered. Entry fields may be optional fields or
required fields.
error - Mismatch between the user’s goal and the response of the system. Errors can include navigation
errors , syntax εrrors ， conceptual errors, etc.
error management - Means to support the user in error detectiou, error explanation, or error recovery.
error prevention - Means to minimize the probability of the occurrence of errors.
EVA (Extravebicular Activity) - Activities performed by a space-suited crewmember in an
unpressurized or space environment
EVA restraints - A means of stabilizing the EVA crewmember which requires physical ingress and
egress by the crewmember
EVA workstations - Any area at which an EVA task is performed.
excerpt file - A file which al10ws the user to move data from one location to another; it differs from a
temporary editing buffer in that the excerpt file can be saved. Data can be appended to or inter1eaved into
the existing contents of the excerpt file.
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exclusive buttons - single, two-state choices, which are mutually exclusive fr‘ om each other。
existiug alarm (also called reset alarm) - An acknowledged alann which has not yet cleared.
extended source of luminance - Area of uniform luminance , LA(EXT) with a width or diameter of at
least 15 measured from the VDT screen center.
0

extension - movement that increase the angle between t￦o
movement of the hand in the dorsal direction

ac낀 acent bones;

hand extension is 앉le

extinguished alarm Also cal1ed a reset alann; an alann that has retumed to an inactive state (e.g. , the
plant parameter has returned to the normal range and all associated alarm messages havε been
acknowledged by the operator).
fatigue decreased proficiency - Acceleration boundaries as a function of vibration and exposure time for
the preservation ofworking efficiency:
feedback - indicators (such as tactile, auditory or visual) sensed by a user of an action (such as movement
or actuation of an input device) NOTE - Display feedback refers to a change on the display resulting from
an input device movement or activation.
field label - A displayed word or phrase that identifies the data display or en따r field.
field-l - Area on a screen display in which data is entered or presented
field-2 - An area of 삼le display screen that is reserved for the display of data or for user entry of a data
item. In a database, it is a specified area used for a particular category of data (e.g. , equipment operational
status).
file - A col1ection of data which is treated as a single unit, e.g. , such as that stored in the computero
filtering - An alarm display procεssing technique which may cause alarm messages that are irrele、1ant，
less irnportant, or otherwise unnecessary to be eliminated.? These alarm messages are not available to the
operators. (This is in contrast to suppressing which does not make the alann messages immediately
available but does al10w the operator to retrieve them.
first-contact touch strategy - actuation of display area upon touching the display surface
first-out alarm - An alarm message which indicates the initial paramet，εr change responsible for reactor
and/or turbine trips.
fixed form - Pεrtaining to a mode ofinput in which the user is presented with a set ofblanks to be filled

m.
fixed format ‘ An unchanging description of specification of information content in a particular area.
fixed function key - Key which has a function that cannot be changed by the user or systeni and that
remain constant between applications.
ßat profile keyboard - keyboard that has a zero slope with the front at the same height as the back when
placed on a flat work surface

‘

ßexion - movement that decrεase the angel between two ac갱 acent bones; hand flexion is the mo ve
the
않
e hand in the palmar dir‘ec
따
tion. NOTE - Dorsal pertains to the back of the hand, palmar to the palm
‘

tlicker ‘ A periodic perceptible temporal variation of luminance in a visual fiεld.
ßowchart - A diagram that illustrates sequential relations among e1ements or events ‘ Flowcharts are often
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shown as boxes connected by arrows 。
follower - The on-screen symbol (such as a cursor and arrow pointer) that responds to the movement of
computer input device (such as a cursor key, mouse , trackball, and lightpen).
foot restraint - A restrúnt which stabilizes a crewmember by providing a platform for immobilizing the
feet
form ∞ A dialogue tεchnique which presents category labels and requires the user to fill in the blanks. A
formatted output to the user with blank spaces for insertion of required or requested information.
format - The arrangement of data.
formatting - The process or act of arranging data.
free-hand input - input where the input device controls the movement of the cursor without any
constraints following the manual input of the user
frequency - Rate of signal oscillation in cyc1es per second (Hz or Hertz).
frequency modulation - Sinusoidal variation of the frequency of a tone around a center frequency.
function - (1) A software supported capability provided to a user to aid in task performance. (2) An
action that is required to achieve a desired goa1. Safety functions are those functions that serve to ensure
higher-leve1 objectives and are often defined in terms
function allocation - The distribution of functions among the human and automated constituents of a
system.
function analysis - The examination of system goals to determine what functions are needed to achieve
them。

function areas - Specific screen or panellocations that are reserved for specific purposes.
function key -1 - A key whose activation will effect a control entry. Detection ofthe signal usually
causes the system to perform some predefined function for the user.
function keys -2 -labeled keys that serve as keyboard short cuts (e.g. , Fl , F2 , F3 ,or with the function
name such as Delete or Insert) by combining in one key the actions of a sequence of individual keys.
gain = relationship of the movement or change of an indicator on a display to the movement of a control
generallighting - substantially uniform lighting of an area without provision for speciallocal
requirements. NOTE - Generallighting can be thought of as the lighting of a room to achieve
approximately the same visual conditions at all places in the room.
geodesic line. - The shortest line 1끼ng on a given surface and connecting two given points.
glare - A consequence ofbright light sources in the visual field that cause discomfort and/or adecrease in
visual functioning. The effect is worse the c1 0ser the light source is to the line of gaze. The amount of
light scattering within the eye
glare by reflection - glare produced by rεflections， particularly when reflected images appear in the same
or nearly the same dirεction as the object viewed
globe temperature - Physical composite of dry bulb temperature, radiation, and wind effects measured
by placing a temperature sensing device in the center of a blackened sphere.
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gloss - the mode of appearance by which reflectεd highlights of objects are perceived as
the surface due to the directionally selectivε proper‘tiεs of that surface

superill뿌osεdon

gloss instrument - A device that measures reflected light as a function of illumination and angle of view‘
The angle for whìch gloss is measured is typically 60 degrees.
gloss unit - measure for quantifying the gloss of a surface
goal - Intended outcome。
goniometer - instrument5 which measures the angel ofthe joints
graph - A display that represents the variation of a variable in comparison with that of one or more other
variables.
graphic element -

A component part of a graphic display, such as a line, a circle, or a scale.

gra.phic interaction ε A dialogue in whìch the user selects displayed control elements by pointing or by
other direct marripulation‘
graphic menus - a set of unlabeled symbols, typìcally presented within small rectangles ‘ Symbols may
be icons, patterns, characters, or drawings that represεnt an operation. Palettes are used widely in drawing
and painting packages but are commonly found in word-process
graphical display - A display which provides a pictorial representation of an object or a set of data.
Graphical displays include line, solid object, and perspective drawings; bar, pie, and line charts and
graphs; scatterplots; displayed meters; flowcharts and schematic diagram
graphics - Data specially formatted to show spatial, temporal, or other relations among data sets.
graphics tablet - (Digitizing Tablet) Device used to convert on image into digital code be drawing or
tracing with a 야
p en-’‘값.
ied.
x -Y coordinates 때isg양ene
뼈
erat않
grid - A network of urriform1 y spaced horizontal and verticallines for locating points by means of
coordinates.
grid lines - horizontallines , verticallines, or both extending from the scale divisions of one or both axes
of a graph and intended to aid users in locating and reading data points.
group -1- on a pull-down menu is any set ofmenu items between two separators or the whole list ifthere
are no separators on the pull-down menu.
grouping - (1) Locating alarm messages that are related to a common function or system in one area of a
display. (2) The act Of process of combining in groups.
guidance - Dialogue elements that aid the users in achieving their intended results. Guidance can aid
users in discovering the capabi1ities of a system, enable the users to generate a pl없1 for accomplishing
their goals, assÎst the users in accomplishing a goaL
habitable volume - Habitable volume is defined as free , pressurized volume, excluding the space
required for equipment, fixtures , and stowage
handle - permanent or temporary graphical indication of a control point on an object
hardcopy - A printed copy of computer output in a visual1y readable form; for example , printed process
displays an alarm listings.
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hatches ~ Used in this document to denote a full body passageway. A hatch opening is closed with a
hatch cov앉， A hatch can be sealed against a differential pressure
help - Information provided to guide the user in the operation of the system or displayed at the user’s
request for on-line guidance.
hierarchical branching - A method of structuring menu items that are hierarchical1y related which
provides for selection among altematives without requiring the opening and closing of a series of menus;
the entire hierarchy is contained in one menu.
hierarchical menu - a large series of options or menus that is organized as a multi-level, branching
structure in which an option in a higher-level menu is the name of another menu at the next lower leve l.
hierarchy - The designated order or rank ofitems; a series ofitems which are c1assified by rank or order.
highlight - A means of directing the user’s attention to a feature of the display. Highlighting methods
include image reversal (revεrsε video) , brightness/boldness contrast, color, underlining, blinking, flashing
arrows , and changes in font. Emphasizing displayed data or format features in some way, e.g. , by using
underlining, bold, or inverse video.
histogram - A type of bar chart used to depict the frequency distribution for a continuous variable. The
variable may be grouped into classes.
home row - row of the keyboard to which the fingers typical1y retum between keystrokes. NOTE - On a
typical keyboard, the home row is row C of ISO/IEC 9995 in the alphanumeric section as well as in the
numenc sectìon.
home row height - height from the centre of the strike surface of an unactuated key in the home row to
the support surface
hot keys - Keys , other than numbered function keys (i.e. Fl , F2 , etc.), not normally used for data en따r
such as modifier keys (e.g. Ctrl, Alt) , or key combinations (e.g. Ctr1/c) which execute immediate1y
without the need for any additional operations
hot spot - the selectable area in which a user can place the pointer and successfully select an icon.
housings - A structure into which equipment is installed
hue - Attribute of a visual sensation, according to which an area appears to be similar to one ofthe
perceived colours red, yellow, green, or blue, or a combination of two of them.
human fa Ctors - A body of scientific facts about human characteristics. The term covers all biomedical,
psychological, and psychosocial considerations; it includes , but is not limited to , principles and
applications in the areas of human factors engineering, personnel
human factors eIigineering (HFE) - The application ofknowledge about human capabilities and
limitations to plant, systεm， and equipment design. HFE ensures that the plant, system, or equipment
design, human tasks , and work environment are compatible with the sensory, perceptual, cognitive, and
physical attributes of the personnel who operate 5 maintain, and support it (see human factors)
human-centered design goals - Human factors engineering design goals that address the cognitive and
physical support of personnel performancε.
human∞system interface (HSI) - The human-system interface(HSI) is that part of the system through
which personnel interact to perform their functions and tasks. In this document, “ system" refers to a
nuclear power plant. Major HSIs include alarms , information displays , controls , and procedures. Use of
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HISs can be influenced directly by factors such as (1) the organization ofHSIs into workstations (e.g
consoles and panεIs); (2) the arrangement of workstations and supporting equipment into facilities such as
a main control room, remote shutdown station, local control station, technical support center, and
emergency operations facility; and (3) the environmental conditions in which the HSIs are used, inc1uding
temperature , humidity, ventilation, i1lumination, and noise. HIS use can also be affected indirectly by
other aspects of plant design and operation such as crew training, shift schedules, work practices, and
management and organizational factors.
‘?

hyperoxia - Oxygen excess condition arising when greater than normal oxygen partiaI pressures are
encountered.
hypothermia - Subnormal temperature ofthe body.
hypoxia - A deficiency of oxygen reaching the tissues of the body.
icon -1 - graphicaI object on a visual display terminaI that represents an object, action or function
icon -2 - Pictorial, pictographic, or other nonverbal representation of o~jects or actions.
identification - A code number or code name which uniquely identifies a record, block, tile, or other unit
of Ìnformation.
identification area - area where the tit1e ofthe displayed information is provided, which can inc1ude an
indication of the user’s current location and task. NOTE - It may also identify an application, file , or
working environment.
identifier - A symbol whose purpose is to identify, indicate or name ~ body of data.
ilI uminance - The luminous flux incident on a surface, measured in lumens per square meter (1ux) or in

Footcandles (fc).
ilI umination - The amount of light (1uminance flux) fa l1ing on a surface. Measured in lumenlm2 lux =

0.093 ft-c. Il1umination decreases with thé square ofthe distance from a point source.
impact acceleration - Pulsed or short-duration accelerations of less than 1 second duration.
impact noise - A noise consisting of one or more bursts of sound energy, each of a duration less than
about one second.
impairment - a loss or abnormality of physiological or anatomical structure or function.
impulse noise - A noise consisting of one or more bursts of sound energy, each of a duration less than
about one second.
inaccessible areas - Any area with an opening that wi1l accept a loose and floating object of 10mm
(O .4in.) diameter and cannot be retrieved or captured by using a reπieval tool and/or crewmember
reaching their hand and foreann into the area.
inactive window - Windows perceptually and functionally available to the user (the user may be able to
see and obtain information from them) but not immediately avai1able in the sense that the user must
activate an inactive window before working in it. (See also active and c10sed windows)
inclusions - Tiny partic1es of foreign matter or air bubbles entrained in glass.
index - To prepare an ordered reference list. An ordered reference list ofthe contents of a file or
document, together with keys or reference notations for identification or location of those contents ‘
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indirect pointing - using system visual feedback to hit a target
information - Organized data that users need to successfully perfonn their tasks. Information can include
(a) a representation of facts , concepts, or instructions in fonnalized manner suitable for communication,
interpretation, or processing by humans or automatic mean; and (b) any representations, such as
characters or analog quantities, to which meaning or might be , assigned.
initiating transmission - The process of actually sending a command, mεssagε， or data file.
Transmission can either be initiated by the computer, or by a system usεr.
input - (1) Information entered into a system for processing. (2) The process of entering information. (3)
Pertaining to the devices that enter information.
input device ‘ user-controlled device 감lat transmits information to a system
input focus - the notion that only one wíndow and usually only one object in a window at a time is
capable of accepting input from a pointing device or the keyboard.
input/output - (1) Pertaining to either input or output, or both. (2) A general tenn for the equipment used
to communicate with a computer, commonly called 1/0. (3) The data involved in such communication.
(4) The media carrying the data for input/output.
input/output area - area where infonnation is received from us응rs and/or presented to users.
insert mode - A data entry mode which allows the user to insert new information within existing
information. If the cursor is placed within existing information, old characters are moved forward to allo. v
insertion of thε new characters.

‘

intended user population - group of human beings for which a product or a workstation is designed.
EXAMPLE - Male and female works of South-Ease Asian origin aged between 45 and 65 years.
interactive graphics - A mode of input in which the user is graphically (e.g. , by plot, histogram)
presented data from which he chooses. Once aninput has beεn so selected the user may interact with the
system to correct or rεfme the data.
interactive mode - A processing mode in which the usεr is assumed to be avai1able to the system for
inputs or decision making. The user submits one input at a time to the system and each input is processed
by the system as soon as possible (as contrasted with manual and automatic modes)
i~terface - A shared boundary. The point at which a user and the system interact. An interface might be a
hardware component to link two devices or it might be a portion of storage or registers accessed by two or
more computer programs.

intermittent noise - A noise whose level suddεnly drops to the level of the background noise several
times during the period of observation, the time during which the level remains at a constant value ,
different from that of the ambient being of the order of magnitude of one
Interrupt - Stopping an ongoing transaction in order to rεdirect the course ofthe processing. Examples of
interrupt options are BACKUP , REVIEW , CANCEL, RESTART.
isometric joystick - The isometric joystick, often rεferred to as a force joystick or a pressure joystick, is a
lever that doesn’t move. The output ofthe isometric joystick is a function ofthe amount offorce applied
to 1t.
joystick -1 ‘ lever mounted on a fixed base used to control the movement of objects displayed on a screen
and which controls the relationship between the force or movement applied to the lever and the
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movement of a pointer
joystiek -2 - A stick-type control device that can provide continllolls Cllrsor control in any direction on a
display screεn.
justifieation - The act of adjusting, arranging, or shifting digits to the left, right or center, to fit a
prescribed pattem.
just-notieeable differenee - Perceptual unit which specifies the amount ofleast physical change of an
image at which the difference can be detected.
key displaeement - key movement from its rest position to its ful1y depressed position
key foree - force reqllired to displace a key to a specified position
key roll over - ability of a keyboard to rεgister the correct order of activation of a set of keys
keyboard aeeelerator - a key or simllltaneolls combination of keys that a llser can type to select an
option in a menll WithOllt having to display the menll.
keyboard loekout - a state determined by an application in which the application does not accept inpllt
from the. keyboard.
keyboard profile - geometric(i .e. f1at, stepped, sloped, dished or sClllptured) configuration ofthe top of
the keys
keyboard slope - angel (，α) between the plane ofthe key top surfaces (P-P) and the horizontal surface (HH) as measllred across ro A-E llsing the notation ofISO 9995- 1. NOTE- For keyboards withollt an E row,
llse rows B to D.
keyguard - a keyboard cover with holes over keys the user is allowed to operate.
keystroke eommand - A single or limited nllmber of keystrokes that a define command. The keystrokes
arε often initiated by the simllltaneolls press of a key that signals a keystroke command and the 짚rst letter
of a one word command. Another version of the keystroke command
keyword -1 - Word in a command phrase identifying a particlllarargument class (e.g. type font)
keyword -2 - A word exemplifying the meaning or vallle ofthe data: (a) one ofthe significant and
informative words in a title or docllment that describe the content of that document; (b) a symbol that
identifies a parameter; or (c) A part of a command operand that consists of a specific character string.
kinesthetie feedbaek - action perceived by the mechano-receptors in joints, muscles , and tendons
resulting in awareness ofposition, movement, weight, and resÌstance ofthelimbs or other body parts
large sereen display - A large display which can be viewed from mllltiple workstations and locations in a
control room. It typically contains important information which should be commonly available to a
control room operating crew members.
last‘ eontaet toueh strategy - actuation of display arεa llpon withdrawing touch from the display surface
layered windows - Layered windows (in contrast to tiled windows) ref농rs to 뼈e on-screεn positioning of
multiple windows so that windows can over1ap and may obscure the contents ofthe covered windows
layout - spatial allocation ofkeys on a keyboard
left justified - The left-hand digit or character (or itssign) occupies the left-hand position ofthe space
aUotted for that data.
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legend - (1) Thε textual content of a continuously present, spatially dedicated alarm display. (2) An
explanatory list of symbols or highlighting used on a graph, chart, diagram, or map.
legibility - The quality of a display that al10ws groups of characters and symbols to be easily
discriminated and recognized. See also: display.
level- Nesting order within a menu hierarchy. The first choice level (initial, or main menu) in the
hierarchy would be level 1, the next choice level (obtained by a selection of a level 1 option) would be
leve12 , etc. NOTEl - See figure 1 for an example of a two-level hierarchy displayed on the same menu
panel. NOTE2 - If several groups of options are presented on a menu panel, but a selection from any of
these groups would lead to a lower level menu, these groups would be considered as at the same level.
level of experience - The relative amount of experience of (different) user segments of the user
population. NOTE - The experience of the user on computer systems as well as the experience level with
the task domain are important considerations when deciding upon appropriate menu dialogue.
lighting, localized - 1ighting designed to il1uminate an area with a higher illuminance at certain specified
positions, for instance those at which work is carried out
lightness - Brightness of an area judged relative to the brightness of a similar1 y i1luminated area that
appears to be white or highly transmitting.
lightpen - A pencil- or pen-like control device which interacts with the computer system through the
display device screen either by emitting or sensing light.
line of sight - The optical axis extending from the observers eyes to the target viewed.
linear acceleration - The rate of change of velocity of a mass; the direction of movement of which is
kept constant.
linearity - The straightness of a line , column, or row.
line-of-sight angle - the angle between a horizontalline and the visual axis ofthe eye (the line connecting
the point of fixation and the centre of the pupil)
list - Horizontal or vertical presentation of "data" items in a display which usually changes according to
the states of the application. NOTE - Although in some cases items can be selεcted from a list, only where
items in the list are arranged or structured to
local control station (LCS) - An operator interface related to nuclear power plant (NPP) process control
that is not located in the main control room
local vertical - Local‘ vertical is achieved by a consistent arrangement of vertical cues within a given
visual field to provide an definable demarcation at the crew station boundary within the visual field. A
consistent local vertical within modulεs is highly desirable
location - A position or site occupied or available for occupancy.
lumbar - region of the back bεtween the thorax and the pelvis
luminance - The luminous intensity per unit projected area of a given surface as viewed from a given
direction. Measured in candelas per square meter or footlamberts.
luminance balance - ratio between the luminances ofthe displayed image an d its adjacent surround , or
sequentially viewed surfaces. NOTE - Adapted from the definition of "luminance" given in IEC
60050(845): 1987, IEC 845-01-35.
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luminance coeffient - (at a surface element, in a given direction, under speci담ed conditions of
illuminatinon)[ qv, q]: Quotiεnt of the luminance of the surface element in the given direction by the
i1luminance of the medium. NOTE - It is expressed per steradian.
luminance contrast - Ratio bεtween the higher (LH) and lower (LL) luminances that define the feature to
be detected and measured by contrast modulation, calculated by: or contrast ration (CR)
luminance factor - (at a surface element of a non-self-radiating medium, in a given direction, under
speci담εd conditions ofillumination) (ßV , ß): Ratio ofthe luminance ofthe surface element in the given
direction to that of a perfect re f1 ecting or transmitting diffuser
luminance ratio - The difference between the lurninance of an object and its surroundings
luminance ration - Ratio between a higher and a lower area-average Iuminance, in which each
luminance in the ratio is the sum of emitted and reflected luminance components, wi펴 one OI more
components , with one or more components common to both the numerator and the denominator. NOTE To reduce potential confusion, the terms contrast and luminance contrast are avoided in this part of180
9241. the luminance ratios of this p따t of 180 9241 do not correspond to the luminance contrast within
and between character details of180 9241-3.
‘

macro-command - A group of a series of commands redefined as a single command.
main menu - A top level menu displayed upon entry into the system.
manual mode - A processing mode in which the user is assumed to provide a11 inputs (as contrasted with
interactive and automatic modes).
marker - symbol (e.g.

* or 에) that is used for indicating a status or drawing attention to an Îtem

masking noise - A background noise or signal with dynamic range in frequency and level sufficient to
obscure another noise or signal from aural awarenεS8
matte - A surface that scatters incident light nearly equally in a11 directions; a surface that lacks gloss.
mean radiant temperature - uniform temperature of an imaginary enclosure in which radiation heat
transfer fr‘ om the human body is equal to the radìant heat transfer in the actual non-uniform enclosure
measure (noun) - Value resulting from measurement and the process used to obtain that value.
medium - The material, or configuration thereo f, on which data are recorded, for example , paper tape,
cards, magnetic tape.
menu .. 8et of selectable options. NOTE - Menu options may be presented to the user by means of visual
display devices (textually or symbo1ically) , or audibly. A menu may contain multiple option groups, but
unless only on choice is allowed across groups, each group would be considered a menu. Highlighted
words , symbols , or other material in texts (sometimes called "implicit" or "embedded" menus) are not
considered menus within the context of180 9241-14.
menu access - Method by which the user obtains the menu. NOTE - Typical menus include: . keying in
keywords or command works or their abbreviatíons (e.g. , command-line input); . pressing an appropriate
key or button (e.g. function key, mouse button); . locating and selecting a specific position or object on
the screen with a pointing device (or directly with the 펴1ger); vocal requεs1.
menu bar -1 - a narrow panel, usually at the top of a computer screen in menu-based computer systems ,
that continually displays the highest-‘level menu options for selection by the user. The options on a menu
bar are usual1y the names of other menus.
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menu bar -2 - A specialized function area that displays categories of user response altematives.
menu function ‘ causes the appearance of a menu appropriate to the location of the pointer.
menu map - Graphical representation of a menu structure
menu option - Selectable choice presented (textually, symbolically, or auditory) within a menu pane l.
menu panel- Portion of 1he menu structure presented to the user at a given point in time. NOTE1 - Menu
also pertains to the portion of an auditory menu (sequence of options) presented to a user in a time
segment. NOTE2 - In figure 1, two complete levels ofthε menu structure are displayed on a menu paneL
In figure 2, although the full top level of 1he same structure is displayed, on1y 1he lower level ofCategory
B is displayed.

panε1

menu selection - A ηpe of dialogue in which a user selects one item out of a list of displayed altematives,
whether 1he selection is by pointing, by entry of an associated option code, or by activation of an a배 acent
function key.
menu structure Relationship among a set of menus. EXAMPLE - Hierarchical tree structure or
network structure.
message - (1) Alarm information displayed in text. (2) Data that are transmitted from another user or
from the system.
message area -1 - area where information such as status updates and/or o1her information (e.g. error
messages, progress indication, feedback) is provide. NOTE- Messages may originate in operating
systems, applications , εtc.
message area -2 - A specialized function area for communication from ano1her user or from 1he system.
message window (message box) - a secondary window that provides users with non-critìcal informatìon,
progress informátion about lengthy processes, alerts to unusual events, and/or warnings ofpotential
dangers. Message windows may be modal or modeless.
metaphor - use of concepts and properties which are already familiar to 1he user and form which 1he user
can predict function, behavior and organizational structure of 1he system
mimic - A display format combining graphics and alphanumerics used to integrate system components
into functionally oriented diagrams that reflect component relationships.
minimize - the operation 1hat reduces a windows presence into a standby icon button on 1he information
1ine at the bottom of the screen.
mixed format - formats in which tiled and overlapping formats are combined. NOTE - The initial format
may be tiled, but ovεrlapping windows may be used to display transitory elements such as prompts and
advisory messages. Altematively, the initial format may be over1ap
mnemonic - a single letter that a user can type to select an option in a menu.
mnemonic code - code conveying information that is meaningful to 1he user and has some association
with the words it represents. NOTE - Mnemonic codes frequently consist of alphanumεric characters,
making them easìer to leam and recall. Many mnemonìc codes are abbrevìations.
mobility aids - A device (such as a handle) or a surface (padding which facìlìtates translation ìn a
mìcrogravity environment
mockup - A static rεpresentation of an HSI (see "Simulator" and "Prototype").
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modal window - a window with which a user must interact before being able to interact with any other
windows. A user cannot interact with other windows as long as the modal window is displayed.
mode - A state of operation in which the system operates in specífic, unique ways of has
characteristics.

s얻ecífic，

unique

mode editor - A text editing system in which the interpretation of the same user input varies depending
whether the system is in entry mode or edit mode. Specífically, in a modε text editor the usεrmust enter
special commands in order to cause subsequent inputs to bε entered eithεr as text as editing commands.
modeless editor - A text editing system in which the interpretation of the same user input doεs not vary;
ordinary characters are entered as text, and commands are invoked using special keys.
modeless window - a window that al10ws a user to interact with other windows.
modifier - Argument that alters or limits the action of a command.
modulation transfer factor - The ratio of output to input luminancε modulation at a given spatial or
temporal frequency.
modulation transfer function - Thefunction or mathematical expression describing the curve generated
by a series of modulation transfer factors taken over a range of frequencies.
monitor - The physical device housing the electronics, display, and display controls for an interactìve
computer system (see alsovìdeo display uni당.
mouse - computer input device havìng one or more buttons and capable of two-dimensional rolling
motion which can drive a cursor on thε displayanpεrforms a variety of selection options or commands
movement time - time to move a pointing device from a start position excluding stimulus presentation
time and button actuation time
multiple selection - Selection of more than one option at a time from a menu before execution
narrow band noise - A simple or complex tone having intense and steady state frεquency components,
relative to wideband noise conψonents， in a very narrow band (1 , ofthe octave band or 5Hz, whichever is
less) and is heard as a musical sound either harmonic or discordant.
natural Ianguage - A type of dialogue in which users compose control entries in a restricted subset of
their naturallanguage, e.g. , english.
navigation - AbiliηT to move from field to field within a from, to proceed forward and backward through
a form and move from form to form
navigation keys - several keys such as Home, End, Page Up, Page Down, and thε arrow keys, which are
dedicated to keyboard navigation.
negative polarity - Condition in which the foreground luminance LF is the highest luminance level of the
display, and the background luminance, LB is the lowest luminance level of the display.
neutral body posture - The characteristic posture that the relaxed human body assumes in microgravity
neutral hand/arm posture - handlarm not deviated (bent or twisted) at a wrist, elbow or shoulder joint
neutral posture - position that the body (and parts ofthe body) assumes when completely relaxed, that is ,
without any intentional bending at the joints
new alarm ~ An unacknowledged (unsilenced) alarm
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n-key rollover - A feature of a keyboard input system that stores keystrokes and generates the
corresponding characters in the correct sequence despite more than one key beíng depressed at the same
time (as in very rapid typing) 。
noise shields - The physical coverings or shells used to protect or screen any unwanted electrical sígnal
within a communication system that ínterferes with the sound or im‘ ge being communicated.
non-disruptive - An actíon that does not interfere with the ongoing activities of the system or user.
nuisance alarm processing ‘ A c1ass of alarm display processing which inc1udes techniques that
essentially eliminate alarm messages which have no operational significance to current plant conditions.
For example, mode dependent processing e1iminates alarms that are irrelevant to the current mode ofthe
plant, e‘ g. , a low temperature or pressure signal that is an alarm condition in normal operation mode but is
expected and normal during startup or cold shutdown.
numeric - Pertaining to numerals or to representation by means of numerals.
numeric keypad - array of keys in the numeric section to which are allocated the ten digits 0 to 9 and the
decimal separator
object - entity which is presented to the user during the dialogue.
on-Iine help - Additional user guidance information beyond pronψting， feedback, status , and error
messages that can be obtained at the user’s initiative ofthe system. Information about features ofthe
system and dialogue and how they can be used to aid the user in comp
open window - Windows which are both perceptually and functionally available to the use r. Two types of
open windows exist, active and inactive.? (See also window)
open/closed - When a window is opened it appears on the screen. Windows may be c10sed (removed
from the screen) and reopened.
operand - That which is operated upon. Information entered with a request to define the data in which the
processor is to operate and control the execution ofthe processor.
operation - (1) A defined action, namely, the act of obtaining a result from one or more operands in
accordance with a rule that completely specifies the result for any permissible combination of operands.
(2) The set of such acts specified by such a rule, or the r
operative temperature - uniform temperature of a radiantly black enc10sure in which an occupant would
exchange the same amount of heat by radiation plus convection as in the natural non-uniform
environment. NOTE - Adapted from ISO 7726:1998.
operator - Any individual in a fac i1ity who manipulates a control or directs another to manipulate a
control.
optical reader - A device that reads hand written or machine printed symbols into a computing system.
option - one of 캄le selectable items in a menu.
option buttons - single, two-state choices, which are mutually exc1usive from each other.
option designator ~ Code, abbreviation, or a portion of the option name used to designate uniquely
each option on a menu‘ NOTE - An option designator may be explicit or implicit‘ An explicit designator
is an option code or abbreviation, set apart (usually to the left) from
option execution - Action used to execute the selected option(s) (i.e. , the requested function is
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perfonned). NOTE - Option selection and execution may be perfonned by the same user act (e.g. , key
press). (Also see "optiori selection" , below.)
option group - Group of options within a menu. NOTE - Menus and menu panels may contain more than
one optìon group 。
option label- Name displayed in a menu to identify a specific menu option
option selection - Action by which the user indicates his/her choice of one or more options from the
menu.
optional field - Field that not necessarily needs to be fi l1ed in or modified by the user
outline selection - an extended fonn of drag selection that is particular1 y useful for graphical objects
when normal drag selection conflicts with moving objects with the mouse.
output - The data which are the product of an information handling operation or series of operations; the
data emitted from a storage device; the data being transferred from primary storage (core , drum) to
secondary storage (cards, tape, floppy disk); electrical pulses; reports produced by printer or typewriter
unit; a general tenn form output media, such as cards , and tape. Contrasts with input.
overlapping window format - formats in which windows may partially or completely over1ap each other
overlay - thin ter뺑late on the surface of a tablet used to indicate the graphic functions available to the
user
page - (1) The data appearing at one time on a single display screen. (2) A 효xed-length block of data,
especial1y that which fits into a printed record or screen. (3) To summon a particular page or the next
logical page.
paging - A method of viewing and moving through data in which a user conceives of data as being
grouped into display sized pages and moves through it by discrete steps. Also, to summon by calling out
byname.
palettes - a set ofunlabeled symbols , typically presented within small rectangles. Symbols may be icons,
patterns, characters, or drawings that represent an operation. Palettes are used widely in drawing and
painting packages but arε common1y found in wordprocess
palm - ventral area of the hand between wrist and base of fingers
palm rest - surface which supports the palm of the hand when using an input device NOTE - A palm rest
is smaller than a wrist rest which provides support for both the palm and wrist, or the wrist on1y.
pane - working area within a window frame. NOTE - Panes can be split to create multiple panes within
one window.
panel - The front face of an assembly, normally used for mounting controls and displays.
panning - an orientation of display framing in which a user conceives of the display frame as moving
over a f lXed array of‘ data.
parallax - The apparent change in the relative position of objects at different distances from the observer
as the observer’s position changes.
parallax error - The perceived change in relative position of objects at different distances from an
observer when viewed from difì옮rent positions. Can cause errors in the reading of some instruments.
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parameter - (1) A power conversion process variable or quantity that can assume any of a given set of
physical1y feasible values. Plant parameters are typically measures of the pεrformance of systems and
processes of the plant. (2) A variable that is measured.
passive Help - a form ofHelp that simply responds to user requests for information. The information may
be in the form of on-line system documentation, such as a user’s guide or a list of functions performed by
combinations of key prεsses.
paste - A system function that puts the contents ofthe temporary editing buffer (a selectìon previously cut
or copied) at the ìnsertion poìnt of the current interactive window. The buffer contents are not a1terεdby
this operatíon‘
path monitoring pattern coding - A Pεrceptual ìndìcator used to
observer, or reduce operator search time.

diff농rentiate

areas ofìnterest to the

peak clipping - A tεchníque for control1ing amplìtude relationshíps in spèech by limiting the
instantaneous peak-amplitudes to improve intelligibility of speech, usual1y fo l1owed by amplification of
the signal to ìncrease the anψlitude ofhe c1ipped peaks to their original1eveI, with a proportional increase
of the weaker speech sounds.
performance shaping factors ‘ Factors that influence human reliabi1ity through their effects on
performance. PSFs include factors such as environmental conditions , HSI design, procedures, training,
and supervision.
personal safety - Relates to the prevention of individual accidents and i띠uries of the type regulated by
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
pictographic - Pεrtaining to a picture-like rεprεsentation of an object.
pie charts A circ1e divided into sections (as pieces of a pie) in order to represent graphical1y the relative
proportions of different parts of a whole. A circular chart cut by radii ìnto segments íl1ustrating
magnitudes or fr‘ equencies.
pixel - A contraction for the words “ picture element." The smallest discrete addressable subsection of a
visual display.
plant - The operating unit of a nuc1ear power station inc1uding the nuc1ear steam supply system, the
turbine, eIectrical generator, and al1 associated systems and components. In the case of a multi-unit plant,
thete얹n plant refers to al1 systems and processes
plant safety - AIso cal1ed "safe operation ofthe plant." A genεral term used herein to denote the technical
safety objective as articulated by the International Nuc1ear Safety Advisory Group of the Intemational
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) ìn the "Basic Safety Principle".
pointer - graphical symbol that is moved on the screen according to operations WÌth a pointing device.
NOTE - Users can interact with elements displayed on the screen by moving the pointer to that location
and starting a direct manìpulation.
pointing - operation with a graphic user interface in which an input device is used to move a small
display image (such as a pointer) to a specific location on the display
pointing device - a non-keyboard device that a l10ws a user to navigate rapidly armmd the screen and to
specify and select objects for manipula
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pop-up menu - Menu displayed ("popped-up") at a specific location on the screen (e.g. , nεar an object or
next to a pointer) when a particular condition occurs , a button is engaged, or a cornmand is executed。
position - In a string, each location that may be occupied by a character or binaη digit, and may be
identified by a serial number.
position designation - User selection and entry of a positíon on a dísplay, or of a displayed item.
positive polarity - Condìtion in which the foreground luminance LF is the lowest luminance levεlofthe
dísplay, and the background luminance , LB is the highest luminance level of the display.
posture - overall position ofthe body, or body parts in relation to each other, with respect to the
workplace and íts components
precision ‘ The degree of discrimination with whích a 엠uantity is stated. For example, a three-digit
numeral discriminates among 1000 possibilities.
predicted mean vote, PMV - index that predicts the mean value of the votes of a large group of person
on a 7 -point thermal sensation scale
pre-emphasis - Systematic distortion of the speech spectrum to improve intel1igibi1ity of speech sound by
attenuating the low-frequency corrψonents ofvowels (relatively unimportant for íntel1igibi1ity) and
proportionately increasíng the arrψ1itude ofhigh-frequency vowel components and consonants(highly
irr계::>ortant ofr intelligible speech transmission)
preparing messages Includes specification of contents , format and header information.
primary window -1 - window that represents a view from an operating system, an application or an
object. NOTE - It is possible to have more than one primary window presented at the same time.
primary window ‘-2 - a top or high-level window in an application. It is the maín location of user
ínteraction and functions independent of other primary wíndows in the app1ication.
principle section - alphanumeric, editing, function, and numeric sections
print queue - An area of computer memory that temporarily stores a file to be printed so that the user can
contínue ínteracting with the system while the file prints.
printer - A device that writes output data from a system on paper or other media.
prioritization - A class of alarm display processing that presents alarm messages to the operator
according to an evaluation of importance , often using 2 to 4 categories of priority.? The intent of this
approach is to help the operators focus attention on the most inψort
processing - The execution of a systematic sequence of operations.
product - Part of the equipment (hardware , software and materials) for which usability is to be specified
or evaluated.
programmable function keys - User programniable keys whose function may vary between applications
or between users within an application.
protected field - Field that contains data cannot be modified by the user. These fields are
called "read-only" fields

sometimiεs

prototype - A dynamic rεpresentation of an HSI that is not linked to a procεss model or simulator (see
"Simulator" and "Mockup ’'). A model of an ínterface which includes the functions and capabí1ities
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expected in the final system, though not in a finished form.
proxemics - The study of the nature, degree, and effect of the spatial separation individuals naturally
maintain (as in various social and interpersonal situations) and of how this separation relates to
environmental and cultural factors.
puck - hand-held
digitizing tablet

dεvice

similar to a mouse but with a retic1e view port and that is typical1y used with a

pull-down menu - A menu whose items are normally "hidden" from the users view and accessed by the
user holding the selection button down over the desired menu bar labe1.
query - the process of specifying, locating, and retrievíng data matching specified characteristics from a
database.
question and answer - A type of dialogue in which a computer displays questions , on당 at a time, for a
user to answer.
queue - A waiting line or list formed by items in a system waiting for service; for example , tasks to be
performed or messages to be transmitted in message switching system.
racks - A structure into which equipment drawers or other types of equipment mounting hardware is
installed. A rack generally has a bui1t-in utility distribution system that provides interfaces far connecting
the installed equipment’s utilities
radial hand deviation - bending the hand at the wrist in the direction of the thumb
radiant temperature - difference betweεn the plane radiant temperature of the two opposite sides of a
small plane element.
radio buttons - single, two-state choices , which are mutually exc1usive from each other.
ramp action - kinaesthetic sensation during key actuation in which the force required to actuate the key
increases as the key is displaced
reach envelope - optimum or maximum space accessible to the intended user population with respect to a
specified user position
reaction time - The time between the presentation of a stimulus and the beginning of a response to that
stimu1us
readability = The ease with which words and text can be read. Refers specifically to the functional
relationships that exist between the properties of words and text and the observer' s accuracy and speed of
understanding words or text.
read-only field - field in which data are displayed which cannot be edited
reasonable accommodation - any modification or adjustment to a job or the work environment that wi1l
enable a qualified person with a disability to participate in the application process and to perform
essential job 찬mctions.
record - A group of related data fields that are

operatεd

on as a single entity in a database.

redundant alar‘ m processing - A c1ass of alarm display processing which identifies alarms that are
truε/valid but are redundant with other active alarm conditions. This processing
suppresses , or
reduces thε priority of alarm messages that havε bεen determined to be of 1εS8
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reference plane - surface designed to support the fee t. NOTE - If not otherwise indicated, the reference
plane is the ground. Any other level height of support surfaces.
reference white - Specified white achromatic stimulus Yn, u’n, v’n.
reflash - An alann presentation method that can be implemented any time an alarm condition is based on
input from more than one plant parameter. Reflash causes an alann display to re-enter the new alarm state
when an associated plant parameter reachεs its setpoint. The alarm display cannot return to normal unit all
related parameters return to their normal ranges.
reflectance - ratio of the reflected luminous f1ux to the incident flux under given conditions
rejection level- The minimum level of certainty (represented by a number) required by a speech
recognìtìon system for a spoken command to be executed.
relative humidity - ratio between the partial pressure of water vapour in humid air and the water vapour
saturation pressure at the same terrψerature and the same total pressure
remote - Acting on or controlling indirectly from a distance.
request - A user input specifying the operation(s) to be performed.
required field - Field tliat must be completed by th.ε user if it dose not already have a value.
resolution (resolving power) - smal1est detectable movement, or actuation force , of an input device that
results in a pointer displacemεnt on a display
response time - The time between the submission of an item of work to a computing system and the
return of results.
reticle - orthogonallines ìn the lens of a puck used to visually align the puck to an image
retrace - A capability that retums a user to the last previous display in a defined transaction sequence
(also cal1ed "backup").
retrieval - The act, method, or procedm e for recovering stored data.
‘

reverberation - continuatìon of a sound ìn an enc10sed space after the source has stopped; a resuIt of
reflections from the boundary surfaces of the room
reverberation time - Time required for the average sound energy density in an enc10sure to decrease to 60 d B of the inìtial value after the source has stopped
review - Acapability that retums a user to the first display in a defined transaction sequence, whi1e
retaining any entries made by the user.
right justified - To a예ust the printing positìons of characters on a page so that the right margin of the
page ìs regular. To shift the contents of a register so that the least signìficant digit is at some specified
position of the register.
ringback - An alarm display feature that provides a distinct cue such as a slow flash or audible tone to
indicate that an alarm condition has c1eared, i.e. , the monitored parameter(s) has returned to
range.

i엄

normal

rotational acceleration - The rate of ch따1ge of the direction of a mass , the velocity of which is kept
constant. In this regard, the rotational acce1eration is directly proportíonal to the square of thε velocity
and inversely proportional to the radius ofthe turn.
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row - A horizontal arrangement of characters or other expressions.
safety evaluation - The NRC process of reviewing an aspect of an NPP to ensure that it meets
requirements and that it will perform as needed to reliably ensure plant safety.
safety function - Safety functions are those functions that serve to ensure higher-level objectives and are
often defined in terms of a boundary or entity that is important to plant integtity and the prevention of the
r e1ease of radioactive materials. A typical safety function is “ reactivity contro1." A high-level objectivε，
such as preventing the release of radioactive materials to the environment, is one that designers strive to
achieve through proper operation of the plant. The function is often described without reference to
specific plant systems and components or the level of human machine intervention that is needed to carry
out this action. Functions are often accomplis돼
he
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safety goal - A high-level objective such as ,Preventing the release of radioactive material to the
environment which designers strive to achieve through the design ofthe plant, and-which plant operators
strive to achieve through safe operation of the plant.
safety issue - An item identified during plant design, operation, or review that has the potential to affect
the safe operation of the plant. Safety-related, A term applied to those NPP structures , systems , and
components (SSCs) that prevent or mitigate the consequence
satisfaction - freedom form discomfort, and positive attitudes ofusers towards the use ofthe product
saturated colour - Colour with a colorfulness , of an area judged in proportion to

i염

brightness.

saturation - the relative amount ofwhiteness in a chromatic color.
scaIe - A graduated series or scheme of rank or order.
scaling -2 - The positioning of displayed data elements with respect to a defined measurement standard.
scatterplot - A scaled graph which shows relations among individual data points in a two dimensional
array.
screen - The portion of a display that is visible on the display device. A screen may show part of a page ,
an entire page , or several pages. See also: display device.
screen button - Labelled screen graphic, intended to represent control buttons , typically selected by
means of a pointing device or cursor keys , and executed by appointing device button or the "Enter" key.
NOTE - Screen buttons may represent menu options or commands.
screen dump - An action, usually performed with a keystroke sequence , that causes the exact contents of
the current screen display to be captured for printing or storage in a file.
screen structure - A generic display element such as a menu bar or title.
screen tiIt angel, α - Angle formed by the intersection ofthe plane tangent to the center ofthe display
and the horizontal plane.
scroll- To move data being viewed in a line-by-line manner; to roll upward or downward.
scroll bar - conπ01 that allows a user to view objects that extend beyond the size of a displayed related
window or list by moving the objects into or out of the available display area; the scroll bar also indicates
whether additional information is available
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scrolling - a method used to move through the contents of a window or list in a dialogue box using the
croll-bar or scroll arrows.
scrolling menu - a mεnu usually containing many options that does not display al1 of the options at once.
It includes a scroll-bar that permits the sequential display of all options. Scrolling menus are also called

list boxes and scrolling lists.
sculptured profile keyboard - keyboard in which the side view of the keytops is shaped in other than a
straight line
secondary window - a window that is displayed from within a primary window or anothεrsecondary
window. Secondary windows ar’ e sometimes called child windows.
select function - selects or activates objects on the screen or sets the location of the cursor.
selecting - A user’s action of identifying display elements to the computer in order to ready them for use
in some way (e.g. , to open a valve by an input device click on a graphic representation of a valve).
selection - the action a user makes in choosing a menu option. Selection may be accomplished by
pointing, by typing, or by pressing a function key.
selection indication - γisual or other cue that indicates the selected element on the display, to which the
user may apply a subsequent action
selector button - actuator located on an input device
separator - String öf one or more characters, or a pause (for voicε)， used to separate or organize elements
in the command phrase and between command phrases.
sequence - An arrangement of items according to a

speci표ed

set of rules.

sequence controI - Logic and means by which user actions and computer responses are linked to become
coherent transactions.
setpoint - The value of a monitored parameter which defmes the boundary between the parameter s
normal range and an alarm condition. An alarm condition exists when the parameter exceeds the normal
range that is defined by the upper and/or lower limit setpoints. Graded alarms may have multiple setpoints
outside the normal range that produce alarms that indicate increasing levels of severity of the abnormal
condition, such as Low Level, or Low-Low level
shared alarm - An alarm condition that is defmed by the activation of one or more of a sεt of different
process deviation conditions.
shock - Physical or emotional trauma; clinìcal manifestations of inadequate amount of circulating blood.
should and may - The word "should" is used to denote a recommendation; the word 칸nay" is used to
denote permìssion, neither a requirement nor a rεcommendation.
signal validation - A set of alarms processing techniques by which signals from redund없1t or
functiona l1y related sensors are compared and analyzed to determine whether a true alarm condition exists.
The purpose of these techniques is to prevent false alarms being presented to the operator due to
malfunctioning plant instrumentation, such as a fa i1ed sensor.
significance processing - A class of alarm display processing which includes techniques that εvaluate
actìve alarm conditions to identìfy those that are true/valid but are of less operational significance than
other active alarm conditions. This processing filters , suppresses , or reduces the priority of alarm
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messages that have been detennined to be of less importance ‘ For example, in an anticipated transient
without scram event, alarms associated with minor disturbances on the secondary side of the plant are
eliminated or lowered in priory.
simple grapbics - Computer-generated graphs, charts, icons and pictures composed of lines or area-fill
which are not continuous shades, photo-1ike in appearance or havíng few gray levels.
simulator - A facility that physically represents the HSI configuration and that dynamically represents
the operating characteristics and responses ofthe plant in real time (see "Prototype" and "Mockup").
situation awareness - The relationship between thε operator’s understanding of the plant’s condition and
its actual condition at any given time.
sizing - operation of changing one or more dìmensions of objects arbitr arily
‘

slider - a control used to set a value and give a visual indication of the setting.
sloped profile keyboard - keyboard in which the side profiles of the keys are all sloped (pitched) at the
same angle with respect to the base
small source of luminance - Area with a diameter of 1 (measured from the screen) ofuniform
luminance (LA(SML)) , to be used in the measurement of specular reflections from screens with diffusing
treatments.
Q

snap action - sudden drop in force required to further displace a key
soft function key - an area on the screen that represents a function kεy.
spacing - The distance betwεen any two objects.
spatially focused variable location, serial display - A display where alarms are presented in no fixed
location and according to some logic such as time or priority. Usually the same display device can be
used to present many different alarms (in contrast with SDCV display where a given location presents
only one alarm) , A scrolling message list is an example ofthis type of display.
spatially-dedicated - continuously visiblè (SDCV) alarm display, An alarm display which is in a
spatially dedicated position and is always visible whether in an alarmed or cleared state. Conventional
alarm tiles are an example of a SDCV alarm display.
spectrally extreme colours - Extreme blue (any colour with v’ < 0 ,2) and extreme rεd (any colour with u'
>0 , 4).
spectrum locus - Locus in a chromaticity diagram or colour spacε of the points that represent
monochromatic stimuli throughout the spectrum.
specular reflectance ‘ The light incident on a surface at angle x that is reflected at angle - x (minus x).
specular reflection - reflection in accordance with the laws of geometrical optics , without diffusion
speecb display - Speech messages (either computer-generated or recorded human voice) conveyed to the
operating crew through audio devìces such as speakers and headsets.
speech interference level- a measure ofthe effectiveness.ofnoìse ìn masking speech. It is the arithmetic
mean ofthe same pressure levels ofintεl‘fering noise (in dB re 20_ Pa) ìn the four octave bands centered
on the ftequencies 500, 1000, 2000 , and 4000 Hz, respectively.
speech recognition - Permits a user to provide spoken input which a computer interprets as data or
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commands.
spin box (also known as a spin) - a variation ofthe scrolling menu or 1ist. A spin box is made up ofa
text box and two arrows and displays a sequence of mutually exclusive choices.
spin button -a variation of the scro11ing menu or lis t. A spin butlon is made up of a text box and two
arrows and displays a sequence of mutually exclusive choices.
split bar - the divider placed across the middle of the window that separates the panes.
split box - a rectangular indicator located inside the scroll-bar of a split window or immediately above the
scroll:. bar of a split‘ able window. N ote, however, that in some guidelines , the split box is called the split
bar。
stac힘ng

- the stringing together of commands so that they can a11 be executed with a single command.

standard combo boxes - a special type of text box that includes a standard list of options with a11 options
visìble to the user.
state of objects - status of an 0 ject whìch ìs related to possible modífications. EXAMPLE - Such states
include "active" , "available", "selected" , "unavai1able".
‘

static posture - adoption of a body position which is fixed over time and wherε therε is muscle
contraction without motion
status bar - a special 양rpe of message bar used to present information about the current status of the
application.
status information - Information pertainíng to system status which is displayed to a user either
automatically or by user request.
stepped profile keyboard - keyboard in which the top of each key is parallε1 to the work surface but at a
different height from the work surface
stereopsis - Binocular, visual perception of depth or three-dimensional space.
storage - Any device on which data can be entered, held, and retrie、red. The act of storing data on such a
device.
strike surface - area on the top surface of the key which the finger contacts during key actuation
string - A linear sequence of entities such as characters or physical elements.
stroke width - The thickness ofthe lines that make up a character, usual1y expressed as a proportion of
the character ’ s height.
stylus - pen-shaped pointing device which, when touched to a display or graphics tablet, can be used to
draw images on a display or select displayed objects typically by depressing the stylus tip or actuating a
butlon located along the side of 삼le stylus
subtractive color process - The presentation of color images by means of selεctive absorption of
proj ected light.
suppression - A class of alarm display processing by which alarms determined by procεssing techniques
to be less important, irrelevant, or otherwÍse unnecessary are not presented to the operators , but can be
accessed by operators upon reques t. The approach is intended to help the operators focus atlention on the
most important alarm conditions when multiple alarm conditions exist.
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symbol - A representation of something by reason of relationship, association, or convention.
syntax - The way ín which words are put together to form phrases , clauses, or sentences.
system - An integrated collection of plant components and control elements that operatε together and
possibly in conjunction with other systems to perform a function.
system response time - The elapsed time between the initiation of a command and the notification to 셨le
user that the command has been completed.
system-initiated guidance - Guidance that is presented to thε user by the system when the user has not
taken an explicit action to request the guidance NOTE - System-initiated guidance includes , for example ,
prompts , feedback, status, information, etc.
table - A rows and columns structure consisting of functional areas which contain data which may or may
not require any input. Tables may be used to present a variety of types of information. A collection of
data in a form suitable for ready reference.
tablet - special flat surface with an input device (such asa stylus or puck) or selection, drawing, or
indicating position of images to be displayεd
tactile feedback - indication of the rεsults of a user action transmitted through the sense of touch
tactile indicator keys ‘ keys in the home row which contain a tactile aid for recentering the hands
task - Activities required to achieve a goal. NOTEl - These activities can be physical or cognitive.
NOTE2 - Job responsibilities can determine goals and tasks.
task analysis - A method of detai1ing the components of a task in terms of the demands placed upon the
human operator, the information required by the operator, the extent to which the task requires reliance on
or coordination with other personnel, and the relation of t
task primitive - fundamental action (like pointing, selecting and dragging) assoçiated with using a nonkeyboard input device ‘ NOTE - User tasks contain a mix oftask primitives.
tear-off menu - a menu that can be removed from the menu bar and moved to another location on the
screen where it can remain on display. Tear-off menus are also called “ tacked" or ‘껴ushpin" menus.
terminal - An inputloutput device used to enter and display data. Data are usually entered vìa a keyboard,
and are usually displayed vía a video screen rsoft copy") or a printεr ("hard copy"). A device, usually
equipped wíth a keyboard and some kind of dìsplay,
terminology - The tεchnical or special terms of expressions used; nomenclature.
text - The primary display for word processing, consists of alphanumeric character strings in linear arrays ,
making up words, sentences , and paragraphs. The main body of printed or written matter on a page or in a
message.
text boxes - edit controls into which the user types information. Most text boxes are one line tall, but
applications can also use multi-line text boxes.
text entry - lnitial entry and subsequent editing of textual data.
text frame - a sizable field into which the user can type text This is a dynamic form of an edit field and
should not be confused with the text box. Although text frames are generally rectangular, other shapes
may a1 so be used.
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text Processing - Text en감y， text retrieval, searching text for errors , keying in corrections , and organizíng
the forma t.
thermoregulation - Regulation oftemperature, particularly self-regulation ofbody tenψerature.
throughput - measure of the rate of information transfer when a user ís operating an input devise to
control a pointer on a display. NOTE - Throughput is measured in bits per second。
tile A 함pe of spatially dedícated, continuously visible alarm display consisting of an element of a
conventional NPP alarm panε1.
tiled window format , side-by- formats in which windows are placed side by side and do not overlap
tiled windows - Tiled windows (in contrast to layered windows) refers to the on-screen positioning of
multiple ￦indows side-by-side so that no window overlays information on another window.
tiling - A means of manipulating windows by which multiple windows on the same display abut, but do
not overlap. As the number ofwindows increases in the tiled window environment, the size of each
window decreases.
toggled menu options - options that are used to issue commands as a binary selection of one of two
opposite conimands.
tonal coding - coding based on different shades of 삼le same hue or different pattems or textures.
top-down design - A review approach starting at the "top" with high-level plant mission goals that are
decomposed into functions that are allocated to human and system resources and are decomposed into
tasks required to accomplish function assignments. Tasks are arranged
touch screen - A control device that allows the user to communicate with the COI뼈uter by touching a
screen.
touch temperature -

Tenψerature

of objects in direct physical contact.

touch zone - An area of a display that a user can activate to perform a predefinεd operation (e.g. ,
displaying a pop-up window).
touch-sensitive screen (TSS) - input device that produces a position and sεlection input signal from a
finger touching, lifting off, or moving across a display
toxicity ~ The quality of poison; the kind and amount of poison produced by a microorganism.

聊

tracing - following the outline of an image by moving the cursor or input device over the lines or shape
ofan
e

trackball = A control device with which the user can control cursor movement in any direction by
rotating a ball.
tracking - moving a pointer or predefmed symbol across the surface of a display screen in order to follow
a target
transaction - An action by a user followed by a response from the computer. Transaction is used here to
represent the smallest functional unit ofuser-system interaction.
transilluminated display - A display having light passed through, rather than reflected off, an element to
be viewed, e.g‘, il1umination used on traditional annunciator tile panels or indicators utilizing edge or
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back lighting techniques on clear, translucent, fluorescent, or sand
transmissivity - The proportion of luminous flux which passes completely through a window to the eyes
or sensor to the amount ofluminous flux incident upon the outside ofthe window.
tristimulus values ∞ Amounts of the three reference stimuli, in a given πichrornatic system, required to
match the colour of the stimulus considered.
tritanopia, small-field - Nonnal reduction in colour discrimination for short-wavelength (perceived as
bhie) images of small angular subtense (approximately 20 minutesofarc or less) stimulating the central
fovea of the eye ‘
turbulence intensity - ratio of the standard deviation of the local air velocity to the local mean air
velocity
turnaround time - (1) The elapsed lime between submission ofajob to a computing center and the
retum of results. (2) In communications, the actual t Ìme required to revεrse the direction of transmission
from send to rεceive when using a half-duplex circuit.
ulnar deviation - bending the hand at the wrist 1 the direction of the little finger
undo - A capabilitγ that reverses thε effect of the previous operation.
uniform-chromaticity - Two-dimensional diagram in which the coordinates are defined with the
intention of making equal distances represent as near1y as possible equal stεps of colour discrimination
for colour stimu1i of the same Iuminance throughout the diagram.
update - Regeneration of changing data to show current status, by user request or automatically by the
computer.
usabiIity - Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to aèhieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a spεcifiεd context of use. NOTE - See Annex D for other
approaches to usability.
user - IndividuaI interacting with the system.
user guidance - AdditionaI information beyond the regular user-computer dialogue that is provided to the
user on request or is automatically providεd by the system
user response time - The speed with which a user can enter commands andcontrol a system regardless
of the computer’s ab i1ity to quick1y process the commands.
user-initiated guidance - Guidance that is presented to the user onIy when the user has taken an explicit
action to request the guidance
utility window - a supplementary window that provides the users with additional .tools or controIs such as
a tool palette or a set of text attributes.
value - Specified data for a particular parameter or variable.
variable - A quantity that can assume any ofthe given set ofvalues.
variable function key - A dedicated key which invokes functions of the system; the specific function
invoked varies depending, e.g. , on the mode of operation selected by the usεr.
VDU - A video display unit.
verification - The process of determining whether instrumentation, controls , and other equipment meet
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the spεcific requirements of the tasks performed by operators.
vestibular system - Located in the inner ear, the vestibular system is responsible for the sense ofbalance
(and relativε position ofthe body with respect to the environment). The vestibular system senses
acceleration and direction of gravity
video display unit - An electronic device for the display ofvisual information in the form oftext and/or
graphics. Typically abbreviated VDU.
vigilance - The degree to which personnel are attentive to their current task.
visual acuity - Refers to the smallest resolvable detail an observer can see.
visual adaptation - Changes in visual sensitivity due to increased or decreased levels of light.
visual angle - A measure in degreεs of the size of the retinal image subtended by a viewed object. It
represents the apparent size of an object basεd on the relationship between an object’s distance from the
viewer and i성 size (perpendicular to the viewer'’s line of sight). An object ofconstant size will subtend a
smaller visual angle as it is moved farther from the viewer. Visual angle is typically defined in t，εrmsof
minutes ofvisual arc.
visual display terminal(VD’f) - An electronic device used to present visual information -that is usually
computer genεrated. They are used in conjunction width both the Input and ou1put of information.
Examples include: cathode ray tub (CRT) , liquid crystal diode (LCD, light emitting
warning - a signal that indicates the existence of a hazardous condition requiring immediate action to
prevent loss oflifiε， equipment damagε ， or a service interruption‘
warning signal - A signal which alerts the operator to a condition requiring immediate action (see
Caution Signal).
weighted sound pressure leveI. - Ten times the logarithm to the base 10 ofthe ratio ofthe time-Ìneansquare sound pressure (using A-weighting frequency weighting) to the square ofthe reference sound
pressure. The reference sound pressure is 20 micropascales.
wet bulb temperature - Calculated refmemεnt of globe ten때Jerature by weighting dry bulb and wet bulb
temperatures with the standard globe temperature.
wet/dry index - Calculated prediction ofhuman stress temperature accounting for wet and dry bulb
temperatures.
window ‘ independently controllable region on the display screen, used to present objects and/or conduct
a dialogue with a user. NOTE ‘ A window is usually rectangu1ar and delimited by a border.
window overlay - A portion of a display that is temporarily used to show added features such as
requested data, mεnus， or user guidance, which may obscure previously-displayed data.
word - A character string or a bit string considered as an entity.
word wrap - Occurs when words displaced from one line are moved to the next line so as to maintain the
continuity of the text.
working area (or client area) - the main area ofthe window that users employ to do their operational or
application tasks. It is the area where users makε their inputs and receive their ou1puts.
workload - The physical and cognitive demands placed on plant personneL

XXXVll

workplace - arrangement of workstations allocated to one person to complete a work task
workstation -1 ,.; assembly comprising display equipment with or without a central processing unit, which
may be provided with a keyboard and/or input device and/or input software determining the
operator/machine-interface, optional accessories, peripherals and thε immediatε
workstation -2 - The physical console at which a user works.
worksurface - The surface(s) supporting the keyboard and the display and on which other tasks may be
perfonned. It may be a single surface or multiple independent surfaces , with or without adjustment.
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비밀
금오공과대

구성되어 있는 인터페이

겼:의 설체의 사스템 척합성에 의해 크게 좌우되고 있다.
벼약척으로

mental

발천하면서

model) 이

훤전

운전휩들윷

언터훼어스의

포함한

아날로.1

컴퓨터까 상용화되고 그 지술이

컴퓨려

형 Eß 에서

사용자를와
퍼 Ãl 털형 Eß 의

청산모형 (user's
스테레오E-r업

(stereotype) 으로 침차 바꿰어 가고 있다. 따라서 일쩡 부분 다지털 형해의 인"B1페이스블
수용하고 있는 개량형 원천 쩌l 야설 설계사，

컴퓨려 71 솔을 활용한 CRT 쌍의 정보표시나

천산화 절차셔와 같은 깨량형 정보 띠스풀레이의 언칸 거쳐1 셔스템 척합성 (확은，

안천

성) 평가 현싼불옳 도출하고， 도출펀 현안틀의 신뢰성 있논 셜껴}1헝 7}를 위하여 i헝가모탤
의 구축팍 운천원의 실험율 통한 모델 참종 및 분석 기술의 연구가 시굽히 필요하다.
본 헌구의 화종 목표는 CRT 디스플레이 쩡보표시나 CRT 상의 천자식 철차서와 갈릎 켜I
량형 정보 표시를 설체할 때 그 설계의 었간풍함척 평가 기술을 개발하는 것이다. 이러한
수행하기 위하어 3차1겸도외 단껴l 벌 폭표를 설청하였다.

1 착년도안 탕해년도에는

팡범위한 CRT 피 ζ쓰플레이 평가 쩌첨 및 71 숲보고서들올 수집 분석하여 재량형 정보표샤
평가 현안을 도출하고 그 현한들의 기술배청 조사를 목적으로 연구흩룰 수행하였따. 도출된

평가 현한옳 까지고 2차년도에는 현만의 적합성 여부를 실저1 시스템을 통해 실혐 및 분석
수행할 예정야며， 최종 3차년도에는 재량형 ;헝보 설켜l 평가지침을 채발하고 어에
명가 지원 시스렘야 개발될 것이다.

명 켜워
(1 0 단어 내외)

CRT ,

평가지침， 전산화절차서， 인터페이스;;정보표시
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